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Abstract 

Although Audiovisual Translation (AVT) studies have proliferated in the 
past two decades, studies that tackle AVT in Arabic are still in their early stages. 
More specifically, very few studies investigate subtitling as a norm-governed, 
micro-level process that reflects macro-level, socio-cultural structures. Therefore, 
this thesis investigates the subtitling of racial slurs from English to Arabic by 
utilising the principles of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and Descriptive 
Translation Studies (DTS). It seeks to identify the main subtitling strategies that 
Arab subtitlers use to translate racial slurs in English-language films into Arabic 
and the ideological underpinnings behind those strategies. 
 Racial slurs are seen as aspects of lingua-culture; their occurrence 
represents the ideologies of race and racism that operate within a given socio-
culture. This study shows that racial slurs serve as tools for characterisation 
through stereotyping. Moreover, the study demonstrates how racial slurs are a 
manifestation of the audience design involved in producing a film’s script.  
 A dataset that consists of 556 racial slurs found in 102 films which were 
recorded from Arab satellite channels is compiled. The study identifies transfer, 
decimation, imitation, resignation, and omission as the main strategies that Arab 
subtitlers use in translating racial slurs. After the main subtitling strategies have 
been identified, the dataset is approached from the angle of racial categories 
targeted by racial slurs. This approach forms the basis of the in-depth, qualitative 
analysis of several representative scenes from the films under investigation. First, 
the analysis focuses on racial slurs targeting Blacks, which are the most recurring 
in the dataset. Then I analyse the sporadic racial categories of Whites, Asians, 
Latinos, and Jews. Finally, I focus on racial slurs that target Arabs and Muslims, as 
these groups represent the members of the audience in the Arab socio-culture. 

The analysis shows that the subtitling strategy of transfer is more prone to 
be used with racial slurs that have readily available equivalents in Arabic, such as 
those that target Blacks and Jews. Reduction strategies are used more frequently 
with sporadic racial categories and with those categories in which finding an 
equivalent in Arabic poses a challenge. I argue that the subtitling of racial slurs 
represents a process in which slurs are entextualised from their original contexts 
and their linguistic and lingua-cultural layers thereby altered. This process serves 
as an index of the different ideologies of racism that exist in Western and Arab 
socio-cultural contexts. It also manifests the role of patronage in controlling the 
subtitling industry and the subtitled product that reaches Arab audiences. It can be 
suggested that Arab subtitlers tend to apply domestication as a governing norm in 
the subtitling of racial slurs, as the acceptability of the subtitled text for the Arab 
audience seems to be the main priority for subtitlers.  
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Key to Arabic Transliteration Symbols 

 

Ɂ ء 
voiceless glottal stop as in the American /t/ variant 
in ‘bottle’  

j ج voiced palatal affricate as in ‘gentle’ and ‘jam’  

ђ ح voiceless pharyngeal constricted fricative 

kh خ voiceless velar fricative 

dh ذ  voiced Interdental fricative as in ‘then’ 

th ث voiceless interdental fricative as in ‘thin’ 

sh ش voiceless palatal sibilant as in ‘sheep’ 

S ص 
voiceless post-dental sibilant emphatic the /s/ 
allophone in ‘son’ 

D ض voiced post-dental emphatic stop 

T ط voiceless post-dental emphatic stop 

Z ظ voiced post-interdental emphatic fricative 

ʕ ع voiced pharyngeal fricative 

gh غ voiced uvular fricative 

q ق voiceless unaspirated uvular stop 

y ي voiced palatal glide as in ‘yet’ 
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Chapter 1                                Introduction 

1.1 Subtitling: A Viewer’s Perspective 

A major platform of media entertainment in the Arab World is satellite television 

channels. International films have a great share of aired content on these channels, 

and it is estimated that they come second in viewing rates after Arabic drama 

(Schoenbach et al., 2016). Personally speaking, I have long been a big fan of 

Hollywood cinematic productions. Over the years, I have watched hundreds of films 

and television series aired on Arab satellite channels which have been subtitled 

from English to Arabic. However, as I was growing up, equipped with my newly 

acquired linguistic knowledge, the way I looked at English subtitles of films 

changed. I began to notice discrepancies between the English dialogue and the 

Arabic subtitles. Moreover, I started identifying patterns in those discrepancies that 

enabled me to predict where they would occur, e.g., with sensitive sexual or 

religious lexical items and discourse.  

One specific show ignited the quest behind this thesis. In the summer of 2012, 

I started watching the crime/thriller political drama Homeland on Showtime 

Network, which is a cable network that airs in the Arab World. The different styles 

of subtitling caught my attention; specifically, sensitive lexical items received less 

manipulation than on public satellite channels, especially items related to religion 

and sexuality. In contrast, racial slurs and insults were repeatedly manipulated, 

sparking my interest in the subtitling of racial slurs in particular. Although there is 

a general understanding in the Arab world that religious topics and explicit sexual 

references are taboos and therefore are not accepted for explicit presentation on 

television, there is no such rule for racial slurs and racist discourse. Rather, what 

exists is a denial of the widespread use of such slurs and the racist practices that 

exist within the Arab societies. Thus, watching Homeland incurred two questions in 

my mind. The first regards the status of racist discourse in the Arab world.  The 

second question concerns the difference between subtitling shown on public 

channels versus cable channels. Do broadcasting companies and social and political 
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authorities affect the way sensitive topics and lexical items are translated and 

transmitted to the Arab audience?  

1.2 Why Subtitling of Racial Slurs? Background and Context 

The points mentioned above already seemed to justify an inquest into the subtitling 

of racial slurs from English to Arabic. However, initial investigations into the 

available literature yielded further reasons and added to the importance of the 

current investigation. Within the field of Translation Studies (TS henceforth), 

research into Audiovisual Translation (AVT henceforth) is relatively recent. 

However, AVT has been the focus of investigation in many languages such as Italian 

and Spanish. Unfortunately, AVT research involving Arabic is still in its early stages 

(Thawabteh, 2010; Gamal, 2008, 2009; Mazid, 2006). Most of the existing research 

focuses on technical and linguistic challenges (Alkadi, 2011; Al-Adwan, 2009); such 

research views subtitling first and foremost as a linguistic and a translational 

process and fails to consider the underlying ideologies and social norms. In 

addition, the available research looks at different aspects of subtitling at the same 

time, such as the general challenges and obstacles which translators face. Very few 

studies approach AVT from the angle of lexical items, even though such a focus 

would provide more in-depth insight.  

Although early AVT research focused on the technical and linguistic 

challenges that AVT practitioners face, there have been calls to link these 

challenges with the wider socio-cultural context in which they take place (Díaz 

Cintas, 2012). This call is in line with the cultural turn in translation studies 

(Bassnett and Lefevere, 1998). Thus, research has started orienting to the cultural 

and ideological implications of AVT. This shift is highly appropriate for several 

reasons:  

 As a site of discursive practice, audiovisual media and its translation play a 

special role in the articulation of cultural concepts such as femininity, 

masculinity, race, and Otherness, among others. It can contribute greatly to 
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perpetuating certain racial stereotypes, framing ethnic and gender 

prejudices.  (Dias Cintas, 2012, p. 281) 

This quote highlights that the issue of race and racial stereotyping is manifested in 

AVT texts, which represents a gap in AVT research on Arabic. The process of 

watching subtitled productions entails a ‘suspension of disbelief’, which means that 

“There is a tacit agreement, a ‘contract of illusion’ if you will, between the subtitler 

and the viewers to the effect that the subtitles are the dialogue, that what you read 

is actually what people say” (Pedersen, 2010, p. 18). The suspension of disbelief 

accentuates the role of subtitlers in passing or filtering sensitive terms and those 

terms’ related ideologies, such as racial slurs. It also means that the media are 

effective outlets in disseminating and reinforcing ideologies. This role of media is 

particularly true for racist ideologies, as media outlets are often used by those in 

power to gain control and impose their agendas in a given socio-cultural context 

(Hall, 2000). Accordingly, studying racial slurs and the subtitling of those slurs as a 

method of exploring ideologies and the power behind them is important.  

1.3 Scope and Methodology  

The underlying basis of this study is two-fold. First, translation, and specifically 

subtitling of racial slurs, is an intercultural mediation between two different socio-

cultural systems (Hatim, 1997). As Toury (1995) explains, translation not only 

involves two different languages, but also their related cultural traditions. Thus, 

translation processes tend to follow certain norms and patterns (ibid.). 

Discrepancies between two texts are not simply errors caused by the incompetence 

of subtitlers and their lack of cultural awareness; they are the products of the 

norms that govern the work of translators (Deeb, 2005). Second, racial slurs are 

indexical aspects of lingua-culture. In cinematic discourse, they play an important 

role in the texts in which they are carefully placed. Just as the original text occupies 

a special position in its context, the translated text may hold a different position in 

its socio-cultural context (Toury, 1995).  
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The study of subtitling and its socio-cultural connotations has benefited 

from the use of Critical Discourse Analysis (henceforth CDA), as CDA focuses not 

only on texts but also on the processes of producing and consuming them 

(Fairclough, 2001). This focus fits perfectly with the general frame of this research: 

I approach the text (Arabic subtitles of racial slurs) to reveal the ideologies 

involved in its production and reception.  A number of studies taking that path have 

helped to guide this thesis (e.g., Isbuga-Erel, 2011; Al-Hejin, 2012; Filmer, 2011). 

Moreover, CDA allows for the interdisciplinary application of different 

methodological tools and perspectives which in turn allows for a more holistic look 

at a text and its connotations (see Chapter 2 for elaboration).     

The initial collection of data was exploratory, and the early stages of the study 

attempted to focus on only a few films in a case-study style. However, to be able to 

make generalisations about norms of subtitling racial slurs, a bigger dataset was 

needed with the qualitative, in-depth analysis done on selected representative 

scenes where the racial slurs occur.  Thus, the current study is mainly qualitative, 

but guided by and corroborated with tendencies observed from a larger dataset.   

1.4 Aim and Research Questions 

The general aim of this thesis is to investigate the subtitling of racial slurs from 

English to Arabic through the following research questions.  

1. What are the main strategies used in subtitling racial slurs from English to 

Arabic? 

2. Is there a difference in subtitling strategies applied to different racial 

categories and different contexts?  

3. What are the ideologies of race and racism that underlie subtitling of racial 

slurs? 

4. What is the role of patronage and broadcasting authorities in implementing 

those ideologies? 

5. What is the status of race and racial slurs in the Arab lingua-culture?  
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1.5 Thesis Overview and Outline 

Following the general introduction provided in this chapter, Chapter 2 connects the 

concepts of racial slurs and cinematic discourse through the lens of CDA. First, the 

chapter looks at what constitutes race, discusses racism as a possible result of 

racialisation, and highlights racist discourse as an aspect of racist practices. 

Following that, the chapter discusses the aspects of cinematic discourse which play 

a role in constructing meaning and relate to the use of racial slurs. In particular, the 

chapter focuses on stereotyping as a tool for characterisation and on the concept of 

audience design to show how racial slurs play a major role in the production of the 

original dialogue and its reception by the audience. The chapter then focuses on 

CDA as a theoretical perspective which connects discourse with the socio-cultural 

concept to which it belongs. Chapter 2 also identifies the dialectical-relational 

approach to CDA (Fairclough, 1995) as the main model which best describes the 

way in which cinematic discourse simultaneously affects and is affected by socio-

cultural practices. The chapter concludes by presenting the discursive strategies 

manifested in the process of subtitling from a CDA perspective.  

Chapter 3 looks at subtitling racial slurs from the perspective of TS. The 

chapter identifies the unique features and constraints of subtitling processes that 

might affect the subtitlers’ choices. Then it looks at Descriptive Translation Studies 

(Toury, 1995) as a theory which enables the view of subtitling as a target-oriented, 

norm-governed process. The chapter also presents the concepts of translator’s 

habitus (Simeoni, 1998), domestication, and foreignisation (Venuti, 2008), as well 

as translation as recontextualisation (Iectu-Fairclough, 2008), as concepts that 

back up the main theory of DTS and enrich the analysis. Following the theoretical 

perspectives, the chapter reviews specific studies that have tackled the subtitling of 

taboos and subtitling involving English and Arabic.  

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the methodological framework of this 

thesis and dataset collected for this study. It explains the rationale in data selection, 

collection, and analysis. It then explains the different data groupings, which are 

dependent on racial categories and subtitling strategies. Finally, Chapter 4 
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introduces the concepts of impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011, 2015) and Systemic 

Functional Linguistics (Halliday, 1994) as analytical tools which underpin the 

perspective of data analysis and observations.   

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are devoted to data analysis and discussion based on 

dividing the slurs according to racial categories and the frequency of the slurs’ 

occurrence in the dataset. Chapter 5 focuses on the representation of Blacks as the 

highest recurring racial category in the dataset. The slurs nigger/nigga, are 

analysed in different extracts and contexts, and the analysis shows the tendency of 

the subtitlers to translate the slur with the frequently used Arabic term zinji  )زنجي), 

among other strategies, inconsistently. Chapter 6 analyses samples of scenes where 

racial slurs target racial categorisations which are sporadic in the dataset. Racial 

slurs targeting Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews are analysed to look for the norms 

that govern the way subtitlers deal with said racial slurs. The analysis also 

addresses the differences among categories. For example, racial slurs targeting 

Whites, Asians, and Latinos are mostly subtitled using reduction strategies, while 

racial slurs targeting Jews are subtitled mainly using transfer strategies. Chapter 7 

is devoted to analysing samples of scenes with racial slurs targeting Arabs and 

Muslims. These instances were analysed in a separate chapter because these slurs 

target the racial identity of the audience themselves. The chapter analyses scenes 

which show two major stereotypes of Arabs/Muslims in Western media, namely as 

villains and victims.  

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of the literature on race, 

cinematic discourse, and CDA. It discusses the subtitling of racial slurs from the 

perspective of TS. As the chapter recaps the analysis and discussion chapters which 

tackled racial slurs and their subtitling strategies, it links the observations made to 

the research questions about the correlation between subtitling strategies and 

racial categories and the context in which racial slurs occur. The implications these 

correlations have for the ideologies of race and racism in the Arab socio-culture are 

addressed. Then the strengths and limitations of the research project, as well as 

recommendations and suggestions for future research, are presented.
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Chapter 2     Racial Slurs in Cinematic Discourse: A Critical 
Approach 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first begins with a discussion of 

what racial slurs stand for. This in-depth discussion addresses the concept of race 

and of racialisation as a process that enables different conceptualisations of racism 

in Western and Arab socio-cultures. Racist discourse is finally presented as a facet 

of racism in society.  

The second section of the chapter focuses on cinematic discourse as a 

medium for the portrayal of racial conflict. This section reviews the characteristics 

and tools used in the construction of meaning. The focus then moves to specific 

studies that analyse the projection of racial slurs in cinematic productions as well 

as the power and ideological agendas behind translation practices in the media. 

These studies identify CDA as an efficient approach for studying racist discourse 

and racial slurs in action and for revealing their potential underlying ideologies. 

This leads to the chapter’s third and last section, which is devoted to discussing 

CDA as a theoretical and methodological framework. CDA enables the investigation 

of discourse using an approach that connects it to ideology and power relations 

within a society. After a brief presentation of different approaches to CDA, the 

dialectical-relational approach is identified as having the greatest influence on the 

current research. Different aspects of CDA, such as entextualisation, 

interdiscursivity, and intertextuality, are applied to racial slur subtitling.   

2.2 Racial Slurs, Racism, and Racialisation  

2.2.1 Racial Slurs 

Racial slurs “are inextricably culture-bound lexical fields which can be observed 

and understood only in the broader view of discourse within a particular lingua-

culture” (Filmer, 2012, p. 37). They operate on different levels: linguistically, 

culturally, and socially. Thus, no definition of racial slurs is complete without 

addressing these multiple layers of meaning. Different definitions display several 
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layers of meaning. First, racial slurs can be considered types of taboo words. 

According to Hughes (2006, p. 462), a taboo is  

that which is generally unmentionable because, on a hierarchical scale, it is 

either ineffably sacred, like the name of God, or unspeakably vile, like 

cannibalism or incest. . . . Historically, taboos have tended to move from 

religious to secular, especially sexual to racial topics, but they can manifest 

themselves in relation to a wide variety of things, creatures, human 

experiences, conditions, deeds, and words. The term is now used somewhat 

loosely of any social indiscretion that ought to be avoided, since strictly 

speaking, a taboo action should not be performed nor referred to, and a 

taboo word should never be uttered. 

This definition indicates the recent shift in the definition of taboos to include racial 

insults in post-modernity. Taboos currently comprise five major categories: 

religion, disease, bodily fluids, sexuality, and race (Hughes, 2006; Allan and 

Burridge, 2006). Slurs are “expressions that target groups based on race (‘nigger’), 

nationality (‘kraut’), religion (‘kike’), gender (‘bitch’), sexual orientation (‘fag’), 

immigrant status (‘wetback’) or sundry other demographics” (Anderson and 

Lepore, 2013, p. 25). For “each such word, there is, or at least perfectly well could 

be, another that applies to the same person but whose use does not convey these 

things” (Hornsby, 2001, p. 128). The use of racial slurs thus damages the targeted 

group because the speaker opted to use the slur in a situation in which an alternate 

word could have been used. Therefore, racial slurs are the “manifest forms of racial 

intolerance: they are the most obvious linguistic manifestation of xenophobia and 

prejudice against out-groups . . . based on malicious, ironic or humorous distortion 

of the target group’s identity or ‘Otherness’” (Hughes, 2006, p. 146). 

 Hughes’s (2006) definitions show the close ties that racial slurs have with 

the respective societies and cultures in which they are used. Racial slurs at once 

represent the highest forms of taboo that now exist and embody lingua-cultures 

(Filmer, 2011). The term lingua-culture was proposed by Friedrich (1989) and fits 

the way racial slurs function in each socio-cultural context. Lingua-cultures are not 
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mere linguistic entities, but rather incorporate language and culture into one 

universe with aspects of vocabulary, semantics, grammar, and culture (ibid). A 

lingua-culture is the “interwoven linguistic cultural whole” (Schrauf and Rubin, 

2003). Since racial slurs are investigated in the current thesis both as linguistic 

entities and indices of social realities, the term lingua-culture will be used 

henceforth to refer to aspects of the use of racial slurs in their respective contexts. 

As Filmer (2011, p. 24) contends, “to analyse discourse, linguistic practice must be 

perceived as an integrated part of other cultural and social practices and the 

general social context”. 

There has been great attention focused on the semantics of racial slurs, what 

these terms mean, and how they are used to create offense and derogation (Croom, 

2013, 2015; Hom, 2008; Hedger, 2013). Studies on these topics have proposed 

multiple accounts of the semantics of slurs, including offensive autonomy, which 

contends the absolute offensiveness of slurs (Hom, 2008; Anderson and Lepore, 

2013); offensive variation, which is based on the belief that not all slurs are equally 

offensive (Hom, 2008; Anderson and Lepore, 2013; Jeshion, 2013; Whiting, 2013); 

and insulation, which asserts that slurring terms can occur inoffensively (Hornsby, 

2001; Williamson, 2009). A detailed account on the semantics of slurs is not the 

aim of this thesis, but it is crucial to identify what exactly is meant by slurs and how 

they are considered offensive. Despite the accounts that consider some slurs as 

potentially inoffensive, the use of slurs usually entails offensiveness. This is 

because  

in choosing to use a slurring term rather than its neutral counterpart, the 

speaker signals that he/she endorses the term (and its associations). Such 

an endorsement warrants offense, and consequently slurs generate offense 

whenever a speaker’s use demonstrates a contrastive preference for the 

slurring term. (Bolinger, 2015, p. 439) 

Bolinger’s (2015) view on slurs, as captured above, does not denounce all the 

semantic accounts aforementioned, but it does rely on two main assumptions. The 

first is that slurs are the least preferable choices for referring to members of target 
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groups, and the second is that slurs imply the derogation of the referents. This 

account is found to be very close to reality because, in addition to the two main 

principles cited above, Bolinger (ibid.) acknowledges that the offense generated by 

the use of slurs is gradable and context-dependent by “accounting for variation in 

offendedness”(ibid., p. 18), which depends on the hearer’s judgement and the 

context where the slur was uttered. This variation results in that slurs in some 

cases can imbed meanings of positivity and solidarity (Croom, 2013; Kennedy, 

2002). The racial slurs collected for the dataset used in this study are viewed 

within their contexts of use and the purposes they serve in the scene. Even for slurs 

that can have a positive function, such as the slur nigga, the derogatory use is still 

present, so the accompanying connotation is not completely disregarded in this 

study.  

Based on an overview of these accounts and the definitions of racial slurs 

cited above, the term racial slur as used in this thesis entails the following criteria:  

a. Slurs are terms that refer to their targets’ affiliations to a certain race or 

social group (a detailed explanation of what constitutes a race is given in 

the following section). 

b. Slurs entail derogation of people of a particular race. 

c. The exact interpretation of slurs is context-dependent and gradable in 

effect and offense, and in some cases, it can imbed positivity.  

The current study does not neglect the multifaceted nature of these slurs. Thus, it is 

necessary to clarify the terms race and racism as crucial and controversial 

concepts. The following section provides an explanation of the two terms as they 

are utilised in the current work.  

2.2.2  Race 

There is a multitude of definitions of race, which is why “[r]ace cannot be simply 

seen as an objective fact, nor treated as an independent variable” (Omi, 2001, p. 

244). There has been a dominant view that people’s physical appearance 
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determines race and racial categorisation (Brewer, 1988; Fiske and Neuberg, 

1990). Approaches endorsing this view ignored the important question of what 

race is and focus primarily on the consequences of racial categorisation (Eberhardt 

and Goff, 2005). However, approaches that connect race to physical appearance do 

not explain why people with anti-Semitic attitudes, for example, are able to identify 

Jewish faces more accurately than people who do not hold the same anti-Semitic 

attitudes (Lindzey and Rogolsky, 1950). Thus, the need for an alternative view of 

race has emerged. One notable alternative view moves away from the essentialist 

approaches, which concentrate on the physical appearance of the object of racial 

categorisation, and towards the perception of race as dependent on the beliefs and 

attitudes of members of society (Eberhardt and Goff, 2005). Social processes affect 

the perception of race, and social values precede the visual perception rather than 

vice versa (ibid.). What is even more relevant to the current research is that 

scholars who propose and adopt this attitude prioritise the role of context:  

Ideas about colour, like ideas about anything else, derive their importance, 

indeed their very definition, from their context. They can no more be the 

unmediated reflexes of psychic impressions than can any other ideas. It is 

ideological context that tells people which details to notice, which to ignore, 

and which to take for granted in translating the world around them into 

ideas about the world. (Fields, 1982, p. 146) 

Therefore, a definition that manifests the social characterisation of race rather than 

the physical one asserts that race is a “[c]ultural category of difference that is 

contextually constructed as essential and natural – as residing within the very body 

of the individual” (Silverstein, 2005, p. 364). This definition supports the notion 

that race is far from being a universal value; rather, it is strongly interconnected 

with context and, thus, the concept of race differs among societies and cultures 

(Garner, 2010). In keeping with race conceptualisation as a socio-cultural 

phenomenon rather than a biological one, Denzin (2001, p. 246) proposes that “a 

racial subject, or racial group, cannot exist outside of the performative discourses 

that produced it”, and hence “race is a process”. It is a dynamic process that is 
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subject to change. Certain races that have been subject to discrimination in a 

particular socio-culture in the past may move out of the circle of discrimination. A 

striking example of such a process is the targeting of Jews, who have been 

racialised throughout history (Meer, 2012), in Nazi Germany during World War II, 

which led to sweeping massacres that affected the Jewish population throughout 

the world. However, Germany’s defeat in that war resulted in a shifting attitude 

towards Jews and in sympathy for the horrors they faced in that war. The same can 

be said about the Black population in the United States. Although discrimination 

still exists against Blacks in the States, it has shifted in method and focus, verifying 

that racism is a dynamic process within the parameters of time, place, method, and 

degree of discrimination. On a different level, this flexibility also means that 

different cultures and social systems view and conceptualise physical appearances 

and other attributes differently (Garner, 2010). Thus, every society has its own 

racial categories that may be targets of discrimination and prejudice, and it is 

possible for certain racial categories to move in and out of the circle of that 

discrimination. The specific racial categories found in the dataset for the current 

work are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The following section focuses on the 

process of racialisation, which contributes to the categorisation of people as 

different races in different socio-cultures.  

2.2.3  Racialisation 

If race is closely tied to its context, it is necessary to analyse what creates different 

understandings of race among different socio-cultures. Racialisation is the concept 

that makes it possible to understand race within different societies and, 

subsequently, to understand the different views of racism and the racial categories 

discriminated against. Garner (2010, p. 152) proposes that racialisation can be 

viewed as “the process by which ‘race’ becomes a salient element of social 

relationships”. As race is not a static concept, we ought to look at the process that 

constructs its meaning in a specific context and shift the focus of the study to 

specific races (ibid.).  
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As racialisation is understood as assigning meaning to certain races, it is not 

necessarily a process that leads to the vilification of a certain race. It is better 

understood as a two-way process (Miles and Brown, 2003) which simultaneously 

allows the more powerful to gain authority over certain races and grants the 

dominated groups a reason for solidarity as a unified race. In this sense, 

racialisation is “an exercise of power in its own right” (Wolfe, 2002, p. 58). Just as 

racialisation has facilitated the oppression of Blacks in different Western societies 

throughout history, it has also enabled groups of Blacks to form a unique identity 

and enhance solidarity (Garner, 2010). Because it is a two-way process, it is 

necessary to identify the actors in the specific context and the direction of the 

process (ibid.). 

Another aspect of racialisation is that it reinforces the idea of visualising 

racism and racial prejudice as a continuum and eliminates the binary distinction 

between racist and anti-racist (ibid.). It allows other factors such as class and 

gender to integrate into and add layers of inequality to abstract racism (Rattansi, 

2005). A final point that must be stressed when discussing racialisation is its 

comparison to racism, as the two terms are sometimes misunderstood as 

synonyms. Racialisation is not a “crude synonym of racism, but a means by which 

racism can be made functional and sustained, as well as resisted” (Garner, 2010, p. 

32). Therefore, in cases in which racialisation is used in the legitimisation of 

unequal powers and the suppression of minorities, racism is the result. The 

following section discusses the terms racism and racial discrimination as they are 

used in this thesis. 

2.2.4 Racism and Racial Discrimination 

A complete discussion of racism and racial discrimination necessitates examination 

of the concepts within a given context. To this end, this section defines the context 

in which race and racialisation are identified; the section picks up from the end of 

the previous section to ground the definition of racism on two points. The first is 

the significant distinction between racialisation and racism, as introduced earlier. 

The second is the idea that race is a context-dependent social construct. These 
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points underlie the sense of racism adopted in this thesis, namely that racism is a 

concept that differs according to context and involves agents. From this viewpoint, 

the term racisms as a countable noun will be used in this study rather than racism 

as an abstract concept. Each version of racism refers to a certain context of use and 

background of its users or members in a socio-cultural context, rather than to the 

concept itself, which refers to general discrimination. Distinct racisms have been 

constructed and reconstructed through time and space by social action. This 

diversity helps to explain the complex forms that racism takes both in terms of the 

theoretical justifications and the political mobilisations associated with racism 

(Bulmer and Solomos, 1999).  

According to Garner (2010), racism represents a gradable continuum that 

ranges from extreme, easy-to-identify cases to subtle, hidden practices that vary 

among societies. Thus, to capture the aspects of different definitions of racism, 

Garner (2010, p. 11) asserts that definitions of racism must include three essential 

elements: 

1. A historical power relationship in which, over time, groups are racialised 

(that is, treated as if specific characteristics were natural and innate to 

each member of the group).  

2. A set of ideas (i.e., an ideology) in which the human race is divisible into 

distinct ‘races’, each with specific natural characteristics.  

3. Forms of discrimination flowing from this ideology (i.e., practices) 

ranging from denial of access to resources to mass murder. 

The elements listed in this definition enable us to view forms of discrimination that 

do not carry the exact label racism to be identified as manifestations of racism. One 

of these concepts is racial prejudice, which is thought to be interchangeable with 

racism from the point of view of social psychology (Alsheddi, 2011). Nevertheless, 

we ought to differentiate between the two concepts. Sociology and social 

psychology display inherent differences in the way they view racism and racial 

prejudice. While sociologists differentiate the two concepts, social psychologists 
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use them interchangeably, as racial prejudice is a term that encompasses a plethora 

of types of prejudices (ibid.). However, sociologists emphasise the difference 

between racism and social prejudice. Prejudice is negative attitudes or behaviours 

towards a person because of his or her membership in a particular group 

(Augostinous and Reynolds, 2001). However, other definitions of prejudice have 

sought to neutralise this negativity, stating that prejudice can involve positive or 

negative attitudes (Duckitt, 1994; Tajfel, 1982). What concerns the current 

discussion is that definitions of prejudice consider individuality to be central to 

forming an opinion or taking a stance towards a certain group in the socio-cultural 

context. In contrast to prejudice, racism is a broader construct that links individual 

beliefs and practices to wider social and institutional norms and practices 

(Augostinous and Reynolds, 2001). Racism is a way of representing and describing 

race in a way that “creates or reproduces structures of domination based on 

essentialist categories of race” (Omi and Winant, 1994, p.71). Another basic 

difference between prejudice and racism resides in the role of power. In prejudice, 

a preference for one’s group does not result in the social prevalence of this group. 

However, in racism, the preference of the in-group is translated to its ability to 

exercise power over the out-group (Augostinous and Reynolds, 2001). The 

distinction between racial slurs and prejudice or racism lies in the different effects 

they have on the population or the people affected. While an insult towards a White 

woman such as dumb blonde might result in distress to a targeted individual, it does 

not affect her quality of life in terms of, for example, job opportunities or access to 

education and services. On the contrary, racism results in an unequal treatment of a 

particular group. The remainder of this section reviews the literature on racism 

and racial prejudice in both Western and Arab societies. It follows from Garner’s 

(2010) definition that if the criteria are met, the expression ought to be labelled as 

racist even if it is not labelled as such by the members of the socio-cultural contexts 

in which it occurs.  
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2.2.4.1 Racism in Western societies 

Since a discussion of racism cannot be disconnected from the specific context in 

which the racism occurs, the discussion is confined to the specific socio-cultural 

contexts of the object of study, namely the subtitling of racial slurs from English-

language films in Arabic. Although the main objective of this study is not to discuss 

racism and racial discrimination in the respective societies, a brief contrastive 

discussion is useful for understanding the socio-cultural concepts for the 

subsequent chapters’ analyses and discussions. It is specifically important to 

conduct this contrastive review of the literature in each of the socio-cultures to 

assess the differences in the norms by which racism and racial prejudice operate 

and to see if these differences affect subtitling of racial slurs.  

The study of racism in Western societies is in its second stage of evolution, 

in which it is viewed as a social construct (Clair and Denis, 2015). The two main 

phases can be divided by World War II (ibid.). During the first phase, which 

extended from the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, scholars 

considered racism to be a “set of overt individual-level attitudes” (ibid., p. 858). 

However, after World War II, social scholars abandoned this view of racism and 

adopted a view that considered racism to encompass explicit and implicit practices 

that result from and are sustained by macro-level and micro-level strategies (ibid.). 

Thus, from the sociological perspective, racism before World War II was considered 

an individual bias which can also be called racial prejudice. Since World War II 

ended, however, sociology has widened its perspective regarding racism and now 

considers it at the level of wider social processes.  

Racism research in the first phase focused on the inferiority of certain races, 

a false idea that was supported by some scientists (Garner, 2010). This idea was 

widely accepted at the time of its appearance and facilitated the control of the so-

called inferior races by the supposedly superior ones. A detailed timeline of racist 

movements is not the focus of this thesis though; the focus is instead on modern 

day racism in the United States and Western societies and on a comparison 

between that racism and the way racism and racial discrimination are viewed in 
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Arab socio-cultures. The flow of populations and mass immigration has marked 

post-modernity (Bauman, 2000). As Giddens (1991, p. 1) explains, “One of the 

distinctive features of (late) modernity, in fact, is an increasing connection between 

the two extremes of extensionality and intentionality: globalising influences on the 

one hand and personal dispositions on the other”. Personal dispositions are 

manifested in racism and have characterised different racist movements in the 

modern era. Duckitt (1994) gives a timeline of racist movements. The early 

nineteenth century witnessed resistance towards colonialism, followed by White 

supremacy. The mid-twentieth century was marked by the results of the Nazi racist 

discrimination against Jews and the Civil Rights Movements in the United States in 

which Blacks fought to gain equality with Whites. However, moving away from 

overt racism and the vilification of certain races, contemporary research on racism 

in Western societies attempts to look more closely at why racial inequality persists 

and how political power enables such inequalities to remain (Clair and Denis, 

2015). Such theories are applicable and adaptable to different situations and socio-

cultural contexts since political and cultural changes in the world are ongoing. 

Fading theories of race relations have been replaced by different theories based on 

changing views towards race. Different explanations for the persisting racial 

inequalities in contemporary societies suggest the emergence of new racisms and 

propose that subtle racism and bias continue to exist along with incrimination of 

overt and direct racism (ibid.). As Augostinous and Reynolds (2001) explain, at the 

end of the twentieth century, a series of political events directed attention towards 

racism and prejudice, including genocides in Bosnia and Kosovo and the breakup of 

the Soviet Union. These events have been followed by even more complicated 

political conflicts in Western societies in the beginning of this millennium such as 

the 9/11 attacks and subsequent wars. The number of refugees seeking 

immigration to Western countries is skyrocketing, with the highest number of 

people displaced from their homes in history (Edwards, 2017), and the re-

emergence of racial tension in the United States after the election of President 

Trump demands that these theories be used to analyse and explain the situation 
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that may result from these events. A timely and fresh look at contemporary forms 

of racism is needed. 

As Western countries incorporate more ‘nonwhite’ immigrants and racial 

boundaries collapse, transform, and (re)emerge, scholars must use 

multivalent approaches to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

nature, causes, and consequences of contemporary racism, racial 

discrimination, and racial inequality (Clair and Denis, 2015, p. 862).  

Although prejudice and discrimination is a process evident across societies and 

different nations (Duckitt, 1994), research on these phenomena was conducted 

exclusively in North America until the 1970s (Whitley and Kite, 2010). These 

studies were later adopted by Western European scholars (ibid.). When 

researchers from other societies tried to investigate racial inequality in societies 

and cultures outside North America and Europe, they usually applied the models 

generated from the research on those two regions, which raises the question of 

whether alternative models of studying racism in different societies might yield 

different views on what race is and, subsequently, on racism and racial prejudice.  

2.2.4.2 Racism and racist prejudice in the Arab World 

When attempting to investigate the forms of racism in the Arab world, surprisingly 

little was found on issues of racism inside Arab and Muslim societies, and most of 

that limited literature discusses three main facets of racism: racism against Arabs 

by Western civilisation, racism against Muslims by Western civilisation, and Zionist 

racism against Palestinians. Anti-Black racism, namely the status of discrimination 

against Blacks in Western societies and the abolishment of slavery of Blacks in the 

Arab World, is also addressed, albeit to a lesser extent than those three main facets. 

Most of the literature that discusses current issues of racism consists of newspaper 

articles, blogs, and online forum discussions (Eltahawy, 2008; Curtis, 2012; Tinsley, 

2011, Abulhawa, 2013). These media outlets, while important, indicate the lack of 

depth in dealing with a very important and current topic of relevance to Arab and 

Middle Eastern societies; the subjects of racism and racial prejudice in the Arab 
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world are yet to be extensively discussed and investigated. However, searching for 

prejudice instead of racism resulted in locating research that addresses racial 

prejudice and other types of prejudice in the Arab world (Alburaidi, 2012; Al-

Zu’abi, 2011; Watfa and Alahmad, 2002; Al-Shakaa, 2004; Mohammad, 2011; Watfa, 

2012). These results illustrate the status of research on racism in the Arab world. 

The psychological perspective on racism and discrimination focuses on the 

individuality of racist behaviour and disregards, to an extent, the social aspect of 

racist discrimination. Most of the literature on racism and racist discrimination in 

the Arab world asserts that the existence of racism is often denied, which only 

compounds the challenge of academic and systematic investigation of this sensitive 

topic.  

 A review of the relevant literature on discrimination in the Arab world 

shows a focus on sectarianism and its effect on the political situation in the 

countries addressed. Race, as a social construct, is acknowledged in the Arab world 

to be related to factors such as sect, religion, and tribal affiliation. But the literature 

makes no mention of colour or physical appearance, which are features that serve 

as an index of what constitutes race in other socio-cultures. Although 

discrimination based on colour is evident in Arab societies (Eltahawy, 2008; Curtis, 

2012; Tinsley, 2011; Abulhawa, 2013; Marzouki, 2016), it has not been addressed 

as a recognised basis of discrimination in these socio-cultures and is treated as if it 

does not exist. Racist discrimination based on colour was addressed in an episode 

of the TV news talk show (noQtat hiwaar)  نقطة حوار ‘A Point of Dialogue’ on BBC 

Arabic (2014). Speakers from several Arab countries told their stories of being 

targeted with racial slurs and how they received offensive treatment based on their 

colour, despite being legitimate nationals of Arab countries, being highly educated, 

and speaking Arabic. This account indicates that discrimination targeting Blacks 

exists in the Arab world and is yet to be fully acknowledged or socially addressed. 

Within Arab societies, different forms of discrimination and exclusion of ‘the Other’ 

exist with labels other than racism, such as sectarianism, which is based on religion 
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(Al-Zu’abi, 2011). Despite the inherent existence of such types of discrimination in 

the Arab World, academic research has yet to investigate it more extensively.  

Although Watfa (2012) acknowledges the deficiency of research on racism 

and prejudice in the Arab World, he asserts the importance of addressing racism in 

the context of the current circumstances in the Arab World and the Middle East. He 

points out a vital characteristic of the current climate of the Arab World: the 

distinct fluidity in different types of prejudice. This fluidity touches upon the issues 

of racism and racialisation in terms of race, religion, sect, and colour, and it 

corroborates the previously drawn conclusion that race is a fluid concept that is 

constantly changing and hard to pin down (Watfa, 2002, 2012; Alghathami, 2009). 

This fluidity is evident from the considerable volume of scholarly work that 

addresses the topic of sectarianism (Al-Zu’abi, 2011; Ghalioun, 1990). Al-Zu’abi 

(2011) investigates sectarianism among different Arab nations to identify its 

causes. Although the main factor he investigates is sectarianism, every case he 

analyses marks a different way of viewing sectarianism. For example, in Iraq it is 

the religious sect, whether Sunni or Shia, that he presents as the reason for 

discrimination. Sectarianism in Egypt is based on religious differences between 

Muslims and Christian Copts, and in Lebanon, both sect and religion have caused 

unrest in the country for decades. In Yemen, tribal loyalty is the main reason for 

discrimination and division. The same applies to Gulf countries, such as Kuwait and 

Saudi Arabia, where tribal affiliation interacts with Islamic sectarianism. What is 

evident from these examples is that even for a concept as well defined as 

sectarianism, clear definitions and the identification of different types of 

discrimination are elusive. Despite attempts to establish modern political 

institutions in many Arab countries, and although many scholars believe that Arab 

societies have abolished all traces of prejudice and divisions, the recent political 

events and revolutions in several Arab countries have proven that prejudice 

remains (Alathamneh, 2014). The Arab Spring revolutions were accompanied by a 

resurfacing of Arab eccentric values (Al-Zua’bi, 2011). It is believed that these 

values spring from within the Arab societies but are enhanced by globalisation and 
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external forces that work to keep the Arab nations in a constant state of 

sectarianism, as the presence of sectarianism enables those in power to maintain 

their hold over these societies and to benefit from these countries’ primary 

resources (Al-Zua’bi, 2011; Watfa, 2012). Moreover, some Arab governments are 

accused of reinforcing and maintaining the discrimination among the people by 

restricting high-ranking jobs to certain tribes and classes of society, thus keeping 

minorities out of powerful positions (Al-Zua’bi, 2011).   

 The consideration of tribes in Al-Zua’bi’s (2011) discussion on sectarianism 

in the Arab World calls for attention to this concept. The tribe is a major component 

of Arab socio-culture and represents one of the earliest forms of Arab social groups. 

Tribes still exist and affect modern Arab societies. Alghathami (2009) addresses 

the centrality of the topic of tribes and argues that tribal loyalty surpasses Arabic 

individual concepts such as race and ethnicity in importance. Alghathami (ibid.) 

differentiates between ‘tribe’, which is a neutral unit of people’s social living since 

the beginning of time, and ‘tribalism’, which is eccentric loyalty to a certain tribe. 

Although he proposes that the tribal facet of social grouping is the source of all 

other forms of modern social concepts, and that it has been replaced by race, 

ethnicity, and identity, the tribe is still the most important affiliation in Arab socio-

cultures.  

What is even more important and striking than the diversity in types of 

racism and discrimination is the inadequacy of scholarly work investigating the 

ever-growing problems of racism and discrimination in the Arab World. This gap is 

pointed out by Watfa (2002), who asserts that sociological investigation is needed, 

as demonstrated by the fact that race is a social construct and racism is context-

bound. Watfa (2012) asserts that many members of academic and political circles 

in the Arab world deliberately avoid studying different types of prejudice that are 

hard to deny for three main reasons. First, an ideal image of Arab societies is 

always presented, and attempting to unravel the actual status of discrimination in 

the Arab World would distort this image. Second, there are people in Arab and 

Middle Eastern societies who believe that provoking discussions on racism and 
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racial prejudice will trigger these prejudices to emerge from hibernation and 

strengthen their presence in society. Finally, many institutions in the Arab World 

purposely employ racial discrimination in their policies, and attacking such 

systems means that the scholars personally would be attacked in response. A 

review of the way racial prejudice is understood and viewed in the Arab world 

helps create a view of the conditions in which the Arab subtitlers work. Their 

choice of strategies and the way they subtitle racial slurs may be a reflection of the 

way racism is differently viewed in the Arab socio-culture. If racial prejudice is 

indeed viewed differently in the two socio-cultures, i.e., the Western and Arab 

socio-cultures, subtitlers may end up underestimating the role of racial slurs.  

The concern here is the differences in perspective between the Western and 

Arab or Middle Eastern socio-cultures. The ways in which the two societies view 

aspects of racist behaviour, such as the use of racial slurs, is discussed in the 

following section. The contrast between the concepts in the two different societies 

is manifested in the way racial slurs form a part of racial discourse and the different 

ways in which racial slurs are viewed because of the distinctive history and 

conceptualisation of each group. In comparison to research in the West, where 

Western scholars have come to view racism from different angles and as a social 

construct, research on racism and racial prejudice in the Arab world has been 

confined to factors of sect, religion, and tribal affiliation, as if other forms of 

discrimination did not exist. The existing research prompts an investigation of how 

racist discourse, as a facet of racist practices, might be handled differently or affect 

the way translators deal with racist discourse imported from other socio-cultures.  

2.2.5  Racist Discourse 

Although racial slurs are single words or utterances, they constitute racist 

discourse, which, according to van Dijk (2004), manifests itself in two main types: 

racist discourse about the group being discriminated against and racist discourse 

targeted at the individual subjects of discrimination. Racial slurs belong to the 

latter type of racist discourse, as they are explicitly used to target their referents. 

Both types of racist discourse have been approached for different purposes in 
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various academic fields. Extending the above contrast between Western and Arab 

socio-cultures in the way racism is viewed and researched, the investigation of 

racist discourse is substantially different among the distinct socio-cultures. Racist 

discourse has been examined in various disciplines in Western and European socio-

cultures since the early 1980s (Filmer, 2011). Studies on the subject (Billig, 2001; 

Doane, 2003; van Dijk, 1984, 1989, 1992, 1996, 2004; Berg et al., 2003; Wodak and 

Reisigl, 2015) vary in discipline and include sociology, anthropology, social 

psychology, and discourse analysis. However, as suggested in the previous section, 

many of these studies have focused on the implicit expression of racism rather than 

on the explicit use of racial slurs and epithets (Filmer, 2011), as such explicit 

expressions are thought to have waned in use and importance. However, research 

on racist discourse in the Arab world is limited and in need of expansion to address 

the political and social changes the society is experiencing. As Mazid (2012) states, 

hatespeak, a label he chooses to describe the discourse of hate present in Arab 

societies today, is booming and present in the contexts of the conflicts, exclusion, 

and wars that continue in the Arab world with no sign of being resolved soon. Al-

Enizi (2002) goes as far as claiming that Arabic translators have difficulty 

translating racial slurs from French to Arabic due to the fact that racism is less 

prevalent in Arab socio-cultures than in European socio-cultures, specifically 

French society. This claim has been broadly contested and criticised. Filmer (2011), 

for example, suggests that in Italy, the relatively small repertoire of racial slurs 

does not necessarily reflect the minimal emphasis that Italian culture places on 

political correctness.  

 The importance of focusing on racial slurs as the main subject of 

investigation is that slurs encapsulate the societal beliefs on racism. Slurs are 

“expressions including beliefs and verbal outbursts such as epithets; acts and their 

consequences; and the principles upon which racialised institutions are based” 

(Goldberg, 1993, p. 41). Thus, racial slurs are not mere descriptions of a certain 

race but denote specific hierarchies; classifications; and implications of domination, 

disrespect, and abuse (ibid.). Epithets and slurs represent the first manifestation or 
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trace of racist discourse, consist of direct insults towards targeted groups, and are 

considered politically incorrect. Van Dijk (2004) argues that epithets and slurs are 

thus restricted in public use due to cultural condemnation of such forms of racist 

discourse, although this condemnation has given rise to forms of implicit racial 

insults. However, this argument does not always seem to be the case. Filmer (2011, 

p. 20) contests that “up-front racial insults have recently acquired new twists and 

nuances in their interpretations which has increased their visibility once again”. 

Moreover, since the existing literature focuses on the implicit expression of racism, 

this study focuses on the explicit use of racist discourse through racial slurs. Since 

the documentation of such discourse is difficult and problematic (Mouka et al., 

2015), the occurrence of racial slurs in cinematic discourse is used to mimic their 

use in real-life situations. In addition, since the translation of cinematic discourse is 

controlled by societies’ power agencies, it is an ideal field for the analysis of racial 

slurs and racist discourse. The following section addresses cinematic discourse as a 

projection of racist conflict and its particularities related to racial discourse. 

2.3 Cinematic Discourse 

The use of cinematic discourse in the study of social phenomena has been proved 

to be useful as films can reflect the social reality that they aim to depict and 

recreate (Alvarez-Pereyre, 2011). Alvarez-Pereyre (ibid., p. 49) contends that 

“social and cultural studies routinely alternate points of view, analysing movies as 

artifacts worthy of a monographic study, or studying these artifacts as specimens of 

broader artistic and social phenomena (aesthetic trends, expression of social 

biases, etc.)”. 

The use of film or cinematic discourse is therefore a useful way of looking at 

the representation and indications of social biases, such as racial inequalities and 

targeting of members of certain groups with the use of racial slurs. In particular, 

studying what is labelled as ‘filmspeak’ (ibid.) from the point of view of AVT is 

common and effective (Orero, 2004; Díaz Cintas and Anderman, 2009; Armstrong 

and Federici, 2006). Although there is scepticism about the degree to which film 

discourse and dialogue is spontaneous or authentic, films are suitable for the study 
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of social representations if supported by metalinguistic inferences which help to 

elucidate the linguistic aspects of films (Alvarez-Pereyre, 2011). In the current 

study, cinematic discourse serves as the context in which to interpret racial slurs 

from a socio-cultural perspective. Moreover, cinematic discourse provides a “re-

creation of the world and a time, place, and discourse within it. This re-creation or 

re-presentation is always in line with the specific socio-cultural conventions of the 

society in which telecinematic texts are produced” (Piazza et al., 2011, p. 9). 

Cinematic discourse falls within the realm of media discourse, which refers 

to the “interactions that take place through a broadcast platform, whether spoken 

or written, in which the discourse is oriented to a non-present reader, listener, or 

viewer” (O’Keefe, 2011, p. 441). There are several reasons for the interest in 

studying media discourse, but one of the main reasons is that media represents 

social institutions (Bell, 1995). Media are “crucial presenters of culture, politics, 

and social life” (ibid., p. 23). They are not produced independently of socio-cultural 

contexts, but rather they are the very products of these contexts and the norms 

which govern them. Many characteristics demonstrate the interaction of media 

discourse with socio-cultural context; media discourse is public, institutional, and 

professional (Fetzer, 2014). It is public because it is performed publicly and has 

tremendous influence on social reality (ibid.). At the same time, the institutional 

nature of media discourse refers to the fact that it is highly restricted by the 

institutional authorities of society (ibid.). Finally, media discourse is professional: 

In any presentation of a media event, the producer, or a team of producers, 

need to make decisions about how to present social reality; which events, 

statements, displays of emotions, and their relationships to include; how to 

position the relevant discourse identities; and which identities and 

relationships to set up for those involved in the programme. (Fetzer, 2014, 

p. 371) 

These three features of media discourse represent its macro-level interaction with 

society, or the way the power institutions shape media discourse. However, the 

micro-level interaction takes a different path according to the medium of the 
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discourse. Types of media discourse differ according to their medium, from media 

that rely mainly on print, such as newspapers and pamphlets, to new forms which 

are mainly visual and require interaction (ibid.). However, one of the main features 

shared by most media formats is their multimodal nature. This feature is present in 

many different types of media discourse (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2001), and in 

cinematic discourse, there are major interactions between different semiotic, or 

visual and acoustic, channels (Bateman, 2013; cited in Wildfeuer, 2014). The 

following section looks specifically at the features of cinematic discourse as a 

branch of media discourse and the way meaning is constructed in film. 

2.3.1 Construction of Meaning in Cinematic Discourse 

Cinematic discourse is a “dynamic but formally confined artefact in chronological, 

linear order” (Wildfeuer, 2014, p. 10). This definition implies an understanding of 

film as a text, where the “text is seen as a multimodal semiotic entity” (Kress, 2010, 

p. 148). Involved in this concept is the contextual interpretation of films in which 

context plays a major role in both cohesion and coherence (ibid.). Based on this 

understanding, cinematic discourse refers to the “ensemble of film-as-text and 

processes of its production and consumption” (Androutsopoulos, 2012, p. 139). 

Looking at films as texts entails all the semiotic signs that are relayed to the 

audience along with processes that are part of their production.  

The label ‘cinematic’ does not exclude the intersection between film and 

television production, as the latter is also labelled ‘telecinematic discourse’ (Piazza 

et al., 2011). In today’s world, there is a major overlap among television, cinema, 

and other media outlets; films are screened on television and can also be watched 

on the internet, making clear-cut boundaries hard to define, and the differentiation 

is essentially related to the broadcast medium. Nevertheless, television and 

cinematic productions can all be considered audio-visual fictional narratives 

(Androutsopoulos, 2012). Thus, the term cinematic discourse is adopted in this 

study, as the dataset collected and analysed consists of films even though those 

films have been broadcast on television.  
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Having established cinematic discourse as the area of investigation, the 

discussion now turns to identifying the aspects that characterise cinematic 

discourse and defining the approach and method used in analysing current film 

data. The characteristic aspects of cinematic discourse are related to the 

construction of meaning in cinematic discourse and how it can be used to relate to 

social reality and act as a social institution. Construction of meaning in films is an 

intricate process that depends on two crucial aspects: the semiotic signs used in the 

film and the participation involved in its production and reception. By utilising 

these devices, cinematic discourse is believed to be more comprehensible than 

some natural language texts (Bateman and Schmidt, 2012). The interaction of the 

multimodal signs in a film appeals to the different senses of viewers, and a 

multimodality index is “a phenomenon rather than a method” (van Leeuwen, 2014, 

p. 281). The multimodality of film goes beyond the multiple semiotic signs that 

contribute to the final filmic product. Each of the semiotic channels has different 

layers (Bateman, 2013, cited in Wildfeuer, 2014). For example, the acoustic sign 

consists of different components. The audience hears the musical soundtrack, the 

recorded sounds of the events, and the spoken dialogue of the actors. Similarly, the 

visual channel is intricate, with different components that function in parallel. The 

viewer follows the actions of the actors on the screen and, at the same time, infers 

most of the information from the setting and historical background of the film and 

plot through visual signs such as costumes (Bateman, 2013, cited in Wildfeuer, 

2014). The visual channel becomes more intricate in the case of subtitled films due 

to the addition of text as a visual semiotic dimension (Metz, 1974). Thus, meaning 

production and reception in films can be described as the process of multiplying 

meaning (Lemke, 1998). The understanding of verbal messages is aided by visual 

scenery and actions and vice versa. In addition, attention to racial slurs as a part of 

the verbal aspect of cinematic discourse is rather important. As Kozloff (2000, p. 6) 

states, “The neglect of film dialogue by more recent film scholarship actually 

reflects the field’s long-standing antipathy to speech in film”. Dialogue in film has 

been overlooked for the sake of the visual image but this should not be the case as 

“dialogue is often the first place we should go to understand how film reflects social 
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prejudices.” (Ibid., p. 27). The use of racial slurs within film dialogue then is a 

marker of racial prejudices in a socio-cultural context.  

It should be emphasised that attention directed at the multimodal codes in 

the study of racial slur subtitling is crucial in fully assessing the contexts in which 

racial slurs occur. Studying any type of text must focus on identifying potential 

multimodality, because if multimodality is disregarded, the analysis can overlook 

substantial aspects (Norris, 2004). It might seem that the priority in this research is 

spoken dialogue. However, the image and the scene carry great importance in 

relaying the meaning to the audience, and thus, attention is given to all semiotic 

modes on the screen. The following section addresses the second aspect of meaning 

construction in cinematic discourse, namely the production and reception. This 

second aspect comprises the processes of stereotyping and characterisation. 

2.3.2 Production and Reception of Cinematic Discourse  

As described in Section (2.3), media discourse is best described in terms of three 

main characteristics: public, institutional, and professional (Fetzer, 2014). These 

three features highlight participation (ibid.) as a main component of media 

discourses, including cinematic discourse. The production of cinematic discourse, 

and specifically the subtitled version of a film which is broadcast for an Arab 

audience on satellite TV channels, is indeed a professional endeavour and an 

institutional process. However, the focus of the following sections is not the 

authoritative institutional control involved in the production of subtitled films in 

the Arab world, but rather the careful presentation of the represented characters 

and the consideration of the audience. Characterisation by stereotyping and 

audience design are two main components of cinematic discourse that are directly 

connected to racialisation in this . Evaluations and attitudes towards races, whether 

negative or positive, are realised through these tools.   

2.3.2.1 Stereotyping as a method of characterisation 

The production of cinematographic discourse and film dialogue relies heavily on 

characterisation, which is the “the way characters are constructed through 
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linguistic and other resources” (Bednarek, 2012, p. 199). Characterisation in 

cinematic discourse differs from that of televisual discourse as the portrayal of a 

certain character takes place in an intense manner in a shorter period of time 

(Piazza et al., 2011). Characters are central to cinematic productions because a 

“point of connection between ourselves and the text is, after all, primarily about the 

people we see on screen” (Wickham, 2007, p. 91). The way certain characters are 

represented has a direct effect on our impressions of the characters in our minds 

(Culpeper, 2001).  

The study of characterisation has been an important topic of investigation in 

different literary traditions, as has stylistics (Culpeper, 2001; Shen, 2014; Culpeper 

and Fernandez-Quintanella, 2017). In the field of cinematic discourse, characters 

are constructed using different tools for characterisation. Characters such as nerds 

(Bednarek, 2012) and relationships such as friendship (Bubel, 2006) have been 

investigated. Rimmon-Kenan (2002) differentiates three modes of characterisation: 

direct definition, indirect presentation, and reinforcement by analogy. These three 

modes work in parallel to the three categories of textual cues utilised in building 

characters (Culpeper, 2001). Textual cues can be explicit or implicit. Explicit cues 

are usually given by the character talking explicitly about himself or herself in a 

manner that describes characteristic traits. Implicit textual cues refer to 

information that must be inferred about the character from the conversation, lexis, 

social markers, paralinguistic features, and visual cues (ibid.). In the case of 

cinematic discourse, while explicit cues are used when the dialogue describes 

certain characters, implicit cues are used more often to portray characters, as there 

is a primary dependence on the visual aspect of films.  

Although the study of characters is linked to stylistics, as shown above, it 

has been proposed that “the analysis of characters is not just the analysis of 

random individuals but also the analysis of individual types and typifications, 

construed for the audience in a way that must be minimally recognisable to them” 

(Richardson and Queen, 2012, p. 331). The process of typification is “a system of 

metapragmatic stereotypes whereby a given form, or repertoire of forms, is 
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regularly treated as indexical of a social type by a given social domain of persons” 

(Agha, 2005, p. 45). In other words, rather than looking at individual characters on 

the screen, we look at types of characters. Thus, connecting characterisation to 

typification, instead of restricting it to stylistics and literature, can provide a better 

understanding of characters and characterisation and, ultimately, greatly inform 

the study of cinematic discourse (Richardson and Queen, 2012). Stereotyping in 

cinematic discourse is discussed below to show its role in racialisation.   

An extension of the concept of typification entails a discussion of 

stereotypes and their use in dramatisation and characterisation. The way 

characters act and use language contributes to the way their activity is typified in 

the work in which they appear (Culpeper and McIntyre, 2010). The repository of 

human knowledge and experience allows readers of novels, as an example of 

fictional discourse, to give meaning to certain actions (Culler, 1975). From the 

perspective of social psychology, as first proposed by Lippmann (1922, p. 23), the 

role of stereotypes is to “pick out what our culture has already defined for us”. 

Rather than being an object or a concept, a stereotype is a “mental process that 

results in a judgment and a signalled response involving a mechanical, reflex-like 

reaction to subjects and objects” (McIlrath, 1955, p. 2). It is important to point out 

that stereotypes can be positive or negative, although negative ones are more 

prevalent (Seiter, 1986). From the lens of social structures, stereotypes serve as 

schemas that affect our knowledge and attitudes towards social groups (Gorham, 

2004). Research has proven that media messages have the power to enforce both 

negative and positive stereotypes of social groups without audience awareness 

(ibid.). It has been argued that stereotyping is a natural and typical cognitive 

process that helps people organise and categorise an overwhelming amount of 

information (Taylor et al., 1978). Taylor et al. (ibid., p. 792) assert that “stereotypes 

can be thought of as attributes that are tagged to category labels (e.g., race, sex) and 

imputed to individuals as a function of their being placed in that category”. Thus, a 

stereotype is a set of beliefs which is “stored in memory as a cognitive structure 
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and can then influence subsequent perceptions of, and behaviours toward, that 

group and its members” (Hamilton and Sherman, 1994, p. 15).  

In cinematic discourse, stereotyping is viewed as a negative phenomenon 

(Richardson and Queen, 2012). Nevertheless, stereotyping is an essential part of 

the “popular imagination, so the desirable novelty may come from using familiar 

stereotypes in creative ways” (ibid., p. 331). Social schemata associated with pre-

existing stereotypes are considered important in characterisation and character 

analysis (Culpeper, 2001). The focus on stereotypes in this thesis is important and 

is used to emphasise two points: how cinematic discourse attempts to utilise 

stereotypes to reincarnate characters from socio-cultural reality, and how these 

stereotypes are crucial to the audience’s perception of a certain character, and 

subsequently the plot.  

Racial categorisation is one of the main areas where stereotyping is used in 

film scripts. Although Hollywood uses positive images in portraying protagonists, 

some stereotypes can be destructive when they assign negative traits to certain 

racial categories (Elayan, 2005). Some races are portrayed by negative stereotypes 

more than others, including Arabs, Muslims (ibid.), Blacks, Jews, and Asians, among 

others. The concept of audience design, and how it is important in shaping 

cinematic discourse, is the focus of the section below.  

2.3.2.2 Audience design 

Because of the centrality of the public, namely the audience in the case of cinematic 

discourse, the focus should be on the role which audience design plays in 

generating and shaping cinematic products. One of the basic components of the 

production of cinematic discourse is how the team working on the film writes the 

script, chooses the actors, and carefully plans every detail of the final product. In all 

these processes, audiences are central to the cinema industry at all levels. From the 

moment a film is released, the audience’s feedback and engagement with the film is 

expected, needed, and even desired. A film is considered a success if it is well 

received not only by critics, but also by audiences. Thus, the response and the 
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interaction of the audience are crucial components of meaning construction in 

cinematic discourse.  

 Film dialogue takes place not only between the characters on the screen but 

also between the characters and the audience in what is called ‘double articulation’ 

(Lorenzo-Dus, 2009). This connection means that the film is being written and 

produced mainly for the target audience (Bubel, 2006; Bednraek, 2010). The 

concept that best describes the direction of the cinematic dialogue towards the 

audience and the effects which this process entails is audience design. Proposed by 

Alan Bell in 1984 and refined later in 2001, audience design has been used 

primarily in conversational interaction but has been adopted by film and 

translation studies (Mason, 2000). Essentially, audience design refers to the “style 

shifts that occur primarily in response to a change in speaker’s audience” (Bell, 

2001, p. 143). According to Bell (1984), every text has its unique addressees, 

auditors, overhearers, and eavesdroppers. A speaker’s style functions as a response 

to the audience who receives the speech and the audience’s distance from the 

speaker. Addressees are present and known to be within the speech context. 

Auditors are known to be present, but not addressed. Overhearers are sometimes 

known to the speaker but are not ratified or addressed. Finally, eavesdroppers are 

those who are not known to be present at all. If the audience is not available and 

able to respond, the style shift or design moves from responsive to initiative, in 

which the audience is referred to as referees. Referees are “[t]hird persons not 

physically present at an interaction, but possessing such salience for a speaker that 

they influence speech even in their absence” (Bell, 1984, p. 187). Figure 1 below 

sketches audience and referee design in relation to the nature of audiences.  
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Figure 1.  Style as response and initiative: Audience design and referee design (Bell, 
1984) 

 

Although the basic tenets of the concept of audience design initially 

proposed were valid and applicable, a few points needed to be revisited and 

adjusted (Bell, 2001). One of the main points that required reanalysis was the 

relation of referee design to the concept of audience design. In the initial model, 

Bell (1984) admits that referee design was prone to being considered an extension 

of audience design. However, upon refinement, Bell (2001, p. 165) asserts that 

“referee design is an ever-present part of an individual’s use of language”. This shift 

indicates that referees, who were at the end of the reception chain in the initial 

audience design concept, now hold a more central position in the refined model. 

Speakers and text producers, filmmakers in particular, always have referees in 

mind as ratified receivers of the text despite the fact that referees are absent at the 

actual film production. Placing a racial slur, or a group of racial slurs, carefully 

within the dialogue of film means that film creators are aware that the slur serves a 
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crucial function in the artistic construction of the film. Film creators must assume 

that the audience will understand the meaning and the connotation of the racial 

slur used, assisted by the other cues used in the scenes. The same assumption 

might be a major factor in explaining why subtitlers employ certain strategies in 

rendering racial slurs. Some subtitlers have assumptions, albeit potentially false, 

that the audience might not understand the racial slur as it is or might not receive it 

well, which causes them to omit or manipulate the slur when creating the Arabic 

subtitle.  

One of the main strengths of audience and referee design is that it is 

“applicable to all codes and levels of a language repertoire, monolingual and 

multilingual” (Bell, 2001, p. 144). Thus, applying it to media discourse is useful 

since media productions meet the criteria of initiative style design in that media 

productions generate “the relationship between communicator and audience, 

rather than responding to an existing relationship” (Bell, 1984, p. 92). This exact 

connection between referee design and staged performance of drama is 

emphasised by Bell and Gibson (2011). Staged performances are not merely given 

to audiences; they are for audiences (Coupland, 2007). In other words, televisual 

dialogue is designed for the audience or the overhearers (Bubel, 2006), who are 

ratified and expected to be there. Referee design has also been used in translation 

studies as a measure of the translator’s consideration of the target audience of the 

translation (Mason, 2000). Referees sometimes represent members of an in-group, 

where they and the speaker are members of the same group, or of out-groups, 

where they belong to a different group than the speaker.  

The previous discussion on audience and referee design is directly 

connected to the construction of meaning in cinematic discourse and the current 

subject of investigation in two ways. The first is that the creation of the original 

script with the audience, or referees, in mind highlights the specifically designed 

nature of the dialogue and that every element, including racial slurs, is intended to 

play a major role in the script and the general artistic product. The second is that 

film subtitling undergoes a second stage in the production process, in which referee 
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design changes due to a change in the group representative of the referees. The 

goal is to determine whether this change has affected the dialogue in a way that will 

serve the purpose of unravelling the status of racial slurs and racialised discourse 

in the Arabic lingua-culture. The following section discusses specific scholarly work 

with a joint focus of cinematic discourse and racial slurs or racist discourse to 

narrow down the elements of investigation of the current study and pave the way 

for the methodological framework to follow.  

2.3.3 Exploring Ideology and Power in Cinematic and Media Discourse 

As presented in Section 2.3, Alvarez-Pereyre (2011) distinguished AVT studies as a 

field that uses filmic texts as a platform to investigate socio-cultural phenomena. 

This view of AVT is particularly true for the investigation of racial slurs as an 

indicator of underlying social norms related to racism. First, as presented earlier, 

this study is particularly important since the investigation of the use of direct racial 

slurs has been overshadowed by contemporary studies on racism that focus on 

implicit and subtle racist discourse, which is thought to be more prominent and to 

have replaced the explicit expression of racist discrimination (Filmer, 2011; Clair 

and Denis, 2015). Moreover, the study of racism in its different forms in the Arab 

world is lacking and still in need of extensive investigation into the different ways 

racism is viewed, into how racist discourse exists, and into how it is perceived. 

Also, the study of dramatic dialogue has not received a great attention because of 

the methodological difficulties associated with the angle and purpose of potential 

study (Richardson, 2010a). Thus, keeping in mind the present objectives, studies 

with similar scope and objectives helped shape the line of enquiry of the current 

research. However, due to the interdisciplinary nature of this research, there were 

only a limited number of studies that could provide theoretical and methodological 

underpinnings. One of these studies is Filmer’s (2011) dissertation on the dubbing 

and subtitling of racial slurs from English to Italian, which was done with a scope 

closer to a case study since it focuses on the transfer of racial slurs in a single film, 

Gran Torino (2008). The investigation in this research was sparked by the author’s 

interest in the inherent cultural difference between Anglo-American and Italian 
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socio-cultures and in the inherent differences in the lexical fields of racial slurs in 

the two cultures. On the micro-level, in the textual context, the scope of the 

investigation is the way racial slurs are rendered from the English ST to the Italian 

TT, and the study analyses the translatability of sensitive, culture-bound lexical 

items. The macro-level, or the social context, of the study addresses the socio-

cultural and ideological implications of the translation strategies used. Filmer 

(2011, p. 13) suggests the following: 

Racial slurs and other offensive expressions have been manipulated or even 

censored in the translation process to adhere to receiving culture values, 

thus causing extensive translation effects, distorting the source text 

meanings via the superimposition of another culture’s world view. 

The observation explained in the quotation above raises a very important question 

related to the current research. Combining CDA with DTS, Filmer (2011) clearly 

describes the receiving culture values of the Italian socio-culture. For the Arab and 

the Middle Eastern socio-cultures, the question of what the receiving values are 

when it comes to racial slurs, racist discourse, and racism arises. The review of 

literature on racism and racist discrimination in Section 2.2.4.2 from the 

perspective of the Arab socio-culture revealed a difference in the depth of research 

and the way racism is viewed in the Arab context, but very little was found on racial 

slurs and racist discourse. Thus, the current study aims to add to this body of 

reserach. Although Filmer’s study inspired and directed the current work greatly, 

considering the Arab socio-culture and investigating a wider range of films is 

necessary.  

The difference in the socio-cultural contexts affects the line of investigation 

and necessitates consulting research that studies the effect of ideology and its effect 

on media discourse and translation. Within the growing body of research which has 

begun to address issues related to media, translation, and ideology (see Chapter 3 

for further discussion), a study that stands as a key work is Al-Hejin’s (2012) 

investigation of the translation of a BBC news feature on Saudi women from Arabic 

to English. This is because Al-Hejin (ibid.) uses the translated text as an indicator of 
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higher policies that govern the process of translation, especially for sensitive topics 

such as the representation of Saudi women. The translation strategies used result 

in what Al-Hejin (ibid., p, 330) describes as “selective appropriation which 

sometimes went beyond that to include content that was basically invented”. Al-

Hejin’s (ibid.) case study shows that the BBC English translation of the Arabic 

interviews with young Saudi women has shifted the focus in many of their 

statements. For example, the original interviews show that the women’s major 

focus is on religion, yet this focus is absent in the version translated into English, 

which instead discusses the issues secularly. However, the more important 

contribution of Al-Hejin’s (ibid.) article is the way he clearly and explicitly shows 

the use of CDA as a method closely interlinked with TS that unravels ideological 

motivations and social norms. Although this link was made in previous works 

(Baumgarten, 2007; Calzada-Pérez, 2007; Elbadri, 2010; Knowles and Malmkjœr, 

1989; Kuo and Nakamura, 2005; Munday, 2007; Olk, 2002; Schäffner, 2004; 

Valdeón, 2007), Al-Hejin’s (2012) original contribution, at least for the current 

work, is its link between English-speaking, Western socio-culture and the Arabic-

speaking one. In addition, Al-Hejin (ibid.) sketches a detailed bridge between CDA 

and translation studies that is applicable to media discourse and accounts for the 

multimodal aspect of media texts.  

The presentation of the related scholarly work indicates that two major 

concepts need to be explored. The first is how TS, which constitutes a vast field of 

scholarship, is understood and used in the investigation of subtitling racial slurs 

from English to Arabic. This concept is explored in the following chapter. The 

second, which is drawn from the studies of Filmer (2011) and Al-Hejin (2012), is 

that CDA would work to achieve the objectives of the current study and be a useful 

tool for exploring the implications of the subtitling strategies used in translating 

racial slurs from English to Arabic. Thus, the following sections explore CDA as a 

theoretical and methodological cornerstone of the current study.  
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2.4 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

Thus far, the discussion in this chapter has presented racial slurs with cinematic 

discourse as the subject of investigation. To make this investigation possible, this 

section presents CDA as a theoretical and methodological tool that facilitates the 

integration of the aspects of language and socio-culture through the way it views 

discourse. CDA also provides analytical tools to unravel the ideological motivation 

behind subtitling strategies.  

2.4.1 Discourse as a Site of Struggle and Social Interaction 

Laying the groundwork for a discussion of CDA as it is used in this thesis must be 

preceded by a clear definition of discourse . There are many definitions of 

discourse depending on different perspectives (Sunderland, 2006). A recurrent 

theme in numerous definitions is the distinction between the linguistic use of 

discourse as a stretch of text, whether spoken or written, and the linguistic and 

paralinguistic communication of people in a specific context (Talbot, 1995). A 

broader use of the term refers to “knowledge and practices generally associated 

with a particular institution or group of institutions” (ibid., p. 43). Looking at 

discourse as a method of communication in a particular context or by a specific 

group of people means that more than one discourse can exist. These discourses 

are related to the way Fairclough (2012) differentiates between the semiotic aspect 

of social communication and Discourse(s), which refers to a category for 

designating particular ways of representing different aspects of social life.  

The definitions mentioned above are examples of a wide array of definitions 

of discourse. However, they also necessitate clarification of the concept of 

discourse used in this thesis. Discourse in the current research is interlinked with 

the concept of lingua-culture (Friedrich, 1989; Filmer, 2011), as mentioned in 

Section 2.2.1, since racial slurs are considered to be linguistic entities that serve as 

lingua-cultural indicators of norms related to racism and racial prejudice. This view 

follows the way discourse is understood in CDA, namely as “the whole process of 

social interaction of which a text is just a part” (Fairclough, 1989, p. 24). The role of 
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the linguistic aspect of the text, the racial slur, and its corresponding Arabic subtitle 

are parts of a broader process of interaction between agents of different socio-

cultural norms.  

The main drive behind the emergence of CDA is the need for a critical 

approach to text analysis (Fairclough, 1995). CDA differs from basic discourse 

analysis, which can be described as descriptive discourse analysis (ibid.). The main 

difference between the two methods is the absence of a link between two features: 

first, the descriptive approach of text analysis of specific detailed features found in 

the text and, second, the analysis of social practice and the governing discourses 

that affect these features. While CDA focuses on power inequality, the descriptive 

approaches neglect unequal encounters in discourse and texts (Fairclough, 1985). 

Although the initial step of analysis in the current thesis entails identifying the 

strategies employed in subtitling racial slurs from English to Arabic, the subsequent 

steps focus on investigating the changes in discourse that occur when a racial slur 

is transferred from the ST to the TT and the social structures that underpin the 

detected changes.     

Returning to the definition of discourse, the current study emphasises the 

fact that discourse is “a mode of action, one form in which people may act upon the 

world and especially upon each other, as well as a mode of representation” 

(Fairclough, 1992, p. 63). When people act upon each other, struggle is an 

inevitable result. From a CDA point of view, discourse is not only a weapon in this 

struggle but also a site of the struggle, as it tends to “show traces of differing 

discourses and ideologies contending and struggling for dominance” (Wodak and 

Meyer, 2009, p. 10). CDA, specifically in the Faircloughean approach elaborated 

below, establishes a direct connection between the micro-level analysis, which is 

concerned with the close analysis of the text, and the macro-level analysis, which 

focuses on observation of the macro structures that affect discourses. Thus, CDA 

springs from the assumption that textual analysis is carried out with the ultimate 

goal of revealing power imbalances in the governing social structures and the 

manifestation of ideology and power in the discourse analysed. Most CDA 
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approaches share similar underpinnings, regardless of the differences in the 

analytical tools.  

2.4.2 CDA: Beginnings and Different Approaches 

CDA began as Critical Linguistics (CL) in the 1970s (Fowler et. al., 1979; Kress and 

Hodge, 1979) based on Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics (1994). Following 

Halliday, CL scholars contend that language performs three functions 

simultaneously: ideational, interpersonal, and textual functions (Fowler, 1991; 

Fairclough, 1995). However, the early contributions of CL scholars were criticised 

by Fairclough (1995) for failing to concentrate on audiences’ interpretations and 

intertextuality. The evolution of the basic ideas following CL resulted in multiple 

approaches to CDA. Bell and Garret (1998, p. 7) state that CDA "is best viewed as a 

shared perspective encompassing a range of approaches rather than as just one 

school”. Also, van Dijk (2015, p. 468) contends that CDA "is not a specific direction 

of research" hence, "it does not have a unitary theoretical framework". 

Nevertheless, he also asserts that "given the common perspective and the general 

aims of CDA, we may also find overall conceptual and theoretical frameworks that 

are closely related" (ibid., p. 468). 

 Some of the prominent approaches to CDA used today are the socio-

cognitive approach (van Dijk, 1984, 2015; van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983), the 

discourse-historical approach (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001), and the socio-semantic 

representation of social actors (van Leeuwen, 1996, 2008). Although these 

approaches differ in their methodological paths, they share the general principles 

of CDA. The socio-cognitive approach proposes that there is a cognitive dimension 

between society and discourse (van Dijk, 2015). In contrast, the discourse-

historical approach corresponds to the conceptualisation of Fairclough’s 

dialectical-relational approach, which consists of text, interdiscursive practices, and 

social structures, but adds a historical level to a particular discourse and the way 

that discourse is used in multiple genres and media outlets (Reisigl and Wodak, 

2001). Van Leeuwen (1996) contends that, because there is no one-to-one 

correspondence between grammatical categories and social categories, it is 
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necessary to create social actor categorisations. While the current thesis relies 

primarily on the dialectical-relational approach (Fairclough, 1995), it utilises 

analytical tools from other approaches to CDA, especially the discourse-historical 

approach (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001) and the socio-semantic representation of 

social actors (van Leeuwen, 1996. 2008). This usage of other analytical tools aims 

to ensure that elements worthy of analysis that might not be covered by the 

dialectical-relational approach are presented and used in an evaluative analysis of 

the original dialogue and its Arabic subtitling. Following Filmer (2011) and Al-

Hejin (2012), drawing on different approaches to CDA for analysis is an effective 

way to deal with research topics of interdisciplinary nature such as the one at hand.  

2.4.3 CDA: A Theory and a Method 

There is a major debate as to whether CDA is a theoretical framework or 

merely a method of analysis. In his discussion on the matter, Fairclough (1995) 

explains that CDA integrates linguistic analysis with theorisations based on the 

work of Foucault, Marx, Bourdieu, and Gramsci, among others. This practice is 

considered a weakness rather than a strength by various scholars. Pennycook 

(2001, p. 87) describes this multidisciplinary theoretical approach as ‘‘a strange 

mixture of theoretical eclecticism”. Fairclough defends the interdisciplinary nature 

of CDA by explaining that this nature is a result of the integration of different social 

theories and methods (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999). As a result, CDA is 

difficult to define as theory versus method, because “the ways of analysing 

operationalise – make practical – theoretical constructions of discourse in [late 

modern] social life, and the analyses contribute to the development and 

elaboration of these theoretical constructions” (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999, 

p. 17). 

Weiss and Wodak (2003) regard this plurality as an asset of CDA rather than 

a basis for criticism because it paves the way for new theories and methods to 

emerge. This assessment is particularly relevant for investigating subtitling 

strategies and the potential ideologies behind them. This thesis approaches a 

relatively new topic of research in the Arab world; thus the interdisciplinary nature 
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of CDA encourages innovative perspectives to view the topic from new angles. 

Therefore, CDA is not only a method of discourse analysis, but a social or critical 

position of discourse analysis that aims at targeting social inequalities and 

problems (van Dijk, 2013). It has even been proposed that CDA should be referred 

to as Critical Discourse Studies since it not only refers to analysis, but also to a 

“critical perspective or attitude in the field of discourse studies (DS), using many 

different methods of the humanities and social sciences” (van Dijk, 2015, p. 63). 

 

Figure 2. The discursive nature of CDS (Wodak and Meyer, 2015) 

Figure 2 shows that the realm of CDA is discursive in nature; analysis and 

interpretation of discourse and text depends on theory, yet also affects the choice 

of theories adopted. It is a process of “shunting back and forth between the 

microanalysis of texts” and the “macroanalysis of social formations, institutions, 

and power relations that these texts index and construct” (Luke, 2002, p. 100). CDA 

is interdisciplinary on the levels of theory, methods of analysis, and context of 

research (Unger, 2016). This variety of theories and approaches to analysis 
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contributes even more to the fact that the available approaches to CDA are far from 

being unified in theory or analysis methodology. Although different approaches to 

CDA are still included under its umbrella, their focuses include text, cognition, and 

society, among other factors. No matter what theoretical backgrounds CDA scholars 

rely on, the focus should always be to evaluate a social phenomenon (ibid.).  

 In the subtitling of racial slurs in particular, different aspects of analysis 

appear integrated in a manner similar to the one described by CDA scholars above. 

Subtitling itself is a process that branches out from TS with the additional effect of 

the medium of translation and its mode dependence. When dealing with film 

subtitling, one grapples with text, images, two different lingua-cultures and their 

respective socio-cultural contexts. It is almost impossible to focus on the 

translation aspect without considering how subtitling, the process and the product, 

is affected by time and space constraints, social practices, social structures, and 

agencies. The following section explains the general underpinnings of critical 

discourse analysis specifically related to the dialectical-relational approach.  

2.4.4 Underpinnings of CDA 

This section presents the main underpinnings of and motivations behind the 

dialectical-relational approach to CDA. These underpinnings can be identified as 

critique, explanation, and praxis, and they are presented in this order because they 

are sequential dialectically. The first goal of CDA, critique, can be more specifically 

identified as normative critique, which refers to focusing on the social wrong and 

identifying contradictions within society. Normative critique aims to describe 

social reality as it is ideally supposed to be and how it actually exists (Fairclough, 

2014). It does not go beyond the description of the social wrong under study. In 

studying the subtitling of racial slurs, normative critique corresponds with the 

initial attempt to describe the strategies used in translating racial slurs and to 

identify whether there are any contradictions, not only in translation as a social 

practice itself but also in values and sincerity (ibid.).  
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Normative critique is a feature of most CDA approaches and aims to identify 

faults in social structures and manifestations. Explanation is what makes the 

dialectical relational approach to CDA a unique one. Explanation, or explanatory 

critique, to use Bhaskar’s (1989) term, goes beyond the social event and the social 

practice itself and attempts to connect discourse and social structures. CDA takes 

the analysis to a new level by integrating critique with a critical social explanation 

of how discourse is related to other social elements (Fairclough, 2014). Thus, the 

role of the critical discourse analyst is to elaborate on earlier observations from the 

stage of normative critique and “bridge the gap between the analyst and the 

participant through the widespread development of rational understanding of, and 

theories of, society” (Fairclough, 1989, p. 167). The description of social behaviour, 

the norms of subtitling racial slurs for instance, is regarded as the product of power 

struggles. These norms are seen by CDA as having a “dual relation to power: on the 

one hand they incorporate differences of power, on the other hand they arise out 

of, and give rise to, particular relations of power, and are associated with 

ideological assumptions” (Fairclough, 2014, p. 5). Power and ideology stand out as 

two relevant factors to consider when approaching a text with explanatory critique. 

2.4.4.1 Power, Ideology, and Hegemony  

Uncovering power relations within discourse and the hidden power in and behind 

discourse is the major objective of most CDA approaches. Power in discourse is 

concerned with the power a discourse participant has over other participants to 

control them. Power behind discourse is the power that determines the orders of 

discourse available to a certain society and its members. Power is also a great 

target of critique when there is a clear imbalance in power that allows dominant 

groups to control the discourse of underprivileged groups in ways that can affect 

them greatly. Access to discourse can also be an exemplification of power 

inequality that can be revealed by CDA. Fairclough (2014, p. 21) asserts that 

“having and exercising power over other people becomes open to critique when it 

is not legitimate, or when it has bad effects, for instance when it results in 

unacceptable and unjustifiable damage to people or to social life”. In the case of 
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subtitling racial slurs, it is very important to consider how power affects the use of 

the subtitling strategies outlined during the stage of normative critique. The role of 

power can be seen from different perspectives. First, power imbalance can be 

evident in the range of strategies that subtitlers choose from and the way subtitlers 

view racial slurs and their importance in the dialogue. Power is also manifested in 

the way social structure affects subtitlers’ views on racial slurs, which subsequently 

affects the viewers who encounter the subtitles of these racial slurs. There is a 

hidden power behind the strategies subtitlers are allowed to use and behind the 

way racism, as a social wrong, is presented in the first place. Subtitlers, for example, 

have the choice to either pass on the slur or hide it from the dialogue. Therefore, it 

can be argued that “CDA researchers are interested in the way discourse 

(re)produces social domination, that is, the power abuse of one group over others, 

and how dominated groups may discursively resist such abuse” (Wodak and Meyer, 

2009, p. 9).  

Besides power, ideology is a prominent factor in affecting the production 

and interpretation of discourse. It is of special importance to the investigation of 

subtitling racial slurs, since a major objective behind this work is to reveal how the 

subtitlers’ choices are affected by an overarching ideology. In other words, one of 

the aims of this study is to deduce ideological concepts from the text, the subtitle, 

and the social practice of subtitling. Ideologies, then, are in both the underlying 

discourse structures and in the social events as they both constitute and affect each 

other (Fairclough, 1995). Thus, to conduct a thorough analysis that addresses 

ideology, researchers should consider both discourse structures and social events. 

All aspects of discourse can be ideologically charged and driven. In racial slur 

subtitling, traces of ideology are sought in the choice of strategy in subtitling words 

from English to Arabic. Subtitling strategies can have ideological motivations 

behind specific choices as ideologies, especially those related to racism, are 

transferred from historical and social conflicts to the everyday language used by 

members of society. Such ideologies are “displaced from the ‘language’ of history 

into the language of Nature” (Hall, 2000, p. 275). Accordingly, instead of speaking of 
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racist discourses and ideologies of racism, these concepts become incorporated in 

the way members of society use the language. One of the ways language is naturally 

used is in translation. As subtitling is one of the most common forms of translation, 

it shows pre-established ideologies in the way sensitive items such as racial slurs 

are handled.  

I have highlighted and addressed the revelation of ideology as a goal that 

drives CDA, but which ideologies are present in subtitling racial slurs? Ideologies 

are often produced, negotiated, and reproduced through media texts, among other 

avenues. Media-related ideologies play a major role in formulating the status of 

race in societies (Hall, 2000). As presented in Section 2.3, media discourses are 

public and institutional, emphasising the role of authoritative institutions in 

shaping media discourse. Although ideologically charged representations and 

utterances are produced by individuals, these individuals do not operate in a 

vacuum, but are exposed to the ideologies formulated and circulated within 

dominant social structures. Media presents a system in which racial beliefs and 

concepts dwell, offering a readily available way of looking at race and ethnicity 

within a certain society (Hall, 2000). Given this perspective, this study examines 

how subtitling and subtitlers work on exporting ideologies of racism to viewers 

through the strategies of subtitling racial slurs. Although race ideologies are 

exported by media, audiences sometimes do not realise that these beliefs are not 

formulated by their own reasoning and cognition, but are rather implied and 

dictated to them through the media they are exposed to. Media plays a major role in 

“the reproduction and perpetuation of stereotypes” (De Marco, 2006, p. 2). 

Ideologies in this case, when implicit and indirect, are more effective and more 

likely to establish and dominate discourse. Thus, choosing the dialectical-relational 

approach to CDA as the major approach used in this study is timely, as this 

approach highlights the role of social structure in shaping discourse and vice versa. 

For situations in which individuals may not realise that their actions and beliefs are 

dictated and imposed on them, ideologies are considered hegemonic. Hegemony is 

a concept that is closely related to ideology. Fairclough (1995) utilises the term 
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hegemony in the sense used by Gramsci (1971), namely to refer to the process of 

eliciting a shared consent from groups in society that allows the dominant groups 

to impose power by implying to the dominated groups that their beliefs and 

decisions are a result of those groups’ own will and reasoning. Hegemonic 

ideologies tend to last longer as compared to forced ideologies and concepts, 

because they become naturalised (Koller, 2012) and are then taken for granted and 

rendered difficult to challenge. Therefore, hegemony can be compared to common 

sense, as “common sense is the way we describe things that ‘everybody knows’ or 

at least should know, because such knowledge represents deeply held cultural 

beliefs” (Croteau and Hoynes, 2014, p. 166). The dominant or hegemonic ideologies 

on racism in the Arabic-speaking societies are found in the way subtitlers operate 

and the way racial slurs are received within societies. Hegemony takes on a further 

dimension in the case of subtitling racial slurs because the language barrier of some 

of viewers makes them accept ideologies passed through the subtitling of racial 

slurs without scepticism.  

When speaking of hegemonic ideologies, it is important to recognise the role 

played by subtitlers as discourse participants and social agents. In the discourse 

practice of subtitles, two major parties are involved. Subtitlers represent the first 

party of discourse participants, and the audiences are the second. However, 

subtitlers as social agents of certain ideologies play a more prominent role. Social 

agents have a central role not only in building upon social structures to produce 

texts but also in producing unique texts of their own (Fairclough, 2012). The 

consideration of social agents’ involvement in producing texts and affecting the 

production of texts puts the role of subtitlers in translating the film’s dialogue 

under scrutiny. Although subtitlers may contribute to making certain ideologies 

hegemonic, their individual input and the personal choices of each subtitler should 

not be dismissed. Subtitlers may have a fair amount of freedom in choosing a 

suitable subtitling technique. At times when their jobs oblige them to abide by the 

patterns determined by social structure, the choices they make sometimes depend 

on their personal beliefs and preferences. The interaction between the overruling 
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social structures and the individual social beliefs makes the exploration of racial 

slur subtitling rather intriguing. These personal preferences can be identified as 

behavioural ideologies (Rampton, 2001). Based on Voloshinov (1973), Rampton 

(2001) asserts that behavioural ideologies are usually compromised in CDA by a 

focus on established ideologies, which are the ideologies held by institutions and 

authoritative figures. Rampton (ibid.) points to the absence of behavioural 

ideologies in CDA targets of investigation. However, it is difficult to deny that these 

individual preferences are reflections of the higher dominant social ideologies since 

behavioural ideologies are closely tied to established ones (ibid.). There is a mutual 

effect between them, as “established ideological systems . . . are crystallizations of 

behavioral ideology, and these crystallizations, in turn, exert a powerful influence 

back on behavioral ideology, normally setting its tone while also draw[ing] 

sustenance from it” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 91). 

The current work acknowledges this limitation in CDA and investigates these 

behavioural ideologies by interviewing professional English-Arabic subtitlers. The 

semi-structured interviews are designed to determine which ideologies, 

behavioural or established, have a greater effect on subtitlers’ choices of 

techniques. Most of the subtitlers interviewed for the current research project (see 

Appendix 3) assert that clients, such as broadcasting companies and channels who 

commission the subtitling jobs, have the final say in what is passed through 

subtitling. However, these assertions do not dismiss the fact that subtitlers 

sometimes, as explained by two of them: Abboud and Dr. Khuddro (Appendix 3), 

refuse jobs if their personal preferences and beliefs would be compromised. For 

example, Dr. Khuddro cited an example where he was asked to subtitle a 

documentary that involves Israel’s role in the Trio Aggression on Egypt in 1956, 

also known as the Suez Crisis, and to conceal the role of Israel in the subtitles. 

Refusing to do so meant that he had to turn down the job altogether, because 

accepting it meant that would have he had to comply with the guidelines handed to 

him.  
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2.4.4.2 CDA and media texts 

The discussion of ideology and hegemony within media discourse calls for an 

emphasis on the unique properties of analysing media texts from a CDA point of 

view. Media texts, as discussed in Section 2.3, differ from conventional 

communicative events in several ways. These differences lie in the time and space 

parameters, the specific technologies that the events rely on, the different natures 

of audiences, and the various social activities the events represent (Fairclough, 

1995). The properties listed accurately represent the nature of racial slur 

subtitling. First, time and space parameters exist on different levels. The time of a 

film’s production is different from the time when subtitling is done. Furthermore, 

the time of subtitling is not the time when the subtitled version of the film is 

released on television, let alone the time each viewer watches the production in 

one of its many airings. In addition to time and space differences, the technologies 

utilised in subtitling, or the mere nature of subtitling as a form of audio-visual 

translation, is a manifestation of the complexity of the subtitles as semiotic signs 

and a form of social practice. Audiences can be described as unified in language, as 

they speak and read Modern Standard Arabic, MSA henceforth, which is the 

standard Arabic variety used in reading and writing Arabic in broadcast media and 

publications (MSA White Paper, 2017).  However, any other group measurement is 

far from definable. The ages, genders, and backgrounds of each viewer differ within 

a single household, let alone within an entire society. Finally, the subtitled version 

of a film is a combination of two main social practices: that of film production, with 

its sub-practices such as acting and directing, and subtitling.  

The last of CDA’s underpinnings proposed by Fairclough (2014) is praxis, or 

transformative action. Inducing action that can reduce the effects of the social 

wrong or can potentially find justice for vulnerable groups is the ultimate goal of 

CDA. It is true that transformative action, as a goal of CDA, is rather ambitious. 

However, as Bhaskar (1989, p. 101) states, 

If untruths (falsities), injustices etc. identified through normative critique 

can be explained as an effect of certain features of the existing social order, 
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and as a necessary part of it, then the existing order is flawed in this respect, 

and it is right to take action to try to change it.  

Thus, while normative critique can provide the proper description and detailing of 

the social wrong, explanatory critique links the social wrong to social reality and 

elements of the social structure and social order, especially power and ideology. 

Describing subtitling strategies and their underlying ideologies forms a basis for 

praxis. Transformative action can be viewed in the context of subtitling racial slurs 

as a way of providing a more representative translation of racist discourse. 

Representative subtitling techniques, in this context, refer to attempts to reveal 

rather than hide the racial aspect of the slur. Attempts at achieving 

representativeness can also require that translators be aware of the racial conflict 

in their own society and the differences in English and Arabic lingua-cultures. 

Although hopes for better societies can be unrealistic, “CDA has been one of the 

ambitious social-linguistic projects . . . in its desire to ‘crack the code’ of the social 

with an eye towards a better society” (Slembrouck, 2001, p. 38). 

Keeping this discussion on CDA underpinnings in mind, I turn now to 

applying the principles of the dialectical-relational approach of CDA. This approach 

is used to describe the textual manifestation of the power of discourse. It is then 

used to interpret and explain the prominent features found in the subtitling of 

racial slurs in relation to social structures and social orders.  

2.4.5 Discourse and Society: The Dialectical-Relational Approach 

When looking from a CDA point of view, society is an intricate dynamic cycle in 

which different components of the social reality interact with each other. These 

components are described as “coherent accounts of the relationship between social 

structures and social events” that “depend upon mediating categories, for which I 

shall use the term ‘social practices’” (Fairclough, 2012, p. 454). The prominence of 

social structures in shaping discourse and social practices is the reason for 

choosing the dialectical-relational approach to CDA as the main theoretical 

framework of this thesis. As Toury asserts, norms of translation and the translators’ 
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behaviour have more to do with socio-cultural norms and structures than the 

individuals’ cognition (1993, cited in Karamitroglou, 2000). As presented thus far, 

subtitling racial slurs often reflects social practices and events and is determined 

and framed by social structures. The relationship described by Fairclough (ibid.) 

above is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Social structure, social practices, and social events 

 

According to the figure above, social practices form the middle step, mediating 

social structure and social events. Events are not the immediate products of social 

structure, but rather a result of mediation by social practices. Social practices are 

“ways to control the selection of certain structural possibilities and the exclusion of 

others, and the retention of these selections over time in particular areas of social 

life” (Fairclough, 2011, p. 226). Linking social structures, practices, and events to 

semiosis clarifies the differences between the three concepts. Semiosis is what 

Fairclough (2011) uses to refer in a general way to language and other semiotic 

modes such as visual images, and it is synonymous with ‘orders of discourse’ which 

constitute social practices. Figure 4, adopted from Fairclough (2011, p. 226), 

explains how semiosis corresponds to the elements of social reality. Language 

Social structures 

Social events 

Social practices 
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represents the social structures, texts represent social events, and social practices 

mediate the two levels.  

 

 

                                            Social structures: Languages 

                                      Social practices: Orders of discourse 

                                                   Social events: Texts 

 

                                          Figure 4. Semiosis in social levels 

 

The elements of social reality mentioned above focus on three levels in text analysis 

that form the basis of the dialectical-relational approach to discourse analysis. This 

framework, developed by Fairclough (1992, p. 73), is reproduced in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Levels of text analysis in dialectical-relational approach to CDA 

The figure above depicts the objects of focus when analysing discourse, and the 

analysis goes from the micro level (text) to the macro level (social structures) in an 

inside-out manner. The analysis of text refers to the linguistic and textual aspects of 

the grammar, semantics, and lexicon that correspond here to the subtitles of racial 

  

 DISCURSIVE PRACTICE 

   (production, distribution, consumption) 

               Social Practice 

TEXT 
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slurs. Discursive practices refer to how discourses are generated, circulated, and 

consequently perceived, a process which is manifested in the identification of 

prominent subtitling strategies. Socio-cultural practices indicate the social 

environment in which the text occurs and circulates. Analysis of selected groups of 

film scenes in which racial slurs occur is required to shed light on the governing 

socio-cultural structures. The positioning of the three components as squares that 

encapsulate each other has major significance. Texts, including all their semiotic 

cues, are produced and interpreted depending on the specific contexts of the 

discourse participants (Talbot, 2010). To emphasise that language and discourse 

are social acts, language and discourse are surrounded in the figure by social 

practice (ibid.).  

The first step of analysis is to compare racial slurs closely with their 

subtitles across the dataset to decide the most prominent subtitling strategies in 

dealing with racial slurs. Still on the textual level, the analysis also refers to 

Halliday’s (1994) language metafunctions to trace the changes between the ST and 

the TT. Following the textual analysis, an analysis of a group of scenes that include 

racial slurs is conducted. The direction of power, the relations between discourse 

participants, and the nature of conflict in the scenes are of great use when 

analysing the text. The presence as well as the absence of features is a focus of text 

analysis (Fairclough, 1995). For example, analyses of some scenes show how the 

use of racial slurs in the original scenes may reveal discourses of Othering and 

exclusion which might be absent in the subtitled version.  

Secondly, the analysis of discursive practices focuses on text production. 

More specifically, the analysis looks at the processes involved in the production of 

racial slur subtitles through the strategies chosen by the subtitlers. The analysis 

includes factors that are effective in the production of the subtitles in this stage, 

including interdiscursivity, intertextuality, and entextualisation. While 

interdiscursivity refers to discourses that build and connect to each other, 

intertextuality refers to texts that are based, even in part, on other texts (Wodak, 

2009). Intertextual analysis is of great importance when analysing the subtitles of 
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racial slurs. Many of the racial slurs found in the texts contain references to other 

texts, and, as Fairclough (1995, p. 16) states, “Intertextual analysis focuses on the 

borderline between text and discourse practice in the analytical framework. 

Intertextual analysis is looking at text from the perspective of discourse practice, 

looking at the traces of the discourse practice in the text”. However, interdiscursive 

analysis is “shifting articulation of different discourses, genres and voices in 

interactions and texts” (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999, p. 45). The analysis of 

intertextuality and interdiscursivity in the case of racial slur subtitling is unique. 

Namely, intertextual and interdiscursive references may be present in the ST. But 

due to the use of certain subtitling strategies, those references become absent in 

the TT and vice versa. The following subsections provide more elaboration on the 

specific aspects of analysis and show the intersection between CDA and subtitling 

of racial slurs.  

2.4.6    CDA in Action: Subtitling Racial Slurs Within a CDA Framework 

This section serves to link the first distinctive focus of this chapter, namely the 

focus on racial slurs and racism, with the second focus on cinematic discourse. The 

section examines the aspects of CDA that unravel the ideologies which underlie 

subtitling strategies of racial slurs. Interdiscursivity, intertextuality, and 

entextualisation are discussed below, as these processes affect the textual, 

discursive, and the socio-cultural levels of representation.   

2.4.6.1  Interdiscursivity and Intertextuality 

Interdiscursivity refers both to the process by which discourses relate to each 

other within a text (Wodak and Reisigl, 2009), and it also refers to the process that 

results from the multiple voices that are involved in producing a text (Koskela, 

2013). A better understanding of interdiscursivity can be provided by comparison 

to intertextuality. First, interdiscursivity stems from a type of intertextuality, 

namely, constitutive intertextuality, while manifest intertextuality is what is widely 

called intertextuality. Manifest intertextuality is the overt embedding of texts 

within other texts. In contrast, interdiscursivity refers to the wider process of 
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discourses and genres. It is based on Pêcheux’s concept of interdiscourse (Jianguo, 

2011). While intertextuality focuses on the surface text references to other texts, 

interdiscursivity carries a social dimension, making it more applicable to the study 

and analysis of subtitling of racial slurs considering the complexity of the process. 

Jianguo (2011. p. 101) asserts the great importance of focusing on interdiscursivity 

in studying oral utterances as this “approach bridges the gap between linguistic 

analysis and social research by scrutinizing the social and critical significance of 

interdiscursivity”.  

The analysis of interdiscursivity in the subtitling of racial slurs is two-fold. 

First, interdiscursivity is manifested in both text production and consumption. It is 

important to focus on interdiscursivity when there are different text producers. 

Subtitles of racial slurs are produced by a chain of text producers. At the top of the 

chain, there is the original script writer(s). The actors follow the scriptwriters in 

adding their personal touches to the text. The director, who directs the actors’ ways 

of uttering dialogue and acting in general, participates in this process of text 

production. Writers, actors, film crew, and directors represent text producers on 

the side of ST. On the other hand, for the TT, the chain of text producers starts as 

early as the channel managers or officials who decide which films are shown on 

their screens. Subtitlers serve as mediators and text producers at the same time. 

Translating the text and producing subtitles is not the end of the text production 

process. Editors follow the work of subtitlers as they control the product. If they 

approve the film’s subtitles, they pass the product to the audience, which is 

considered a vital participant in text production. The integration of all these voices 

in the text interdiscursively affects the way racial slurs are transmitted or 

downplayed when they finally reach viewers. The text here, as many other texts, is 

the result of blending many voices.  

 Second, investigating interdiscursivity in subtitling of racial slurs entails the 

consideration of the different discourses found in these seemingly concise lines. 

The original English film dialogue manifests different discourses which are 

transmitted simultaneously to the viewer. In addition, films are manifestations of 
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cinematic discourse, and the narratives of films trigger various discourses and 

themes such as racism, Othering, superiority, power imbalance, and violence. The 

use of racial slurs plays an important role in realising these discourses, and the 

subtitling strategies in many of the cases analysed are found to change the ways the 

slurs are relayed in the original dialogue. This change also affects the way the racial 

slurs reach the audience, thereby reflecting the social norms that govern racism 

and racial prejudice.  

 Intertextuality, as presented earlier in the discussion of the principles of the 

dialectical-relational approach to CDA, is a crucial feature of texts and a discursive 

strategy in text production and consumption. Drawing on Kristeva (1986) and 

Bakhtin (1981), intertextuality refers to the fact that texts re-contextualise 

references from other texts, either explicitly or implicitly. Intertextual references 

can be external, referring to other texts, or internal, referring to elements within 

the same text (Fairclough, 2003). Intertextual references are greatly manifested in 

cinematic discourse (Allen, 2000) and in the process of subtitling racial slurs. As 

discussed earlier, since racial slurs are tied to their contexts, many of them 

represent intertextual references to other texts, whether cultural, political, or 

historical. The meaning of these slurs cannot be fully realised unless these 

references are maintained through suitable subtitling strategies. Many racial slurs 

entail intertextual references to characters, literary texts, or historical events, but 

some Arab subtitlers struggle to recognise English cultural references and 

terminology  which may influence the transfer of the intertextual references 

(Bahumaid, 2010). The tie of intertextual references to context may be lost, which 

highlights entextualisation in the process of subtitling racial slurs from English to 

Arabic.  

2.4.6.2 Entextualisation 

Entextualisation describes how a linguistic entity is detached and abstracted from 

its context. The linguistic entity, the racial slur in this case, loses all attachment to 

its context, and through the act of re-contextualisation, it can be given a whole new 
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meaning. This process is a strong reminder of the authoritative manipulation that 

subtitling strategies can have on the film’s plot, themes, and morals. Bauman and 

Briggs (1990, p. 73-74) explain that entextualisation “renders stretches of 

discourse discontinuous with their discursive surround”.  

Park and Bucholtz (2009, p. 486) look at how specific modes of 

entextualisation, such as the inscription of speech into writing, enable institutions 

to exercise their powers: 

The act of writing down temporally prior language produced in interaction 

is an attempt to capture transient and ephemeral discourse by representing 

it on paper or in some other visual medium that guarantees a certain degree 

of fixity and permanence.  

It is difficult to find a better example of entextualisation by inscription, the process 

described above by Park and Bucholtz (ibid.), than subtitling. In subtitling, the 

spoken utterances in the film’s dialogues are transformed into a written caption 

that is, to a certain extent, less transient than speech. Park and Bucholtz (ibid.) 

assert that the role of power in this type of entextualisation is evident, as the 

entextualising agents decide the results of the entextualising process. Wortham and 

Reyes (2015) emphasise the importance of entextualisation as a process that gives 

meaning beyond original discursive activities.  

Gershon (2012, p. 117) proposes that entextualisation constitutes part of a 

three-part process, the other two parts being decontextualisation and 

recontextualisation. In her words, conversations, the subject of her investigation, 

“were entextualised (turned into bits of conversation that would travel), de-

contextualised (taken outside of their original context), and then re-contextualised 

(interwoven into a new context)”.  

When we think about subtitling racial slurs in a similar way, the three-part 

process applies perfectly. When a subtitler isolates a racial slur from the original 

dialogue, it is being entextualised. As the subtitler decides to render it in a specific 

way, the slur is being de-contextualised and disconnected from the original context 
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in which the slur occurred. Finally, the chosen translation for the racial slur is 

placed in the target text subtitle resulting in creating a new context for the subtitle, 

which is the act of re-contextualisation.  

Viewing subtitling as an act of entextualisation, the role which the subtitlers 

play as entextualising agents is of a great importance. Park (2009, p. 547) explains 

that the “entextualisation of discourse through subtitles must be considered a 

strategy for the projection of institutional authority”. He argues that, although 

subtitling is one of the most common modes of entextualisation, its ideological 

aspects need exploration. When trying to apply the definition of entextualisation to 

the process of subtitling racial slurs, subtitlers who translate English films into 

Arabic entextualise racial slurs and treat them as detachable components of 

discourse that can be detached from their context. A description of entextualisation 

as part of a three-step process (Gershon, 2012) on subtitling racial slurs is shown in 

Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Subtitling as a three-step process of entextualisation 

The integration of the entextualisation process and the interdiscursivity of 

multimodal racist discourse results in the interesting act of racialisation, as 

presented and discussed in Section 2.2.3. Instead of maintaining the same type of 

racism evident in the source text through the original set of racial slurs, the use of 
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subtitling techniques re-racialises the characters and manipulates the scenes and 

conflicts to different degrees. What the text producers on the ST side intended to be 

an expression of racism is occasionally re-racialised on the TT production side. 

Racial slurs can take on different meanings or denote a different race altogether.  

2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter integrated three interrelated issues at the heart of this thesis. First, it 

discussed what constitutes a racial slur, which necessitated a discussion of the 

concept of race as a social construct. The different ways Western and Arab socio-

cultures view racism and racial prejudice, and the profound gap in the research on 

racism in the Arab world is evident in the way these cultures view racial slurs. 

Racial slurs, a facet of racist discourse, are manifestations of lingua-cultures that 

help indicate the way racial intolerance operates within a society. The chapter also 

identified cinematic discourse as the window through which racist discourse is 

investigated in this study. Thus, the discussion focused on features of cinematic 

discourse and how racial stereotyping is used to construct meaning in cinematic 

discourse. Key scholarly works that address the issues of racial slurs within the 

cinematic discourse (Filmer, 2011) and of power and ideology within media 

translation (Al-Hejin, 2012) were used to apply CDA principles and address the 

ideological motivations and potential power imbalances within translated texts. 

The final section was devoted to discussing CDA, introducing its main tenets and 

identifying the dialectical-relational approach (Fairclough, 1995) as most useful in 

providing theoretical and analytical tools for this research. 

 Having looked at the process of racial slur subtitling from the perspectives 

of socio-cultural differences, cinematic discourse, and CDA, the following chapter 

consider the process of subtitling racial slurs as a subcategory of audio-visual 

translation and investigates its relation to the theories of translation studies.  
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Chapter 3        Subtitling Racial Slurs: Norms and Strategies 
in Translation Studies 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter established racial slurs, the main topic of investigation, as 

aspects of lingua-cultures that are anchored in their socio-cultural contexts. 

Chapter 2 also identified cinematic discourse as a field of discourse in which racial 

slurs occur. Finally, since the use of racial slurs is used as an index of socio-cultural 

status of racism and racist discourse, CDA represents an effective tool for 

approaching texts from a critical perspective. The current chapter investigates 

what happens to racial slurs when they cross socio-cultural boundaries from one 

language to another through the act of translation, situating the topic within the 

field of Translation Studies (TS). This chapter starts with a brief description of the 

process of subtitling and its linguistic and technical constraints. The chapter then 

presents a brief background on TS and its evolution as a field of academic research. 

The chapter next focuses on Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) as the main 

facet of TS that serves the needs and purpose of the current study. Finally, the 

chapter examines the subtitling of racial slurs, the challenges such subtitling might 

pose for a translator, and the way it is handled in an English-Arabic subtitling 

context. 

3.2 Subtitling: Characteristics and Constraints 

Subtitling refers to “the rendering in a different language of verbal messages in 

filmic media in the shape of one or more lines of written text presented on the 

screen in sync with the original message” (Gottlieb, 2001, p. 87). Subtitles can be 

either interlingual (between two different languages) or intralingual (within the 

same language) written captions displayed on the screen of the language being 

spoken (Díaz Cintas and Remael, 2007). This thesis, which focuses on translation 

from English to Arabic, is concerned with interlingual subtitling.  

 Subtitling is a subcategory of audio-visual translation (AVT). AVT entails the 

transmission of verbal signs from one language to another in audio-visual 

productions (Chiaro, 2013). In addition to subtitling, other subcategories of AVT 
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include dubbing and voice over, and there has been a history of certain countries 

preferring one of the techniques over others, resulting in a division of subtitling 

countries and dubbing countries (Luyken et al., 1991). The distinction is profound 

in European countries, which have been the focus of extensive research on audio-

visual translation, though it is suggested that the distinction is becoming less 

significant. The low cost of subtitling has popularised this approach even in 

dubbing countries, and subtitling has become more widespread to better serve the 

deaf and hard of hearing (Chiaro, 2013). The tradition of subtitling in the Arab 

world is confined to English-language films and audio-visual productions. There 

have been attempts to dub English-language productions. However, the norm is 

still to subtitle English-language productions on Arab television channels. Notably, 

the dubbed version of The Simpsons failed (El-Rashidy, 2005); the show was 

censored to ensure it would be culturally appropriate, but omitting all references to 

beer, religion, and sexuality killed its humour and eventually led to its cancellation 

(Khalil and Zayan, 2005).  

According to Titford (1982) and Mayoral et al. (1988), in the early stages of 

AVT research, subtitling was seen as a constrained translation due to its high 

dependence on the non-verbal aspect of the message, which was thought to create 

constraints on the degree of freedom a subtitler enjoys. This view was refuted by 

Delabastita (1989), who clarifies that these constraints are actually special 

characteristics, and that what he labelled as film translation was a field that needed 

extensive research to develop its various aspects. Although the label ‘constrained 

translation’ has largely disappeared, subtitling as a mode of translation exhibits 

two aspects: technical and linguistic. In discussions, the technical aspect is referred 

to in relation to the restraints the technology of subtitling poses. Technical 

constraints have been discussed by many AVT scholars (Pedersen, 2010; Luyken et 

al., 1991; Kruger, 2001; Díaz Cintas, 2013). As Georgakopoulou (2010) explains, 

technical constraints in subtitling are related to three factors: space, time, and 

presentation. Although it might at first seem to be an irrelevant subject of 

discussion, a brief overview of the technical aspect of subtitling is needed to 

understand its effect on the translation strategies used in subtitling racial slurs. The 
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temporal and spatial constraints arise due to the limited number of characters that 

appear on the screen, with a maximum of 36 characters distributed on two lines 

over a very short period of time (ibid.). Time and space constraints are linked to 

reading speed times, which are constantly changing (Díaz Cintas, 2013) and subject 

to variation according to the complexity of the syntax and lexicon of a given 

language (Pedersen, 2010). Complexity may be a consideration in the case of 

subtitling from English to Arabic, as the English dialogue, with all its variation in 

terms of accents and dialects, is subtitled in MSA. The third technical constraint 

mentioned by Georgakopoulou (2010) is presentation, which is the location of the 

subtitles on the screen. Georgakopoulou (ibid.) argues that because subtitles are 

added to the screen, they affect the artistic image. However, viewers in the Arab 

world are accustomed to subtitled productions, and the condensed text lines do not 

affect their viewing experience, as they actually look for subtitled films rather than 

non-subtitled ones (Alabbasi, 2009). Some of the films in the dataset even have 

subtitles in a third language other than Arabic and English that appear on the 

screen in addition to the Arabic or English subtitles. Technical constraints are 

considered a major reason for loss in subtitling. However, it has been argued that 

what gets lost in subtitling is usually redundant, and that careful and adequate 

subtitling can transfer the spoken dialogue without considerable loss (Gottlieb, 

2005).  

Because of the technical constraints discussed above, there is a heavy 

dependency on the way subtitling renders the ST to the target audience. The 

complexity of the semiotic signs in films means that textual cohesion, which links 

words to each other in a text (Baker, 1992), can be extended into the field of 

subtitling. Chaume (2004) introduces the term semiotic cohesion to describe cases 

in which a gap in the dialogue might be compensated for with images and actions 

on the screen. Luyken et al. (1991, p. 41) discuss the integration of these factors to 

maintain the harmony in subtitling: 

 

The quality of the end product results directly from the harmonious fusion 

of these parts. To achieve this is to carry out a fine balancing act between 
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the creation of a new set of messages which are easily comprehensible . . . 

and, conversely, the prevention of the same set of messages distracting and 

therefore misleading the viewer.  

 

What Luyken et al. (ibid.) point out in the above quote is the fact that subtitlers 

should avoid redundancy i.e., repetition, of the same information which the image 

conveys. Thus, a major linguistic characteristic of subtitling is the reduction of the 

ST verbal message (Georgakopoulou, 2010), or what Pedersen calls condensation 

(2010). There have been many models proposed by subtitling scholars and 

practitioners that are designed to overcome the technical constraints of subtitling 

and ensure the harmony needed in the final subtitling product (Kovačič, 1991; 

Lomheim, 1999; Sokoli, 2009; Mubenga, 2010). What brings these models together 

is that they attempt to classify the way subtitlers deal with the SL dialogue in terms 

of strategies. Looking at strategies is particularly important for this research 

because one of the major objectives of this study is to identify the main strategies 

used in subtitling racial slurs from English to Arabic. One of the most exhaustive 

lists of subtitling strategies is the one sketched by Gottlieb (1992, p. 245), as 

presented in Table 1.  

 

Types of strategy Character of translation Media-specific 

type 

1. Extension Expanded expression, adequate rendering (culture-specific 

references) 

No 

2. Paraphrase Altered expression, adequate content (non-visualised, 

language-specific items) 

No 

3. Transfer Full expression, adequate rendering (slow, unmarked speech) No 

4. Imitation Identical expression, equivalent rendering (proper nouns, 

international greetings etc.) 

No 

5. Transcription Non-standard expression, adequate rendering (intended 

speech defects) 

Yes 

6. Dislocation Differing expression, adjusted content (musical or visualised 

language-specific item) 

Yes 
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Table 1.  Subtitling strategies (Gottlieb, 1992) 

Gottlieb (1992) uses these strategies to identify the amount of meaning loss 

in a case study of the film Young Frankenstein (1974). Gottlieb’s (ibid.) use of these 

strategies varies from the available subtitling models in that he uses the strategies 

to describe, instead of prescribe, what subtitlers do in actual subtitling. As 

Delabastita (1989, p. 205) suggests, “norms can be deduced from particular 

regularities of behaviour, which means in this case from the systematic occurrence 

or non-occurrence of specific strategies in translation”. Delabastita (ibid.) lists a 

number of questions to identify the norms of subtitlers’ behaviour. If these norms 

are identified, he suggests that the norms can be used to determine the socio-

cultural context in which the subtitling occurs. Then the “scholar will gradually be 

enabled to formulate his hypotheses concerning the motivations behind the 

translator’s behaviour” (Delabastita, 1989, p. 210). This way of deducing the 

ideological motivations from translational norms summarises the focus of the 

current research. The examination of translation theories in this chapter is guided 

by this approach. The theory of translation adopted to complement the CDA 

theoretical framework is one that applies the detection of norms in a descriptive 

manner. Although there have been calls to develop theories that are detached from 

AVT, these calls have been dismissed, as translation theories have been found to be 

effectively applicable to AVT (Karamatiroglou, 2000). Following the example of 

Delabastita and other AVT scholars (Sokoli, 2009), Descriptive Translation Studies 

(DTS) is the approach that aligns with the objectives of this study and its path of 

investigation. However, before this chapter directly addresses DTS and its relation 

7. Condensation Condensed expression, concise rendering (mid-tempo speech 

with some redundancy) 

Yes 

8. Decimation Abridged expression, reduced content (fast speech, low 

redundancy speech) 

Yes 

9. Deletion Omitted expression, no verbal content (fast speech with high 

redundancy) 

Yes 

10. Resignation Deviant expression, distorted content (incomprehensible or 

‘untranslatable’ speech) 

No 
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to subtitling racial slurs, the following section looks at equivalence, a basic concept 

that forms the foundation of translation theories in their current forms.  

3.3 Translation: The Concept of Equivalence 

Before discussing Descriptive Translation Studies as the theory that influences this 

research, a brief discussion of translation, translation studies, and their 

development is presented. There are a multitude of definitions of translation, and 

different translators and translation scholars have defined the process of 

translation in ways that reveal their stance on the matter. One of the earliest and 

most well-known definitions of translation is the definition given by Nida and 

Taber (1969, p. 12): 

 

Translating consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest 

natural equivalent of the source-language message, first in terms of meaning 

and secondly in terms of style. But this relatively simple statement requires 

careful evaluation of several seemingly contradictory elements. 

 
The most important aspect of Nida and Taber’s (ibid.) definition is that it 

introduces the concept of equivalence. Discussing equivalence is particularly 

important because it is a crucial concept in understanding research on translation. 

Equivalence essentially “refers to the extent to which the TL text reflects the SL 

text” (Al-Hejin, 2012, p. 315). Equivalence can occur on many levels or units of 

language, whether words, sentences, or larger units, and it can also be seen as a 

binary distinction or a comparative bar that distinguishes between different 

opposites and different measures. In early theorisations of translation, scholars 

focused on equivalence on the level of the text (word, sentence, text) or the level of 

meaning (pragmatic, denotative, connotative, etc.) (Kenney, 2009). The many 

definitions and types of equivalence in translation indicate that the concept is 

extremely fluid and dynamic, because “while all agree that the word equivalence 

designates some sort of correspondence, it is recognized that correspondence is a 

relative concept when it comes to translation” (Deeb, 2005, p. 12).  
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The two basic types of equivalence are formal equivalence and dynamic 

equivalence (Nida, 1964). These two types of equivalence form the basis for 

introducing and explaining theories and concepts of translation more relevant to 

the current research. Formal and dynamic equivalence replace the prior 

comparison between literal and free translation. Formal equivalence prioritises the 

form and content of the ST message, as “the message in the receptor language 

should match as closely as possible the different elements in the source language” 

(Nida, 1964, p. 159). On the other hand, dynamic equivalence focuses on the 

relationship between the receiver of the text and the text itself. As Nida (1964, p. 

159) explains, if dynamic equivalence is to be sought, “the relationship between 

receptor and message should be substantially the same as that which existed 

between the original receptors and the message”. The distinction between formal 

and dynamic equivalence shows a shift in focus of the purpose of translation. 

Formal equivalence focuses on the ST, while the dynamic equivalence focuses on 

the TT and the relationship between the receiver of the text and the text within the 

context of the target lingua-culture. This distinction will be important later when 

prescriptive vs. descriptive theories of translation are discussed. A comparison of 

the two types of equivalence shows that such a perspective on translation does not 

account for translation product and process, but rather focuses on the match 

between the ST and the TT.  

Setting equivalence as the ultimate goal in translation has been 

controversial for two main reasons (Al-Hejin, 2012). The first is that there has 

never been a consensus on what equivalence is, which makes it extremely hard to 

apply in practical translation (ibid.). The second is the emergence of a strong 

reaction towards the rigidness of the concept to the extent that Schäffner (2004, p. 

136) has called equivalence a ‘dirty word’ in the world of translation. This shows a 

“further shift away from a prescriptive and retrospective view of translation 

towards a more descriptive and prospective one that also recognises the cultural 

and ideological processes involved” (Al-Hejin, 2012, p. 315). Although its meaning 

has evolved and has been refined and reconceptualised over time, equivalence is 
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the basis of translation theories and their evolution, as briefly discussed in the 

following section.  

3.4 Translation Studies: Beginnings and Classification(s) 

Although the practice of translation has a significant history, it was not established 

as a research discipline until the second half of the twentieth century (Munday, 

2008). The discipline began with a great dependence on linguistics and language 

studies. Until the 1960s, approaches to translation revolved around the question of 

whether to translate a text word-for-word or sense for sense, as proposed by 

Cicero (106-43 B.C.E) (Pardo, 2013), which resembles the formal versus dynamic 

equivalence comparison presented in the previous section. In the first half of the 

twentieth century, modern languages were taught and learned using the grammar 

translation method, which entailed translation exercises to learn the grammar of 

foreign languages (Munday, 2008, p. 7). However, this method went out of use, as it 

was criticised for focusing on sentences out of their context (ibid.).  

The first scholar to give translation studies its name was James Holmes 

(1994, p. 70), who proposed that adopting this term would “remove a fair amount 

of confusion and misunderstanding”. Holmes (ibid.) used the term to distinguish 

this academic discipline from neighbouring fields such as communication studies 

and cultural studies. Holmes (ibid.) also employed the term to refer to research that 

focuses on translation from an empirical perspective and divides the field into 

three categories: descriptive, theoretical, and applied. Theoretical and applied 

translation studies focus on the creation of theories and on learning them, 

respectively. On the other hand, descriptive translation studies focus on studying 

the products of translation, which comprises the textual aspect, and the effect of the 

translation, which focuses on the process (ibid.). Holmes’s (1975) classification of 

translation research forms the basis of most of the approaches and theories of 

translation that exist today. Those approaches differ in the way they define 

translation and in the priority they give to either the source or the target culture. 

The early theories of translation depended greatly on the traditional meaning of 

equivalence, as explained in Section 3.3, which prioritises the faithfulness to the ST. 
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These theories are referred to as source-oriented translation theories. However, as 

equivalence went out of fashion (Munday, 2008) for the reasons cited from Al-Hejin 

(2012) in Section 3.3, other theories of translation came onto the scene. One of the 

theories that provided a new perspective of translation is Descriptive Translation 

Studies (Toury, 1980, 1995), which is discussed in the following section.   

3.5 Descriptive Translation Studies 

DTS is based on the concept that one cannot judge a certain translation to be 

equivalent to the ST, as equivalence is a feature of all translations because the 

receivers in the TC consider them to be translations regardless of their linguistic 

and aesthetic qualities (Toury, 1980). The label ‘descriptive’ here is contrasted with 

prescriptive approaches to translation which define the attributes of good 

translations (Munday, 2008). On the contrary, Descriptive Translation Studies 

describe characteristics of translations and translation processes (ibid.). By 

adopting DTS as a way of considering translation, the TT is the starting point for 

looking at a text instead of merely looking at how translations reflect and render 

the source culture, which consider translated text to be facts of the target culture 

(Toury, 1995). This aspect of DTS is rather important to the current research 

because, as was highlighted in the previous chapter, racial slurs are tied to their 

contexts. If the subtitles of racial slurs are considered to be facts of the target 

culture, namely the Arab socio-culture, they will be able to convey the ideological 

underpinnings of racism within the target socio-culture. To identify patterns of the 

translational behaviour of translators within the target socio-culture, Toury (1995) 

proposes the concept of norms. According to Toury (ibid., p. 55), norms are 

“performance instructions appropriate for and applicable to particular situations, 

specifying what is prescribed and forbidden as well as what is tolerated and 

permitted in a certain behavioural dimension”. Toury’s (ibid.) definition of norms 

shows that they are parameters that translators abide by, with prescribed and 

permitted behaviour. This concept might cause confusion with prescriptive 

approaches to translation studies, which tend to define what a good translation is 

and should be like by focusing on the source culture and text. However, the 
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difference is that DTS elicit norms from actual translations within the target culture 

and sees norms as unspoken rules within the field of the target text and culture. 

Thus, according to Toury (1995), translation is an activity that involves two 

cultural systems and, consequently, two different norm systems.  

 When a text is translated and the norms of the SC prevail, Toury (1995) 

finds this a suggestion of adequacy, but when the norms of the TC are more obvious 

in a text, he considers a translation to be leaning towards ensuring the acceptability 

of the text to the TC and its members. Adequacy and acceptability are two 

translational universals sketched out by Toury (ibid.). He labels these universals 

‘laws of translation’ (ibid.). The first is the law of growing standardisation which is 

caused by the restricted lexical options in the TL, meaning that a peculiar 

expression in the SL is to be substituted with a common word from the TL. The 

second law is the law of interference, in which the ST expression is transferred to 

the TT, either negatively, as when the translation deviates from the TT norms, or 

positively, as when a TT counterpart falls within the normative behaviour of the TL. 

Interference between the SL and the TL depends greatly on the status of the ST as a 

major or a minor language in terms of which language has wider usage. According 

to Toury, the interference of the SL with the TL becomes more likely if the SL is a 

major language and is more commonly used worldwide. In the case of English-

Arabic subtitling, the major language is the English language with its worldwide 

use and its status as a lingua franca. When these laws of translation are applied to 

the subtitling of racial slurs, the dataset suggests an inclination of the Arabic 

subtitlers towards the law of standardisation, since the Arabic subtitlers deal with 

racial slurs as facts that represent the TC instead of the SC. This causes what Filmer 

(2011, p. 59) describes as, “reduction in lexical richness,” which in turn “produces a 

naturalising and flattening effect on the TL product”. Thus, the prevalence of the 

interference of the major language suggested by Toury (1995) is questionable.  

 In light of the principles of DTS presented above, the notion of equivalence is 

revisited. Equivalence is no longer a quest for resemblance of the TT to the ST, but 

rather a “functional-relational concept that distinguishes between translation and 

non-translation in certain specific socio-cultural circumstances" (Karamitroglou, 
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2000, p. 49). This idea corroborates the proposal of DTS that a translation is 

considered a translation because the target audience identifies it as a translation 

regardless of any other factors. As Toury (1980, p. 63) puts it, “equivalence is the 

existence (or the establishment) of a certain relationship between the two 

messages [ST-TT], irrespective of the relationships obtaining between the two 

codes”. This means that the role of the translation scholar is not to evaluate 

whether a translation is equivalent to the ST because equivalence is already 

present if a TT is considered a translation within a certain socio-cultural context. 

We are not to judge the way subtitlers translate racial slurs as good or bad, but 

rather to view translation as norm-governed and use those norms to locate 

underlying ideological motivations.  

 Adopting DTS in the current study serves its objectives in several ways. 

First, priority is given to the TC, as the contrastive investigation of research on race 

and racism has shown a great gap between the Western and Arab socio-cultures. 

Thus, a focus on the receiving Arab socio-culture is needed. Moreover, the 

centrality of norms in the translation process falls in line with the hypothesis that 

views the use of subtitling strategies as target-culture-oriented and a norm-

governed activity. However, a question arises that if DTS rejects the prescriptive 

approach to translation, then how it is that different subtitlers from different 

countries and backgrounds within the target culture apply relatively comparable 

norms? The next section presents the concept of translator’s habitus, which may 

provide an answer to this question.   

3.6 Translator’s Habitus: Submitting to the Norms 

In an elaboration on the principles of DTS, Simeoni (1998) proposes the concept of 

translator’s habitus. However, his line of enquiry focuses on a certain aspect of 

Toury’s DTS (1995). Simeoni (1998, p. 6) emphasises the following principle of 

DTS. “The horizon of the successful translator heralds near-complete submission to 

the norms effective in the sub-sector of the society in which s/he is professionally 

active.” 
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Simeoni’s (1998) goal was not to determine whether these translators are 

subservient to the norms of the socio-cultural context in which they work, as a 

large body of translated material already corroborates the claim that translators 

are indeed subservient. Instead he asks why translators are subservient to the 

norms of their socio-cultural context. He proposes that the process of translation is 

affected by the socialisation and the practice and learning of normative behaviour. 

The social conventions are internalised and appear in the translator’s product. 

Simeoni (1998, p. 6) gives translation norms high priority in the training of 

translators, their work, and the way they work around any translation decision or 

dilemma and states that “Norms have the upper hand. Translators adhere to them 

more often than not. They may not like this, and may often wish they could distance 

themselves more from them, but they recognise their power.”  

The prevalence of norm-governed behaviour among translators applies to 

AVT practitioners in what is called “translation routines” (Filmer, 2011) which are 

sets of words that are automatic and fixed equivalents (Pavesi, 2005; cited in 

Filmer, 2011). The case of fixed equivalents is particularly evident in translating the 

racial slur nigger (for a detailed discussion see Chapter 5). In this case, the MSA 

word     )زنجي zinji is consistently used as a subtitle, even though this term is not 

used in any naturally written or spoken texts of MSA. Simeoni (1998) points out 

that translators’ adherence to translation norms in their socio-culture is caused by 

their attempts to avoid negative sanctions.  Translation norms are connected to 

norms of acceptability and laws of growing standardisation presented in the 

previous section (Toury 1995). Simeoni’s (1998) translator’s habitus has also 

manifested itself in the way English-Arabic subtitlers have responded to questions 

in interviews in the current study in which they were asked about the way they 

treat racial slurs. It seems that all the subtitlers interviewed seldom thought of 

racial slurs as unique lexical items that needed much attention. It is only when they 

were asked that they reflected upon their experience in subtitling and thought to 

themselves, “So what do we actually do with racial slurs?” This confirms Simeoni’s 

(ibid.) proposal that translation norms are internalised. 
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3.7 Domestication and Foreignisation in Subtitling 

Just as Simeoni’s translator’s habitus represents an extension of DTS principles and 

provides insight into the way racial slurs are presented in English-Arabic film 

subtitling, another concept that parallels DTS principles is Venuti’s (2008) 

domestication and foreignisation principles. Toury (2008) describes adhering to 

the norms of SC and TC as acceptability and adequacy. However, Venuti’s (2008, p. 

19) view of the concepts he labels as domestication and foreignisation is more of an 

ethical one, as these concepts “indicate fundamentally ethical attitudes towards a 

foreign text and culture, ethical effects produced by the choice of a text for 

translation, and by the strategy devised to translate it”. His proposal was originally 

developed to address the hegemonic domestication strategies applied in Anglo-

American contexts which result from the power and the higher status that may be 

given to these languages over others (Venuti, 1995). However, he later confirms 

that domestication is not confined to English-speaking countries (Venuti, 2008). 

Domestication refers to “an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-

language cultural values, bring[ing] the author back home”; foreignisation is “an 

ethnodeviant pressure on those (cultural) values to register the linguistic and 

cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the reader abroad” (Venuti, 2008, p. 

68). In this sense, domestication is considered a process that gets the translated 

text closer to the reader and reduces its foreignness. Domestication attempts to 

create a translation that is more fluent to the target socio-culture and its audience. 

On the other hand, foreignisation keeps the distinctive properties of the ST and its 

unique features not only linguistically, but culturally as well. Depending on the 

general tendency of the translation, a text can become either “an ethnocentric 

reduction of the foreign text [i.e. domestication] or an ethnodeviant pressure on 

those [target-language] values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of 

the text [i.e. foreignisation]” (Venuti, 2008, p. 68). 

The importance of the concepts of domestication and foreignisation in 

subtitling lies in the fact that the subtitling of films is not a mere translation of 

linguistic codes to the target audience. Rather, Venuti (1998, p. 67) adds a new 

perspective of training the TL audience on receiving foreign cultures and 
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establishing the unique properties of the foreign culture. Racial insults can also 

occur in the form of Extralinguistic Cultural References, or ECRs. According to 

Pedersen (2007), ECRs are “expressions that refer to entities outside language, 

such as names of people, places, institutions, food, customs, etc., which a person 

may not know, even if s/he knows the language in question” (Pedersen, 2007, p. 

30-31). Dealing with the occurrence of ECRs in the source text can range from 

strategies that entail minimum changes such as direct translation or retention, to 

strategies that are more intrusive such as cultural substitution (Pedersen, 2010). 

ECRs constitute intertextual relations that connect texts to each other, and 

Fairclough (1995, p. 102) proposes that intertextuality “points to the productivity 

of texts, to how texts can transform prior texts and restructure existing 

conventions (genres, discourses) to generate new ones.” 

 Thus, in addition to establishing the links of texts to other texts and socio-

cultural contexts, retaining ECRs as close to the ST as possible contributes to 

familiarising the target audience with the source socio-culture. It also establishes 

that the context where the film occurs is one that is foreign from their own, which 

means that subtitles are not obliged to conform to the norms of their own culture. 

It is important to point out that Venuti (2008) does not show two sides of a 

continuum, but rather shows a clear preference for maintaining the foreignness of 

the ST and transmitting that foreignness to the target audience. This preference is 

because when domestication is applied, the translator attempts to create what 

Venuti (2008, p. 251) calls a transparent translation, which he defines by stating 

“Perceived as mirroring the author, it values the foreign text as original, authentic, 

and true and devalues the translated text as derivative, simulacral, and false, 

forcing on translation the project of effacing its second-order status with a fluent 

procedure.” Venuti (2008, p. 16) criticises such transparency, stating that 

 

By producing the illusion of transparency, a fluent translation masquerades 

as true semantic equivalence when it in fact inscribes the foreign text with a 

partial interpretation, partial to English-language values, reducing if not 

simply excluding the very difference that translation is called on to convey.  
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This illusive transparency is found in several instances in the dataset, where the 

racial component, along with its role as an index for deeper and more serious racial 

and social conflict, is lost. The audience is given the illusion that the conflict in the 

film and the plot represents a situation that is not different from the conflicts they 

see and experience every day.  

 On the contrary, foreignisation of the target text, such as the retention of 

ECRs in their original forms or the transfer of the racial slurs as they occur in the 

original dialogue, indicates what Venuti (2008) calls a resistant translation. Venuti 

(2008, p. 264) contends that resistant translations are supposed to “preserve that 

difference, that otherness, by reminding the reader of the gains and losses in the 

translation process and the unbridgeable gaps between cultures”. Resistant 

translation shatters the illusion created by transparent translation “promoting the 

representation of other realities so as to recognize linguistic and cultural 

differences of foreign texts” (Espindola and Vasconcellos, 2006, p. 47). 

There are two points that connect domestication and foreignisation in 

translation to the subtitling of racial slurs. The first point is that the power and 

status of the SL and TL affect the strategy and the general tendency of the texts 

towards domestication or foreignisation. For example, Espindola and Vasconcellos 

(2006) assess the subtitling and dubbing from English to Brazilian Portuguese and 

vice versa. The data analysed in their investigation shows that when “two 

asymmetrical cultures are in contact, maintenance of the contours of the foreign is 

conditioned by the status the culture occupies in the intercultural scenario” 

(Espindola and Vasconcellos, 2006, p. 56). Foreignisation occurs when the subtitles 

are transferred from American English to Brazilian Portuguese assuming that the 

Brazilian audience is familiar with cultural references and other foreignised items 

from the English dialogue. The opposite occurs when the Brazilian Portuguese 

references are domesticated and lost in the American English dialogue.  

Section 3.5 shows that this point parallels the point made by Toury (1995) 

regarding the weight of the culture in which the norms prevail. The case of English-

Arabic subtitling is particularly representative. There is a lack of consistency in 
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domestication and foreignisation strategies. The analysis of several extracts in the 

current study shows that ECRs such as proper nouns referring to people and places 

are subtitled using transfer and imitation (see Table 1 in this chapter), while 

numerous occurrences of racial slurs are subtitled using omission, resignation, and 

decimation. Szymańska (2013) finds that in AVT, both domestication and 

foreignisation can co-exist within the same translation of the same ST. 

Domestication aims to facilitate understanding when the translator feels that a 

lexical item might cause confusion for the target audience. However, if the 

translator feels that the audience’s reception will not be disrupted, foreignisation is 

used (ibid.). The examples from the dataset in the current study show that the co-

existence of these two strategies is unique to racial slurs. This can be seen as a 

corroboration of the observations made in the previous chapter on the status of 

racism and racist discourse in the Arab world, which has not been adequately 

investigated.   

The second point that connects domestication and foreignisation to the 

subtitling of racial slurs is their context-dependency. According to Espindola and 

Vasconcellos (2006), the context, the SC, and the TC affect the direction of 

translation strategies towards domestication or foreignisation. This observation is 

also applicable to the case of subtitling racial slurs in which the status of the slur in 

the target context greatly affects its translation. The focus on context leads to the 

next section, which discusses the perception of translation as a process of 

recontextualisation.  

3.8 Translation as Recontextualisation 

In line with a target-oriented, descriptive approach to translation, and in 

accordance with viewing subtitling from the perspective of CDA, translation is 

viewed as an act of recontextualisation. Drawing on the importance and priority of 

context in the process of translation, translation practices can be considered 

simultaneous processes of decontextualisation and recontextualisation (Tianmin, 

2006). This definition is rather important because it accounts for context as a 

crucial aspect of the translational process, and it links TS with the dialectical-
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relational approach of CDA. This link can be manifested on three main levels: the 

discursive strategies within the process of translation, the effect of ideology, and 

the concept of norms. As suggested in Chapter 2, drawing on research that tackles 

ideology in translation of media, CDA is used as an efficient tool in investigating 

ideological underpinnings in translation and analysing the use of racial slurs in the 

scene and the effect of the subtitling strategies applied. Moreover, subtitling 

strategies have been highlighted as a discursive strategy of entextualisation. 

Entextualisation enables decontextualisation of racial slurs from the original 

context and recontextualisation in the TC. This view aligns with Iectu-Fairclough’s 

(2008) view of translation as recontextualisation. She describes translated texts as 

“recontextualisation of the source-language texts in new social and cultural 

contexts” (ibid., 2008, p. 67), which is directly linked to ideology (ibid.). Gentzler 

(1993, p. 134) suggests that 

 

Translators do not work in ideal abstract situations or desire to be innocent, 

but have vested literary and cultural interests of their own, and want their 

work to be accepted within another culture. Thus, they manipulate the 

source text to inform as well as conform with existing cultural constraints.  

 

Translators are linked to their socio-cultural contexts As Iectu-Fairclough suggest, 

“what some might consider a translation mistake or a fallacy might in fact be a 

result of the political and ideological constraints in which translations were 

produced and received (2008, p. 69). Therefore, translation is related to the wider 

socio-culture in which the translator operates, and the “norms and constraints 

operating in this field” (ibid, p. 68).  

The term norm as presented by Iectu-Fairclough (2008) is quite significant 

since it links CDA and TS. As Hermans (1999) explains, translation is constantly 

measured against expectations, and these expectations are realised through 

translation norms (Tiannmin, 2006). Drawing on the way it is used in sociology, a 

norm is a “regularity in behaviour, together with the common knowledge about the 

mutual expectations concerning the way in which members of a group or 
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community ought to behave in certain types of situations” (Hermans, 1999, p. 163). 

Thus, since the concept of norms is at the heart of DTS, viewing translation as a 

recontextualising process shows that combining CDA and DTS in approaching the 

subtitling of racial slurs is promising.  

 It is important to illustrate the relation between TS and CDA through a 

model presented in Al-Hejin’s (2012) study, which investigates the ideological 

implications of translation of news articles from English to Arabic. He explores 

different possible directions the translation could take. One of them is what he 

describes as an intertextual chain. Al-Hejin (ibid., p. 318) explains that in this 

conceptualisation of translation, the analysis is carried out “by conducting a 

comparative CDA of the texts and discursive and social practices of both the SL and 

TL domains”. This relation is further clarified in Figure 7 adapted from Al-Hejin 

(ibid., p. 319). 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Figure 7. Translation as intertextual chain (Al-Hejin, 2012) 

 

The model presented above represents the way the data is approached in this 

thesis. Qualitative analysis is applied to the original scene, and subsequently, the 

subtitled version is analysed to assess the effect and infer the different socio-

cultural norms that might govern the process of subtitling.  

So far, this chapter has focused on concepts related to the process of 

translation and translating. It has shown the focus of recent and relevant 

translation theories to be on the TT and on the context of the translation process. 

The chapter has also sought to uncover the norms that drive the subtitling 
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processes. Moreover, ideology and socio-cultural context appear to be a recurring 

theme that guides the use of certain racial slurs in a given context, and at the same 

time affects the process of translating those slurs and transferring them, or not, 

into a different context. The effect that culture and ideology have on translation is 

discussed in the following section.  

3.9 Ideology and Socio-culture in Translation 

Discussing the effects of ideology and socio-culture has received great attention 

with the recent cultural turn translation studies have taken (Bassnett and Lefevere, 

1998). As Schäffner (2003, p. 23) explains, “it can be said that any translation is 

ideological since the choice of a source text and the use to which the subsequent 

target text is put is determined by the interests, aims, and objectives of social 

agents”. This claim aligns with what was discussed when considering translation as 

recontextualisation and also supports the proposition that translation is the 

deliberate change of text according to the ideological norms that govern the 

translation process, as suggested by Gentzler and Tymoczko (2002, p. 22): 

 

[Translation] is not simply an act of faithful reproduction but, rather, a 

deliberate and conscious act of selection, assemblage, structuration, and 

fabrication, and even, in some cases, of falsification, refusal of information, 

counterfeiting, and the creation of secret codes. In these ways translators, as 

much as creative writers and politicians, participate in the powerful acts 

that create knowledge and shape culture.  

 

The dominant ideologies of race, racism, and racial slurs underlie the subtitling 

strategies and choices found in the dataset. Certain racial slurs targeting racial 

categories are perceived by Arab subtitlers as representations of explicit cases of 

racism. On the other hand, other racial categories and their related slurs are 

dismissed, causing the racial component to be lost, as Chapters 5, 6, and 7 explain 

in detail.  
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However, the relation between ideology and translation is not 

unidirectional. As presented in Chapter 2, a brief review of the concept of discourse 

adopted in this thesis reminds us that discourse simultaneously shapes and is 

shaped by social norms. A translated text is “an important factor in shaping the 

cultural landscape of a society, and totalitarian governments have always proved to 

be alert to the dangers that transferring authors from one culture to another may 

imply” (Ranzato, 2013, p. 39). This mutual effect adds to the importance of studying 

the ideological implications of subtitling strategies in the case of racial slurs, 

because the consistent use of certain strategies to render racial slurs can play a 

vital role in shaping the way members of a socio-culture view racism and its related 

practices, including the use of racial slurs. This may be particularly true for Arab 

and Middle-Eastern socio-cultures, where the dynamically changing political 

situation accentuates the role that media plays in shaping the understandings and 

conceptions of the public on this sensitive matter.  

A very important question arises here: Who decides which ideologies 

prevail in subtitling? The answer to this question is sought through the concept of 

patronage, which refers to “powers (persons, institutions) that can further or 

hinder the reading, writing, and rewriting of literature” (Lefevere, 1992, p. 15), 

where subtitling takes the place of literature in this study. Patronage is made of 

three components: ideology, economy, and status (Kruger, 2012). Lefevere (1992) 

views ideology as the most influential factor of the three. He states that ideology 

“acts as a constraint on the choice and development of both form and subject 

matter” (Lefevere, 1992, p. 16). Furthermore, ideology seems to extend beyond the 

political sphere, “to be that grillwork of form, convention, and belief which orders 

our actions” (Jameson, 1974, p. 107, cited from Lefevere, 1992, p. 16). The role of 

ideology is realised in subtitling in the way particular shows are chosen to be 

broadcast on television and the language and style of the shows. In this way, 

patronage can become a constraint to subtitling (Kruger, 2012). The issue of the 

influence of patronage was one of the questions that recurred in the early stages of 

this research. To avoid making assumptions about the source of control in the 

English-Arabic subtitling industry, interviews with experienced subtitlers were 
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added to the methodological plan of the current study. In their answers to 

interview questions, subtitlers stated that the agencies they work for usually hand 

them a list of guidelines for films they will work on. Dr. Khuddro, a professional 

subtitler, states that it is always the choice of the client, the broadcasting channel or 

the company who commissions the subtitling agency, to determine the subtitling of 

the audio-visual product. A subtitler must abide by these guidelines, which entail 

different degrees of strictness and fluidity among clients, as Mr. Mohammad, 

another professional subtitler, suggests (Appendix 3). 

   

3.10 Subtitling Racial Slurs among Different Socio-cultures  

Within the realm of target-oriented approaches, films, just like texts, “belong” (Pym, 

2010). Pym (ibid., p. 108) explains that 

 

Certain texts are felt to belong to certain people or to certain situations, 

making the movement of those texts a question of bestowing some kind of 

ownership or right to full textual meaningfulness. Seen in this light, 

constraints on transfer can be thought of as bonds of belonging. 

 

The way a film is rooted in the socio-culture in which it was produced might be 

passed along through translation; the ideological and norm-related features of the 

original text must find root, albeit perhaps differently, in the target culture. 

However, the connection between ideology and translation takes a different angle 

when applied to subtitling as a mode of AVT. The intervention of the technical 

constraints of subtitling discussed in the beginning of this chapter plays a vital role, 

which some AVT scholars cite as the reason for many of the manipulative 

strategies. Fawcett (1996) refrains from calling these constraints but instead refers 

to them as conventions and norms that represent a part of the process of subtitling.   

The subtitling and translation of taboos, as the umbrella under which racial 

slurs exist, has been tackled by AVT scholars from different angles. It is suggested 

that the effect of taboo words is greater in subtitling since the written insult can be 
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greater than the spoken one (Díaz Cintas, 2001). One of the main perspectives to 

take when looking at taboos is that they are elements that are sacrificed due to 

subtitling constraints. From this perspective, taboos are part of the translation loss, 

which is sometimes an inevitable part of AVT (Díaz Cintas and Remael, 2007). The 

argument for the omission and the manipulation of taboo language comes from the 

fact that filmic discourse is unique in its multimodal nature and its dependence on 

the image as well as the verbal dialogue. Hatim and Mason (1997) argue that taboo 

language and verbal insults, if omitted, can be compensated for with the action and 

the image the viewers see on the screen. The same argument is made by Baines 

(2015), who suggests that visual cuing compensates for any condensation in 

subtitling caused by technical constraints.  

However, I will defer to the discussion in Chapter 2 on the role a racial slur 

plays when used in cinematic discourse. The use of racial slurs and racial 

stereotyping serves as a tool of characterisation. Moreover, the use of taboo words, 

including racial slurs, has an exclamatory function that assists the audience in 

perceiving the characters who utter them (Allan, 2015). Keeping this crucial role in 

mind, the omission of racial slurs, as with other taboos, can result in a “loss in 

communicative effect and social implicature” (Greenall, 2011, p. 60). The 

alternative to the omission and reduction of taboo terms, especially racial slurs, is 

to retain the terms. As Chaume suggests (2004, p. 843), “the main function of audio-

visual translation is to produce a similar effect on the target culture’s audience as 

the source text produced on the source culture’s audience”. Thus, it might be 

asserted that offensive or taboo language should be rendered into the TT to 

produce the same effect that the ST has in the source culture. The importance of the 

transfer of racial slurs lies in their rank in contemporary societies at the top of the 

ladder of taboos. Moreover, the compensation of the image might work for types of 

insults where the visual cueing and the tone of the actors can relate the insult to the 

audience. Nevertheless, visual cues do not compensate for lost racial slurs. Without 

the subtitle, viewers who are not familiar with the SL will not be compensated for 

the loss when it comes to the racial component.  
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However, two main points relating to the subtitling of racial slurs must be 

kept in mind. The first is that just as racial slurs are tied to their contexts, their 

subtitles are also linked to their contexts and “must firstly be analysed within a 

certain context, taking into account addressee, target culture, and medium” (Ávila-

Cabrera, 2015, p. 43). The second is that types of taboos, as well as their levels of 

acceptance and tolerance, vary among societies (Dias Cintas and Remael, 2007). 

Thus, any investigation of the rendering of racial slurs must be situated within the 

specific socio-culture in which that rendering occurs. The close ties to context are 

shown when AVT of racial slurs is investigated in different socio-cultures. For 

example, the subtitling and dubbing of racial slurs from English to Italian shows 

manipulation of the racial component in many cases. Filmer (2011) demonstrates 

how the film Gran Torino (2008), which is heavily charged with racial slurs, is 

manipulated, and many racial epithets are turned into homosexual insults, which 

are more common in the Italian lingua-culture. Keating (2014) shows a toning 

down of racial slurs targeting Blacks in American films subtitled and dubbed into 

Italian. A similar shift is found in the subtitling of racial slurs from English to Greek 

(Mouka et al., 2015). With a similar objective, the current study approaches the 

subtitling of racial slurs from English to Arabic, especially considering that racism 

and racist discourse have not received in-depth attention in academic research. 

Similarly, research owes more attention to subtitling from English to Arabic and the 

linguistic, technical, and ideological factors that might affect that process. The 

following section focuses on research on English-Arabic subtitling.   

3.11 English-Arabic Subtitling: Technical and Cultural Considerations 

The discussion above has shown the discrepancies between the English dialogue in 

film and its subtitling into languages such as Italian and Greek. The question now 

concerns the case of subtitling from English into a language such as Arabic, 

considering the “oft-repeated truism that Arabic and English are remotely 

unrelated languages” (Thawabteh, 2011, p. 33).  

As stated earlier, the available research on subtitling from English to Arabic 

attempted to tackle different issues that arise in the process of film subtitling 
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between the two languages. One of the recurrent issues in English-Arabic AVT 

research is the culturally bound references that pose cultural bumps (Leppihalme, 

1997). Research on the subtitling of taboo words from English to Arabic focuses 

mainly on swearwords and sexual references (Alkadi, 2011; Al-Adwan, 2015; 

Mazid, 2006). The body of research on problematic lexical items, such as 

swearwords and sexual references, states that there is low tolerance in Arab 

societies for such terms, and that the inevitable solution for their occurrences in 

English-language film dialogues is euphemism (Al-Adwan, 2015). Allan and 

Burridge (2006, p. 22) define euphemism as “an alternative to a dispreferred 

expression, in order to avoid possible loss of face: either one’s own or, by giving 

offense, that of the audience, or of some third party”. It can be said that euphemism 

is a norm when rendering taboos and culturally bound expressions from English to 

Arabic. 

What is interesting when noticing the types of taboos tackled in English-

Arabic AVT research is that racial slurs are not mentioned as a separate category 

that requires attention, but are occasionally mentioned as examples of 

swearwords. This dynamic can serve as a corroboration of the observation that 

Arab subtitlers do not see racial slurs as a separate category of taboos, but rather 

as a representation of swearwords which are generally and abstractly seen as 

offensive and, thus, dispensable. Using the term ‘distasteful’ to describe taboo 

terminology indicates a real problem in viewing taboo words, including racial 

terminology (Deeb, 2005). The occurrence of the taboo word in the original text 

does not necessarily mean that the taboo word is acceptable in the source culture 

and its text. The word is simply there to serve a function, whether to insult a 

character or to stir humour. It is not there to offend the audience in either the SC 

or in the TC. Thus, it can be said that the artistic effect of taboo terminology should 

be considered as an important factor in translating texts.  

 That aside, taboo words, and specifically racial slurs, are considered 

problematic lexical items in subtitling, not only because of their cultural 

sensitivity. One of the main reasons cited by English-Arabic AVT researchers is the 

difficulty a translator faces in finding an equivalent, or a near equivalent, in Arabic 
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for taboo words. It is a point that was made by every subtitler I interviewed, each 

of whom said that it is a hard task to find an Arabic equivalent for English racial 

slurs. In my interview with Dr. Khuddro (Appendix 3.2), he initially stated that 

subtitling racial slurs would be a hard task because the Arabic language does not 

have direct equivalents for many of the racial slurs found in the English-language 

film scripts. However, upon second thought, he suggested that this translation 

might be achieved by using a compound construction that includes a reference to 

the racial category which the slur targets and an insult or a swearword that shows 

the possible derogation of the slur. Not finding readily available equivalents in 

Arabic for English terms is a problem that Arab translators face with different 

types of lexical items; the issue is not limited to the occurrence of racial slurs.  

 Another obstacle that was mentioned previously is the use of MSA as the 

variety of Arabic used in subtitling the dialogue in English-language films. This 

obstacle is especially problematic when translating racial slurs, because many of 

the slurs found in the dataset are not standard English expressions. Instead, as 

Mazid (2006) suggests, “The situation is even more complicated when we think of 

the polyglossic nature of the Arabic language. Some of the very slangy and 

informal expressions in English are rendered in a very standard Arabic.”  

It can be suggested that most of what is written in Arabic subtitling of 

English cinematic productions has a prescriptive purpose, which is to find what 

subtitlers call errors and suggest guidelines and solutions for these errors. 

Although the pedagogical implications in the teaching and training of translators is 

crucial, the aim of AVT research on Arabic should be to recognise patterns, rather 

than distinctive instances or errors in Arabic subtitles (Mazid, 2006).  

3.12 Conclusion 

This chapter has examined subtitling of racial slurs from the viewpoint of TS. The 

chapter started with an overview of the process of subtitling as a mode of AVT. 

Technical and linguistic aspects of subtitling were presented to show how those 

aspects interact to affect the subtitling process and strategies. Despite its unique 

features and high dependence on multimodality, AVT is a branch of TS, and general 
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theorisations of translation apply to it. Thus, the chapter briefly looked at the 

evolution of translation theories and presented the concept of equivalence as 

central to the discussion of translation issues. The discussion identified DTS as the 

main line of translation theories, which serves the aim of the current thesis. DTS 

focuses mainly on the TT as the point of departure in investigating texts, and 

focuses on norms that govern the translational process. Norms are not prescribed 

guidelines suggested for the subtitlers to follow, but are derived from actual 

translations, which gives them validity, especially if they are sought in a relatively 

large dataset such as the one compiled for the current study. Venuti’s (1995, 2008) 

concept of domestication and foreignisation and Simeoni’s (1998) translator’s 

habitus build on DTS to show that there are general tendencies that drive the 

translators’ choices and behaviour. In subtitling racial slurs from English to Arabic, 

most of the research found on the topic prioritises the norms of the Arab socio-

culture. This prioritisation necessitated looking at translation as a 

recontextualisation process, where the translated text is moved to a new context 

and abides by that new context’s norms and rules.  

 Examining subtitling of racial slurs as a norm-governed process from the 

perspective of DTS reveals ideology to be a prominent factor that affects translation 

and specifically subtitling. Thus, the intersection between ideology and translation 

was also discussed in this chapter. That intersection suggests that subtitlers’ 

choices are not random, but representative of the ideological factors that underlie 

the subtitling of racial slurs. However, since the recontextualisation that occurs 

with subtitling differs among socio-cultures, the specific subtitling situation in the 

Arab world was explored. This discussion has revealed that the subtitling of taboos, 

and especially racial slurs, is under-researched and that euphemism is not only a 

prominent but also an expected strategy used with taboos such as swearing and 

sexual references. The use of euphemism gives very little freedom for subtitlers 

who acknowledge the importance of rendering racial slurs as they are and the vital 

role that slurs play in relaying plot and portraying characters. Thus, the objective of 

this chapter was to reveal the gap in the English-Arabic AVT research and to 

highlight the status of racism in the Arab world. The following chapter establishes 
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the methodological tools used for data collection and analysis and reviews the 

dataset collected for the current thesis.  
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Chapter 4         Data Overview, Methods, and Quantitative   
Results 

4.1 Introduction 

The methodological framework of this thesis is twofold. First, the racial slurs were 

quantified in order to achieve the first objective of identifying the main strategies 

for the subtitling of racial slurs. Following the quantitative description of the 

dataset comes the qualitative analysis of representative extracts from the dataset. 

This chapter thus provides an overview of the dataset utilised in the current 

research. It lays out the rationale and the process of selection of the films collected. 

It then provides an overview of the films recorded, watched and sifted through in 

search of occurrences of racial slurs. The focus is then narrowed down to the two 

main angles of looking at racial slurs in the dataset: subtitling strategies and racial 

categories. While subtitling strategy labels are adopted from Gottlieb (1992), racial 

categories are tailored to reflect Arab socio-cultures norms that might affect the 

subtitling strategies. Looking at the dataset from these angles provides the basis for 

an in-depth analysis of racial slur subtitling. The distribution of racial slurs, their 

categorisations, and their correlation with certain strategies are presented and 

discussed. Finally, the chapter presents SFL and Culpeper’s impoliteness 

framework as analytical tools which support the analysis.  

4.2 Data Selection and Collection  

4.2.1 The Rationale  

 

Data selection and collection were crucial in achieving the objectives of this 

research. The questions that first arose tackled two main points: the films included 

and the criteria that decided which films are included. English-language films 

subtitled into Arabic are available in a multitude of forms. They are aired on 

satellite television channels, on DVDs, downloaded from the Internet, or 

downloaded from paid streaming services such as Netflix. Subtitled films that are 

found online are usually illegal copies translated by amateur subtitlers. Amateur 
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subtitles, or fans’ subs, are terms “used here to refer to translations carried out by 

volunteers who are usually, but not always, amateur translators” (Izwaini, 2014, p. 

97). These films were swiftly dismissed as a potential source of data collection for a 

number of reasons. First, the fact that they are illegally obtained criminalises their 

usage even for research purposes. Second, the fact that these films were handled 

and subtitled by translators who are amateurs and not professionals means that 

anyone can produce a subtitled version of a film without the necessary 

qualifications or experience. It is a personal choice, a preference, and an individual 

effort, as the amateur subtitler personally chooses the work that he/she believes is 

worthy of publicising (Izwaini, 2014). In this case, the translation is not a suitable 

source for tracing the general ideologies that govern professional translation 

communities and broadcasting policies, which is one of the objectives of this 

research. Amateur subtitling has been the focus of scholarly research (Pérez-

González, 2013, 2012) that has pointed out many problematic issues such as 

translation errors and inconsistencies.  

English-language films subtitled into Arabic can also be found on DVDs. 

These were also dismissed as a source of data for two reasons:  their limited public 

access, as it is necessary to buy DVDs in order to watch them, and the decline of the 

DVD industry as less people currently watch them.  Video streaming services were 

also excluded from this research, as they require subscriptions, again limiting 

public access.  

Thus, the decision was made to collect data from live streaming satellite 

television channels, which are considered free viewing channels in most of the Arab 

world. Viewers do not need to subscribe or pay fees to view them; they only need to 

purchase an inexpensive receiver to access free viewing of over 1000 Arab 

channels around the clock. In a report released in 2014 by the Arab States 

Broadcasting Union ASBU, there are as many as 1294 Arabic channels, with 152 of 

them specialising in broadcasting film and television series productions (ASBU, 

2014).  Among these are several channels that specialise in airing subtitled English 

films non-stop to their Arab viewers. The primetime viewership of English-

language film channels broadcasting companies that own more than one channel 
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reportedly surpasses that of their Arabic language channel, as is the case with the 

Middle East Broadcasting Centre (MBC) and its English film channel (MBC2) and its 

Arabic channel MBC1 (Robison, 2005).  The most prominent of these channels are 

MBC2, MBC Max, MBC Action Dubai One, and a channel that was recently acquired 

by a cable company, FOX TV. The films aired on these channels all have English 

dialogue, subtitled in Arabic, and are edited to make them more suitable for family 

viewing in Arab homes. These films were the most suitable source of data, as they 

reach millions of Arab homes. It is estimated that in some countries like Saudi 

Arabia and Algeria, 90% of households watch satellite television channels, while in 

other countries such as Egypt and Morocco, the figure reaches 50% (Sakr, 2007). 

Moreover, what makes them even more fit for the purpose of this thesis is that they 

are under the control of broadcasting companies and their ideologically driven 

choices and regulations.  

It might be suggested that one can approach the translators themselves, 

without having to deduce subtitling strategies and their ideological implications, 

through the films’ subtitling agencies or interviewing subtitlers. However, many 

broadcasting corporations in the Arab world are “reluctant to show, let alone share, 

their ‘Subtitler Manual’. The same problem exists in the privately-owned media 

production companies that offer subtitling services” (Gamal, 2007, p. 86). It is 

important to point out here that the term ‘Arab television’ does not refer to 

channels that are broadcast from the same country; rather, they are an 

"interconnected set of cultural industries, where productions and exchange take 

place across a market circumscribed not by tariffs or jurisdiction but by language” 

(ibid., p. 2). These Arab channels were originally controlled by governments and 

the state was the sole client. However, it is debatable whether governments still 

hold the same control over the channels (ibid.); I believe that this question is very 

apt, considering all the political unrest and changes that occurred in the Arab world 

as a consequence of the Arab Spring revolutions. Starting from the idea of 

government and corporate control of television channels and their content, the 

control by default extends to translation and subtitling.  
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 For the reasons explained above, the channels that were chosen for data 

collection are MBC2, MBC Max, MBC Action, Dubai One, and Fox TV. Over the period 

of October 2013 to December 2015, an average of six films per month were 

recorded  from these channels. Films were first watched without analysis for 

familiarisation, and then watched again with the purpose of recording all instances 

of slurs and their translations, from which a small dataset was compiled.  

It is worth noting that the initial purpose of the data collection process was 

to select a limited number of films for an exclusively qualitative analysis in the form 

of case studies. However, the more the collection of films progressed, the more 

necessary a quantitative approach seemed. A relatively wide variety of films had to 

be considered for analysis as one of the main objectives of this study is to identify 

the prominent subtitling strategies used by Arab subtitlers in translating racial 

slurs.  Moreover, the subject of the investigation – racial slurs – is of a particular 

nature: each occurrence has its unique meaning, reference, and context, and its 

interpretation will depend on these factors. Dealing with a small number of films 

does not provide a good overview of different racial slurs, the different racial 

categories they refer to, and the implications these categories might have, as 

another objective of this study is to examine the use of slurs in context. Thus, it was 

decided that for the purpose of observing tendencies, the films collected should 

undergo quantitative analysis. In order to understand if the subtitling strategies 

have any ideological implications, an in-depth qualitative analysis of representative 

extracts and samples of scenes and racial slurs should follow. However, the number 

of films chosen was growing significantly and it was important to set some criteria 

to determine which films would be included; these criteria are discussed in the 

following section.  

4.2.2 Criteria  

Two points were crucial in setting the criteria that decided which films would be 

included in the dataset. First, the films chosen should be relatively recent, to 

guarantee that the subtitling of the film was not outdated, and that the subtitling 

would reflect the current socio-cultural context. It was therefore decided that the 
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films chosen should not have been produced before the year 2000. Film genres 

were not restricted to certain types of films. This ensured a multiplicity of contexts 

in which the slurs occur, and subsequently revealed different potential functions 

and meanings of the slurs. The initial assumption was that films that have racism 

and racial conflicts as prominent themes were more likely to have a higher number 

of racial slurs. However, this assumption was sometimes proven to be false. For 

example, Invictus (2009), a film which mainly tackles the historical period in South 

Africa when Apartheid was beginning to wither away under Nelson Mandela, 

contains no slurs at all in the subtitles. Therefore, the data included all films shown 

on Arab channels, in a collection that mimics a mini corpus.  

4.2.3 Recording Films and Its Limitations 

After choosing the suitable source of data, it was crucial to start the collection 

process. It was a challenge to record films streamed live on satellite television 

channels. Although recording television programmes for research purposes falls 

under fair dealing (Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988), the actual recording 

of television streaming was hard due to the lack of recording devices. After several 

attempts to do so, recordings were made using a game-capture device (Elgato) that 

allowed me to digitally capture what was shown on a TV channel. Recording from 

live streaming television channels while in the UK mainly depended on the strength 

of the Internet connection, which was a tricky process. It meant that the recording 

had to be perfectly timed, and the internet connection was constantly monitored to 

make sure that no disconnection disrupted the recording process. The following 

section gives an overview of the recorded films and the related numbers.  

4.3 Dataset Overview 

The film collection process described above resulted in the collection of 140 films 

in total. Films that were recorded successfully were shortlisted and the final film 

list comprised 102 films (Appendix 1). Of these 102 films, 44 contained 

occurrences of racial slurs. Racial slurs are counted depending on the definition of a 

racial slur as described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1). They are lexical items that 

entail reference to race, can be partially derogatory, and are context-dependent. 
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Moreover, additional sources are consulted to identify the meanings and 

connotations of racial slurs. Dictionaries such as the Oxford English Dictionary 

(OED) are relied on, as many of the racial slurs which occur in the dataset are 

clarified in them. However, due to the dynamic nature of racial slurs (Gorji, 2007), 

new slurs come into use every day, and not all racial slurs are documented in 

dictionaries. Thus, I refer to the Racial Slur Database (RSDB), which is a website 

that is peer monitored in an attempt to list racial slurs and their definitions. It has 

been also used in research in which racial slurs are the topic of investigation 

(Filmer, 2011, 2012; Croom, 2013). Table 2 below takes a general look at the 

dataset of films collected, displaying the year each film was produced and the 

number of the racial slurs found in them.  
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Table 2. Films with racial slur occurences in the dataset 

 Film year Number  
of slurs 

 Film Year Number 
of slurs 

1 Training Day 2001 12 24 Black Hawk Down 2001 9 
2 Brooklyn’s Finest  2009 16 25 Stop-Loss 2008 7 
3 American Gangster 2007 7 26 Borat 2006 10 
4 Talk to Me 2007 40 27 Hard Cash 2002 8 
5 Tropic Thunder  2008 5 28 The Ladies Man 2000 1 
6 Goodbye Bafana 2007 13 29 First Sunday 2008 1 
7 Gran Torino 2008 27 30 Antwone Fisher 2002 20 
8 Three Burials 2005 3 31 Gangs of New York 2002 27 
9 The Hunting Party  2007 2 32 Django Unchained 2012 125 
10 Precious 2009 2 33 Inglourious Basterds 2009 9 
11 My Name is Khan  2010 4 34 Revolver 2005 1 
12 Four Brothers  2005 11 35 Collateral Damage 2002 1 
13 Blitz 2011 1 36 Glory Road 2006 25 
14 Crossing Over  2009 4 37 Remember the Titans  2000 9 
15 Show Time 2002 10 38 Gridiron Gang 2006 10 
16 Notorious 2009 33 39 Blood Diamond 2006 1 
17 Death Race II 2010 13 40 Pride  2007 8 
18 People I Know 2002 9 41 Tower Heist 2011 3 
19 The Pianist  2002 8 42 Big Mommas House 2000 1 
20 Harold and Kumar Escape from 

Guantamo Bay  
2008 7 43 Hotel Rwanda 2004 1 

21 Save the Last Dance  2001 8 44 Enemy at the Gates 2001 2 
22 8 Mile 2002 27     
23 National Security  2003 14       
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The table above shows the films in which racial slurs occur. As has been clarified 

earlier in this chapter, the genres of the films varied, as did the number of slurs 

found in each film. Some films had only one racial slur, while others, such as Django 

Unchained (2012), have over a hundred. The full list of racial slurs from each film is 

available in Appendix 2 along with their Arabic subtitles, transliterations, and back 

translations into English. The total number of racial slurs found in the films is 556. 

In order to find out the tendencies of the subtitling strategies, racial slur 

distribution in the dataset is approached from two different main angles: the first 

explored the subtitling strategies used for rendering the racial slurs, and the second 

explored the racial categories of the characters targeted with the racial slurs. These 

two angles are specifically chosen to realise the main objectives of the thesis and 

the research questions laid out in the introduction. Research questions 1, 2, and 3 

tackled the description of the subtitling strategies used in subtitling racial slurs, 

and if there are any ideological underpinnings that would affect their distribution. 

They also addressed any differences in the use of subtitling strategies with 

different racial categories across the dataset. Subsequently, the correlation 

between subtitling strategies and racial categorisations will be used in the 

qualitative analysis of representative scenes from several films. The following 

subsections will first focus on the subtitling strategies, and then move to the 

distribution of racial categorisations in the dataset. As an introduction to these 

detailed discussions, the racial slurs and their distribution across racial categories 

and subtitling strategies are shown in Table 3 below. 
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Racial Categorization Number of Slurs Overall Percentage of Dataset Transfer Reduction 

Omission Resignation Decimation Imitation 

Blacks 393 70.68 % 250 
 

59 
15.01 % 

23 
5.85% 

48 
12.21% 

13 
3.30 % 

63.61 %  36.37 % 

Whites 74 13.30 %  23 
 

3 
4.05 % 

6 
8.10 % 

31 
41.89 % 

11 
14.86 % 

31.08 % 68.90 % 

Asians 33 5.93 % 9 
 

0 9 
27.27 % 

15 
45.45 % 

0 

27.27 % 72.72 % 

Jews 27 4.85 % 18 
 

2 
7.40 % 

7 
25.92% 

0 0 

66.66 % 33.32 % 

Arabs/Muslims 14 2.51 % 2 
 

5 
35.71% 

4 
28.57 % 

1 
7.14% 

2 
14.28 % 

14.28 % 85.7 % 

Latinos 13 2.33 % 2 
 

0 1 
7.69 % 

8 
61.53 % 

2 
15.38 % 

15.38% 84.60 % 
Native Americans 2 0.34 % 0 0 0 2 

100 % 
0 

100 % 

 

Table 3.  Overview of dataset with racial categories and subtitling strategies
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4.4 Data Groupings and Quantitative Distribution 

4.4.1 Subtitling Strategies  

Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) showed that there is a multitude of subtitling strategies 

adopted in subtitling. This study follows the array of subtitling strategies sketched 

out by Gottlieb (1992). The subtitling strategies devised by Gottlieb (1992) are 

matched to the racial slurs in the dataset at hand. Five subtitling strategies are 

found to be used, the first of which is decimation, where the Arabic subtitle 

maintains the reference to the racial categorisation that the racial slur refers to, but 

does not necessarily denote a negative association of the slur. An example of 

decimation would be translating the slur Honkey with األبيي ض،  alabyadh, which 

means, ‘the White’. In this example, the subtitling of the racial slur gave a sense of 

the racial categorisation, which is ethnic here, without a further reference to the 

insult associated with the ST slur. 

The second of these strategies is resignation. When subtitlers settle for 

resignation, slurs are completely altered. First, the racial component is lost. In some 

of the instances in which the subtitling strategy was labelled as resignation, the 

subtitles do not embed any reference to the racial components of the slurs. While 

some of the slurs are replaced by different insults, others may denote something 

that is neither racial nor insulting. For instance, the slur zipperhead, which occurs 

four times in the Arabic subtitled version of the film Gran Torino (2008), is once 

subtitled as alaЂmaq, meaning ‘the fool’. It was also subtitled as alakharuun, 

meaning ‘the others’. The overall quantitative analysis of the dataset shows 50 slurs 

were subtitled using resignation.  

As for the third strategy, omission (‘deletion’ in Gottlieb’s terminology), the 

racial slur is lost in the Arabic subtitle. The omission of the racial slur means that 

the audience can still hear the ST slur, though it is absent from the Arabic subtitle. 

Of the total number of racial slurs in the dataset, 69 were omitted.  

The fourth strategy is the use of imitation, which can be seen when the 

Arabic subtitle reproduces the ST slur using transliteration. Describing imitation as 

a subtitling technique, Gottlieb (1992) states that it is used to replicate some ST 
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expressions, such as proper nouns. Although they might sometimes include 

references to fictional or political characters, racial slurs are not mere proper 

nouns or international greetings. In a reference to Blacks who appear to be 

submissive and friendly with Whites, the slur Uncle Tom is used in 8 Mile (2002). 

The Arabic subtitle renders it literally as  ( تيم  العي    )    (alʕam tuum) (‘Uncle Tom’). 

The Arab audience might not be familiar with Uncle Tom as a fictional character or 

know how it evolved into a racial slur. Thus, using imitation in subtitling such racial 

slurs might result in the Arab audience not understanding the racial component of 

the slur. Imitation is also one of the most frequently used strategies in subtitling 

ECRs from English to Arabic (Aziz, 1983).  

The aforementioned subtitling strategies are the ones that affect the racial 

slurs’ meaning and potentially their reception by the audience. However, the 

dataset has also shown Arabic subtitles of racial slurs that maintained both the 

racial component and the insult conveyed by the racial slur. Following Gottlieb’s 

(1992) strategies, such subtitles were labelled as ‘transfer’, wherein the slur is 

transmitted into the TT as much as possible. Of the total number of the racial slur 

dataset, 304 slurs were subtitled using transfer. Table 4 below presents how each 

strategy was used across the overall group of slurs.  

Subtitling Strategy Number of slurs rendered Percentage 

Transfer 304 54.67 % 

Decimation 105 18.88 % 

45.31 % 
Resignation 50 8.99 % 

Omission 69 12.41 % 

Imitation 28 5.03 % 

Total 556 100% 

 

Table 4. Subtitling strategies percentages in dataset 

 

Table 4 shows the number of slurs that were subtitled using each strategy. If we 

look at the strategies in terms of rendering the racial components, the strategies of 
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decimation, resignation, omission, and imitation can be grouped together under the 

umbrella of strategies that alter racial slurs, which I label as strategies of reduction. 

Together, these four strategies represent 45.31% of the dataset, which is a 

considerable amount. Although it is suggested that the ST might be reduced by 20-

50% (Gottlieb, 1992), strategies that lead to reduction, such as resignation and 

omission, should be resorted to only when there are restrictions, whether in space 

or time, that prevent subtitlers from rendering the ST accurately (Schröter, 2005). 

It is interesting to also see if these strategies correlate with certain racial groupings 

throughout the data. This is the focus of the next section.  

4.4.2 Racial Categories 

The classification of racial slurs depends on the very definition of race. As discussed 

in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2), race is seen as a construct of socio-culture, and it is 

subjective and context-dependent. The literature on race and racism in the Western 

and Arab socio-cultures in Section (2.2.4) shows the differences that exist between 

the conceptualisation of race in each lingua-culture. Thus, the distribution of racial 

categories across the dataset might provide a deeper look into how these different 

concepts operationalise in the different lingua-cultures.   

Racial categorisation Number of slurs Overall Percentage 

Blacks 393 70.68 % 

Whites 74 13.30% 

Asians 33 5.93 % 

Latinos 13 2.33 % 

Jews 27 4.85 % 

Arabs/Muslims 14 2.51 % 

Native Americans 2 0.34  % 

Table 5. Percentages of racial categories 

The conceptualisation of race is significant in the justification for the racial 

categorisation applied to the dataset. The ‘racial’ categories are based on several 

factors, namely colour, religion, and ethnicity. These different bases of 

characterisation are made possible because of the understanding of race as a 
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‘cultural category’ rather than a biological one. Table 5 shows seven racial 

categorisations found in the dataset. Racial slurs in the dataset target Blacks, 

Whites, Asians, Latinos, Jews, Arabs/Muslims, and Native Americans. Choosing 

suitable labels for each racial category was a process that required careful 

consideration. While Whites and Blacks are labelled according to colour, they 

denote several backgrounds and ethnic affiliations. However, the Arab audience 

will not be able to differentiate these backgrounds unless the subtitlers point them 

out. The racial category of ‘Asian’ denotes different ethnicities and backgrounds in 

different socio-cultures. For example, in Britain the term ‘Asian’ can include people 

from South Asia such as India and Pakistan. However, the term ‘Asian’ refers mainly 

to East and South East Asians in Arab countries, as people from South Asia are 

usually referred to as Indians or Pakistanis.  

Arabs and Muslims are grouped under the same category of Arabs/Muslims. 

Although Arabs are not necessarily Muslims, racial slurs which refer to each of 

them can be used interchangeably. It has been noted that Western cinematic 

productions conflate these categories (Naber, 2008; Alsultany, 2012) and that the 

use of racial slurs reflect this conflation. A slur such as towel-head is used to refer to 

Arabs while some people use it to refer to Muslims. As English speakers cannot 

always differentiate between them, the two racial categorisations potentially form 

a single category in our investigation. It is important to see how subtitlers deal with 

the slurs in the dataset, particularly because the audience might identify with the 

subjects of these slurs, calling for a revisit of the concept of audience design as 

presented in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.2.2). Moreover, an important question which 

arose while assigning racial slurs according to racial categories is how to categorise 

slurs that target Muslims and Jews. The answer to this question was based on two 

main points.  First, the definition of race, as presented earlier, asserts that race is a 

social construct that can be based on any factor, including religion. Moreover, 

research has shown that Muslims and Jews have been racialised as they are 

considered minorities in a number of societies and have been subjected to racism 

based on their religion (Sayyid and Vakil, 2010; Garner and Selod, 2015; Meer, 

2012).  
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The distribution of these racial categories differ as seen in Table 5. It was 

clarified earlier that the dataset was collected with no specific genre or theme; 

however the dataset shows a strikingly high percentage of racial slurs referring to 

Blacks (393 slurs), with other ethnicities ranking significantly lower in number. 

The imbalanced distribution in the number of slurs call for more attention to why 

this is the case. Although they are not equal in number, a comparison between the 

ways in which the different categories of racial slurs were subtitled can be useful. 

As stated earlier, subtitling strategies used in the dataset comprise two main types: 

transfer strategies and reduction strategies. Transfer strategies are seen as more 

representative of what racial slurs stand for, while reduction affects, in one way or 

another, the racial component of the slur. In Table 6, each racial category is 

matched with the subtitling strategies used to translate the slurs in that category: 

Racial category Transfer Reduction  

Blacks 250 63.61 % 143 36.37 % 

Whites 23 31.50 % 51 68.90 % 

Asians 9 27.27 % 24 72.72 % 

Latinos 2 15.38 % 11 48.60 % 

Jews 18 66.66 % 9 33.32 % 

Arabs/Muslims 2 14.28 % 12 85.7 % 

Native Americans 2 100 % 0 0 

 

Table 6.  Correlation of translation strategies with racial categories 

 

Although the numbers vary among the different racial categories, percentages 

indicate general tendencies. The first racial category, Blacks, is translated using 

transfer in 63.61% of the occurrences, which results in the audience understanding 

the racial component and, in principle, allows the slur to achieve its original 

function in the TT compared to reduction strategies. On the other hand, the 

rendering of categories that occur less frequently, such as Whites and Asians, is 

significantly affected by reduction, with the majority of these slurs getting 
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translated using reduction strategies; this might affect the transmission of racial 

slurs into the TT, where the original function of the slur in the ST is diminished. The 

link established here between racial categories and subtitling strategies might 

indicate the general approach to subtitling from English to Arabic. While it seems 

that subtitlers translate racial slurs that refer to Blacks using transfer, the 

categories of Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Native Americans are mainly subtitled 

using reduction. When investigating why the less frequently occurring racial 

categories are translated using other reduction strategies, the question arises 

whether subtitlers follow certain rules when dealing with different racial 

categories. The figures in Table 6 indicate that the less frequent the racial category 

in the dataset, the more it gets translated using reduction strategies, with the 

exception of racial slurs targeting Jews. The categorisation of the dataset according 

to racial slurs takes into consideration the meaning of the slur in the ST and its 

relevant socio-culture, but does not leave out the status of the racial categories in 

the TT and the Arab socio-culture. Thus, the distribution of the racial categories 

and the subtitling strategies create a window into the way in which racism and 

racial discrimination operate in the TC. Thus, to explain the possible reason behind 

the data appearing as it is, I refer back to the literature discussed in Chapter 2 on 

the status of racism in the Western and Arab socio-cultures. The discussion shows 

that racism is seen from the lens of racial prejudice in Arab socio-cultures, that 

there is a significant gap in investigating the present forms of racism, and the 

relevant literature is relied upon in observations and interpretations of data 

analysis.  

Based on these observations, subsequent qualitative analysis will proceed in 

three main directions in separate chapters. The first follows the most frequently 

occurring racial categories, which is Blacks. The second direction discusses the way 

subtitlers handle less frequently occurring racial slurs, such as those against Whites 

and Asians. The final direction will tackle the way in which subtitlers handle racial 

slurs that target Arabs and Muslims, as these categories reflect the race and 

religious identity of the audience.  
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4.5 Qualitative Analytical Tools  

It is important to point out that the quantification of the racial slurs as they occur in 

the dataset is not the main source for observations and analysis. Rather, the main 

approach of this thesis is qualitative, and qualitative analysis is the main 

methodological approach. Numbers and percentages of racial slurs help draw the 

lines of qualitative analysis. Relying partly on percentages of racial slur occurrences 

attempts to tackle a criticism of CDA as an approach that bases its analysis on 

intuition and lacks objectivity as “there is very little discussion of whether it is 

adequate to restrict analysis to short fragments of data, how data should be 

sampled, and whether the sample is representative” (Stubbs, 1997, p. 7). Therefore, 

the quantification of the data attempts to ensure that the subtitling strategies 

described are taken from a number of films, and that the scenes chosen for analysis 

represent the dataset accurately. 

As presented earlier in Chapters 2 and 3, the theoretical framework of this 

thesis depends mainly on CDA, and particularly the dialectical-relational approach, 

and DTS. It was also clarified that the analysis uses tools from the discourse-

historical approach of CDA (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001) and the socio-semantic 

representation of social actors (van Leeuwen, 1996, 2008). The analysis of 

representative scenes describes the plot of the film and the significance of the scene 

briefly. When needed, the cinematography and the visual semiosis of some of the 

scenes are referred to and described. The role of the racial slurs is then described 

in the scenes from the perspective of CDA, and after discussing the subtitling 

strategy used, its effect on the scene is explored.  

CDA is appropriate for the current thesis because it allows for the 

integration of research tools that maximise to their full potential the perspectives 

of text analysis. As van Dijk suggests, CDA can benefit from a vast array of research 

fields and the difference in methodology applied in a specific research is driven by 

the aim and type of data in the research project (2013). The current research 

makes use of tools that help in highlighting the shift that may be caused by the use 

of certain subtitling strategies. These are Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) 
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(Halliday, 1994) and the impoliteness framework (Culpeper, 1996; 2011; 2015). A 

brief presentation of these concepts follows.  

4.5.1 Systemic Functional Linguistics   

The use of SFL in the current research was driven by both theoretical and 

methodological reasons. First, it has been commonly applied in CDA research to 

analyse the linguistic aspects of texts and link them to the social contexts in which 

they occur (Fairclough, 2003; Fowler, 1991; van Dijk, 1998; Wodak 2001). 

Moreover, it has been used by several translation scholars to examine the transfer 

of meaning in cross-cultural encounters (Baker, 1992, 2006; House, 1997; Hatim 

and Mason, 1990; 1997). Relying on SFL in the current research suits its objectives 

as it is “a set of resources for “describing, interpreting and making meaning” (Butt 

et al., 2003, p. 3).  

In a nutshell, SFL considers language “a part of reality, a shaper of reality 

and a metaphor for reality (Halliday, 2003, p. 35). To realise this view, texts are 

seen as having different ‘registers’ composed of three elements: field, tenor, and 

mode. These levels reflect three metafunctions: the ideational metafunction, the 

interpersonal metafunction, and the textual metafunction. These functions 

represent the linguistic choices made by speakers and language users to arrive at 

the function that they want to express. The ideational metafunction refers to the 

expression of experiences, or ‘experiential processes’ that occur in the world. The 

interpersonal metafunction is mainly a method of interaction, and the textual 

metafunction looks at how meaning is expressed and organised in texts 

(Thompson, 2004).  

 Although the main SFL principles and theories were written in and applied 

to English, it has been proven that SFL is applicable to different languages, and 

specifically to Arabic (Bardi, 2008), allowing for socio-cultural comparisons to be 

made.  When the analysis of metafunctions and their different realisations in texts 

is applied to the ST and the TT, some ‘mismatches’ (House, 1997) can be traced. 

These mismatches serve as indicators of the socio-cultural contexts that have 

caused the differences in the metafunctions and processes used. SFL is closely 
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related to the current research as it has been utilised in the study of subtitling 

(Mubenga, 2010). SFL highlights subtitling’s effect on the coherence and cohesion 

in the target text, which is explored in the analysis of some of the representative 

scenes (Mubenga, 2010). Moreover, the analysis of texts using SFL provides 

different ways of looking at texts as “each sentence encodes not just one, but three 

meanings simultaneously, and these meanings are related to the three different and 

very basic functions of language” (Butt et al., 2003, p. 6). As SFL considers 

languages to be intricate systems and each utterance to have different levels of 

meaning, subtitling is viewed as an intricate multimodal semiotic system in which 

meaning is made on different levels (Espindola, 2012). Applying SFL to the study of 

subtitling allows for attention to be sufficiently directed towards the linguistic 

aspect of the subtitle, which has been overlooked in favour of semiotic and 

contextual aspects.  

 The clauses in which the racial slurs occur can be analysed using the 

different metafunctions. In many of the cases, there is no considerable difference 

between the English and Arabic dialogues. However, when the use of subtitling 

strategies shifts the function between the two languages, the effect of the racial 

slurs can be great.   

4.5.2 Impoliteness  

As pointed out in Chapter 2, racial slurs represent taboos which entail derogation, 

the exact interpretation of which is context-dependent. Thus, the qualitative 

analysis of representative scenes can benefit from a concept that clarifies the effect 

of racial slurs causing harm and denoting racial inferiority. In the line of 

investigation of taboos, Allan and Burridge assert that “discussion of taboo and 

censoring of language naturally leads to a consideration of politeness and 

impoliteness” (2006, p. 29). There is an extensive body of research on retaining 

harmony in communication or, namely, politeness (Brown and Levinson, 1987). 

However, as Culpeper suggests, “little work has been done on communicative 

strategies with the opposite orientation, that of attacking one's interlocutor and 

causing disharmony” (1996, p. 349). Utilising the impoliteness framework in the 
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current thesis takes on additional importance in relation to cinematic discourse as 

a type of literary drama where “impoliteness behaviour is not a marginal activity” 

(Culpeper, 1996, p. 349). An extensive overview of the impoliteness framework 

cannot be presented here, but I will present the concepts which are related to the 

investigation of the subtitling of racial slurs.  

Bousfield (2008, p. 72) defines impoliteness as follows: “Impoliteness 

constitutes the communication of intentionally gratuitous and conflictive verbal 

face-threatening acts which are purposefully delivered: (1) unmitigated . . ., and /or 

(2) with deliberate aggression”. This definition focuses on the intention and the 

communicator’s perspective in producing impoliteness. However, in subtitling 

racial slurs, there are two main points to focus on. The first is that the perception of 

the communicator’s impoliteness does not always depend on the intention of the 

communicator as Culpeper et al. (2016, p. 7) suggest, “In fact, work on 

(im)politeness over the last ten years has emphasised the relative importance of 

what others make of a communicator's intentions compared with what the 

communicator's intentions might actually have been”. The second point is directly 

related to the first, in that there is cross-cultural variation in the perception of 

politeness. In subtitling racial slurs, the receiving socio-culture is remote from the 

one in which the impoliteness incident has occurred, which serves as an indicator 

of the status of racial slurs as taboos in the distinct lingua-cultures.   

Culpeper (1996, 2011) sketches impoliteness strategies using a large body 

of data to elicit a number of conventionalised impoliteness formulae. Insults are the 

most frequent type of these formulae which occur within the following four groups 

(adopted from Culpeper, 2010):  

 

1. Personalised negatives vocatives: e.g., you fucking moron 

2. Personalised negative assertions: e.g., you are so stupid 

3. Personalised negative references: e.g., your stinking guts 

4. Personalised third-person negative references (in the hearing of the 

target): e.g., she’s nutzo 
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In addition to these forms of insults, impoliteness can be expressed through the use 

of unpalatable questions, message enforcers, dismissals, silencers, threats, curses, 

and ill-wishes (Culpeper, 2010). The use of racial slurs in chosen extracts match 

several impoliteness formulae presented above, and they are usually accompanied 

by other expressions of impoliteness which add to the effect of the slurs in the 

cinematic dialogue. This is similar to how impoliteness has been investigated as a 

method of establishing the cynically rude character of Dr. House in the television 

drama House (Richardson, 2010b). The use of impoliteness in House’s dialogue 

serves two main purposes: establishing Dr. House’s character, and entertaining the 

audience by resorting to language resources (ibid.). 

  There has also been a connection between the use of conventionalised 

impoliteness formulae and taboo words, which adds the effect of intensification 

(Culpeper, 2010). The importance of referring to the impoliteness conventions is 

that they make it easier to identify the context in which the racial slur occurs. When 

used with slurs, impoliteness can create a discourse of Othering and dramatise the 

insult and the humiliation. In the qualitative analysis of extracts, I determine if 

there are any impoliteness triggers, conventionalised or not, that show how the 

racial slur functions in the original dialogue, and if subtitling strategies have 

attempted to retain the effect that impoliteness strategies established in the 

original scene. 

In relation to analysing racial slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims as slurs that 

target the audience themselves, Richardson (2010b, p. 186) asserts that 

impoliteness theory must not neglect how insults “in targeting socially salient 

aspects of character or identity such as weight or race, can also be heard as 

insulting to audience members who share those aspects and not just to the specific 

character in the show”. This is also corroborated by the note many of the subtitlers 

made (Appendix 3) when asked about the reason of omitting racial slurs that it 

might be to avoid offending the audience. 
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4.6 Interviews with professional subtitlers 

It has been pointed out in previous sections that the current dataset also includes 

interviews conducted with professional subtitlers. As mentioned in Section 2.4.4, 

CDA is criticized for its focus on the institutional ideologies, and ignoring 

behavioural and personal ideologies (Rampton, 2001). Thus, interviews attempt to 

seek the personal views of individual subtitlers, and explore if they are aware of the 

processes and strategies they use when subtitling racial slurs and the motivations 

behind them. Although they are not the main site of analysis, interviews provide 

corroboration for the observations elicited form the focused scene analyses. They 

also provide insight into the way subtitlers work and the status of the subtitling 

industry in the Arab World. In his investigation of subtitling challenges, Alkadi 

(2011) conducts interviews with subtitlers to find out the main obstacles which 

face them and their perspective on issues which he notices in his close observation 

to films and cinematic productions.  

However, reaching out for subtitlers was not straightforward. Many of the 

subtitlers contacted were reluctant to be interviewed and ignored my requests for 

interviews. Eventually, five subtitlers agreed to be interviewed. Their experience 

and educational qualifications varied, as not all of them had a background in 

translation theories (For further details on each subtitler’s qualifications see 

Appendix 3). Some of them are not currently working as subtitlers, but their 

experience is extensive, and their input was extremely valuable. 

The interviews were semi-structured, with questions related around four 

main aspects: subtitling strategies and techniques, subtitling taboos and racial 

slurs, translation theory, and the role of patronage. Semi-structured interviews 

refer to  “prepared questioning guided by identified themes in a consistent and 

systematic manner interposed with probes designed to elicit more elaborate 

responses” (Qu and Dumay, 2011, p. 246). They are preferred by many researchers 

because of their flexibility and the ability they give to the interviewers in revealing 

hidden aspects of human behaviour and the socio-cultural context the interviewees 

exist in (ibid.), which makes them fit for the objectives of the current study. Semi-

structured interviews are also mostly used when the researcher has a pre-set idea 
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about the themes of the interview (Dörnyei, 2007). Thus, because of their 

suitability to the aim of the current research, and drawing on Alkadi’s (2011) use of 

semi-structured interviews with subtitlers, semi-structured interviews are utilised 

in the current study. The interview schedule (Appendix 3) keeps the interview 

within the themes initially planned, but the ability to probe the answers and clarify 

the questions when needed ensure getting the most of the interviewees statements.  

 The answers provided by the subtitlers to the questions clarified several 

aspects about the status of the profession in the Arab World. First, there is barely 

any extensive training provided for subtitlers in the field. Subtitlers depend greatly 

on experience, and three of them did not have knowledge of translation theories. 

This shows that for many of the subtitlers, the strategies and choices they make are 

mostly based on intuition of what a good subtitling would look like. The basic 

requirement for a subtitler seems to be a good command of English and Arabic. 

Moreover, the answers they gave showed the great dependence on the guidelines 

and authority of the clients commissioning the translation. This was especially 

evident when discussing matters related to sensitive terminology and taboos.  

There is also major role played by the editor reviewing the work of the subtitlers, 

who can, in some cases, alter the subtitling without going back to its writer.  

Finally, the most important observation elicited from the interviews is that 

subtitlers do not seem to think carefully when encountering racial slurs in films. 

They cite the lack of equivalent Arabic terminology as a possible reason for 

applying reduction strategies, but the answers implied that it is not an issue they 

have thought about extensively before. However, the most important factor in 

subtitlers’ decisions and strategies is the consideration of the norms of the Arab 

socio-cultures. They justify euphemisation of sexual and religious taboos by the 

sensitive nature of the Arab society, which reportedly has a low tolerance for 

violations of the taboo. Although they have not considered racial slurs to be on the 

same level of sensitivity as religious and sexual taboos, they have shown a 

differentiation between racial categories. Therefore, it can be suggested that racial 

slurs’ sensitivity in the Arab World varies according to the racial category they 

refer to, as per the concept of audience design (Bell, 1984) and provides a further 
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support for the categorisation of the dataset according to racial categories. Many of 

the answers provided by subtitlers will be presented in the analysis and discussion 

of the representative scenes in the following chapters.  

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has looked into the data collection process. It has presented the 

rationale behind the methodology adopted, and explained the criteria for including 

films in the dataset. The chapter has also given an overview of the dataset, listing 

the films included along with the numbers of racial slurs found in each film. The 

dataset was projected against two very important factors: The first is the set of 

subtitling strategies utilised, and the second is the racial categories related to the 

racial slurs. Correlating these two main factors has resulted in providing important 

angles for viewing the dataset. Certain categories of racial slurs, such as those used 

against Blacks, were more frequently subtitled using transfer rather than reduction 

strategies, while the opposite holds true for less frequently occurring racial slur 

categories in the dataset, such as those against Whites, Asians, and Latinos. Thus, it 

appears that looking at the dataset from the viewpoint of these two variables opens 

up an interesting avenue for qualitative analysis in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5  The Representation of Blacks in Subtitling: The 
Case of the ‘N’ Word 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is the first of three of analysis and discussion chapters which tackle 

the dataset with qualitative analysis of representative extracts where the racial 

slurs occur. The highest occurring racial category is the one of Blacks. Out of the 

total 556 slurs, 393 target Blacks. The racial slurs targeting Blacks are not only the 

most recurring, but also the highest ranking where transfer is used as a subtitling 

strategy.  The slurs are variable (Appendix 2), but 264 of the slurs referring to 

Blacks consist of the term nigger or its variation nigga. This finding indicates that 

this slur represents a wide array of the contexts where slurs targeting Blacks occur, 

and by investigating selected samples of theses occurrences, we can arrive at 

underlying ideologies of race in the Arab World. First, the chapter looks closely at 

the terms nigger and nigga, examining their meanings, connotations, and different 

usages and contexts. Following a general categorisation of the terms’ usage, the 

chapter shows how different representations of the term are dealt with in the 

subtitling, and how the meaning is rendered to the Arab audience. The analysis of 

the scenes will tackle aspects of the occurrences from a CDA perspective, in 

addition to impoliteness triggers and SFL.   

5.2 My Nigga: Unpacking the term 

The term nigger and its variant nigga comprise one of the most recurrent terms in 

the dataset. To investigate how subtitlers deal with it, we need to first have a close 

look at the term itself: how it originated, its original denotations, and the evolution 

of its meaning and its semantic associations. Nigger started as a neutral term 

derived from Negro, which means ‘black’, and was commonly used by Spanish and 

Portuguese slave traders (Rahman, 2012). However, nigger developed as a 

dysphemistic racial insult by the beginning of the nineteenth century with the 

emancipation of slaves and the attempts of slavery abolition (ibid). Easton, one of 
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the first free African Americans, describes in a document he wrote in 1873, and was 

published in 2007, how the term was used to insult Blacks as a race of inferior 

status. The emergence of the term as a racist epithet has shown a brutal 

consideration of Blacks as subhuman (Fredrickson, 1971). The subhuman traits 

ascribed to the term were also accompanied by attributes of laziness and stupidity 

(Kennedy, 2002).   

However, the negative attributes of the term assigned by Whites were 

paralleled with the emergence of a positive meaning of the term within the slave 

community, where “English served as a lexifier, providing a commonly understood 

term of self-reference”; namely, over time, “the slaves produced a variant ending in 

an open syllable” (Rahman, 2012, p.  145). The slave community is an example of an 

antisociety, or a society that forms when oppressed people try secretly to overcome 

their suppressors (Halliday, 1978; Goffman, 1961). One form of communication 

within antisocieties is counterlanguage; in the case of slaves, the counterlanguage 

contained English words to avoid raising the suspicions of slave masters (Morgan, 

2002). The positive meaning of the term nigger contained allusions to survival, a 

meaning that was not accessible to slave owners (Rahman, 2012). These meanings 

of survival in the counterlanguage are very likely to be the roots of the meaning the 

term has today (ibid.). However, a question arises here about what has happened to 

the term to allow such a change in the meaning. It has been proposed that nigger 

has been appropriated into nigga through semantic inversion or ‘semantic looping’, 

which alters the meaning of an old term and makes a new one through continual 

usage of that term (Jacobs, 2002). The racial slur nigga has gained more meanings 

over time and became a word heard frequently among the youth in American 

culture and in various other cultures around the world. There are many African 

Americans who use the term, and thus the term carries a sense of cultural identity 

to them. There are, however, other African Americans who refuse to use the word 

altogether because it is demeaning (Fong and McEwen, 2004). In addition to these 

two connotations, there is yet another category of the term’s usage among non-

Blacks (ibid.). Namely, those non-Blacks who decide to use it associate the term 

with close friendship, cultural awareness (Smitherman, 1994), and being cool 
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(Varner and Kugiya, 1998). Thus, the term has gained new positive meanings 

through semantic looping (Jacobs, 2002). Semantic looping builds on ‘signifyin(g)’ 

(Gates, 1988), which is a feature of African American Vernacular English (AAVE). 

Signifying takes a term such as nigger, which is marked for criticism, and plays with 

its connotations via slight adjustments, e.g., the shift to nigga. Semantic looping 

depends on rhetorical devices of agnominatio (in which the word is altered 

phonetically and orthographically), semantic inversion (reversing the meaning of a 

word), and chiastic slaying, which is a critique that aims to change the status of a 

group or a person. The way semantic looping alters nigger to nigga is depicted in 

the following figure (adopted from Jacobs, 2002):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Semantic Loop of semantic inversion and agnominatio (Jacobs, 2002) 

Many find a clear distinction between nigger, which is an offensive racial slur, and 

nigga, which presumably has fewer negative connotations and is used widely 

among youths in America. African Americans are more likely to use the term nigga 

among each other, rather than with out-group members (Jacobs, 2002). This usage 

highlights the importance of context to the emergence of the meaning of the term 

nigga. When used among Blacks, it denotes solidarity, closeness, and friendship. A 

question arises here about the meaning of the term if it is used among non-Blacks. 

It is reported that it is sometimes used by out-group members who have either 

been or aim to be accepted into circles of African Americans. Although many 

African Americans do not like to hear the term from non-Blacks, it is nonetheless 

becoming widespread outside these circles. Its modern variation, nigga, in 

particular has become a part of the youth pop culture (Julious, 2015). In fact, the 

term has become so widely used outside African American circles and has gained 

Nigger                                Nigga 
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such a sense of positivity that we may witness in the future two white males calling 

each other nigga as a part of everyday interaction (Sheinin and Thompson, 2014). 

Also, the term is one of the most widely used racial slurs online (ibid.). The term 

simply refuses to disappear.  

The argument here shows that the term nigger/nigga may embed a dual 

identity. The first identity denotes the imbedded positive connotations of the term, 

which include meanings of survival and solidarity. In contrast, the second identity 

has a negative meaning due to its racist connotation; namely, the term is intended 

to mark African Americans as inferior (Rahman, 2012). The interpretation of the 

term is highly dependent on its context (Croom, 2011, 2013, 2015; Kennedy; 2002). 

Building on this context-based perspective, analysing nigger/nigga depends on the 

actual context where the slur was produced. Subsequently, subtitlers are expected 

to operate based on the context of the slur. At the same time, the target socio-

cultural norms, as well as the status of the racial slurs which target Blacks in the 

Arab lingua-culture, play an important role in the final subtitled product. Thus, to 

gain a more comprehensive look at the way Arab subtitlers deal with the highly 

frequent term nigga/nigger, the chapter looks closely at a representative sample of 

its imbedded positive connotation, and it also looks at a negative, or opprobrious, 

usage of the term. The analysis of each sample first looks closely at the original 

scene and describes the context of the slur as it occurs in the English-language 

dialogue. Subsequently, the analysis comparatively investigates the Arabic subtitle 

of the English-language slur and the ways subtitle altered, or did not alter, the 

original scene.  

5.3 My Nigga, My Friend: The Embedded Positivity in a Racial Insult  

There are several instances in the dataset where nigga entails a positive 

connotation. However, the sample chosen here was illuminating in terms of 

analysis of implications due to the frequent occurrence of the term in the film itself.  

The samples are from the film Training Day (2001), which revolves around the 

corruption of some policemen in the narcotics division of the Los Angeles Police  

Department (LAPD) in the USA. As the title suggests, the film’s events take place 
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within a single day, where a new white officer, Jake Hoyt, played by Ethan Hawk, is 

supposed to train with a veteran black officer, Alonzo Harris, played by Denzel 

Washington. Harris is a corrupt officer in the narcotics department, hiding his 

involvement with massive schemes of selling drugs, covering up the crimes and the 

illegal behaviour of drug dealing. It is suggested that the film is based on the true-

life story of the Rampart Division Scandal of the LAPD, and that Alonzo Harris’s 

character is a depiction of the main figure in that scandal, Raphael Perez 

(Pomerance, 2012; Markovitz, 2011). As the plot of the film unfolds, we witness 

how Hoyt becomes aware of Harris’s corruption and hidden intentions and decides 

to stand up to him. The phrase ‘my nigga’ occurs five times in the whole film. Every 

usage occurs in a different context and is thus examined individually as follows.  

5.3.1 First Instance of My Nigga 

In the first sequence in which the phrase is used in the film, Hoyt has just gotten 

into the car with Harris, and he expresses how eager he is to finish this training 

successfully in order to become a qualified narcotics detective. In this scene, the 

following dialogue takes place:  
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Interlocutor Original 
English 

dialogue 

Arabic 
Subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Hoyt I want to make 
detective. 

أر د أن أصبح 
 محققا  

uriidu an uSbiђ 
muђaqiqan 

I want to be a 
detective 

Harris  
There you go 
Stick with me, 
you can do it. 
Unlearn that 
bullshit they 
teach you at the 
academy. 
Don't bring none 
of that shit in 
here. That shit’ll 
get you killed 
out here. 

 ها أنت ذا
  ف( مسعك الق ا

 بذلك
ابق مع( م 
 تستط ع ذلك

 
م لكن انس ما 
علممك ا اه ف( 
 مدرسة الشرطة

 
ال تحضر ذاك 
الهراء معك إلى 

قتلهنا فس جعلك ت  

ha anta dhaa fii 
wesʕeka al-
qiyaam 
bidhaalik 
ibqa maʕii wa 
taSTatiiʕo 
dhaalik 
wa laakin insaa 
maa ʕalamuuka 
iyyahu fii 
madrasat al-
shorTa 

laa toђDir 
dhaalika al-
huraaɁ  maʕak 
ila huna 
fasayajʕaluka 
tuqtal 

There you are 
You can do it 
Stay with me 
and you will 
can 
But forget 
what they 
taught you in 
the police 
school 
Don’t bring 
that nonsense 
here with you 
as it will get 
you killed 

Hoyt I'll do anything 
you want me to 
do. 

سأفعل كل ما 
هتر دن( أن أفعل  

sa-afʕal kul ma 
turiiduni an 
afʕalah 

I will do all 
what you 
want me to do 

Harris My nigga! أنت عبدي anta ʕabdii You are my 
slave 

Extract 1. Sequence 1 from Training Day (2001) 
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In the scene, Hoyt is very excited about the new job he is training for and looks 

forward to completing his training. We see him peering out the car windows, 

eagerly waiting for instructions from his boss for the day. Hoyt is looking forward 

to learning how to become a successful narcotics detective. He declares “I wanna 

make detective” as his real purpose for joining the narcotics department. In 

contrast, Harris is an experienced officer who is very confident and wants to set an 

example for Hoyt to follow in the narcotics department. Harris shows his 

agreement to the answer Hoyt gives that he wants to make detective. He starts 

giving instructions on how to become a good detective. Harris’s commands, which 

include threats (“that shit will get you killed here”) and message enforcers 

(“unlearn” and “don’t bring”) are seen as examples of conventionalised 

impoliteness formulae (Culpeper, 2015), which are directly connected to power 

imbalance (Culpeper, 1996) and thus serve the purpose of establishing Harris as an 

authority figure. The commands given by Harris include the word ‘shit’ recurrently 

(three times), which also reflects the unruly nature of Harris as a person who is not 

concerned with politeness. Hoyt replies with an answer that perfectly pleases 

Harris, as he says “I’ll do anything that you want me to do”. Harris is thus 

established as the more powerful character and holds a superior role in the 
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relationship represented in this conversation. In contrast, Hoyt is constructed as 

submissive and powerless, ready to comply with Harris’s orders. Following the 

reply confirming Hoyt’s commitment to Harris, the camera switches between the 

two characters and pauses considerably on each of them to show their reaction to 

the commitment just expressed by Hoyt. Harris is surprised to an extent, then 

pleased, and Hoyt anticipates the reaction of Harris. Finally, Harris breaks up 

laughing and pauses to say “My nigga”.  

Having established the meaning of the term nigga, I now turn back to the 

analysis of the scene in question to account for the usage of the phrase my nigga in 

the scene and then compare that usage to the subtitled version. From an SFL 

perspective, the phrase represents an example of a possessive relational process 

using the pronoun ‘my’. Possessive relationals tend to denote a greater amount of 

power than any other relational process (Haig, 2012). Moreover, the phrase 

includes two examples of cohesive text ties: referencing and ellipses. First, the use 

of the personal pronoun ‘my’ is an example of referencing (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976).  Referencing serves to identify the presupposed or shared information 

among the participants (Eggins, 1994). Ellipsis indicates the drop of an item in the 

text, which produces a gap that is left to be filled by the hearer (Thompson, 2014). 

The phrase my nigga is shortened from the sentence ‘You are my nigga’, with 

ellipsis functioning as a cohesive link within the text of the dialogue. The presence 

of the afore-mentioned grammatical traits of the phrase corroborates the sense of 

intimacy represented in the English dialogue of the film. It is interesting to examine 

how the Arabic subtitle deals with the phrase.  

Although there might be no direct equivalent to nigga in Arabic that carries 

the positive solidarity indications, the subtitler has chosen to translate it using the 

phrase عبيدي أنيت  ‘anta ʕabdi’ meaning ‘You are my slave’. This translation brings out 

the negative meaning associated with nigger as opposed to nigga and the history of 

the enslavement of Blacks. In Arabic, the possessive marker comes in the form of a 

morpheme which is tied to the end of the noun as a suffix, thus forming one word 

instead of two (Bardi, 2008). The subtitling strategy applied here can be seen as 
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resignation, where although the racial slur entails positivity, the subtitle connotes a 

sense of negativity that was not available in the original text in the first place.  

When Harris says “My nigga!” he is likely directly responding to Hoyt’s 

response “I’ll do anything that you want me to do”. Many of the scholarly works 

investigating the phrase my nigga have explored the significance of the phrase 

among Blacks and when non-Blacks are the interlocutors (Fong and McEwen, 

2004). However, this scene shows a Black person directing the phrase towards a 

non-Black. A phrase that is used to express friendliness and solidarity, my nigga 

was used by Harris here to express admiration and familiarity towards Hoyt, 

something that was not available or evident in the subtitled version of the scene. 

Yet the subtitle ‘You are my slave’ brings to mind a negative connotation of hostility 

instead of friendliness. While the original dialogue “My nigga” expresses intimacy 

between Harris and Hoyt, the subtitled version invokes control and possessiveness, 

and, thus, underscores unequal power relations. It follows that the Arabic subtitle 

reproduces a discourse of slavery. 

 5.3.2 Second Instance of My Nigga 

The analysis of the second sequence in this section focuses on the role the phrase 

plays in the dialogue and on how the chosen subtitling strategy deals with the 

phrase containing the racial slur. In this scene, Hoyt asks Harris to stop the car 

because he witnesses an assault taking place in one of the city’s alleys. Harris 

dismisses Hoyt’s claim as he has forced Hoyt to smoke marijuana, and Hoyt is still 

intoxicated and might be imagining things. Hoyt ignores the dismissal and opens 

the car door while the car is still in motion and runs towards a girl in a side alley 

who is being attacked by two men attempting to rape her. Hoyt enters the fight 

alone. Moments later, we see Harris approaching in the car. He exits the car and 

stands staring for a few seconds as Hoyt struggles to overcome the two men in a 

vicious fight.  
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Interlocutor 
 

English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Hoyt Police officer!  
Get away from 
the girl! 
 

 أنا شرط(
اة، ابتعد عن الفت

 ابتعد عنها

anaa shurTi 
ibtaʕid ʕan al-
fataa 

I am a 
policeman  
get away 
from the girls, 
get away 
from her 

Attacker 1 I'm gonna fuck 
you too, cop! 
 

ا  سأنال منك أ ض
 أ ها الشرط(

sa anaal minka 
ayDan ayyuha 
al-shurTi 

I’ll get you 
too, cop 

Attacker 1 We didn't do 
shit!  
Bitch is crazy! 

ا ل  نقترف خطأ  
 رجل 

منةتلك الفتاة مجن  

lam naqtarif 
khaTaɁ yaa 
rajul 
tlika al-fataa 
majnuuna 

We didn’t do 
anything 
wrong!  
That girl is 
crazy 

Hoyt Roll over, 
man. Roll the 
fuck over! 
 

 istadir Turn around استدر

Attacker 2 Fucking ass 
prick! 

 

!مض ع قذر  waDii qadhir Mean, low 
man! 

Harris 
(approaching) 

My nigga! 
 
 
Go ahead, 
cowboy, 
You got mad 
squabbles. 
 

! ا زنج(  

تابع  ا راع( 
 البقر،
 أنت مقاتل شرس
  ا فتى

yaa zinji!   
taabiʕ yaa raaʕi 
al-baqar 
anta muqaatil 
sharis yaa fata 

Hey nigger! 
Keep going 
cowboy! 
You are a 
fierce fighter, 
boy! 

Extract 2. Sequence 2 from Training Day (2001) 
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After the fight is over, Harris starts to show his corruption and his rebellion against 

the law as he allows the attackers and the victim to simply walk away in the end, 

which shocks Hoyt.  

In this sequence, when Hoyt asks Harris to stop the car, Harris refuses. Hoyt 

is thus forced to open the door and leave. Hoyt goes on to fight the attackers alone. 

Harris catches up reluctantly, but he chooses not to take any action; instead he 

stands aside, lights up a cigarette, and watches Hoyt defending the young girl and 

fighting the two criminals on his own. After staring at Hoyt fighting for a while, 

Harris approaches the fight by calling out to Hoyt “My nigga!”.  

Interpreting this phrase in this particular sequence depends heavily on the 

context. The previous section discussed how the phrase my nigga might entail a 

positive connotation and express closeness and friendship. In this sequence, the 

actual context in which the phrase occurs indicates the function that the phrase 

serves. Harris walks towards Hoyt smiling, and then he exclaims, “My nigga”. He 

cheers for Hoyt, encouraging him to carry on fighting, and he even compliments 

him by describing him as a “cowboy” and saying that he’s “got mad squabbles”. The 

praise Harris gives to Hoyt establishes that he thinks positively of Hoyt as a 

possible friend who complies with his expectations.  
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The Arabic subtitle for the phrase “My nigger” is “ زنجيي(  ييا ” (yaa zinji), 

meaning ‘hey nigger’. The subtitle has thus altered the English dialogue phrase in 

two ways. First, the positive nature of the dialogue has been lost, especially because 

the term cowboy has been translated into ‘the cowherd shepherd’. Thus, a phrase 

that indicates closeness was translated into a phrase that denotes racism, hostility, 

and humiliation. The dual, context-sensitive meaning of nigga is not found in the 

Arabic  zinji  as it is not used to refer to Black people of African descent in  زنجي(  

everyday Arabic  anymore. I propose that it is a demeaning and offensive word, and 

that it is only recalled as a translation of the English language term nigger/ nigga. 

Thus, it only carries the negative senses of the word nigger. Secondly, from an SFL 

perspective, the Arabic subtitle transforms the possessive relational into a vocative 

structure. Vocative structures have different forms and functions in Arabic. One of 

the forms in which English vocatives come is that of standard appellatives, which 

are available in three forms, including epithets (Salman, 2014). Vocative epithets 

can denote endearment when they are preceded by ‘my’ (ibid.). Thus, the phrase 

my nigga as used by Harris can be seen as both a possessive relational and a 

vocative in this situation, as he might have been calling Hoyt. In this sense, the term 

refers to the spatial distance that was between the two characters and to the fact 

that Harris was trying to get Hoyt’s attention. In this sequence, the English phrase 

my nigga thus still holds a positive connotation. In Arabic, the general purpose of 

vocatives is to get the attention of the addressee, with sub-functions of wailing, 

calling for help, and exclamation (Bardi, 2008). It might be argued that the function 

of my nigga جي(زن  يا   is basically to call Hoyt, but the use of this racial slur cannot be 

seen as a positive marker in Arabic, since the positive associations of my nigga 

cannot be found in the Arabic counterpart. The Arabic subtitle can thus only be a 

humiliating type of call. From an impoliteness point of view, Harris’s reaction to 

Hoyt’s fight is an example of the implicational type of impoliteness triggers, which 

refers to “an impoliteness understanding that does not match the surface form or 

semantics of the utterance or the symbolic meaning of the behaviour” (Culpeper, 

2011, p. 17).  Harris goes on to compliment Hoyt’s strength and his ability to fight, 

but at the same time, he does not help Hoyt and lets him fight alone. There is a 
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mismatch between the comment, the action, and what Harris is expected to be 

doing in such a situation. The absence of the expected behaviour here mismatches 

the context (Culpeper, 2015). Being Hoyt’s partner, fellow officer, and mentor, 

Harris is expected to rush to help Hoyt, especially because Hoyt is outnumbered by 

the attackers. This mismatch is important, because it shows the beginning of the 

revelation of the real character of Harris. The irony is lost, however, in the Arabic 

subtitle, as the phrase زنجي(  يا   ya zinji (‘hey nigger’) produces a different type of 

impoliteness trigger. This type of trigger is direct rather than implicational, such 

that a personalised negative vocative (Culpeper, 2011) is directed at Hoyt. Failing 

to represent the positive sense of the term in the translation has created a sense of 

Othering (Bauman, 2004; van Dijk, 2015), where Hoyt is clearly constructed as the 

out-group. The incident that occurred in this scene leads to the investigation of the 

next occurrence of the slur in the following section.  

5.3.4 Third Instance of My Nigga 

In the third occurrence of the phrase my nigga in the film, Harris and Hoyt are 

discussing the incident that occurred earlier when Harris let the potential rapists 

walk away. Harris justifies his actions by claiming that he intends to catch the 

bigger criminals, a claim that does not seem logical to Hoyt as he dismisses that by 

shaking his head throughout the conversation. Harris then changes his tone and 

moves to praise what Hoyt has done at the scene of the rape attempt and calls him 

a wolf. He then starts asking him to howl like a wolf and repeats the order saying 

that Hoyt is not howling properly. The camera pauses considerably on Harris when 

he tries to explain his position, and Hoyt is seen as nodding, yet confused about 

why Harris refrained from helping him and actually let the criminals go. When Hoyt 

eventually lightens up and asks him for a beer, Harris applauds that and once again 

use the phrase my nigga. 
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Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Harris No matter 
what I say, 
You did what 
you had to 
do. 

اسمع، مهما قلت 
فأنت فعلت 

 الصماب
فأنت فعلت 

 الصماب

ismaʕ, mahmaa 
qolt fa anta 
faʕalta al-Sawab 
fa anta faʕalta 
al-Sawab 

Listen, 
whatever I say 
you have done 
the right thing 

Hoyt That’s right هذا صح ح hadha That is true 
Harris What a wolf 

does. [Hoyt 
Howls] 
You a wolf? 
Come on, 
wolf! 
Come on, 
dog! 
No, I said a 
wolf, 
Not a rooster, 
a wolf.  

ذاك ما  فعله 
 الذئب،

 هل أنت ذئب

 ه ا أ ها الذئب

omitted 

ال، قلت أ ها 
 الذئب

 م ل س أ ها الد ك

thaalik maa 
yafʕaluho al-
dhiɁb 
hal anta dhiɁb 
haya ayyuha al-
dhiɁb 
- 
laa, qult ayyuha 
al-dhiɁb 
wa laysa ayyoha 
al-diik 

That is what a 
wolf does 
Are you a wolf? 
Come on wolf 
omitted 
No, I said hey 
wolf 
Not Hey 
rooster 

Harris That's a 
rooster, give 
me a wolf! 

ذاك صمت د ك، 
أعطن( صمت 

 ذئب

thaaka Sawtu 
diik, aʕtinii 
Sawta dhiɁb 

That is a 
rooster’s 
sound, give me 
a rooster 
sound 

Hoyt Give me a 
beer! 
 

دعك من هذا  ا 
 رجل، أعطن( تلك

 الجعة

daʕka min 
hadha yaa rajul, 
aʕtinii tilka al-
juʕa 

Quit it man, 
just give me 
that beer 

Harris There you go! 
That's my 
nigga. 
 

 -tafaDaal Here you go تفضل
 

Extract 3.  Sequence 3 from (Training Day, 2001) 
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There are several components in the scene that produce a discourse of masculinity 

and closeness. The use of the wolf metaphor, the howling, and the beer are all 

indicators of masculinity. The use of my nigga, a racialised closeness indicator, has 

built an image of racialised masculine discourse (Bucholtz, 1999). The use of my 

nigga by Harris in this situation can also be seen as a tool to re-establish Hoyt’s 

trust, which was shaken by Harris’s behaviour when he let criminals go. In the 

Arabic subtitle, on the other hand, the phrase is completely omitted, reducing the 

line to merely ‘Here you go’. The omission of the phrase my nigga from the 

subtitling of this scene denies the Arab viewer the racial content of the scene. The 

masculine discourse designed in the scene has lost the important component of 

African American masculinity (Bucholtz, 1999). If the phrase indeed serves as a 

term of friendship and closeness, then the extent to which and the ways in which 

(i.e. by claiming a collective masculine identity) Harris is trying to restore Hoyt’s 

confidence are lost. The fact that the audience hears the term might be 

underestimated by subtitlers who omit such important words of the dialogue, but it 

is suggested that as the audience sometimes “will notice the omission of its 

translation in the subtitles; they will, consequently, feel frustrated and 'cheated' for 

having missed out on part of the film's dialogue” (Georgakopoulou, 2010, p. 64).   
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5.3.5 Fourth Instance of My Nigga 

In the fourth sequence in the analysis of the phrase my nigga, Harris and Hoyt are 

following a street drug dealer, Blue, who is disabled and uses a wheelchair. Blue has 

some information about a gang targeting Harris, so he speeds away when he 

recognises Harris. Hoyt runs after him, and eventually Harris catches up. The two 

officers corner Blue in the back room of a shop. Harris asks Blue repeatedly if he 

has any drugs, and Blue denies that he has any. Harris then forces Blue to vomit and 

thus spit up multiple bullet cases full of cocaine. Harris threatens to put Blue back 

in prison for this and thereby forces him to reveal the name of the person he is 

looking for. He then leaves Blue to walk away. Harris asks Hoyt if he wants to 

collect evidence from Blue’s vomit. Disgusted by the scene, Hoyt refuses to do so. 

Harris finds that a satisfactory response, and again he uses the phrase my nigga.  

Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Blue  This nigga 
named 
Sandman. 
That's all I 
know! Shit! 

هييييييييذا الزنجيييييييي( 
المسيييييييييييييييييييييييييمى 

ذاك ( سيييييييياندمان)
 كل ما أعرفه

haadha al-zinji 
al-mussama 
saandmaan 
dhaaka kul maa 
aʕrifoh 

That nigger 
named 
Sandman, that 
is all I know 

Harris Sandman   ساندمان saandmaan Sandman 
Blue  Sandman  

 
 ساندمان
 

  

saandman Sandman 

Harris See how easy 
it was? 

Unhook him 
 

 أترى ك  كان ذلك
 سهال ؟
 فك ق مده

a taraa kam 
kaan thaalik 
sahlan? Fuk 
quyuudah 

Do you see 
how easy it 
was? Open his 
cuffs 

Blue  Sick of this 
shit, man! 
 

سييييئمت ميييين هييييذا 
 الهراء  ا رجل 

saɁemtu haadha 
al-huraaɁ yaa 
rajul 

I am tired of 
this nonsense 
man 

Harris Want the 
evidence? 

-aturiidu jamɁ al أتر د جمع أدلة؟ 
addila  

Do you want to 
collect 
evidence 

Hoyt  Fuck that, 
man. 

! تبا  لهذا  tabban li 
haadha  

Damn that!  

Harris My nigga  Omitted - omitted 
Extract 4. Sequence 4 from (Training Day, 2001) 
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The camera in this scene puts Harris in an authority position as he stands over Blue 

after chasing him into the backroom of a store. Hoyt is shown as anticipating the 

reaction of Harris as he watches the situation and waits to see how Harris will get 

the information from Blue.  

The function of the phrase in this sequence is to show that Harris welcomes 

Hoyt’s reaction and is delighted by it, as Hoyt joins the club of unconventional 

crime fighting. However, the Arabic version lacks a subtitle for the phrase, and we 

do not read a translation for it as we hear words from the actor. The solidarity 

reinforcement function is lost, and due to this fact, it is not possible to contrastively 

analyse the ST and the TT equally. From an SFL perspective, considering the scene 

a text and “My nigga” the final phrase in it, there appears to be a difference in the 

closure of the scene. While the English dialogue closes with Harris expressing his 

satisfaction with Hoyt’s reaction, the Arabic subtitles close the scene with the 

impoliteness trigger of the negative expressive “Fuck that, man.” Negative 

expressives are an example of conventionalised formulae of impoliteness 

(Culpeper, 2011). Thus, there is a shift in impoliteness as an indicator of the 

negotiation of power between social actors (Locher and Bousfield, 2008). Instead 

of Harris closing the scene with “My nigga”, the last thing the audience hears is 

“Fuck that, man” which is actually itself toned down and euphemised into ‘tabban  li 
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haatha’, which is a negative expressive, but far less offensive than ‘fuck that’ . 

Moving to the following and final sequence where the phrase my nigga occurs, the 

subtitler chooses not to omit the phrase, yet the function of the slur is 

contextualised differently.  

5.3.6 Fifth Instance of My Nigga 

 

Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Hoyt It's no fun 
when the 
rabbit 
has the gun, 
is it? 
 
 

ا  ليي س األميير مسييل 
حيييييييييي ن  كييييييييييمن 
المسييييييييدس مييييييييع 
األرنييييييب، أليييييي س 
 كذلك؟ 

laysa al-amru 
musaliyan ђiin 
yakuun al-
mosaddas maʕ 
al-arnab, alaysa 
kadhaalik?  

It is not fun 
when the 
rabbit has the 
gun, is it?  

Harris My nigga! )ا زنج  !  yaa zinji! Hey nigger 
 

Extract 5.  Sequence 5 from Training Day (2001) 

 

In the fifth and last occurrence of the phrase my nigga in the film, we witness a 

change in the equation between the two main characters, Harris and Hoyt. They are 

in conflict now as Hoyt stands up to Harris, and a violent encounter takes place. 
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Hoyt is seen holding a gun over the prostrate body of Harris, who seems vulnerable 

and severely injured. Hoyt threatens to shoot Harris, and the camera moves 

between the two characters while we see groups of spectators coming closer to the 

scene. Hoyt exclaims that it must not be fun when the weaker party is in control, 

and Harris replies by saying, once again, “My nigga!” The phrase here is very 

reminiscent of how Harris used to express closeness and friendliness towards Hoyt, 

so its usage highlights the shift in the situation they are in now. It also expresses 

Harris’s surprise at how strong and confident Hoyt is now in relation to how naive 

and vulnerable he was when he met him in the morning. The irony in Harris using 

this phrase is crucial and directly related to the advancement of the plot and events. 

It might also be ironic that Hoyt refers to himself as a rabbit in this situation, in 

contrast to the metaphor used in the third sequence where Harris calls him a wolf.  

However, the subtitler once again has opted to translate the phrase as زنجي(  يا  ‘ya 

zinji’, which means ‘You nigger’, a personalised negative vocative which twists the 

original line. The subtitle erases the irony in use of the phrase my nigga, which 

serves to emphasise that the friendliness, the closeness, and the intimacy has been 

lost between the two men and that the power roles are reversed.  

5.3.7 Overview of My Nigga in Training Day (2001) 

An overall look at the way the phrase my nigga was translated throughout the film 

elicits a number of observations. First, there is inconsistency in the way the 

subtitler deals with the phrase each time it occurs. Instead of establishing a 

subtitling standard equivalent of the term, the subtitler translated the phrase 

differently each time. This inconsistency suggests that the subtitler might have 

been aware of the various functions the phrase plays according to the different 

contexts it occurs in, but the way these functions were transferred to the Arabic 

subtitles is not representative of the original functions. Moreover, the main shift 

that occurs due to the subtitling strategies used is a shift in the nature of the phrase 

my nigga itself. Croom (2013) points out that there are different uses of slurs. One 

is the non-derogatory in-group use of slurs. In this case, slurs have a “positive, non-

pejorative meaning or significance when used by in-group speakers” (ibid., p. 190). 
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Slurs that occur in such a context are also identifiable by prosody. Harris’s tone in 

pronouncing my nigga does not suggest any hostility or negativity. The tone of the 

speaker and the prosody of the speech are important as they usually have an 

essential role in meaning-making (Keevallik, 2010). Yet, what is more worthy of 

pointing out is the special use of the racial slur my nigga in the analysis of the 

Training Day sequences; namely, the addressee is not actually an ‘in-group’ 

member. This factor can be potentially seen as a contributor in “ascribing the 

identity to the addressee or a referent as a co-participant in the diaspora” 

(Coupland, 2007, p. 154). Although Hoyt is not a member of the African American 

community, he is considered one by Harris, as Harris uses the phrase my nigga to 

address Hoyt.  

One the main benefits of choosing to analyse use of my nigga in Training Day 

is the wide contextual span in which the phrase occurs in and the different 

connotations that we are presented with. The way every occurrence of my nigga 

was translated suggests the contextualisation and interpretation of the term within 

a racist framework that the subtitler imposed. Although the original dialogue does 

not clearly denote racism, the target audience either receives the subtitles with a 

racist component or misses the occurrence of the phrase altogether. In cases such 

as this, when the audience still hears the occurrence of the original racial slur, 

diversion occurs, which in turn puts subtitlers in a vulnerable position and limits 

their freedom (Ivarsson, 1992). In the interviews conducted with professional 

English-Arabic subtitlers, I have specifically enquired about the choices made and 

who controls these choices when it comes to translating offensive language and 

taboos such as racial slurs. It was made clear by all interviewees that the client, 

which is usually the broadcasting company, gives subtitlers clear guidelines which 

vary from very strict to less strict, depending on the amount of freedom the channel 

allows, and in turn the amount of freedom the higher authorities allow, on the 

screen. Thus, there is an institutional figure supervising the work of subtitlers, but 

there is a space of freedom in which the subtitlers can operate, given the fact that 

not all slurs are translated identically.  
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Subtitlers might argue that time and space constraints are the reason for the 

choices they have to make. However, in the extracts discussed above, it is noticed 

that the powerful meaning constructed in each case of a racial slur overcomes time 

and space constraints. In some of the cases, the screen would be left without 

subtitles while the characters are talking, or some phrases would be repeated 

unnecessarily. The lack of a term equivalent to the positive sense of the phrase 

could also be put forward as the main obstacle in rendering my nigga suitably in 

subtitles. I propose here that subtitlers could have used the phrase Sadiiqi al-aswad 

األسيمد صيد ق( , which basically means ‘my Black friend’. Such a phrase could capture 

the racial aspect of the slur while also conveying the connotations of imbedded 

positivity. This approach can be applied with racial slurs that are contextually 

similar to my nigga as in the sample above, with which an in-group non-derogatory 

function is at play. As this function is not always behind the use of racial slurs, 

however, the following section tackles utilising racial slurs in the context of pure 

racism and violence.   

The usage of nigga is associated with a special sense of ownership by 

African Americans, and they feel that they have exclusive rights to its use (Fong and 

McEwen, 2004). Yet, as it was suggested above, the spread of the term’s usage 

among non-Blacks, in a manifestation of language crossing (Rampton, 1998), has 

the purpose of establishing the speaker as identifying with Black masculinity, 

which is believed to be more powerful than White masculinity (Bucholtz, 1999). 

Nonetheless, the use of nigga by non-Blacks falls mostly under the category of 

opprobrious use of the term and emphasises the context-dependency of slurs’ 

meaning and interpretation, which is highlighted in the next section.  

5.4 Opprobrious Use of My Nigga 

One of categories of the use of nigga is the opprobrious use of the term. In this 

sense, the term is utilised in a way that completely contrasts with the meanings of 

solidarity conveyed in the previous section. Rahman (2012) asserts that in 

opprobrious use, the term is used to express disapproval, but specifically from 

within the African American community. However, this explanation does not cover 
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the use of nigga in the wider society. Although the term has been condemned and is 

considered one of the most controversial taboos, it is still found to be used by non 

African Americans for the purpose of inflicting racial humiliation. In the following 

scene taken from Brooklyn’s Finest (2002), Sal is playing poker in his basement  

with  his fellow police officers. Sal’s daughter Sally comes down with her Black 

friend and complains about her younger brother, Vinny, disturbing them. Her 

father asks her to leave and gives her some money to enjoy her time with her 

friend; Vinny stays on his lap, where he is playing. One of Sal’s fellow officers, 

Patrick Leary, stares at his daughter’s Black friend as she leaves and starts making 

offensive remarks about the African American girl, which eventually starts a fight: 
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Interlocutor Original 
English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
Subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Leary Yo yo, Sally Sal, 
I didn't realise 
you were living 
in Harlem. 
  

ل  أعرف أنك 
تع ش ف( 

 )هارل    ا )سال 

lam aʕraf 
annaka taʕiishu 
fi (harlem) yaa 
(saal)  

I didn’t know 
that you live 
in Harlem, Sal 

Sal Watch your 
mouth. 
Don't fuck 
around, 
Patrick. 
We don't talk 
like that in this 
house. 
Not in front of 
my kid. 

 انتبه إلى كالمك
نحن ال نتحدث 

هكذا أما  
 األطفال

intabih ilaa 
kalaamik naђnu 
laa nataђddath 
haakaadha 
amaam al-
aaTfal  

Watch your 
mouth 
We did not 
speak like 
this in front 
of the kids 

Leary I dig it over 
here on 
Malcolm X 
Boulevard.  

( لقد فعلت ذلك ف
 شارع )مالكم  

laqad faʕalato 
dhaalik fi shariʕ 
(Malcum) 

I did that in 
Malcolm 
Street 

Montress 
(fellow 
detective) 

Oh no, you 
didn't. 

 hal faʕalta هل فعلت ذلك؟
dhaalik?  

Did you do 
that?  

Leary Yes, I did, my 
nigga. 

 ajal yes أجل

Vinny See you later, 
Dad. 

أراك الحقا   ا 
 أب(

araaka laaђiqan 
yaa abi 

I’ll see you 
later, dad 

Rosario  Hey, Pat. You 
want me to 
come over 
there and kick 
your ass? 
Is that what 
you want? 
You know my 
wife is black. 

 )ب ن  سأمسعك
 ضربا  

 هل هذا ما تر ده؟
أنت تعرف بأن 
 زمجت( سمداء

(Ben) sa-
uusiʕoka Darban  
hal haatha maa 
toriidoh? Anta 
taʕrif  bi anna 
zawjati sawdaaɁ 

Ben, I’ll hit 
you 
Is that what 
you want 
You know my 
wife is black 

Leary Of course I 
know your wife 
is black. 
My shawty is 
black. Don't we 
go 
shopping for 

 أعرف م ذلك
م سرمال(  

 القص ر أسمد 
ة زبدأل  نتسمق 

 الكاكام معا ؟

aʕrif wa dhaalik 
wa sirwaali al-
qasiir aswad 
alam 
natassawaq 
zibdat al-
kakaaw maʕan? 

I know that 
And my 
shorts are 
black 
Didn’t we go 
shopping for 
cocoa butter 
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Extract 6. Sequence from Brooklyn’s Finest (2009) 

 

 

Although racism is not a main theme in Brooklyn’s Finest, the multi-racial nature of 

the characters has presented racism as an important background that is strongly 

tackled in this scene. Sal, a White Catholic American, sits in his basement playing 

cocoa butter 
together? 
 

together?  

Sal  Now that's it! 
- You racist 
prick! 
 

 هذا  كف(
أ ها العنصري 

 الحق ر 

haadha yakfi 
ayyuha al-
ʕunSuri al-ђaqiir   

That is 
enough! You 
racist bastard 

Montress What the fuck 
is wrong with 
you, man? 

ماذا دهاك  ا 
 رجل

maadha dahaak 
yaa rajul  

What 
happened to 
you man 

 What the fuck, 
Sal? 

  ma alarm saal What is it Sal ما األمر سال

Leary Fuck you, I'm a 
fucking racist. 
I would take a 
bullet for you, 
Sal. 

 أنا عنصري
م كنت سأقتل 

ال بسببك  ا )س  

Ana ʕunSuri wa 
kuntu sa-uqtal 
bi sababik yaa 
(saal) 

I am racist 
and I was 
going to get 
killed 
because of 
you Sal 
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poker with his friends, and none of them is Black. Then his daughter comes down to 

the basement with her Black friend, Mayeesha. Patrick Leary, Sal’s friend, stares at 

Mayeesha as she is leaving, and the camera focuses on his sarcastic stare at the girl. 

This stare primes the audience to expect his upcoming behaviour. As soon as she 

leaves, Leary performs a series of impoliteness triggers (Culpeper, 2011), including 

insults (nigga), personalised negative vocatives (Yo Yo Sally Sal), and negative 

expressives (Fuck you). Leary packs his offensive remarks with African American 

cultural references, saying that Sal lives in Harlem, the iconic African American 

neighbourhood in New York. His sarcastic tone and the laughter he exchanges with 

Montress, who is sitting next to him, seem to infuriate Sal, who says that these 

remarks are not allowed in his house and especially not in front of his child, who is 

still sitting on his lap.  Leary does not seem to care about this demand and carries 

on with his humiliating remarks about African Americans, referring to Malcolm X. 

Throughout his racially offensive speech, Leary mimics AAVE style.  He goes on to 

address his highly amused friend by saying “my nigga”, and they both laugh hard. 

Rosario calmly asks Leary if he wants him to come and “kick his ass”, because Leary 

knows that Rosario’s wife is black. Leary admits that he knows that Rosario’s wife 

is black, but he mocks that information by saying that his ‘shawty’, meaning his 

girlfriend,  is black. Sal decides he has had enough and punches Leary in the face, 

calling him a ‘racist prick’. The rest of the men intervene and try to end the fight.  

Apparently, Sal puts racism at the top of the taboo ladder as he says the 

word fuck while his son in his lap, but he finds the racist remarks unacceptable and 

asks Leary to stop speaking like this. Rosario, whose wife is Black, also finds the 

speech humiliating. However, Rosario objects in a low, subtle voice, reflecting his 

patient character, which endures even though Rosario feels directly offended by the 

remarks since his wife is Black. Leary establishes himself as careless and sarcastic 

in a very insensitive matter, and with this kind of behaviour, he provokes Sal, who 

finally stops tolerating the impoliteness triggers and punches him in the face.  

The use of the impoliteness triggers is not the only way in which the 

audience is made aware of the racial offensiveness in the scene. Because of the 

multimodal nature of the text, the sarcastic tone in Leary’s voice, and the offensive 
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use of African American cultural references, the racist behaviour is sarcastically 

expressed. Leary also applies language crossing (Rampton, 1998), which is the 

practice of a speaker using a language variety that is not their own. Using this 

technique, Leary indicates that his use of AAVE is meant to be racially humiliating.  

  In the midst of the verbal racist attack, Leary addresses Montress as “my 

nigga”. The function of the word nigga in this scene differs completely from that of 

the word in the first set of extracts. Although Leary seems at the outset to use the 

term as a marker of solidarity as African Americans use it among themselves, the 

whole context in which he uses it gives it a different purpose and an ironic 

perspective.  The interlocutor is not Black, which violates the ownership that 

African Americans claim over the term, and thus brings back the racist use of the 

term into the scene. Also, the conversation demonstrates how utterly 

contemptuous Leary is of Blacks; when Sal punches him and calls him a racist prick, 

he retorts “I'm a fucking racist. I would take a bullet for you, Sal,” highlighting the 

fact that he identifies with Sal, while the African Americans whom Sal defends are 

the Other. The recurrent use of impoliteness triggers in the above sample 

represents the strategy of predication, where African American social actors are 

negatively labelled (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001). Along with the sarcastic tone of 

voice, and the use of cultural references in a humiliating way, the scene establishes 

its main theme as racist and anti-racist behaviour. The way the subtitling dealt with 

the racial slurs is placed under scrutiny as follows.    

  As established, the dialogue of the scene sketches Leary as a racist character 

who ridicules Blacks. Through the use of impoliteness triggers and negative 

predication, racial inequality has been conveyed to the viewer. It is important to 

note that the Arabic subtitles fairly preserve the grammatical structure of the 

original scene. From an interpersonal perspective, interrogative and declarative 

clauses have remained fairly similar, with the exception of a question: ‘Do you want 

me to come and kick your ass?’ The question has been turned into a declarative 

statement: ‘Ben, I’ll hit you!’. This shift gives the calm, patient character of Rosario 

an angry demeanour and changes the portrayal of the character. The cultural 

references to African American symbols, which are basically ECRs, have been 
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literally transferred and transliterated into Arabic using the subtitling strategy of 

imitation, which makes the matter of understanding the references of these cultural 

items a matter of the audience being familiar with them.  

Turning now to the only direct racial slur in the scene, “my nigga”, we can 

see that the phrase gains ultimate importance since it is the only direct racial slur 

present, and it plays a major role in portraying the racial aspect of the scene. Yet, 

surprisingly, the subtitler decided to omit the racial slur, changing the line of the 

conversation as follows:  

English Line Arabic subtitle Back translation  
Oh no, you didn't 
 

ذلك فعلت له  Did you do that?  
 

 Yes, I did, my nigga. 
 

 أجل
 

Yes  

 

The clipped tag question which Montress directs towards Leary is turned into an 

unmarked interrogative form. The answer to that question, which includes the 

phrase “my nigga”, has been omitted. Carrying on from the analysis of the ST scene, 

the racial slur plays a very important role in in the scene. Yet, the subtitler opted to 

leave it out. To assess the result of this omitted slur, we need to look at how the 

racial slur functions in the original scene. There has been an indication that while 

some omissions are retrievable, others are not (Devos, 2016). The differentiation 

between retrievable and non-retrievable omissions lies in whether an omitted item 

from a dialogue can still be understood via the other semiotic signals available to 

the viewer (ibid.). I see the case of omitting the racial slur my nigga here as an 

irretrievable omission. The audience’s familiarity with the word, and their 

knowledge of its context, determine the audience’s ability to understand it, 

assuming the audience can still at least hear it.  

Then, let us see what is left of the racial tension indicator in the scene. The 

cultural references in the ST, which are “Harlem” and “Malcolm X”, as examples of 

ECRs (Pedersen, 2007), are rendered in the Arabic subtitles using imitation, or 

transliteration, which is defined as the “replacement of source language 

‘graphological units’ by target language ‘graphological units’” (Catford, 1965, p. 66). 
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Transliteration is one of the most common techniques used in rendering cultural 

references in Arabic (Aziz, 1983), but it can pose a problem since “the target 

audience may be familiar neither with the names nor with the places to which they 

refer” (Mussche and Willems, 2010, p. 480). Indeed, in this case, the intertextual 

reference of these ECRs to Black culture symbols and historic events is lost. The use 

of imitation as a strategy to deal with ECRs in some cases can have catastrophic 

results. In the film Good Bye Bafana (2007), the slur kaffir occurs, which refers to 

Blacks in apartheid South Africa. The subtitler of the film opted to use imitation in 

subtitling this slur, so it appears as الكافر al-kaafir. This subtitle can be extremely 

misleading, as the word Kaafir in Arabic means the ‘infidel’. This issue causes a shift 

in the thematic focus of the film from anti-Black racism to religious beliefs, which 

are far from the film’s plot and message.  

 It is hard to estimate how familiar the Arab audience is with the ECRs 

Harlem and Malcolm X, but these ECRs definitely do not fully transfer to the Arab 

culture, and the familiarity of the audience completely depends on whether they 

know where Harlem is and who Malcolm X was. The Arabic subtitle does not even 

fully transliterate the ECR Malcolm X, as ‘X’ is left out, which turns it into a proper 

noun, but without the racial, historical and cultural connotation.  It must be pointed 

out that the way subtitlers deal with ECRs might also depend on the subtitlers’ own 

cultural competence in the SL and the degree of their own familiarity with the 

importance of certain cultural references and how to translate them (Bahumaid, 

2010). The combination of the transliteration of ECRs with the omission of the 

racial slur my nigga has re-racialised the encounter and given a new and even 

distorted meaning to the scene. Although the aggressiveness in the scene is evident 

from the tone of the characters, the hand gestures, and the fight that occurs after 

the conversation, the racist offense is not relatable if the audience is not familiar 

with the AAVE features available in the original scene. The following section finally 

combines the analyses of both samples and addresses them with further discussion.  
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5.6 Discussion   

The analysis of the two samples has shown a tendency by the subtitlers to shift the 

focus of the selected scenes in different ways. The first set of extracts, from the film 

Training Day, involve the modern-day imbedded positivity of the term nigga, which 

was uniquely highlighted by the fact that the interlocutor is Black using it to 

address a White man. In the second sample from Brooklyn’s Finest, the term was 

sarcastically used in a racist sense. When deciding if a term such as nigga/nigger is 

racially offensive, the local context of the slur must be explored and identified. In 

the samples where the term was used to express closeness and solidarity, the 

subtitlers opted occasionally to translate nigga using the Arabic term    )زنجي zinji, 

which I suggest is always used negatively, to denote racial discrimination and 

offense. Although only an extensive body of research far outside the scope of this 

study could corroborate the observation, I suggest that the term zinji has developed 

a context of use where it is only used as a translational equivalent to the word 

nigger/nigga. While subtitling is exclusively analysed in this thesis, the process that 

restricts the term zinji in subtitling is similar to some features of ‘dubbese’, which is 

a kind of translationese that presents a balance between oral and written 

features in all traditional language levels . . . Importantly, it also contains 

repeated – and sometimes outdated – translation solutions . . . that have 

become part of the dubbing register (Chaume, 2012,p. 182). 

 The second option in the first sample was to omit the word, leaving no equivalent 

counterpart in the Arabic subtitle. When the term nigga was used negatively in the 

second sample from Brooklyn’s Finest, the subtitlers chose to drop it, so the Arabic 

audience can still hear the term from the dialogue, but not read the translation on 

the screen. The close textual analysis has pointed out that the chosen subtitling 

strategies in the presented examples have accentuated the racial aspect of the slur 

when that aspect is peripheral, at least in the original dialogue. On the other hand, 

the aspect has been eliminated when it is foregrounded in the ST and hard to 

ignore in the original English dialogue. 

 The accentuation of racism and the racial aspect of slurs referring to Blacks 

is evident in the film Black Hawk Down (2001). The film tells the story of a battle 
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between troops of the US army and the Somali militias in 1993 Civil War in Somalia. 

There are seven occurrences of the racial slur skinny, which, according to RSDB, is a 

slur that refers to Somalis, who were often thin because of the extreme famine they 

experienced in that war. The RSDB also makes a reference to the film Black Hawk 

Down as an exemplification of the use of the slur. Somalis are African, but at the 

same time they are Arabs. There are no slurs that refer to their identities as Somalis 

in Arabic and ridicule them. The slur skinny as well lacks an overt indication to 

Somalis that would assist the subtitlers’ understanding of the slur. However, the 

subtitlers in this case render eight of the nine occurrences of the slur skinny as 

 Somali’, which I label as a case of decimation, because the subtitle does not‘ صيممال( 

entail the derogatory/insulting reference to the thin bodies of Somalis due to the 

famine. This finding can indicate that the slurs nigger/nigga are not the only slurs 

referring to Blacks that are directly translated into the readily available equivalent 

zinji. Even a slur such as skinny was subtitled using the Black race it refers to: 

Somalis.  

  The example in Black Hawk Down (2001) can also provide a further 

explanation to the extensive use of transfer as a subtitling strategy when dealing 

with slurs that refer to Blacks. In the film Django Unchained (2012), which had the 

most use of the slurs nigger/nigga in the history of Hollywood at 117 uses in the 

original (Cox, 2013), an interesting case of subtitling strategies occurs. For Django  

Unchained (2012), a Quentin Tarantino film which took post American Civil War 

slavery as its theme, most of the uses of nigger and nigga were subtitled using zinji 

(see Appendix 2 for a full list of slurs and their subtitles). However, there were 

cases where the slur zinji was inserted in the subtitle, while the original film 

dialogue did not have nigger/nigga in the first place. The words One-eyed Charlie, 

gals, Joe, Jimmy, pony were also all subtitled using zinji, although the ST does not 

denote any reference to the Black identity of the character. This broad application 

shows an over readiness to use the term zinji, even if the original dialogue does not 

contain the word. The excessive use of the term zinji can be interpreted in light of 

Toury’s (1995) law of growing standardisation (Section 3.5). This law describes 

what happens when the lack of choices of equivalent terms in the TL causes the 
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frequent use of terminology from the target lingua-culture, which makes the 

translation closer to the TC and adheres more to acceptability of the target 

audience rather than to adequacy (ibid.).   

In line with the theoretical and the methodological framework of the current 

study, the textual analysis serves as an indicator of the interdiscursive strategies 

that mark the subtitling of racial slurs targeting Blacks. As the analysis has 

demonstrated, although the interpretation of racial slurs is strongly context-

dependent, the subtitling strategies applied in the examined extracts treat racial 

slurs targeting Blacks much the same irrespective of their context, constituting an 

act of entextualisation (Bauman and Briggs, 1990). When the context of the slur is 

deemed irrelevant, re-racialisation of the original racial relation and inequalities 

can easily take place. These observations have a very strong connection to the 

status of the literature on racism and racial slurs as aspects of lingua-cultures as 

discussed in Chapter 2. Another point should be raised about the status of the 

terms in the Arabic lingua-culture. Although much has been written about the racial 

connotation and status of the words nigger/nigga in the American and Western 

lingua-cultures, there is not much about the racial insults towards Blacks, even on 

the word zinji, in the Arabic literature (Eltahawy, 2008; Curtis, 2012; Tinsley, 2011; 

Abulhawa, 2013).  One of the few articles that academically addressed the matter 

has actually concluded that racism has deeper roots in Western socio-cultures, and 

therefore, it is a hard task for an Arab translator to deal with racial slurs in French 

(Al-Enizi, 2002).   

Combining the lack of in-depth literature on the word, and the high 

percentage of the use of transfer as a subtitling strategy targeting Blacks, it can be 

suggested that discrimination against Blacks, although it exists in the Arab World, 

is recognised in the form in which it exists in the Western socio-cultures. The use of 

the word zinji, which has almost ceased to be used in naturally occurring everyday 

interaction in Arabic, and the lack of academic investigation into the matter 

corroborate this observation. As Mona Eltahawy (2008) notes, there is a deep 

denial of racism against Blacks.  She goes as far as observing that we live in a world 
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where the suffering in Darfur goes ignored because its victims are black and 

because those who are creating the misery in Darfur are not Americans or 

Israelis and we only pay attention when America and Israel behave badly. 

 

Discrimination against Blacks is a residue of the slavery that existed through the 

end of the 19th century until the very start of the early 20th century (Lewis, 1992). 

The Arab world has utterly failed to acknowledge that we still have different forms 

of the same discrimination existent in our societies, let alone that those forms need 

to be addressed. Thus, Arab subtitlers, as well as academics and politicians, need to 

recognise the discrimination against Blacks in the Arab world as a form of racism 

that existed in ancient Arab history and continues to exist now. This need is further 

corroborated by the use of zinji, which is no longer used in naturally occurring 

Arabic conversations.  

5.7 Conclusion 

The analysis of the samples above aimed at showing how the subtitling of different 

representations of Blacks in English-language film can serve as in indicator of the 

racial ideology in the Arab lingua-culture. The words nigger/nigga, being the most 

recurrent group in the collected dataset, have been qualitatively analysed. The 

results suggest that Arab subtitlers have a tendency to utilise the readily available 

and heavily used term zinji in many occurrences of nigger/nigga and to omit the 

slur in others. However, even in cases of omission, the slur is mostly heard by the 

audience, and there are no attempts made to censor it or to censor scenes where 

Blacks are the ethnic group targeted with racial insults. The following chapter 

addresses the way subtitlers deal with less frequent racial slurs which have no 

ready equivalents in the Arabic lingua-culture.  
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Chapter 6                 Sporadic Racial Categories: Racial Slurs    
Targeting Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter looked at the representation of racial slurs targeting Blacks in 

the dataset. The distribution of the term nigger/nigga has been mapped out, and 

the way English subtitlers handle it has also been clarified. The occurrence of racial 

slurs targeting Blacks has mostly been dealt with using transfer as the major 

subtitling strategy. This chapter focuses on the representation of less frequently 

occurring racial categorisations. It begins by identifying the racial categorisations 

put under scrutiny in this chapter and their distribution in the dataset. The focus 

then moves to providing a close look at the racial slurs which are used to refer to 

these racial categorisations and the differences between the English and Arabic 

lingua-cultures. Following that, the focus moves to a close-up look at representative 

scenes from the dataset for each category in which these racial slurs occur and the 

effects of the usage of the chosen subtitling strategies.  

6.2 A Revert to the Dataset: Who Else Are We Talking About? 

A review of the dataset reveals that the most frequently recurring racial category is 

the one of Blacks, which was the focus of the previous chapter. However, there are 

other racial categories that occur in the dataset less frequently. A starting point 

from which to look at these racial categorisations is the determination of how 

subtitling strategies handle these racial slurs. Table 7 shows a recap of the 

subtitling strategies and the racial categories discussed in this chapter. 

   Racial Category 
 

Transfer Reduction 

Whites 23 31.08 % 51 68.90 % 

Asians 9 27.27 % 24 72.72 % 

Latinos 2 15.38 % 11 84.60 % 

Jews 18 66.66 % 9 33.32 % 

Table 7.  Sporadic racial categories and subtitling strategies 
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Chapter 4 explained that racial slurs targeting Muslims/Arabs are treated as a 

single category that represents and refers to the identity of the audience 

themselves. Thus, excluding the categories of Blacks and Muslims/Arabs, this 

chapter explores the remaining racial categories, namely Whites, Asians, Latinos, 

and Jews. As for slurs targeting Native Americans, they are not included in the 

qualitative scene analysis: Only two slurs of this group occur in the dataset, and 

both of the occurrences are subtitled using transfer. To simplify the reference to 

the racial categories discussed in this chapter, I shall label them as sporadic racial 

slurs henceforth. This label refers to the low frequency of these slurs in the dataset.  

As the previous chapter discusses the most frequent category to occur in the 

dataset and the way subtitlers handle the respective slurs, this chapter looks at the 

less occurring racial slurs and examines some of their contexts closely to identify 

the connection between the racial categories and the subtitling strategies used.     

Table 7 above shows the distribution of each of the racial categorisations 

and the subtitling strategies used to translate them. Contrary to the way racial slurs 

that refer to Blacks were dealt with, sporadic slurs are translated using reduction-

subtitling strategies, except for the ones referring to Jews. Since the number of 

films in which racial slurs against Jews occur is limited, it is possible to look at 

those films closely with the goal of exploring the local function of the subtitled slurs 

and suggesting a potential reason for the use of a different strategy in the case of 

Jews. Subtitlers tend to use reduction strategies to translate most sporadic slurs, 

but tend to mostly apply transfer when the racial slurs refer to Jews. Before 

attempting to link these observations with under-pinning ideological implications, 

we need to look at the way each of these racial categorisations is represented. Thus, 

the following sections present an analytical perspective on how reduction 

represents the dominant strategy used in translating the racial categorisations of 

Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews, respectively. Each of the sections looks closely at 

representative samples from the dataset where the slurs play different roles and 

affect the dialogues accordingly. 
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6.3 Racial Slurs Targeting Whites 

The dataset includes 74 instances of slurs that target Whites in the films. These 

instances include slurs such as cracker, honkey, and Polack, and they denote  

different backgrounds and ethnicities, ranging from White Americans to Russians 

or Australians. However, based on the racial categorisation rationale discussed in 

Chapter 4, the various categories were grouped under the racial category White. A 

closer look at the way racial slurs targeting Whites are represented in the dataset is 

presented in Table 8 below, which shows the correlation of racial categorisation 

with the subtitling strategies used.  

 

Subtitling strategies Slurs targeting Whites  Percentage 

Transfer 23 31.08 % 

Omission 3 4.05 % 

Decimation 31 41.89 % 

Resignation 6 8.10 % 

Imitation 11 14.86 % 

Table 8. Strategies used in translating racial slurs targeting Whites 

Racial slurs targeting Whites serve different functions in the dataset depending on 

the plot of the film and the context of the slur. Attempts to provide analytical 

accounts of scenes where the racial slurs were used depend on the discussion of 

racial slurs and their role in the cinematic discourse in terms of characterisation.  

Slurs are contextualised within the environment in which they occur, which is the 

filmic scene in this case. Racial slurs targeting Whites in the dataset are expressed 

by characters that are in contempt of a character’s White supremacy, or who are 

attempting to attack the target’s confidence and pride. Although these slurs might 

differ in context, they still serve a function in the dialogue and have been carefully 

placed in the film script to serve that function. The following sample presents a 

racial slur that targets Whites and focuses on how the subtitling strategy handles it.  
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 6.3.1 Extract from the film Save the Last Dance (2002) 

The film Save the Last Dance (2002) targets the issue of interracial relationships by 

telling the story of a young White girl, Sara, who moves from suburban Lemont, 

Illinois to live with her father in Chicago after the death of her mother. As a 

suburban White girl moving to a presumably Black inner city, Sara moves from 

membership in the White majority in her suburban school to a position in the 

White minority in her new high school. The first shots of Sara show her arriving at 

her new school among a sea of Black students. Upon going into the school, the 

students have to pass through metal detection devices and undergo personal 

searches by security personnel, which is highly symbolic of the status of the school 

and the community it is situated in. In the very first class that Sara attends, Sara is 

involved in a literary debate with a black male student, Derek. Sara soon becomes 

friends with Chenille, a Black student and a single mother who happens to be the 

sister of Derek. In a plot development, Chenille invites Sara to join her that night at 

Steps, which is an exclusive Hip Hop Club. Sara arrives at the club with Chenille, 

and they head to a seating area where Derek’s ex-girlfriend, Nikki, and her friends 

(including a girl named Diggy) are sitting. Nikki, a black girl herself, stares at 

Chenille and Sara in a derogatory manner, and the following dialogue takes place:  

Interlocutor English dialogue Subtitle Transliteration Back 
translation 

Diggy Hey, what's up? 
 

 ma al-akhbaar Hi! What’s ما األخبار
up? 

Chenille  We're here. 
Shawna! 
Sara, Shawna. Shawna, 
Sara.  
This place is tight, 
right? 
 

 لقد مصلنا
 شمنا

سارة هذه 
 شمنا 

شمنا هذه 
 سارة

هذا المكان 
رائع، 

 صح ح؟

laqad waSalnaa 
Sara haadhih 
shuuna  
Shuuna haadhih 
Sara 
Haadha al-
makaan raa 

We have 
arrived.  
Sara this is 
Shauna. 
Shauna, 
this is Sara.  

Sara It's so cool. 
 

إنه ظر ف 
 جدا  

Innahu Zariif 
jiddan 

It is very 
cool. 

Nikki What is up with this 
place? Seems like 
they're letting anybody 
in. 

ما خطب هذا 
 المكان؟ 

 بدم أنه  
  سمحمن ألي

maa khaTb 
haadha al-
makaan? 
yabduu 

What is 
wrong with 
this place? 
It seems 
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 annahum كان بالدخمل 
yasmaђuun l-ay 
kaan bil-
dukhuul  

like they 
anybody in. 

Chenille  And they started with 
you. 
 

 wa badaɁo bik And they م بدؤما بك
started 
with you. 

Nikki I'm Nikki. Alyssa, 
Jasmin. You know 
Diggy, right... Marsha? 
 

سا أنا ن ك( إل 
 جاسم ن

غ( تعرف ن د 
صح ح 

 مارشا
 

anaa niki, ilisaa, 
jasmin, taʕrifiin 
dighi Saђiiђ   
maarsha? 

I am Nikki. 
Alyssa, 
Jasmine, 
and you 
know 
Diggy, right 
Marsha?  

Sara Sara. It's Sara, actually. 
I know you, though. 
You're in my gym class. 
 

سارة، اسم( 
سارة ف( 

 الماقع
 أعرفك ، أنت

مع( ف( 
حصة 

، الج مناز م 
 صح ح؟ 

sara, ismii sara 
fi al-waaqiʕ 
aʕrifoki, anti 
maʕi fi  ʕiSat al-
jimanzium, 
Saђiiђ? 

Sara. My 
name is 
Sara. I 
know you. 
You attend 
gymnastics 
class with 
me, right?  

Nikki That don't mean you 
know me. 
 

 ال  عن( ذلك
نن(أنك تعرف   

laa yaʕnii 
dhaalik anaki 
taʕrifiinani 

That does 
not mean 
you know 
me 

Chenille Quit it, Nikki.  أمقف( ذلك
 ن ك(

awqifii dhaalik 
niki 

Stop that 
Nikki 

Nikki Quit what? I ain't 
walking on eggshells 
because you brought 
the Brady Bunch to the 
Negro Club. 
 

 أمقف ماذا؟
لن أراقب 
أفعال( م 

د أقمال( لمجر
أنك أحضرت 

 ب ضاء إلى
 نادي الزنمج

uwqif maadha? 
Lan uraaqib 
afʕaali wa 
aqwaali 
limujarrad 
anaki aђDarti 
bayDaa ilaa 
nadi al-zunuuj 

Stop what?  
I am not 
going to 
watch my 
actions and 
talking 
because 
you 
brought a 
White to 
the Negro 
club 

Sara Maybe you came to the 
wrong spot. I'm sure 
there are no Negroes 
here. 
 

ربما أت ت 
للمكان 
 الخاطئ

ة ألنن( متأكد
من عد  

مجمد زنمج 

rubbamaa 
ataytu ilaa al-
makaan al-
khaaTiɁ li-
annani 

Maybe you 
came to the 
wrong 
place, 
because I 
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Extract 7.  Sequence form the film Save the Last Dance (2002)  

 

 

The scene is a depiction of the racial conflict the film presents, but this time the 

White character represents the minority in an all-Black setting. The tension 

between the two characters is made evident when Chenille avoids introducing Sara 

to Nikki and her friends despite greeting the other two girls warmly. This action of 

ignoring their presence is a conventionalised impoliteness formula (Culpeper, 

1996; 2011). Moreover, in this gesture, Chenille ignores the powerful position 

Nikki tries to impose on the girls around her at all times. The film shows Nikki in 

 motaɁkkidaa هنا
min ʕadam 
wujuud zunuuj 
huna  

am sure 
there are 
no Negros 
here. 

Nikki I'm sure you came with 
one.  
 

 أنا متأكدة من
 أنك أت ت مع
 ماحدة منه 

ana  
mutaɁkkidaa 
anaki atayti 
maʕa waaђida 
minhum 

I am sure 
you came 
with one. 

Chenille Oh, no, wench, you did 
not 
just call me a Negro. 
 

ال أ تها 
 الساقطة 

 لَ  تناد ن(
 زنج ة

laa ayyatuha al-
SaqiTa! Lam 
tunadiini 
zinjiyya 

No, bitch! 
You just did 
not call me 
a Negro 
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other scenes being the centre of attention, as the other girls always wait for her to 

lead them and seek her approval of their actions. Moreover, the camera always 

positions her in the middle of the frame, which is a factor that inevitably directs the 

attention of the viewer towards her. When they sit down, Chenille and Sara express 

their admiration of the club by describing it as ‘tight’ and ‘cool’. Nikki dismisses 

these comments, complains about the club, and rolls her eyes, exclaiming that she 

does not know what is wrong with the place, as it is letting “anybody” in. The 

reference to “anybody” could be extended to Chenille and Sara, whom Nikki is 

clearly bothered by. Nikki finds herself obliged to introduce herself, and Sara 

reminds Nikki that they have met before since they attend the gym class together. 

However, Nikki finds this not to be a sufficient indicator of their acquaintance. 

Nikki’s denial that she knows Sara is another example of an impoliteness trigger 

(Culpeper, 1996, 2011). Chenille takes the offense seriously and asks Nikki to quit, 

who replies by saying that she will not be scared or intimidated by the fact that 

Chenille brought a member of “the Brady Bunch” with her to the “Negro Club”. Sara 

decides to confront Nikki by saying that she must be mistaken since she cannot see 

any “Negroes” in the place. Nikki replies to that by exclaiming that Sara actually 

came with one, referring to Chenille. Chenille finds being called a Negro very 

offensive and is shocked by the use of that racial slur to humiliate her. As the 

dialogue is fast and the camera moves swiftly between the characters, the audience 

follows a fast exchange of impoliteness strategies that range from verbal to gestural 

impoliteness.  

There are two racial slurs used in the dialogue: The Brady Bunch and Negro. 

The first, The Brady Bunch, is used by Nikki to refer to Sara, a White girl in a mostly 

Black club. The ‘Brady Bunch’ is a family that represented the main characters of a 

popular sitcom in the 1960s; hence, the intertextual reference to “The Brady 

Bunch” show is rather symbolic. To many Americans who are familiar with “The 

Brady Bunch”, the family stands as a symbol for well-behaved children and 

harmonious families. In the context of the Steps club, which is the power territory 

of the Black minority, this slur indicates that Sara symbolises the White majority 

outside the club. In popular culture, a reference to The Brady Bunch calls to mind an 
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idealistic view of the White American family, as the Brady family in the show was 

comprised of an all-White cast lacking any diversity (Denham, 2016). The RSDB 

explains that a reference to the Brady Bunch indicates that Whites are acting 

‘uncool’; this is the probable reason why Nikki uses the names of certain family 

members of “the Brady Bunch”, such as Marsha, to refer to Sara. This confirms 

Nikki’s determination to frame Sara in the White supremacist stereotype. Sara acts 

as if she is not playing along and corrects Nikki, saying her real name.   

The context of the racial slur in the scene reflects the frequency of such slurs 

in the dataset. The number of the slurs referring to Whites is quite low compared to 

the number referring to Blacks. Due to the status of Whites as opposed to Blacks in 

many societies in America, it has been proposed that, since Whites do not share the 

history of suffering that Blacks endured, slurs targeting Whites differ from those 

targeting Blacks (Embrick and Henricks, 2013). This proposal further claims that 

racial slurs and stereotypes against Whites are far from being offensive and can 

even be viewed as positive. Unlike slurs which target Blacks or Latinos, slurs 

against Whites are not assumed to apply to all members of that group (ibid.). 

However, this proposal is flawed. Although Whites do not share the same historical 

baggage as Blacks and that historical difference does make racial slurs against 

Blacks different, this difference in slurs does not mean that racial slurs that target 

Whites and their stereotypes are not offensive (Croom, 2015). In fact, racial slurs 

that target Whites can refer to several negative stereotypes, such as being 

intrinsically racist, being privileged by social structure, and being representative of 

White supremacy (Hughey, 2012). Moreover, these stereotypes of Whites are not 

generated exclusively by members of other racial categories. It was found that 

there are Whites that think of their own Whiteness as a stigma. In his study of what 

he labels as ‘Stigma Allure’, Hughey (ibid.) points out that in a group of anti-racism 

organisation workers, many Whites believed that they were inherently segregated 

from other racial categories in the society. These participants were also aware of 

the stereotypes associated with them, and they believed that they were personally 

involved in the suffering of people of colour (ibid.).  
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It is safe to assume that, if such beliefs are evident from within the White 

community, other racial groups, especially Blacks, might hold very similar views of 

Whites. The stigma and stereotyping can affect not only the way Whites are treated 

in an interracial situation, but also the way they react to remarks or comments. In a 

situation similar to the one Sara encounters in the scene where she is surrounded 

by Blacks, the stigma can be highlighted and acted upon. When Nikki refers to Sara 

as a member of “the Brady Bunch”, she refers to the stereotypical image associated 

with television show mentioned above: the all-White, segregated communities and 

white supremacy. The use of the Brady Bunch as a racial reference adds an 

intertextual layer to the interaction and elicits the various connotations of the show 

and its characters in the American lingua-culture. The White stereotypes reinforced 

by the show are brought up by the very use of the slur, especially since the show 

was aired in the era of the Civil Rights Movement in the United States. A happy 

White family with well-behaved children contrasts with the all-Black, loud, and 

rowdy context in which the girls exchange the dialogue. These stereotypes can also 

be seen in light of the contrast with the racial slur Negro. Nikki’s dismissal of white 

supremacy is seen in her statement to Chenille: “I ain't walking on eggshells 

because you brought the Brady Bunch to the Negro Club”.  

The following lines of the dialogue are particularly interesting since the 

racial slur Negro is mentioned three times in sixteen seconds. However, the 

meaning and the reference of each racial slur differ greatly according to different 

interlocutors and responses of the addressees. Nikki starts by using the slur in 

contrast to the use of the ‘Brady Bunch’ slur. She refers to the club as a Negro club 

in an act of self-identification, highlighting her identity and her membership in the 

Negro Community, and she contrasts that to Sara’s affiliation with Whites. Sara 

thinks that the slur is offensive, and denies the existence of ‘Negros’ in the club. Her 

reaction can be seen from her point of view of anti-racism.  At the same time, it 

might be an exemplification of colour-blind racial ideology (Hughey, 2010). This 

ideology represents the idea that Black and White segregation disappeared in 

America after the Civil Rights Movement, and all kinds of discrimination have since 

diminished (ibid.). Nikki confirms her usage of the slur, referring to Chenille as a 
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Negro, saying that you ‘surely came with one’.  Chenille responds by expressing her 

shock at being called a Negro. This way, a single term was used in the dialogue with 

three different meanings. The first is in the sense of self identification, the second is 

the sense of an anti-racist White, who denies racism and finds such a remark 

offensive, and the last is an offensive racial slur from an in-group member. The 

versatile way of using the racial slur Negro refers to the multifaceted nature of the 

term that was mentioned in the previous chapter, and at the same time, the 

versatility highlights the lack of adaptability of the White racial slur. The way the 

slur Negro is presented in the scene is an important issue to look at. The etymology 

of the term Negro has a multifaceted nature that manifests in the usage of the term 

in the dialogue. The term ‘Negro’ has evolved etymologically from being a term 

used to refer to slaves (Asim, 2007) and people of Sub-Saharan African descent 

(OED). However, after the Civil Rights movements, the term Black became a 

reference which elicits pride in Blacks in America and which Blacks feel 

comfortable using (ibid.). Subsequently, the term Negro has been labelled as 

inappropriate and unacceptable towards Blacks in America (RSDB, Oxford 

American Dictionary, Merriam-Webster Dictionary). The term has transitioned 

from everyday neutral use into what ‘seems out of date or even offensive in both US 

and British English’ (Oxford American Dictionary). Nikki uses the term Negro for 

the first time in the dialogue to refer to the club, using the term as an identifier (the 

Negro Club). By using the racial slur, Nikki enhances the sense of distance and 

exclusion she first generated by denying knowing Sara. The use of Negro as a 

premodifier (Negro Club) activates the role of Blacks as the owners of the club and 

casts the Black social actors in the space as influential, effective, and potentially 

dominant (van Leeuwen, 1996). Since Nikki herself is Black, the usage of the term 

here takes on the old meaning (pre-Civil Rights Movement). However, the use of a 

term that has changed its meaning over time to become a slur causes Sara, the 

White participant in the scene, to find it offensive to the Blacks around her, 

including Nikki. Therefore, Sara denies the existence of any Negros in the place. 

Nikki then hijacks the derogatory reference of the term which Sarah refers to and 

affirms that, if this meaning is to be brought up, it should be attributed to Chenille, 
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who understands the sense Nikki intends by using the slur, and is highly offended 

as a result. The changing sense of the word has contributed to the way the term is 

construed in the dialogue of the scene, as in the beginning, the term indicated 

association (ibid.) of all Blacks present in the Negro Club. As the dialogue 

progresses in the scene, the racist sense of the term surfaces, and disassociation 

(van Leeuwen, 1996) occurs when Nikki transforms the term into an attack against 

Chenille. The analysis done here shows the disassociation that occurs on the macro 

discursive level in the theme of the overall film, wherein Sara is always being 

treated as an intruder and a person who does not belong to the Black community.   

 After the close look above at the original English dialogue and the scene, we 

will now look at how the Arabic subtitling handles the two slurs. The slur Brady 

Bunch was translated using decimation as ‘ب ضياء ‘bayDaaɁ’ meaning ‘White’, where 

the racial categorisation was rendered, but with no reference to the offensive 

content. There are several possible reasons for this choice. First, it might be 

attributed to the lack of a direct equivalent of the term. This justification is not 

strong, as this is the case with many parallel racial slurs that appear in the dataset. 

The choice might also be attributed to the fact that the word bayDaa ب ضياء‘White’ 

gives enough sense of what the slur means, but similar words, such as Harlem, as 

discussed in the previous chapter, were translated using imitation. The question is 

whether it is a mere linguistic choice caused by not finding an equivalent term or a 

result of Arabic lingua-culture not targeting Whites with racism. It was pointed out 

in Chapter 2 that research on racism and racial prejudice is rare, and that most 

studies available on the topic are based on Western societies, specifically the 

United States and European countries (Alshiddi, 2011). Even studies that try to 

investigate racial prejudice in countries other than the West implement theoretical 

frameworks and concepts that initially addressed racism in Western societies 

(ibid.). Thus, the attitude towards Whites and Westerners might not be established 

from the racism point of view, but instead might be seen from the point of view of 

Arabs attempting to follow the West, which they do not hold a clear discrimination 

against.     
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The presentation of the subtitling of this example is of great importance. The 

example presents two different racial categories using the same translator, the 

same film, and the same context, and it enables us to see how the subtitler 

translates Negro using transfer, while using reduction to translate The Brady Bunch. 

The readily available equivalent to a racial slur such as Negro plays an important 

role here and reflects the argument of the previous chapter, which concluded that 

translators find translating racial slurs referring to Blacks a fairly straightforward 

process. Translating ‘Negro’ using transfer highlights the difference between the 

two racial categorisations in the subtitling process. Using ب ضياء  (White) to translate 

The Brady Bunch is an exemplification of decimation. The subtitler has opted to 

maintain the reference to the colour ‘White’ with no derogation or reference to the 

stereotyping that the original English term entails. As a reduction strategy, 

decimation has shifted the status of the racial slur, which is initially, the goal of the 

material process (bring) in Arabic   أحضير  (aђDara). After subtitling, the goal has 

changed from a proper noun in the English dialogue into an indefinite adjective (an 

adjective describing an omitted noun) in Arabic. This change makes the slur more 

abstract and prominent in the layout of the sentence.  

Racial Slur  Subtitle  Transliteration Back translation 

The Brady Bunch  ب ضا bayDaaɁ White 

 

It is interesting to note that the subtitler did not choose to translate The Brady 

Bunch using imitation. We have seen in the previous chapter, in Example 5, that 

proper nouns, such as Malcolm X and Harlem, were translated using imitation. By 

using imitation, the racial terms have been transliterated, leaving the job of 

interpreting the reference and the connotation of these proper nouns to the viewer. 

Instead, the subtitler of this film decided to use decimation and render the racial 

component of the slur. The audience can understand that Nikki refers to ‘White 

Sara’, but the derogatory and humiliating aspect of the reference is lost. This choice 

contrasts with the detailed manner of subtitling adopted in this scene, as the 

subtitling of the scene utilises transfer extensively to the extent that even the 

syntactic structure of the scene is carefully maintained, as shown in Table 3. This 
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observation supports the point made in the previous chapter that subtitlers use ad-

hoc strategies to deal with ECRs. There does not seem to be a systematic method of 

dealing with racial slurs or ECRs in subtitling. This is also evident from a quick look 

at the list of racial slurs targeting Whites. Appendix 3 shows further examples of 

this inconsistency, as in the film 8 Mile (2002). The film tells the story of a young 

White rapper who aspires to succeed in the world of music. His Whiteness adds to 

his struggle in an industry dominated by Blacks. The slur white trash is used twice 

in the film, and it was translated once as المقطيمرات ةحثالي   (ђuthalat al-maqTuuraat), 

which means trailer trash, and the second time as البي ض حثالية  (ђuthalat al-biiD), 

meaning White trash. The use of decimation to translate 31 of the 74 slurs targeting 

Whites shows that the subtitlers are aware of the racial connotations of these slurs 

but decide to overlook the offensiveness of the terms in the original context during 

transfer. The following section looks at the racial slurs targeting Asians in the 

dataset. 

6.4 Racial Slurs Targeting Asians: A Gook Becomes a Fool 

Racial slurs targeting Asians are the next most common in the dataset, numbering 

33 slurs. The slurs include chinks, swamp rats, zipperheads, and gooks among 

others. Each of these slurs has its roots in racial discrimination against Asians in 

the Anglo-American lingua-culture. However, only seven of these slurs were 

subtitled using transfer. The table below shows how racial slurs targeting Asians 

were subtitled using the subtitling strategies in the dataset.  

Subtitling 

strategy 
Transfer Decimation Resignation 

Number of slurs 9 15 9 

Percentage 27.27% 45.45% 27.27% 

Table 9. Racial slurs targeting Asians in dataset in correlation to subtitling strategies 

Table 9 above shows that 21.21% of slurs targeting Asians were translated using 

transfer, which leaves 78.78% of the slurs translated using reduction strategies. 

The film that contributes the largest number of Asian racial slurs in the dataset is 

the film Gran Torino (2008). Gran Torino tells the story of a racist White Korean-
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War veteran, Walt Kowalski, played by Clint Eastwood, and his journey of 

transformation into someone who stands up for the Asian minority which he once 

ridiculed and targeted. Although the film has been critically acclaimed (Dargis, 

2008; Headlam, 2008), some audiences have felt that the film did not criticise 

racism explicitly and could even be interpreted as reinforcing racism due to the 

way Walt is characterised and the Hmong community is represented. As the 

screenwriter of the film puts it, Walt is sketched out as a “full-blown, unrepentant 

racist” (Schenk 2008, p. 6, cited from Filmer, 2011). Yet Walt’s character can be 

interpreted in terms of the power and authority of White masculinity, and the film 

also represents a negative image of the Hmong community by showing its people as 

lazy and prone to crime (Adia and Jessie, 2009). It is notable that, in a talk following 

the success of the film, Bee Vang, who plays the character of Thao in the film, 

declared that he accepted the role hoping that he would be able to tweak the lines 

of his dialogue or improve the representation of the Hmong in the storyline, which 

he was not able to do (Reyes-Ortiz, 2011). As a Clint Eastwood production, “what 

Gran Torino does share with the Dirty Harry movies is the sheer force of its 

incorrectness” (Headlam, 2008). Responding to the acclaimed severe lack of 

political correctness in the film, Eastwood has answered that people have become 

so obsessed with political correctness that they are intolerant of any sort of 

humour (Hainey, 2016).  

As explained below in more detail, one of the racial slurs that recurs 

constantly in the film is gook, which is a derogatory term used against Asians. The 

slur gook is very interesting in terms of the way the subtitler of the film handles it. 

The following table shows the instances of the term available in the subtitled 

version and how and whether those instances were transmitted to Arab audiences.  

Order of 
occurrence 

Racial slur Subtitle Transliteration Back 
translation 

1 Jabbering gooks الحمقى Al- ђamqa Fools 
2 Gooks ف تنام  ن fiitnamiyeen Vietnamese 
3 Gooks اآلس م من asyaweyoon Asians 

4 Gook food الطعا  اآلس مي 
Al-Taʕaam al- 

Ɂaasyawy 
Asian food 

5 Gook )الف تنام Al-fiitnami The Vietnamese 
Table 10.  Instances of racial slur gook in Gran Torino (2008) 
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An important point to note here is the inconsistency in subtitling a single racial 

slur. The table shows that the term was once translated as Vietnamese, once as 

Chinese, and several times as Asian. This observation can be linked to the previous 

chapter, where the word nigga was treated similarly, and subtitling strategies were 

not consistent even within the limits of a single film. Discussing one of the scenes 

where the racial slur gook occurs, with specific focus on the scene’s context and the 

role the term plays in it sets the stage for comparatively analysing it with the 

subtitled version.  
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Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration Back 
translation 

Walt Stay right 
there. Why 
can't you 
people just 
leave me alone? 
 

مكانك  ابقما  
 (تتركمن ال لماذا

شأن( م  

Ibquu 
makaanakum 
limadha laa 
tatrokuuni wa 
shaɁni  

Stay where you 
are!  
Why don’t you 
leave me 
alone? 

Sue We brought 
you some 
shallots to 
plant in the 
garden. 
 

 لك أحضرنا
 الثم  بعض

 لتزرعه المعمر
حد قتك ف(  

aђDarnaa lak  
baʕD al-thuum 
al-moʕammar 
le-tazraʕahu fii 
ђadiikatik 

We brought 
you some 
shallots to 
plant them in 
your garden. 

Walt I don't want 
them. 

أر دها ال  laa uriiduhaa I don’t want it. 

Sue They’re 
perennials, 
they come back 
 every year. 
 

معمرة نبتة إنها  innaha nabta 
muʕammira   

It is a 
perennial 
plant. 

Walt Look, why are 
bringing me all 
this garbage 
anyway. 
 

 تعطمنن( لماذا
األش اء؟ هذه كل  

limaadha 
tuʕTuuni kul 
haadhi al-
ashyaaɁ? 

Why are you 
giving me all 
these things? 

Sue Because you 
saved Thao. 
 

 li-annaka  ثام) أنقذت ألنك
anqadhta taaw 

Because you 
saved Thao. 

Walt I didn't save 
anybody. I just, 
I kept a bunch 
of jabbering 
gooks off my 
lawn. 
 

أحد أي أنقذ ل   
 ضبع أبعدت فقط

 عن الحمقى
 مرج(

  

 

lam unqidth ay 
aђad faqaT 
abʕadtu baʕD al-
ђamqa ʕan 
marjii 

I did not save 
anybody. I just 
kept a bunch of 
fools away 
from my lawn. 

Sue You are a hero 
to the 
neighbourhood. 
 

 ف( بطل أنت
الح( أهل نظر  

anta baTal fi 
naZar ahl al-ђay 

You are a hero 
in the eyes of 
the 
neighbourhood 

Walt I am not a hero. 
 

بطال   لست أنا  Anaa last 
baTalan 

I am not a hero 

Sue Too bad, they 
think you are, 
and that’s why 

 ألنه  لألسف  ا
بطال    ظنمنك  
 اتقبله أن أرجمك

Yaa lalasaf li-
annahum 
yaZunnuunak 

That is sorry 
because they 
think you are a 
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they keep 
bringing you 
the gifts. 
Please take 
them. 
 

 baTalan arjuuk منا
an taqbalaha 
minnaa 

hero. Please 
accept it from 
us 

Walt They are all 
wrong. 
 I just want to 
be left alone, 
thank you. 
 

مخطئمن أنت   
حسب م اتركمن(  

 شكرا

antum 
mukhTiɁuun 
itrukuuni wa 
shukran 

You are wrong 
leave me alone  

Sue Wait! This is 
my mom, Vu, 
I’m Sue, and 
that's my 
brother, Thao. 
We live next 
door. 
 

 أم( هذه! انتظر
  سم) أنا م  فم)
  ثام)أخ( هذا م

ج رانك نحن  

inTaZir! Hadhih 
ummi (fuu) wa 
anaa (suu) wa 
haadha akhi 
(thaw) naђnu 
jiiranuk 

Wait! This is 
my mother Fu, 
and I am Sue, 
and this is my 
brother Thao. 
We are your 
neighbours 

Extract 8.  Sequence  from Gran Torino (2008) 

 

This scene comes after Walt has saved Thao from a Hmong gang that was trying to 

take him from his home by force. Recognising that the family lacked an older male 

to defend them since their father is dead, Walt had come with a rifle from his house 

and scared the members of the gang away. Thao’s family and the Hmong 
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neighbours consider that a heroic act and, to show their gratitude, bring gifts of 

food, flowers, and plants to cover Walt’s porch, marking the beginning of this scene. 

We see Walt first in his kitchen, where he hears a noise coming from his front door. 

He grabs his rifle and opens the door to find two Hmong women placing food on his 

porch, and the camera spans across the front steps of his house, which are full of 

food and flowers. Apparently, Walt is not happy, as we see him dumping all the 

flowers in trash bins and trying to stop more people from delivering presents. He 

walks towards his neighbours, Sue, Thao, and their mother, as they approach him 

with potted plants. He motions with his hand to stop them, and the conversation in 

Extract 7 takes place.  

The dialogue carries several clues to understanding Walt’s character and 

serves as a marker of the beginning of the friendship between Walt and Thao’s 

family. In the dialogue, Walt uses imperative forms in short sentences. These 

indicate that he is not keen on prolonging the conversation and can be seen as a 

way by which he establishes himself as a dominant character. Upon seeing Thao 

coming towards him with his family, Walt orders them to stay where they are and 

emphasises that demand with a gesture of his hands. He tries to keep them off his 

lawn, something that he has done recurrently throughout the film prior to this 

scene, as if he is trying to establish boundaries between him and the Hmong 

community that surrounds him and to assert his individuality and refusal to 

connect with them. When he fails, he then asks in impatience, “Why can't you 

people just leave me alone?” The use of the word “people” is a probable indication 

of Walt’s belittling and superior attitude towards the Hmong. Walt’s superior 

attitude and conduct is manifested in impoliteness triggers that he repeatedly 

produces. As Thao and Sue approach him with gifts in their hands, he clearly asks 

them to stop and not to proceed, and when he is offered the pots of shallots by Sue, 

he coldly replies, “I don’t want them”. Walt’s utterances and gestures are examples 

of several impoliteness formulae such as dismissals and unpalatable questions 

(Culpeper, 2010). However, impoliteness formulae are highly context dependent 

(ibid.), and the context of this encounter between Walt and Thao’s family is what 

makes the impolite gestures that are typical of Walt more salient and unpleasant. 
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Although he is being offered a gift and thanked by Thao’s family and the 

neighbouring Hmong community, he reacts by showing hostility and reluctance to 

engage in a positive social encounter with his neighbours. The camera gives a wide 

view of the street with the neighbours placing presents and leaving and with 

people looking at Walt and admiring him, something that contrasts heavily with the 

previous shots of the street as dark, deserted, and hostile. Thus, the scene layout 

emphasises that Walt refuses to engage with these people even when they 

appreciate him and fulfil his ego and feeling of superiority. When Sue points out 

that they are thanking him for saving their brother, Walt again dismisses them and 

says that he did not save Thao, but was trying to keep a “bunch of jabbering gooks” 

away from his lawn. In the film, Walt uses the slur gook not only in reference to 

Hmong when he is in a heated conversation with members of the racial group but 

also in a friendly encounter, at least on the part of the Hmong, while members of 

the racial group are trying to offer their appreciation and gratitude.    

 The OED defines the racial slur gook as “a term of contempt: a foreigner; a 

coloured inhabitant of South East Asia or elsewhere”. Although it has a relatively 

short history of being used as an ethnic insult, gook has dynamically changed and 

widened in meaning (Hughes, 2006). It has been used to refer “to Haitians from 

1920, Filipinos from 1935, Koreans from 1947, the Japanese from 1959, and 

perhaps most powerfully, to the Viet Cong from 1969” (ibid., p. 148). As the 

reference of the term changes and widens, it is a perfect example of “the dynamics 

of linguistic xenophobia, which include race, war, immigration and business 

rivalry” (ibid., p. 207). Although it has been suggested that the etymology of the slur 

is not as clear as opposed the etymologies of other racial slurs (ibid.), the RSDB 

suggests that a potential source of the word might be the Korean expression “mi 

Guk?”, meaning “Are you American?”, which was used during the Korean War. The 

recurrent reference to the use of the slur with a military reference can be tightly 

linked to Walt being a veteran American soldier. Walt did not use the slur 

exclusively, but he modified it using the adjective “jabbering”, which is also an 

insulting reference to the Hmong language being noisy and incomprehensible to 

him.  
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Although the racial slur is central to the scene and the characterisation of 

Walt, the subtitler chose to translate the phrase “jabbering gooks” as الحمقييى  , 

meaning ‘the fools’. The strategy the subtitler applies here is resignation (Gottlieb, 

1992). According to Gottlieb (ibid.), resignation is a strategy that is used when no 

other subtitling strategy is possible and meaning loss is inevitable. Moreover, 

Gottlieb (ibid.) considers resignation as a loss in which the ST expression is 

completely lost. Thus, resignation is a last resort and an undesirable strategy. The 

question that arises here is whether resignation is needed in this situation. When 

looking at the slur gook in this specific context, it is not a word that is impossible to 

translate. The subtitlers decided to render the slur gook using different words in 

Arabic, as was shown in Table 10. A look at the scenes where the other instances of 

gook occur shows that rendering gook using transfer, or at least decimation, is 

critically important in this case. The way Walt uses the slur here is a clear indicator 

of his arrogance, pride, and superiority; namely, he uses the term even in a 

conversation with the very people the slur targets. One wonders whether the 

subtitler’s choice was motivated by an underestimation of the function that the slur 

plays in the context of the scene, or by a differing racial conceptualisation and 

understanding of targeted groups of discrimination.  

 The Hmong community, as a subdivision of the Asian minority in American 

society, has faced a documented history of racial discrimination (Hein, 2000). The 

plethora of the racial slurs targeting Asians in the Anglo-American culture is a clear 

indicator of this history. However, to try to evaluate the subtitling choice made 

when translating ‘jabbering gooks’ as ‘fools’, we need to explore whether Asians 

receive a similar degree of discrimination in the Arab lingua-culture. The growing 

presence of Asians in the Middle East post World War II is a direct result of the 

discovery of oil and the rise in oil prices in the Arab Gulf countries following 1973 

(Jureidini, 2003). Asian workers, mainly from countries such as the Philippines and 

Indonesia, have been the subject of xenophobic practices since their presence was 

linked to their common roles as workers in inferior jobs and positions, to the extent 

that diplomats and foreign governments’ officials are mistakenly identified as 

workers or domestic helpers (ibid.). Thus, although the literature is relatively 
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limited, it is a fact that “there is also Arab racism and xenophobia against others in 

the Middle East” (ibid., p. 1).   

The imbalance between two distinct lingua-cultures that show great 

contrast in the repertoire of racial slurs and how they are handled in translation 

has been explored by Filmer (2012). A study on the dubbed version of Gran Torino 

shows that the lack of equivalent racial slurs in neo-standard Italian has been 

addressed by the Italian translators by substituting racial slurs with homophobic 

insults (ibid.). Such choices are motivated by linguistic limitations and the habits of 

translators (ibid.). According to Filmer (ibid., p. 10), “it means that the racial 

content, although still evident in the target text, is ultimately undermined by the 

overwhelming presence of homophobic dysphemism. . . . This has the effect of 

dulling the dramatic edge which the source text creates”.  

The discussion in this section shows that, though historically and 

sociologically distinctive, discrimination against Asians in Anglo-American lingua-

culture exists in a parallel form in Arab lingua-culture. Although Gran Torino was 

critically acclaimed in Anglo-American and Western cultures, such as the Italian 

culture, the film was heavily criticised for the misrepresentation of the Hmong 

community and rigid stereotyping that was used in sketching Hmong characters. 

Such negative criticism did not surface in the few Arabic reviews of the film, which 

focused on the artistry of the film, Eastwood’s outstanding performance, and the 

net revenues. The comparative analysis of the film’s English dialogue and the 

Arabic subtitling shows that the subtitler opted to ignore the subtitling of the racial 

slur in the particular scene discussed, although the same slur was variably 

translated in other contexts. This finding is in line with the general tendency found 

in the dataset to address racial slurs targeting Asians using mostly reduction 

strategies. The following section looks at another racial categorisation in which 

racial slurs are also mostly translated using reduction strategies. 

6.5 Racial slurs targeting Latinos: Who is a Wetback?  

Another racial categorisation that was targeted with reduction in the dataset is that 

of Latinos. Films that focus on illegal immigrants in the United States utilise racial 
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slurs that target those immigrants, and many of these films reproduce negative 

stereotypes about Latino immigrants and Latino communities. The dataset includes 

fourteen instances of racial slurs targeting Latinos, nine of which use the racial slur 

wetback. The difference of this racial category from others is that the category itself 

is not something that exists within Arab or Middle Eastern societies. It is a 

discrimination to which Arabs are only exposed through the media. Thus, it is 

interesting to see how subtitlers handle racial slurs targeting Latinos.   

 One of the films that use the slur wetback is the film The Three Burials of 

Melquiades Estrada (2005). Starring and directed by Tommy Lee Jones, it is a film 

that addresses the problems faced by illegal Mexican immigrants and tells a story of 

friendship and loyalty. The film is set in Texas, where Pete Perkins (played by 

Tommy Lee Jones), who works at a ranch, and Melquiades Estrada (played by Julio 

Cedillo), an illegal Mexican immigrant who works as a cowboy at the same ranch, 

develop a unique friendship. Melquiades is killed by mistake by a border patrol 

officer, who buries him and tries to conceal the incident. The body is discovered 

and taken out of the ground, but the local sheriff does not take the case seriously 

and reburies the body again without finding the real killer. Pete is infuriated at the 

demeaning treatment that his friend receives because of his illegal status. He visits 

the sheriff with a new tip to progress the investigation and is surprised that 

Melquiades has been buried again:    

 

Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Arabic 
subtitle 

Transliteration  Back 
translation 

Sheriff Well, we're 
about to close.  
 

 مشك على كنا
 االقفال

kunna ʕala 
washk al-iqfaal  

We were 
about to close 

Pete You need to 
investigate 
them Border 
Patrols that 
use the 223. 
 

 مع تحقق أن  جب
 دمر ة جنمد

 الحدمد
  ستخدممن إنه 

223 بنادق  

yajib an 
tataђaqaq maʕa 
junuud dawriyat 
al-ђuduud 
innahum 
yastakhdimuun 
banaadiq 223 

You have to 
interrogate 
the border 
patrol. They 
use 223 rifles.  

Sheriff Want me to 
investigate the 

 أحقق أن تر د أال
 يك ن د مقتل ف(

alaa turiidu an 
uђaqiq fi maqtal 

Don’t you 
want me to 
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Kennedy 
assassination 
while I'm at it? 
 Before you 
bitch, find out 
what that 
fucker was 
involved with. 
 

 من بدال   أ ضا ؟
  ب اكتشف التذمر

متمرطا   المغد كان  

kinidi ayDan? 
Badalan min al-
tadhamor  
iktashif bima 
kaan al-waghdu 
mutawariTan 

investigate 
the Kennedy’s 
killing as well? 
Instead of 
whining, find 
out what the 
bastard was 
involved in 

Pete Melquiades 
wasn't  
involved with 
nothing. 
 

 ن ك ل  م لك اد س
ش ئ بأي متمرطا    

melkiyadis lam 
yakun 
motawariTan bi 
shayɁ 

Melquiades 
was not 
involved in 
anything 

Sheriff By the way, 
we already 
buried him. 
 

فناهد لقد الماقع، ف(  fi al-waaqiʕ 
laqad dafnnaah 

In fact, we 
have buried 
him  

Pete l told you to 
notify me. lt 
seemed like 
you'd at 
least… notify 
me. 
 

(تبلغن أن طلبت  
 على  مكنك كان

  إبالغ( األقل

Talabtu an 
tubalighni kaan 
yumkinuk ʕala 
al-aqal iblaaghi 

I asked you to 
tell me. You 
could at least 
tell me.  

Sheriff You're not his 
family. l don't 
have to notify 
you. He was a 
wetback. 
 

  العائلة من لست
 إلى مضطرا   لست

  إبالغك
 البالد دخل لقد

  خلسة

lasta min al-
ʕaaɁila lastu 
muDTarran ilaa 
iblaaghik  
laqad dakhal al-
bilaad khilsa 

You are not 
from the 
family. I do 
not need to 
tell you. He 
sneaked into 
the country.  

Extract 9. Sequence from The Three Burials (2005) 
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The sheriff does not consider the murder of Melquiades to be highly important. He 

buries him again without trying to find out who really killed him. Pete feels shocked 

and betrayed and asks the sheriff why he wasn’t notified of the burial, to which the 

sheriff replies that Melquiades is not family to Pete. He describes him as a wetback. 

The camera takes a long shot of each of the characters talking, and the sadness and 

sorrow in Pete’s face is very evident, as well as the carelessness and determination 

in the sheriff’s face. The sheriff’s lines of dialogue show how he does not care at all 

about Melquiades, as he calls him a “fucker”. He also asks Pete an unpalatable 

question (Culpeper, 2011) as an indicator of impoliteness, ridicule, and mockery. 

The racial slur wetback refers to all illegal immigrants from Mexico who cross the  

Mexican-American border (Bustamante, 1972). Although the word ‘wet’ refers to 

those who cross the border through the Rio Grande, it has become a label for those 

who enter the country illegally and subsequently those “who have broken the law” 

(ibid., p. 706). The OED provides a similar definition, with illegal immigration being 

a basic component of the slur. The ST expression achieved a dramatic effect by 

using the racial slur as a form of predication and a tool for negative representation 

of social actors (Reisigl and Wodak, 2001). The use of wetback as a predication of 

Melquiades by the sheriff is itself the justification that the sheriff is offering to Pete 

for not notifying him about the burial. Thus, the sheriff’s discursive representation 
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of Melquiades establishes him as an illegal immigrant who was involved in illegal 

activities and not worthy of having his murder investigated nor worthy of Pete’s 

friendship, care, and concern.  

The subtitler has chosen to translate this slur as خلسية اليبالد دخيل لقيد  , meaning 

‘he entered the country sneakily’ or ‘he sneaked into the country’. The 

transformations of the racial slur that the subtitling strategy imparts are multiple, 

and they are worthy of in-depth analysis. First, the subtitler chose to change the 

syntactic structure of the source language sentence. The sentence has been 

transformed from an attributive construction, “he was a wetback”, to an 

experiential construction that describes an action:  

English dialogue Subtitle  Transliteration Back translation 

He was a wetback خلسة البالد دخل لقد  laqad dakhal al-

bilaad khilsa 

He sneaked into the 

country 

 

 The effect of the slur is lost, as the subtitler opted to render the meaning of 

wetback in way that eliminates the offensive effect altogether. As Taylor (2009, p. 

226) explains, 

subtitlers must make every effort to be faithful to the original text in terms 
of ‘experience relationships’ or the ideational element, ‘interaction 
relationships’ or the interpersonal element, and the medium of 
relationships, and thus recognise where the ideational, interpersonal and 
textual features show consistency and congruity. 
 

The subtitler has thus altered the way the sheriff has described Melquiades, as an 

attributive construction that uses an adjective has a stronger effect on predication 

than using a verb such as  ‘dakhal’  he entered’ (Al-Hejin, 2007). The argument‘  دخيل

for such a construction on the side of the subtitler might be the lack of an 

equivalent term in the TC and the TL. As has been stated earlier, Latinos are not a 

racial categorisation that exists in the Middle East, and thus racial slurs that target 

them are not found within the realm of the Arabic Language. However, transfer 

could have been achieved with the use of origin+adjective construction, or by using 

the word )مهياجر غ ير شيرع    mohajir ghair sharʕi (‘illegal immigrant’) in subtitling the 
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term. Other instances of the term wetback in the data set appear in the subtitling in 

the film Hard Cash (2002), where the Arab subtitle ‘  meaning ‘an ,‘ شيرع( غ ير دخ يل

illegal intruder’, was used to translate the slur. Such a choice is somehow unnatural 

for the Arabic viewer, as the word مهياجر   mohajir (immigrant) is the frequent 

collocational partner of the شيرع( غ ير  (illegal) attribution. The use of the word دخ يل  

(intruder), eliminates the immigration connotation of the slur, which is a basic 

component of the slur as it was presented above. Moreover, the Arabic subtitler has 

chosen to construct the sentence using a ‘hidden’ pronoun, which is a pronoun in 

Arabic that is assumed from the construction of the sentence (Bardi, 2008), and 

this choice has eliminated every possible reference to Melquiades from the Arabic 

subtitle. Given the fact that the scene takes place when Melquiades is already dead 

and buried for the second time, the Arab audience is left to get the information 

about him from the subtitling of the dialogue. Although Mexican illegal immigration 

is not relevant to the Arab viewer per se, immigration is a current issue in the Arab 

World and can be related to as there are large numbers of Arabs fleeing conflict 

zones. The word   مهياجر   mohaajir, meaning ‘immigrant’, is a more commonly used 

word than ‘intruder’ and at the same time captures the meaning available in the 

original slur. Again, White supremacy is a factor that plays an important role in the 

scene and its narrative in the way the sheriff dismisses the need to investigate 

Melquiades’s death because he is an illegal immigrant and hence unworthy of any 

attention.  

Analysing racial slurs targeting Latinos is the last of the sections that handle 

racial categorisations that are translated using reduction. The following section 

focuses on racial slurs targeting Jews, which is the only racial categorisation other 

than Blacks that is subtitled using transfer as a dominant strategy. 

6.6 Are you Jewish: To translate or not to translate?  

The last of the racial categorisations discussed in this chapter is the racial 

categorisation of Jews. Chapter 4 stated that Jews and Muslims are racialised 

religious groups, and discrimination against them is a form of racial discrimination 

(Garner and Selod, 2015; Meer, 2012). There are 27 instances of racial slurs 
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targeting Jews in the dataset, and the distribution of subtitling strategies is 

different from that which is used for the racial categories previously discussed in 

this chapter. Although racial slurs targeting Jews are one of the sporadic racial 

categorisations in the dataset, these slurs are not handled in the same way as the 

previously discussed racial slurs. In this chapter, previous sections have discussed 

racial slurs targeting Whites, Asians, and Latinos and showed that those racial 

categorisations were subtitled using reduction strategies. In contrast, racial slurs 

targeting Jews are most frequently translated using transfer as the major strategy. 

The analysis of racial slurs targeting Blacks in Chapter 5 has shown that there is an 

understanding of discrimination against Blacks that results in most of the slurs 

being translated using transfer. Since the subtitling strategies used in translating 

racial slurs targeting Blacks are similar to the strategies used in translating racial 

slurs targeting Jews, it can be hypothesised that both racial categorisations share 

similar conceptualisations in Arabic lingua-culture. Thus, a close look at the 

distribution of slurs targeting Jews is necessary to see if there is an explanation for 

the way these slurs were handled. One reason for the application of transfer that 

seems very plausible, is the availability of Arabic equivalents of slurs referring to 

Blacks and Jews. However, racial slurs targeting Jews show a slightly different case. 

The following table presents the racial slurs which target Jews and the films in 

which they occur.  

Film Racial slur Subtitle Transliteration Back 
translation 

Gran Torino Half Jew د انة من أنت هل 
 أخرى

hal anta min 
diyana u  ra 

Are you of a 
different 
religion 

Jew )أجنب ajnabi Foreigner 
Crossing over Jewish school 

 
أجنب ة مدرسة  madrasa 

ajanabiya 
A foreigner 
school 

Death Race 
 

Mexican Jew 
 yahuudi maksiiki A Jewish  مكس ك(  همدي

Mexican 

Mexican Jew 
المكس ك( ال همدي  al-yahuudi 

maksiiki 
A Jewish 
Mexican  

Mexican Jew 
المكس ك( ال همدي  al-yahuudi 

maksiiki 
A Jewish 
Mexican  

People I Know Jew ال همدي al-yahuudi The Jew  
Holocaust  المأساة al-maɁsaat The tragedy  

The Pianist     Jews ال همد al-yahuud The Jews 
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Jews  ال همد al-yahuud The Jews 

Dirty Jews  
القذرمن ال همد  al-yahuud al-

qathiruun 
The dirty Jews  

Jew همدي  yahuudi The Jew 
Jew همدي  yahuudi The Jew 
The Jew ال همدي al-yahuudi The Jew 

Inglourious 
Basterds 

The Jew Hunter ال همد صائد  SaɁid al-yahuud The Jew hunter 
Hunter of the 
Jews 

ال همد ص اد  Sayyaad al-
yahuud 

The Jew hunter 

Jew ال همد al-yahuud The Jews 
Jews ال همد al-yahuud The Jews  

Jew Swine 
الحقراء ال همد  al-yahuud al-

ђuqarraɁ 
The despicable 
Jews 

The bear Jew  همدي  yahuudi The Jew 
The Jew 
degenerate  

ال همدي المنحط  al-munђaT al-
yahuudi 

The decadent 
Jew 

Jew dogs 
ال همد ة كالبك  kilaabak al-

yahuudiya 
Your Jewish 
dogs 

Borat Jew غ رها  ghayriha Other 
Jews الغرباء al-ghurabaaɁ The strangers 
Jew omitted - - 

Jews 
-al المتزمتمن

mutazamituun 
The prudes 

American 
Gangster 

Kike 
 al-waDiiʕ The despicable المض ع

Table 11.  Instances of racial slurs targeting Jews in the dataset 

The table above presents all instances of racial slurs targeting Jews in the dataset. 

These 27 instances are unique in the sense that they reflect the racial 

categorisation directly, with the word ‘Jew’ being used with very slight variations. 

Chapter 4 pointed out how Jews are racialised just as Muslims are. The insults 

directed at Jews go far back in history, and stereotypes have been created and 

reinforced through reproduction in literature (Hughes, 2006). Stereotypical insults 

targeting Jews are still reproduced in today’s media and films, just like those insults 

found in the dataset. Although it was stated in Chapter 4 that film genre and themes 

have proved to be irrelevant in film recording and data collection, these elements 

might be keys to understanding why the translation of racial slurs in this particular 

racial category are different from the translations in other racial categorisations. 

The table above shows the films that use reduction versus transfer in subtitling. 

Eighteen of the slurs in the table are subtitled using transfer in the films Death 

Race, People I Know, The Pianist and Inglourious Basterds. In the films The Pianist 
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and Inglourious Basterds, the plots rely heavily on the discrimination against Jews 

in Nazi Germany during World War II, so subtitling the slurs targeting Jews from 

these films alters the plot and the film significantly for the viewer. This is 

something that can hardly go unnoticed by the viewer, and subtitlers might have 

felt compelled to convey the word ‘Jew’ using transfer in these cases. I say 

compelled, because when interviewed, Serene Abboud, a subtitler who worked for 

major subtitling agencies in the Middle East, said that most of the guidelines 

provided by channels stated that subtitlers should avoid translating the word ‘Jew’ 

or ‘Jewish’ or ‘Israel’ using transfer, and substitute it with any word that does not 

denote the original meaning of the word (Appendix 3.1). The implementation of 

such guidelines is clear, as ten racial slurs targeting Jews in the dataset are 

subtitled using reduction rather than transfer. A probable reason that such 

guidelines actually exist is the long history of the Arab-Israeli conflict, in which 

Jews and Jewish identity are tied closely to the Israeli presence in the Arab land of 

Palestine (Steele, 2014). Stereotypes of Israeli Jews are based on the violent 

stereotypes of the Israeli-Jewish army, and consequently, Arabs use these 

stereotypes as a basis for dealing with all Jews (Shipler, 2002). These stereotypes 

are anchored in the historical conflict over territorial control and in the extensive 

history of war between the two nations (ibid.). Jews are viewed as alien intruders, 

immigrants, and trespassers (Seidel, 2012), and these stereotypical images are the 

ones available to the Arab subtitlers and audiences. However, the racial slurs that 

target Jews in the dataset do not represent stereotypical views of Jews from the 

Arab perspective, but rather the Jewish stereotypes in the Anglo-American lingua-

culture.  

The stereotypical image of Jews and the overall contempt for Jews because 

of the Arab-Israeli conflict might be the reason behind the aforementioned 

instructions to some of the subtitlers to avoid transferring certain information to 

the audience. Although Jews represent one of the racial categorisations towards 

which Arab socioculture has an identifiable attitude, this attitude might be double-

faced. It may be the reason for the direct transfer of the slurs in part of the dataset, 

and at the same time, it can be seen as a reason to avoid the transfer of anything 
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related to Jews and the Jewish heritage. This case exhibits the same  and recurrent 

lack of consistency that previous analyses have pointed to earlier in this thesis, and 

it might be a further indicator of the presence of the “translator’s habitus” (Simeoni, 

1998). Indeed, this case evidences how distinct norms and socio-cultural norms are 

internalised to different degrees and extents by different subtitlers and the 

individual choices that translators make (Baker, 1992). Thus, the analysis here 

focuses on one of the slurs that target Jews which was translated using resignation 

as an example of reduction in order to highlight the role that the slur plays in the 

original dialogue and the pragmatic function which it serves. Following that, the 

effect of the subtitling strategy employed is explored.  

A scene in which the slur kike occurs is taken from the film American 

Gangster (2007). The film tells the story of drug dealing emperor, Frank Lucas, 

played by Denzel Washington, who controlled heroin smuggling in the late 1960s 

and 1970s. The devoted narcotics detective Richie Roberts, played by Russell 

Crowe, has been tracking Lucas down for years, and by the scene analysed below, 

Roberts is confident that it has become easier to prove him guilty. Detective 

Roberts is very confident that Lucas has allies in the US army and that these allies 

have been providing him with the perfect cover for heroin transportation from the 

Far East to the United States. In this scene, Roberts has succeeded in getting a 

search warrant for a US army airplane that just arrived from Bangkok carrying 

American soldiers’ coffins. Roberts searches the plane to find the drugs, but the 

initial search does not reveal anything, and he decides to search the coffins and the 

bodies in them. At this point, an Army Captain, who thinks that this would be an act 

of utter humiliation and disrespect to the late American soldiers, stops him. 

Roberts is then pulled into a room where the US Attorney General meets him to 

reprimand him on the appalling act that he was about to commit. Roberts is sitting 

with his boss when the US attorney walks into the room and the following dialogue 

takes place:  

Interlocutor English 
dialogue 

Subtitle Transliteration Back translation 

Roberts The target of 
my 

 معلومااا  لاا   كااا 

 هااااا   أ  موثوقاااااة
kaan laday 
maʕluumaat 

I had confirmed 
information that 
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investigation 
was bringing 
dope in on 
that plane. 
 

 لساااااي   تحقيقاااااات 

 دالبال إلى المخ را 

الطائرة تلك عبر  

mawthuuqa 
anna hadaf 
taђqiiqaati sa-
yudkhil al 
mukhaddaraat 
ila al-bilaad 
ʕabra tilk al-
TaɁira  

the target of my 
investigation is 
smuggling drugs 
into the country 
on that plane  

Attorney And that 
target is? 

ه فك؟ هو من و  wa man huwa 
hadafuk 

Who is your 
target?  

Roberts Frank Lucas. 
 

 Frank Lucas   (fraank luukas)  لوكاس( )فرانك

Attorney Who? من؟ Man? Who? 
Roberts His name is 

Frank Lucas. 
 

لوكاس فرانك اسمه  ismuhu frank 
luukas 

His name is Frank 
Lucas 

Attorney Who's Frank 
Lucas? Who's 
he work for? 
Which family? 
 

 لوكاااس؟ فرانااك ماان

 يعماال؟ ماان لحسااا 

عائلة؟ أ   

man fraank 
luukas? li-ђisaab 
man yaʕmal? ay 
ʕaaɁila?  

Who is Frank 
Lucas? Who does 
he work for? 

Roberts He's not 
Italian. He's 
black. 
 

سيةالجن إيطال  ليس  

اللو  أسود بل  
laysa iiTali al-
jinsiya bal aswad 
al-lawn 

He is not Italian 
but Black 

Attorney Is that 
supposed to 
be 
some kind of a 
joke? 
You’re this 
close to the 
end 
of your career 
in law 
enforcement 
and you’re 
making jokes? 
 

 أ  بهااااا   أيفتااااار 

مزحة؟ تكو   

 علاااااااااى توشاااااااااكا 

 من للطرد  التعر 

 وظيفتيكماااااااااااااااااااااااااا

 كشرطيين

 ا بالااا عاب تلقياااا  و

  اللعينة؟

ayuftraD be-
haadhih an 
takuun muzђa? 
tushikaan ʕala 
al-taʕarruD lil-
TarD min 
waZifataikuma 
ka-shurTiyayn 
wa tulqiyaan bil-
duʕabaat al-
laʕiina?  

Is this supposed 
to be a joke? You 
are about to get 
fired from your 
jobs as police men 
and you are 
saying damn 
jokes?  

Roberts My 
investigation 
indicates 
that Frank 
Lucas is above 
the mafia 

 أ ..تحرياااات  تشاااير

 أقاو  لوكاس فرانك

 لمجاا ف  المافيا من

h بالمخ را  تجارة  

 يضا  أ ات تحري تشير

 فراناااااااااك أ  إلاااااااااى

tushiir 
taђariyaati anna 
fraank luukas 
aqwa min al-
maafia fii majaal 
al-tijaara bil-

My investigation 
points that Frank 
Lucas is stronger 
than the Mafia in 
drug business. My 
investigation also 
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in the dope 
business. 
My 
investigation 
also 
indicates that 
Frank Lucas 
buys direct 
from a source 
in Southeast 
Asia, 
he cuts out 
the 
middlemen, 
and uses US 
military 
planes 
and personnel 
to transport 
pure No. 4 
heroin into 
the United 
States, 
and he's been 
doing so, 
on a regular 
basis, since 
1969! 
I have cases 
against every 
member of his 
organisation. 
 

 يشاااااتر    لوكااااااس

 ماااااااااان البضاااااااااااعة

  فا مباشرة المص ر

آسيا شرق جنو   

 اءالوساط يستعمل ال

 طااائرا  يسااتعمل و

 و أمريكيااة عسااكرية

 لنقااااااااال ماااااااااوظفين

 ماااان نقاااا  هيااااروين

 إلاااااااااااى األفياااااااااااو 

 و المتحاا ة الواليااا 

 بشاكل ها ا يفعال هو

١٩٦٩ من  منتظم  

 كاال ضاا  أدلااة لاا  

منظمةفرانك أفراد  

mukhadaraat. 
tushiir 
taђariyaati 
ayDan ila anna 
fraank luukas 
yashtarii al-
biDaaʕa min al-
maSdar 
mubaashara fii 
januub sharq 
asya laa 
yastaʕmil al-
wuSaTaaɁ wa 
yastaʕmil 
TaaɁiraat  
ʕaskariyya 
amriikiya wa 
muwaZafiinn li-
naqli hirwiin 
naqi min al-
afyuun ila al-
wilayaat al-
muttaђida wa 
huwa yafʕal 
haadha bi-shakl 
muntaZim 
mundhu 1969 
ladaya adilla Did 
kul afraad 
munaZamat 
fraank 

indicates that 
Frank Lucas buys 
from the source 
directly in South 
East Asia. He does 
not use agents and 
he uses American 
military Airplanes 
to transport pure 
heroine from 
Opium to the 
United States and 
he has been doing 
this  regularly 
since 1969   
I have evidence 
against all 
members of 
Frank’s 
organisation 

Attorney His 
organisation? 
No fucking 
nigger has 
accomplished 
what 
the American 
Mafia hasn’t 
in a hundred 
years! 
 

فرانك؟ منظمة  

 مماال زنج  يحقق لم

 المافيااااااااااا تحققااااااااااه

 مائااة مناا  األمريكيااة

 عام

munaZamat 
frank? Lam 
yuђaqiq zinji 
maa lam 
tuђaqiqhu al-
maafya al-
amriikiya mundh 
miɁat ʕaam 

Frank’s 
organisation? No 
nigger could 
achieve what the 
American Mafia 
couldn’t in a 
hundred years 

Roberts And you'd 
know that 

 بهاااا ا؟ أدراك مااااا و

 أغباااى ألناااك لماااا ا؟
wa maa adraaka 
bi haadha? Li-

And how do you 
know that? Why? 
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how? 
Cause your 
head is stuck 
up your 
fuckin ass? 
 

 تااااااااااار  أ  مااااااااااان

  الحقيقة؟
annaka aghba 
min an taraa al-
ђaqiiqa? 

Because you are 
too stupid to see 
the truth?  

Attorney Lou, do me a 
favour, 
get this 
fucking kike 
out of here. 
 

 و ا  صانيع لا  أس  لو

 الوضااي  هاا ا أ اار 

هنا من  

luu asdi lii 
Saniʕan wa 
akhrij haadha al-
waDiiʕ min huna  

Lou, please do me 
a favour and get 
this despicable 
man from here 

Roberts Kike? 
 
  ?al-waDiiʕ? Despicable  الوضي ؟

Extract 10.  Sequence American Gangster (2007) 

 

 

In the meeting room, the Attorney General hears for the first time about Frank 

Lucas, the Black gangster from Harlem who is behind the heroin smuggling and 

wide sales in the States. The attorney asks questions to reveal more about his 

character, asking who he is and which family he comes from or works for. 

Stereotyping is very obvious here, as the US attorney thinks that, since Frank Lucas 

is that successful in his criminal business, he must be working for an Italian Mafia 

family. Roberts surprises him by saying that Frank is not Italian, but Black. Initially, 
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the US attorney thinks Roberts is making a joke and tells him that this is not the 

right time to joke as his career is in jeopardy. Roberts goes on explaining how 

Lucas’s crime is more serious than the work of the mafia and that his criminal 

activity has been carried out with collaboration from people in the American 

military to facilitate the import of heroin from Thailand and Vietnam. Roberts 

confirms that he is determined to incriminate Lucas and says that he has cases built 

for every “member of his organisation”. The US attorney finds this hard to believe, 

as the word ‘organisation’ means that Lucas exceeds the mafia’s success, and 

attacks Roberts by saying “No fucking nigger has accomplished what the American 

Mafia hasn’t in a hundred years!”. White supremacy is manifested in the attorney’s 

astonishment at Lucas’s criminal achievements and wits, which surpass those of 

the Italian Mafia. He calls him a nigger, while he refers to the Italian Mafia as the 

“American” Mafia, implying that the mafia deserves to be called American since 

they are Italians and presumably White. On the contrary, Lucas is considered 

unworthy of such an honour, as he is Black, even though the ‘honour’ in this 

situation is linked to illegal actions and drug dealing. Roberts finds that the 

attorney is speaking with no knowledge at all. The attorney orders Roberts’ boss, 

Lou, to get the kike, referring to Roberts since he is Jewish, out of the room.  

 According to the OED, the slur kike is a “A vulgarly offensive name for a Jew”, 

and the RSDB suggests that it originates from the Yiddish word keikl, which means 

circle, because the earliest Jewish immigrants to America signed their names using 

a circle instead of a cross. Regardless of the origin of the slur, it is still considered 

offensive, and the attorney’s attitude, tone, and clear aggressiveness on the screen 

add to the offense. The cinematography in the scene builds up to the moment 

where the attorney attempts to expel Roberts from the room. He storms in angrily 

at the opening of the scene.  While Roberts and his boss take seats behind a table, 

the Attorney General stays standing, as if he is putting them on trial. When he 

reacts to the fact that Frank Lucas is Black with disbelief, Roberts stands up, and his 

tone and style dramatically change as he responds to the racial slur that the 

attorney uses, which is nigger. Roberts replies to the informal, offensive style of the 

attorney by telling him that he does not know anything about the matter and that 
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“[his] head is stuck up [his] fucking ass”.  This reply negatively affects the attorney’s 

ego and superiority. In response, he reminds them of his authority by asking 

Roberts’ boss to get the kike out of the room. Although the characters in the room 

are all white males, the attorney racialises the encounter by referring to the Jewish 

identity of Roberts and using the racist epithet against him. The slur here plays a 

very important role. In a review on the film, Peter Bradshaw points out that this 

slur is one of the only two indicators in the film of the Jewish identity of Roberts 

(2007). The other is a shot of him wearing a star-of-David necklace at the beginning 

of the film. Thus, the slur is important not only in portraying the conflict in the 

scene where it occurs, but also in serving as a major characterisation cue of the 

main characters in the film. Impoliteness triggers are numerous in this scene 

because of the aggressive nature of the encounter. The attorney uses insults and 

unpalatable questions accompanied with an aggressive tone of voice and angry 

facial expressions.  

The subtitler of the film decided to translate the slur kike as the Arabic word 

 al-waDiiʕ, meaning a despicable, low, and mean person. It follows that the  المضي ع

subtitler has decided to transfer the insult, but not the racial component of the 

word. Using resignation to translate this slur does not render the depth of the insult 

and does not show the real justification of the offended reaction that Roberts shows 

at being called a kike. Lou is forced to stop Roberts from physically assaulting the 

attorney. As mentioned earlier, the clear instruction to avoid translating anything 

related to Jews explicitly is an indication of a different racialisation of Jews as a 

racial group between the two different lingua-cultures. Stereotypical 

representation of Jewish characters is evident in Hollywood films (Woodbury, 

1998). However, these stereotypes differ from those created from the Arab 

perspective, and the Arab stereotypes of Jews might not fit into American lingua-

culture as a representation of a Jewish presence in this scene.  

In the film Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious 

Nation of Kazakhstan (2006), Sacha Baron Cohen plays the character of Borat, who 

is racist and particularly Anti-Semitic. He keeps insulting Jews throughout the film, 

but all the references are subtitled using resignation into al-ghurabaa, meaning ‘the 
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strangers’. This subtitle affects the portrayal of Borat’s character, as the use of the 

insults to Jews establishes an important trait of his character and hides the racial 

aspect of the plot.    

What is perhaps most interesting about the scene in American Gangster is 

the fact that kike is not the only racial slur in the scene. The attorney also calls 

Lucas a nigger, which the subtitler of the film chooses to translate using transfer. 

Nigger is still treated as an obvious slur to translate, and when it co-occurs with 

another slur, it gains immediate attention and dominates over other slurs and 

racial categorisations. A similar comparison can be drawn in a sample from the film 

People I Know (2002), where a reference to Blacks is subtitled using decimation. 

Namely, Nig, short for nigger, is translated into ‘Black’. However, the dialogue 

includes reference against Jews ‘the Holocaust’, which is subtitled using resignation 

as  المأسيياة  al-maɁsaat which means the tragedy. The comparison of this co-

occurrence provides a clear insight into why subtitles of racial slurs targeting 

Blacks are more likely to be transmitted into Arabic than subtitles of other slurs 

targeting sporadic racial categories.  

6.7 Discussion 

The analysis of the samples presented in this chapter focuses on racial 

categorisations that are less frequent in the dataset. Thus, this chapter has 

addressed the racial categories of Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews. The analysis 

has highlighted several observations, some of which were directly related to the 

particular racial category dealt with in the analysis, while others were relevant to 

subtitling of sporadic racial slurs in general. These observations are better 

highlighted when contrasted with the points explained in the previous chapter. 

Although racial slurs targeting Blacks found in the dataset perform different 

functions and roles, subtitlers mostly chose the readily available Arabic equivalent 

 zinji to translate racial slurs targeting Blacks. With few exceptions, transfer ’زنجي(‘

was the major subtitling strategy utilised to translate these racial slurs. On the 

contrary, sporadic racial slurs targeting Whites, Asians, and Latinos were mostly 

translated using reduction, while racial slurs targeting Jews show a higher 
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percentage of subtitling using transfer (see Table 3). Therefore, the contrast shown 

in subtitling strategies used to deal with different racial categorisations is an 

indication of the way subtitling norms operate, which is a major objective of this 

thesis.  

 The analysis of the samples of racial slurs targeting Whites, Asians, and 

Latinos has shown that Arabic does not provide a direct equivalent of these slurs. 

However, these slurs encapsulate stereotypical representations of the racial 

category in question. A direct equivalent is not the only solution for such slurs, and 

the absence of that equivalent is not a justification for using reduction strategies to 

translate them. Therefore, it can be said that, whenever a direct equivalent is 

absent from the Arabic repertoire and subtitlers are faced with a semantic gap, they 

resort to reduction strategies in many of the cases, even though this choice is not 

always inevitable. In subtitling racial slurs, reduction results not only in linguistic 

meaning loss, but also in the loss of the discursive and ideological level of the plot 

and the theme.  It also greatly compromises the message relayed by the film. Even 

with the use of reduction, subtitling of racial slurs shows a great inconsistency 

manifested within single films with multiple occurrences of racial slurs and across 

racial categories as well.  

 An important observation is that Arabic subtitlers lean more towards 

domestication (Venuti, 2008) as a general approach to sporadic racial slurs that do 

not have a direct equivalent in the Arabic language. This tendency is further 

corroborated by the fact that, when a racial categorisation has a direct equivalent in 

Arabic and when its related slurs are present in a dialogue, these slurs are more 

likely to be translated using transfer, as seen with racial slurs targeting Jews. Racial 

slurs are rarely seen as a part of the foreign film message that needs to be 

rendered, yet ‘foreignised’ (ibid.). In the few scholarly works that address the 

dubbing and subtitling of swear words and sexual and religious taboos from 

English to Arabic, it has been established that such terms and phrases are not 

tolerated by Arab audiences (Khuddro, 2000; Athamneh and Zitawi, 1999; Mazid, 

2006). However, it is also important to understand that, although these reductions 

and omissions are sometimes considered justifiable, swearwords should be 
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transferred to the TT when they have a thematic importance to the plot (Díaz 

Cintas and Remael, 2007). Racial slurs carry this thematic importance. Slurs cue 

and strengthen ideologies (Swanson, 2015). Slurs thus play a crucial role in the ST 

and might not be a dispensable part of the dialogue. As seen in the extracts 

analysed above, slurs encapsulate stereotypes. Images of White supremacy, 

foreignness, illegal immigration, and inferiority are all signalled and reinforced by 

the use of these slurs. Yet, in many of the cases shown in the dataset, Arab 

subtitlers consider racial slurs to be linguistic artefacts rather than cultural and 

ideological ones. Thus, the analysis aligns with an observation made in the previous 

chapter, namely that subtitling racial slurs from English to Arabic creates different 

racialisation due to the entextualisation of the racial slurs. As entextualisation 

(Bauman and Briggs, 1990) disregards the original context, domestication (Venuti, 

2008) is used to take its place. The domestication of racial slurs by the reduction 

subtitling strategies conveys an attempt of the subtitler to “bring the source text’s 

otherness, including social and political aspects, as close as possible to the target 

audience’s background knowledge” and to abandon “all attempts to convey the 

healthy impact of the foreign culture strangeness” (Espindola and Vasconcellos, 

2006, p. 47).   

 
Yet it is important to emphasise that the subtitling of slurs targeting sporadic 

racial categories shows a great inconsistency in applying strategies. This 

inconsistency serves as an indication of two things. First, the absence of a 

systematic strategy for translating racial slurs, which is evident from the interviews 

conducted with subtitlers. Their replies highlighted the fact that the guidelines 

provided by the channel or broadcasting company are often variable and 

inconsistent. The other point concerns the interference of personal choices or 

behavioural ideologies (Rampton, 2001). This inconsistency in Arabic subtitling has 

also been pointed out by Altahri (2013) as a recurrent practice in Arabic subtitling. 

He contends that inconsistency in subtitling can cause great confusion for the Arab 

viewers.   
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6.8 Conclusion 

The distribution of racial slurs in the dataset shows that there are several racial 

categorisations that follow Blacks in terms of frequency of occurrence. Thus, 

building on both the basis of racial categorisation and the frequency of slurs’ 

occurrence, the focus of this chapter was to shed light on the sporadic racial 

categorisations of Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews. It has been shown that, with 

the exception of racial slurs targeting Jews, the content and reference of these slurs 

are often reduced. To point out the effect and implication of the subtitling 

strategies utilised, a representative sample of each racial categorisation was 

analysed. Although transfer strategies could be adopted in many of the cases, 

subtitlers used reduction to translate racial slurs that target sporadic racial 

categories. However, translation of racial slurs that target Jews goes in a different 

direction, as transfer strategies are more frequently used. Thus, it has been 

observed that, when the Arabic lingua-culture contains readily available 

equivalents of English language racial slurs, as shown in the case of slurs that target 

Blacks and Jews, subtitlers tend to use those equivalents more often. However, 

when the Arabic language is not equipped with such equivalents, as seen with slurs 

targeting Asians and Whites, transfer is seldom applied, regardless of the pragmatic 

and cultural function the slur plays in the scene in particular, and in the 

establishment/construction of characters and the plot of the film in general. The 

following chapter deals with the last racial categorisation in the dataset, which 

targets Arabs/Muslims. In contrast to sporadic  racial slurs, these slurs refer to the 

target Arabic socio-cultural context.  
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Chapter 7      When Racial Slurs Hit Home: Subtitling Racial 
Slurs Targeting Arabs and Muslims 

7.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters have discussed the representation of Blacks and other 

sporadic racial categories in the subtitling of racial slurs. Analysis of the 

representative samples of those slurs has shown a tendency among subtitlers to 

avoid using transfer if these slurs do not have equivalent expressions in the Arabic 

lingua-culture. As the rationale that led to the division of chapters was based on 

frequency of the occurrence of specific racial slurs, and the racial slurs targeting 

Blacks and sporadic racial categories were addressed in the previous chapters, the 

last analysis and discussion chapter is devoted to discussing slurs targeting Arabs 

and Muslims. Although the slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims share the lowest 

frequency of occurrence exhibited by the racial categories discussed in the 

previous chapter, these slurs have been given a special status since they target 

members of the audience themselves. This fact adds to their uniqueness and 

prompted me to investigate whether or not the target of the slurs has affected the 

way subtitlers deal with these slurs.  

The first section of this chapter connects the racial slurs targeting 

Arabs/Muslims to the socio-cultural context in which they occur through audience 

design (Bell, 1984). Following that, the chapter situates racial slurs targeting 

Arabs/Muslims within the larger frame of Hollywood’s consistent stereotyping of 

Arabs/Muslims. Under two main stereotypes, namely villains and victims, samples 

of scenes from the films Stop-Loss (2008) and My Name is Khan (2010) are analysed 

to see how the racial slurs play a vital role in the original scenes. A comparative 

analysis of the scenes in the subtitled version indicates if the stance of the audience 

has affected the role of the racial slurs.  
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7.2 When You Offend the Audience: Audience Design 

The inclusion of racial slurs that target Arabs and Muslims in the list of categories 

that were used in dividing up the data is explained in detail in Chapter 4. It has 

been pointed out that these slurs’ racialisation is a part of an ongoing strategy of 

racialising particular religions such as Islam and Judaism (Meer, 2012), and this 

racialisation process has resulted in slurs and insults that target Muslims and Arabs 

through the lenses of Islamophobia and xenophobia (Garner and Selod, 2015; Mac 

an Ghaill and Haywood, 2015; Meer, 2012)  

 Although slurs are critically sensitive in themselves, their sensitivity 

increases when the audience is at the same time the target of these insults and 

derogatory terms. The concept of audience design (Bell, 1984), as presented and 

discussed in Chapter 2, is useful in describing the case of the changing audience 

when a text is translated. A changing audience occurs when the audience watching 

the film in its original version is different from the audience who watches the 

subtitled version. To apply the principles of in-group and out-group referee design 

on the subtitling of racial slurs, the participants involved in the subtitled films are 

to be explicitly identified. The referees in the case of the original film production 

form a wide span of socio-cultural groups that are diversely represented, 

particularly if compared to the referees of the subtitled version. I argue that the 

referee group and their membership, along with the speaker/text producer of the 

Arabic subtitled version of films, have a much narrower scope than the original film 

production. Thus, the socio-cultural in-group membership affects the initiative 

style shift in the subtitling of a sensitive linguistic element such as racial slurs 

targeting the audience members themselves. As Bell states, “The effect of referee 

design is to make a speaker style-shift as if actually talking to the referee rather 

than to the addressee” (1986, p. 186). In this case, a narrow spectrum of the 

referees of the original film production identifies with the character or the slur; the 

character targeted by the racial slur on the screen is just a character. In contrast, in 

a subtitled film which specifically targets Arabic speakers in Arab/Muslim-majority 

countries, the characters addressed by the slur represent the majority of the 

audience of the subtitled film. Thus, taking into consideration that subtitlers in the 
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Arab socio-cultural context are Arab and majorly Muslim, we can see subtitlers as 

playing the double role of referees and speakers: an interlink between the SL and 

SC and the TL and its culture. Hatim and Mason (1997, p. 70) suggest that “as a 

translator, the subtitler is seeking to preserve the coherence of communication 

between addressees on screen at the same time as relaying a coherent discourse 

from screenwriter to mass auditors”.  

 
The following section looks at the racial slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims within 

the dataset and how they are situated within the discursive negative 

representation of Arabs/Muslims in English-language films. 

7.3 Racial Slurs Targeting Arabs/Muslims: A Closer Look 

The dataset includes fourteen racial slurs that target Arabs and Muslims. The 

interchangeability and the conflation of the two categories have been explained in 

Chapter 4. The following table (extracted from Table 3 in Chapter 4) presents an 

overview of those slurs correlated with the subtitling strategies:   

 

Racial 
category 

Number 
of slurs 

Overall 
percentage 

Transfer Omission Resignation Decimation Imitation 

Arabs/ 
Muslims 

14 2.51% 
2 

 

5 
 

4 1 2 

35.71% 
28.57% 7.14% 14.28

% 
14.28 % 85.70% 

Table 12. Strategies used in translating racial slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims 

In a dataset comprising of 556 slurs extracted from 102 films, 14 slurs might seem 

insignificant. However, since the main approach of the current research is 

qualitative, the textual analysis of the scenes is effective in pointing out 

underpinning ideologies and motivations. Moreover, although the data collected for 

this thesis include slurs that actually did occur in films and how those slurs were 

subtitled, an important point has to be raised. The number of slurs targeting 

Arabs/Muslims could have been higher if censorship did not affect whole scenes 

which included racial slurs that refer to Arabs and Muslims, causing what 

Fairclough (2003) calls ‘significant absences’. In fact, this observation was one of 
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the main reasons the categorisation of racial slurs and subsequent analysis themes 

follow the line given here: Arabs/Muslims represent the mass of referees of the 

subtitled version, and this may have a great effect on the way subtitling strategies 

deal with racial slurs targeting the referees themselves. As the table shows, 85.7% 

of the slurs are subtitled using reduction. Using omission, imitation, resignation, 

and decimation, these slurs have been either eliminated or reduced, affecting the 

text in different ways.  

Racial slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims are varied and have different 

functions. They are related to stereotypes that Hollywood films sustain and 

reinforce repeatedly, as Arabs/Muslims are presented as “brute murderers, sleazy 

rapists, religious fanatics, oil-rich dimwits, and abusers of women” (Shaheen, 2001, 

p. 1-2). As Shaheen (ibid.) puts it, based on the extensive research he has 

conducted, “Hollywood depictions of Arabs are bad ones”. Arabs are villains in 

more than a 1000 Hollywood films, and there is simply no demand for Hollywood 

to stop projecting Arabs or Muslims as villains (ibid.). Since Arabs and Jews are 

both Semites, Shaheen (ibid.) labels the focus on negative projections of Arabs in 

Hollywood films as the “New Anti-Semitism”. This label does not mean that Jews 

are no longer the objects of criticism and ridicule, but because cinematic producers 

have become more aware of the condemnation of discrimination against Jews, the 

negative stereotypical image of Jews is no longer being reproduced. On the other 

hand, Hollywood carries on the vilification of Arabs and Muslims relentlessly. Even 

prior to the 9/11 attacks, Arabs and Muslims were extensively projected in roles 

with characteristics which included “speaking with an accent, traditional/native 

attire, acts of hostility and aggression, affiliation with terrorism, and whether they 

were depicted as victimizers or victims” (Elayan, 2005, p. 11). It is within these 

stereotypes that the racial slurs in the dataset reside.  

These degrading and dehumanising depictions of Arabs/Muslims in 

Hollywood films are accompanied by the use of racial slurs that aggravate the 

negative representations triggered by these stereotypes. Not all the films in the 

dataset are centred on this negative depiction of Arabs/Muslims. However, 

regardless of the plot of the film, the scenes in which these slurs occur serve a 
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crucial role in characterisation and in the broader narrative of the plot. Thus, the 

analysis that follows focuses on the lingua-cultural role of the slur and its 

stereotypical role in order to assess it accordingly.  

The slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims in the dataset serve two main roles: They 

either demonise the Arabs/Muslims, portraying them as villains (Shaheen, 2001), 

as in the film Stop-Loss (2008), or they highlight the victimisation of Arabs/Muslims 

(Elayan, 2005), as in the film My Name is Khan (2010). These stereotypical roles are 

put under scrutiny in the following sections to see if audience design (Bell, 1984) 

influences the way in which subtitlers deal with racial slurs targeting 

Arabs/Muslims, or if these slurs are handled in the same way as the other racial 

categorisations discussed in the previous chapters. The following section presents 

the depiction of Arabs/Muslims as villains and enemies in the film Stop-Loss 

(2008).  

7.3.1 Arabs and Muslims as the Enemy 

The previous section has noted that Hollywood has a long history of showing 

Arabs/Muslims as evil creatures in numerous films and of using racial and insulting 

epithets (Alsultany, 2012; Shaheen, 2001). In this section, we focus on the 

representation of Arabs/Muslims as villains (Shaheen, 2001) in the film Stop-Loss 

(2008). The film was part of a growing number of films known as ‘Iraq war movies’ 

(Barker, 2011). Labelled a ‘toxic genre’, films that revolve around the US war on 

Iraq share several elements, including the portrayal of American soldiers as 

ordinary personalities and the narrative that the “moment they step out of their 

bases they become naïve innocents, stunned by the hostility they encounter” 

(Barker, 2011). Stop-Loss (2008) is no exception to these films, and it even fits into 

a narrower category of films which can be described as documentary-like in their 

attempt to explore the actual experiences of the soldiers and their struggle to 

overcome a ‘faceless’ enemy (Aufderheide, 2007). It also attempts to show “how 

traumatised men socialised into a violent hyper-masculinity can be a danger to 

themselves and others” (Kellner, 2010). Stop-Loss (2008) tells the story of Brandon 

King, played by Ryan Phillipe, whom we see fighting in Iraq in the opening scene of 
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the film. After losing a friend in a street battle, he returns with his troop to his 

home state of Texas, where he is received as a war hero. Feeling that he has faced 

his fair share of war, he communicates that he does not want to return to Iraq. 

However, the Commander decides to extend Brandon’s services anyway. Brandon 

refuses to comply, embarking instead on a journey as a deserter to convince the 

higher authorities that it is his right to end his service. 

In this film, the racial slur hajji is used seven times, ranging between direct 

address of other characters or reference to Iraqi people. The occurrences of the 

slurs are distributed among different scenes in the film.  In the following scene, the 

soldiers are attending a party that was thrown to celebrate their return from war. 

Steve, played by Channing Tatum, a fellow soldier in Brandon’s troop who fought 

under his leadership, is drinking with Brandon’s parents and other soldiers. A man 

asks Steve if he has killed many Iraqis in battle, and the following dialogue takes 

place: 

Interlocutor English dialogue Subtitle Transliteration Back 
translation 

Tommy You and Brandon 
kill 
a bunch of those 
Iraqis over there? 
 
 

أنت م براندمن 
ن قتلتما الكث ر م

 العراق  ن هناك

anta wa 
Braandun 
qataltumaa 
alkathiir min 
aliraqiyiin 
hunaak? 

You and 
Brandon 
killed a lot of 
Iraqis there?  

Isaac Yeah, Steve, we 
winning this thing? 

ست ف هل نحن 
نفمز ف( هذه 

 الحرب؟

steve hal naђnu 
nafuuz fi 
haadhih alђarb?  

Steve, are we 
winning in 
this war? 

Steve Look. What we 
need to do 
is just drop a 
10,000-pound 
bomb 
on one of their 
cities 
every time they hit 
us. 
No more of this 
urban combat 
bullshit. 
I’m tired of going 

ه ما عل نا الق ا  ب
هم رم( قنبلة 
أربعة طن م 

 نصف  فمق إحدى
مدنه  ف( كل مرة 

ا   هاجممنن  
 جب أن نمقف 

 القتال البري 
ل سئمت الذهاب لقت

 عراق( ف( مطبخه
 أم غرفته

maa ʕalaynaa 
al-qiyaamo bihi 
huwa ramyu 
qunbula arbaʕa 
Tan wa niSf 
fawqa iђdaa 
mudunihim fii 
kul marra 
yuhajimuunana. 
Yajib an nuuqif 
alqitaal albarrii. 
saɁimtu 
aldhahaab 

What we have 
to do is to 
throw a bomb 
that weighs 
four and half 
tons on one of 
their cities 
every time 
they attack us.  
We have to 
stop urban 
combat.  
I am sick of 
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and killing a hajji 
in his kitchen and 
his bedroom. 

liqatl-I iraaqi fii 
maTbakhih-i aw 
ghurfatih-i  

going to kill 
an Iraqi in his 
kitchen or his 
room. 

Tommy Fucking-A صح ح Saђiiђ right 
Isaac When you going 

back, Steve? 
متى ستعمد  ا 

 ست ف؟
mata satʕuud ya 
Steve? 

When are you 
going back 
Steve? 

Steve 
 

I’m done. 
Me and B.K. are 
getting out. 
You know, but if I 
had to do it again, 
I’d be a fucking 
sniper. 
One shot. One kill. 
Let me be the 
faceless enemy. 
I’d go back 
tomorrow to get 
that hajji bastard 
that killed 
Preacher. 
 
Preacher was 
Tommy’s best 
friend 
over there. 
I fucking loved that 
guy. 
He took a round in 
the face. 
It blew his jaw all 
the way off he got 
shot in the face and 
died before hitting 
the ground  
 

 سأستق ل
نج أنا م براندمن ك 

 سنخرج
أتعل  إن كنت  

سأفعل هذا من 
جد د لكنت أخذت 

 دمر القناص
طلقة ماحدة م 

ضح ة 
 ماحدةسأكمن العدم

 المجهمل
 قد أعمد غدا  ألقتل

 ذلك السافل الذي
 قتل بر تشر 
كان بر تشر 

تمم(  صد ق
 المقرب هناك

( تلقى رصاصة ف
مجهه م انفجر 
 مجهه بالكامل 

( ث  تلقى إصابة ف
 عنقه

ط مات قبل أن  سق
 على األرض

sa astaqiil anaa 
wa Brandun 
King. Sanakhruj. 
ataʕlam in kunt-
u sa afʕal-u 
haatha min 
jadiid la kunt-u 
akhatht-u dawr 
alqannaaS. 
Talqa waaђida 
wa Daђiya 
waaђida. Sa 
akuun alʕadu 
almajhuul 
qad aʕuud 
ghadan li aqtul 
dhaalik al-saafill 
alladhi qatal-a 
briitshar 
kan-a briitshar 
Sadiiq tuumy al-
muqarrab 
hunaak. Talaqqa 
raSaaSa fii 
wajhih-I wa 
infajara wajhuh-
u bil-kaamil 
thumma talaqqa 
iSaaba fii 
ʕunuqih-I. maat-
a qabl-a an 
yaSquT-a ʕala 
alarD.  
 

I will resign. 
Brandon King 
and I will get 
out. You know 
what? If I was 
going to do 
this again, I 
would take 
the role of a 
sniper. One 
shot and one 
victim.  I will 
be the 
unknown 
enemy.  
I might go 
back 
tomorrow to 
kill that 
bastard that 
killed 
Preacher.  
Preacher was 
Tommy’s best 
friend there. 
He got one 
shot to his 
face and his 
face 
completely 
blew up. He 
then received 
a bullet in his 
neck. He died 
before falling 
on the ground.  

Tommy Hey, Steve. ست ف stiif Steve! 
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Steve Yes, sir? 
 

  .naʕam sayiddii Yes, sir نع  س دي

Tommy Just take out hajji 
and his whole 
fucking family. 
Send them right 
back to Bible times. 

م  اقتل ذلك السافل
جم ع عائلته 

أرسله  إلى زمن 
 الجاهل ة

uqtul dhaalik-a 
alsaafil wa 
jamiiʕ-a 
ʕaaɁilatih-i. 
arsilhum ilaa 
zaman al-
jaahilyya  

Kill that 
bastard and 
his whole 
family and 
send them 
back to 
Ignorance 
times 

 

Extract 11. Sequence from the film Stop-Loss (2008) 

 

 

The conversation around the table starts with a question regarding whether Steve 

and Brandon have been killing a lot of Iraqis back in Iraq, and another man asks if 

they are winning the war over there. With all eyes on Steve to see how he is going 

to answer this question, Steve starts talking in a drunken voice. He eludes the 

questions that were directed to him, as he does not say if he has killed a lot of Iraqis 

there or whether America is winning the war. However, he attempts to provide a 

solution to the war which nobody asks for. The solution he proposes is rather 

drastic: He suggests dropping a 10,000-pound bomb on an Iraqi city every time 
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Iraqis attack American soldiers. He announces that he is done with “urban combat” 

and that he does not want to chase hajjis and kill them in their kitchens and their 

bedrooms. Steve elaborates later that he is not planning on going back to Iraq, but if 

he did, he would be a sniper in order to kill victims immediately and be the faceless 

enemy himself. At the end of the scene, Tommy, another fellow soldier, asks Steve 

to kill that hajji bastard that killed their friend Preacher.    

 The cinematography plays a major role in the effect of the dialogue. As Steve 

is talking, the camera focuses on other characters to capture their reactions to his 

dramatic and graphic comments. As he explains how he wants to destroy whole 

Iraqi cities using massive bombs and kill unsuspecting Iraqis, the parents of his 

fellow soldiers who are sitting around the table shake their heads, presumably as a 

sign of disagreement with the mention of these horrific actions and scenes. Steve is 

shown as talking bitterly and carelessly at the same time, and the fact that he seems 

intoxicated as he speaks gives the impression that he is talking in a monologue to 

himself. Although the scene is situated in the United States and Iraqis are not 

present in the scene, they are referred to constantly in the conversation using 

several references, and mainly using the slur hajji. According to the OED, hajji is a 

term that is used to refer to someone who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca, which 

is a slight phonological alteration of the Arabic term  )حياج  (ђaajji), albeit with the 

same meaning. However, Princeton University lexical database ‘WordNet’ (2010) 

gives an additional definition of the term in addition to the pilgrimage reference; it 

is also “a general term used by foreign soldiers to refer to the Iraqi people; to 

American soldiers, the hajji are the alien people from whom the enemy emerges”. 

Despite WordNet referring to the meaning given as a ’general’ term, the RSDB 

acknowledges that it is a slur. The context of the American war on Iraq is crucial to 

grasp fully the stigmatisation associated with this slur. For American soldiers in 

Iraq, the term is used in an act of Othering, as the “them of us versus them are all 

described with one word: hajji” (emphasis in the original) (Buchanan, 2014, p. 2). 

The term has been used to refer to all Arabs, whether they are fighters or not, and 

has succeeded to an extent in objectifying Arabs and dehumanising them, in a 

manner similar to Hitler’s objectification and subsequent massacre of Jews (ibid.). 
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The act of objectifying using the slur hajji has enabled not only objectification but 

also association of “any brown person with all Arabs and all terrorists, leaving no 

room for individuals, no space for varying religious or ethnic backgrounds or any 

other human nuance” (ibid., p. 5). It can be argued that in the context in which the 

slur is used by American soldiers, the original Arabic aspect of the term is lost, and 

the term serves as a perfect example of manipulating the linguistic signs of the 

enemy to cause harm (Pratt, 2009).  

The meanings conveyed by the slur hajji in the scene are embedded in a 

discourse of killing and bloodshed. Steve describes how he intends to kill hajjis and, 

at the same time, reveals how their friend Preacher was shot dead by them. As a 

social actor, the hajji is objectified and shown as an ignorant killer that needs to be 

killed. Although Steve declares that he is done with “urban combat”, he admits that 

urban combat to him means killing Iraqis in their kitchens and bedrooms. He 

admits to killing helpless people inside their homes, and yet, they are still depicted 

as objects rather than humans through the consistent reference to hajjis. On the 

discursive level, the objectification, which can also be seen as a manifestation of 

impersonalisation, is realised by an identification process (van Leeuwen, 2008). 

Identification by classification happens when social actors are referred to using a 

social classification, such that “what in one period or culture is represented as 

‘doing’, as a more or less impermanent role, may in another be represented as 

being as a more or less fixed identity” (ibid., p. 42). A hajji, in Arabic socio-culture, 

is a member of a rather respected group in society; the slur term, as used in 

American war films, refers to any ‘brown’ Muslim person without any 

differentiation (Buchanan, 2014). 

  We now come to look closely at how the subtitler of the film translates the 

slur, which occurs twice in the scene presented above. In the first instance, Steve 

uses it when he says, “I am tired of killing a hajji in his kitchen and his bedroom”. 

The subtitler translates it as )عراقي, or ‘Iraqi’, and the subtitling strategy in this 

example is labelled as decimation since it denotes the race that the slur refers to 

without any derogatory connotation. The subtitling strategy captures part of the 

sense of hajji in the specific context in which it occurs; however, the offensiveness 
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of the slur is not transmitted to the Arab viewer. There are two other instances of 

the slur in the same scene, one which was omitted in the Arabic subtitle, and the 

other which was subtitled using resignation, as the slur was translated as لسيافلا  

alsaafil, meaning ‘the bastard’. This subtitle has a derogatory connotation but also 

fails to capture the racialisation that is involved in the original term.  

 Because the slur occurs at the beginning, middle, and end of the scene, we 

can argue that it has a cohesive function that organises the dialogue and the lines 

exchanged between the characters. The repetition of the slur reminds the audience 

of the subject of the conversation, and a different subtitling approach could have 

facilitated the comprehension of the dialogue to the Arab viewer. Cohesive ties in 

the text, such as the recurrence of certain linguistic elements, in this case, including 

the racial slur hajji, are important in helping the viewer to recognise the references 

that the characters are making. Recurrence as a cohesive device is commonly used 

in Arabic texts (Aziz, 1998), and thus the repetition of a specific term, such as the 

slur hajji, would have not caused disruption in the reading and comprehension of 

the Arabic subtitles. Moreover, the elimination of certain cohesive devices is 

justifiable and expected (as clarified in previous chapters) if the omitted text is 

understood from other semiotic elements in the scene (Tveit, 2009). However, 

since the references of these slurs are not present in the scene, the retaining of 

racial slurs is crucial for the coherence, cohesion, and fluency of the Arabic 

subtitles. An inconsistency in treating or translating the racial slurs would affect 

the fluency of the target dialogue and the coherence of the scene.  

As hajji occurs in the film four more times, it is useful to look at those other 

occurrences and how the subtitler decided to deal with them. In the following 

scene, Brandon is on the run and goes to visit the family of a fellow soldier who 

died in Iraq. He leaves his car outside the house, and goes back to find the car’s 

window broken and a bag containing his belongings stolen. The thieves have not 

gone far; he follows them and confronts them in an alley. They are two young men: 

one is Black, while the other looks Middle Eastern. Brandon employs an 

impoliteness strategy (Culpeper, 1996) as he demands that they return his stolen 

bag, and then he gets into a fight with the thieves. The Black man sarcastically asks 
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Brandon to calm down in another impoliteness strategy (ibid.), holding a gun over 

his head, and Brandon submits to the power of the gun. However, Brandon 

manages to trick the men and regain power over the situation. It is then that he 

uses the racial slur hajji, as shown in the following sequence:  

 

 

Interlocutor English 

dialogue 

Subtitle Transliteration Back 

translation 

Brandon Okay, hajjis. 

On your 

knees, hands 

behind your 

heads. 

Now, I said! 

Do it. 

Hands behind 

your head! 

You having 

fun hajji? You 

having fun? 

 

 أ ها حسنا  

 اركعما السارقون

 أ د ك  مضعما

رؤمسك  خلف  

 افعال..  اآلن قلت

 هذا

! رأسك خلف  داك

 هل ، تستمتع أنت

 تستمتع؟

 

ђasanan ayyuha 

al-saariquun. 

irkaʕuu wa 

Daʕuu aydiikum 

khalfa 

ruɁuusikum 

qultu alɁaan 

ifʕalaa haatha 

yadaaka khalfa 

raɁsik! Anta 

tastamtiʕ, hal 

tastamtiʕ? 

Ok thieves. 

Kneel and put 

your hands 

behind your 

back. 

I said now … 

do this. 

Your hands 

behind your 

back! Are you 

having fun? 

 

Extract 12. Sequence 2 from the film Stop-Loss (2009) 
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This scene shows a different usage of the slur, as it addresses the characters who 

are present in the scene. The dialogue shows two instances in which Brandon 

directs the racial slur hajji at the thieves. Although one of the thieves is clearly not 

Arabic or Middle Eastern, but rather Black, Brandon still addresses them both as 

hajjis. This corroborates the observation made previously that American soldiers 

use the term as a tool of Othering (Buchanan, 2014). It also highlights the use of the 

slur, showing the role it plays in the film as a manifestation of the discursive 

strategy of Othering and objectification regardless of the colour of the addressee.  

 In the fight depicted in the scene, Brandon regains the power after 

submitting to the men who are robbing him. To emphasise the authoritative 

position he has now, he physically assaults the two men and uses multiple 

impoliteness triggers and formulae (Culpeper, 2011). He uses the slur hajji twice, 

as personalised negative vocatives, gives the men blatant commands to follow, and 

asks unpalatable questions on whether they are enjoying submitting to him and the 

humiliation that they are experiencing (ibid.). From an SFL point of view, the 

importance of the slur lies in its role as a cohesive tie to the text, as explained in 

detail in the analysis of the previous scene. It also serves as a connecting theme 
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between the different scenes and characters, as both Brandon and Steve use it in 

different scenes and situations, establishing the validity of the use of the slur 

among American soldiers.  

 The subtitler of the scene chose to subtitle the slur hajji using different 

strategies in this particular scene. The first instance of the slurs was translated as 

 alsaariquun, which means ‘the thieves’. This is an example of the subtitling الساارقون

strategy of resignation. Translating hajji as ‘the thieves’ does not establish any 

connection with the original Arabic word or with the evolved meaning of the slur in 

the context of the war on Iraq. The interlocutor, Brandon, is not in Iraq and cannot 

be sure that either of the two men are Arabs, yet he uses the slurs to offend them. 

This usage shows how the slur forms an important part of the American military 

vocabulary. In addition to using resignation with the first instance in the scene, the 

subtitler translated the second instance of the slur in the dialogue using omission. 

The slur was deleted from the dialogue, and the Arab viewer does not get any sense 

of the racially offensive characteristic of the original statement.  

First, let us acknowledge the difficulty the term poses to the subtitler as a 

term that holds two different positions in the Arabic and the English lingua-

cultures. It has been transformed from a term that expresses ultimate respect and 

honour to a term that denotes racism, derogation, and humiliation. The different 

contexts and interlocutors involved results in the difference in the meanings 

associated with the term. It can be suggested that the process that alters the 

meaning of the term hajji is similar to the one that alters the meaning of the term 

nigger/nigga as discussed in Chapter 5. Semantic looping (Jacobs, 2002) of the slur 

has changed its meaning, this time in the opposite direction, from respect to 

derogation. However, the subtitling strategies utilised in the scenes as listed above 

have addressed the obstacle in such a way that the crucial racial component was 

eliminated from the scene. The rendering of the slur hajji as it is, using the exact 

Arabic word, accompanied by the tone and attitude of the interlocutor in the scene, 

could have conveyed the offensive load of the slur. Alternatively, the Arabic term 

hajji could have been explicated using premodification, where a derogatory 

adjective could have helped to convey the offence of the slur. As discussed in the 
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analysis of the previous example, the slur hajji has a very strong connection to the 

war in Iraq and other Middle Eastern countries (Buchanan, 2014). The following 

section looks at the second stereotypical representation of Arabs and Muslims: 

victims in post-9/11 America.  

7.3.2 Arabs/Muslims as the Victims 

The previous section has presented the use of slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims 

when portraying this group as villains. In this section, the slurs under scrutiny 

investigate the approach subtitlers have towards slurs when the same group is 

portrayed as victims of racism and undeserved bullying. This extract is taken from 

the film My Name is Khan (2010). This film is not a typical Hollywood English-

language film. It is written and directed by an Indian director, Karan Johar, and the 

dialogue of the film changes between English and Hindi. The film is also geared 

towards a transnational audience (Kanaani, 2014). However, Arab channels classify 

it as a dominantly English-speaking film, as it is shown on English-language film 

channels despite the existence of Bollywood film channels. In particular, the parts 

of the dialogue in which the slurs occur are in English. The film is thus suitable for 

the purpose of the current analysis and investigation.  

The film’s main theme focuses on Islamophobia and the racism suffered by 

Muslims in the United States following the 9/11 attacks. Rizwan Khan, played by 

the Indian actor Shah Rukh Khan, is an Indian Muslim who has Asperger’s and 

marries a Hindu hairstylist, Mandira, played by Kajol. Mandira has a young boy 

named Sameer (Sam) from a previous marriage, whom Khan loves and cherishes 

despite his difficulty in communicating with people around him because of his 

condition. The family suffers after 9/11 and faces financial and social hardships. 

The father of Sam’s friend, Reese, dies while covering the war in Afghanistan, and 

Reese turns upon Sam, compounding Sam’s misery and suffering due to the 

discrimination he is already facing in the community. The film shows several 

incidents in which Sam is victimised and targeted with racialised violence. 

However, two of these incidents are of particular importance to this study, as they 

project the use of racial slurs, with the first occurring shortly before the second. In 
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the first encounter, Reese is leaving the school and Sam is following him. Reese 

then joins a group of older teenage students and shuts Sam out. A boy named Jim 

calls Sam towel-head as he leaves. On the following day, after a soccer practice, Sam 

and Reese argue, and the situation turns into an assault on Sam by other older 

students. Reese tries to stop them, but they hold him back as they attack Sam 

physically and verbally. As a result of this attack, Sam dies. In the first encounter, 

the beginning of the tragic end is witnessed as the following dialogue takes place:  

 

Interlocutor English 

dialogue 

Arabic 

subtitle 

Transliteration Back 

translation 

Sam Reese please 

listen to me, 

man.  

What is the 

problem? 

What have I 

done? 

 إل( أصغ أرجمك

صاح  ا  

 ما المشكلة ما

ارتكبته الذي  

arjuuk-a aSghi 

ilayya yaa Saaђ. 

ma almushkila? 

ma alladhi 

irtakabtuh?  

 

Please listen to 

me my friend.  

What is the 

problem?  

What have I 

done?  

Jim Piss off, 

towel- head. 

omitted omitted Omitted 

Extract 13.  Sequence 1 from the film My Name is Khan (2010) 
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The use of the racial slur towel-head in this scene is rather important as it lays the 

ground for the following scene, in which the brutal verbal and physical attack on 

Sameer occurs. Towel-head is another example of the racial categories of Arabs and 

Muslims intersecting, providing more support for the mutual use of both racial 

categorisations as explained in Chapter 4.  The OED explains that towel-head is an 

offensive term used to refer to a person who wears a turban or keffiyeh (a special 

kind of a hat), and it is often used as a term of abuse for a Muslim or Arab. Similarly, 

the RSDB explains that the term references a popular Muslim headdress. The slur 

has been used extensively to refer to Arabs and Muslims (Poynting and Mason, 

2007), and its use was validated and highlighted when a film with the title 

Towelhead (2007) emerged, which caused controversy regarding the use of this 

racial slur as the film title (Conroy, 2008). The use of the slur in this scene 

reinforces the abused image of Sam, as a member of the minority groups affected 

by discrimination in post-9/11 America, and depicts a victimised image of 

Arabs/Muslims. This victimised image represents a new wave in the representation 

of Arabs/Muslims in the American media after the 9/11 attacks, which previously 

produced solely negative images of Arabs and Muslims (Alsultany, 2017). This new 

mixture of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ images of Arabs and Muslims are a part of a 

‘rehabilitation’ of the representation of Arabs and Muslims in the media. Images of 
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acceptable Arab- and Muslim-Americans are produced through the figure of the 

Arab-American patriot or victim of post-9/11 hate crimes (ibid.).  

Although the scene is relatively short (20 seconds), it shows the tense 

situation Sam is going through as the intimate relationship he has with his friend 

Reese shatters. The scene builds upon the constant bullying Sam is portrayed to go 

through after the 9/11 attacks, and it shows that rather than submitting to the 

negative image he is framed in, he is determined to gain back his relationship with 

his long-time best friend. His attempts are ignored by his friend, who is now 

befriending other boys. One of these boys tells Sam to “piss off” and calls him towel-

head. To avoid redundancy in describing the impoliteness triggers in the scene, we 

can briefly say that it is in line with the majority of scenes in which racial slurs are 

used. The recurrence of the combination of personalised negative vocatives and 

ignoring the speaker are recurrent frames of the utilisation of racial slurs in films. 

Therefore, the use of the racial slur along with the other impoliteness strategies 

creates the Othering effect and alienation of Sam as an enemy. 

The role played by the racial slur in the Othering of Sam is not rendered in 

the Arabic subtitle. The subtitler chose to omit towel-head, and the subtitles of the 

scene end with the questions asked by Sam to Reese with no response. The 

omission of this instance follows in line with the omission of several racial slurs 

discussed earlier. It is not a compensated omission, as there are no other semiotic 

signs in the scene that compensate for the omitted insult. Moreover, Jim, the white 

teenage boy who utters the slur, says nothing other than the sentence, “Piss off, 

towel-head”. Thus, there is a verbal utterance that is not met by any contextual cues 

or subtitles. The omission here is rather interesting, since omissions usually are 

operational on the lexical level, i.e., on the word level where the racial slur is solely 

omitted and other parts of the utterance are rendered. However, omission of the 

whole utterance is seen here, and the potential motivation behind such a drastic 

omission is not clear, particularly when compared to the carefully detailed 

rendering of the question that Sam was asking. It can be suggested that the 

subtitler has exercised self-censorship or used omission because he/she thought 

the racial slur would be offensive to the audience, operating within the framework 
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of audience design wherein Arabs/Muslims are the referees of the depicted 

dialogue; this concept is addressed again in the discussion section below. However, 

this line is highly important in setting the background for the racially charged scene 

that follows, and its omission from the verbal conversation affects the cohesion of 

the film’s narrative.   

In the following disturbing scene in which Sam is bullied and killed, four 

teenagers attack him and are seen using many racial slurs which are included in the 

subtitles in various ways. The dialogue below takes place:  

Interlocutor English dialogue 
 

Arabic subtitle Transliteration Back translation 

Sam  Reese, Reese, 
you haven’t 
spoken to me in 
days now, what’s 
up?   

 ريس، لم تح ثن 

من  أيام، ما ا 

 هناك؟  

riis, lam 
tuђadithnii 
mundh-u ayyam. 
maadha hunnak?  

Reese  you 
haven’t talked 
to me in days, 
what’s up? 

Reese Just leave me 
alone.  

 daʕnii wa shaɁnii Leave me دعن  و شأن  
alone. 

Sam What’s the deal? 
You know I 
loved your dad. 

ما  طبك؟ تعلم 

 أنن  كنت أحب

 أباك

maa khaTbuk? 
taʕlam-u annani 
kunt-u uђibb-u 
abaak 

What is 
wrong? You 
know that I 
loved your 
father. 

Reese Just don’t talk 
about my dad. 

 Laa tataђddath ال تتح ث عن أب 
ʕan abii 

Don’t talk 
about my 
father. 

Sam C’mon Reese we 
are best friends! 
Our moms are 
best friends!  

بربك يا ريس! 

نحن ص يقا  

 حميما   

birabbik yaa riis! 
naђn-u 
SaDiiqaan 
ђamiimaan  

Come on 
Reese! We are 
best friends. 

Reese You know what? 
You people are 
nobody’s best 
friends. All what 
you care about is 
your damn jihad 
or whatever. 

م أتعلم؟ أنتم لست

 أص قاء ألح ؟

كل ما يهمكم هو 

 الجهاد

ataʕlam? Antum 
lastum aSdiqaaɁ 
li-aђad? kul maa 
yuhimukum 
huwa al-jihaad  

You know 
what? You are 
nobody’s 
friends. All 
what you care 
about is Jihad. 

Sam What are you 
talking about 
man? Listen, 
listen to me. 

عم تتح ث يا 

 صاح؟

 اسمعن  فحسب

ʕamma 
tataђaddath yaa 
Saaђ? ismaʕnii 
faђasb 

What are you 
talking about 
buddy? Just 
listen to me 

Reese Go away. ارحل irђal Go away. 
Sam No Reese, listen  كال يا ريس kalla  yaa riis No Reese, 
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to me   اسمعن ismaʕnii listen to me. 
Reese Shut up and go 

Sameer, I said 
go. 

 ا رس و ارحل

 سمير قلت ارحل
ikhras wa irђal. 
samiir qult irђal 

Shut up and go. 

Sam Just listen to me. 
(Teenage group 
approaches)  

 ,ismaʕnii ya Saaђ Listen to me اسمعن  يا صاح
buddy. 

Attacker 1  Look at these 
two little brats. 

انظر إلى ه ين 

 الشقييين
onZor ilaa 
haadhayn al-
shaqiyayn 

Look at these 
two naughty 
boys. 

Attacker 2  Whoa whoa 
ladies time out! 

قت أيتها الفتاتا  و

 مستقط 
ayyatuha 
alfatataan, 
waqtun 
mustaqTaʕ 

Hey ladies, 
time out! 

Attacker 1 Didn’t you hear 
him? Leave him 
alone! Why don’t 
you go home to 
your mommy? 

ال ألم تسمعه؟ لق  ق

 دعن  و شأن 

ى ل ا، لم ال تعود إل

 المنزل ألمك؟ 

alam tasmaʕh? 
laqad qaal daʕnii 
wa shaɁnii lima 
laa taʕuud ila al-
manzil li ummik?  

Didn’t you hear 
him? He said 
‘leave me 
alone’. 
Why don’t you 
go home for 
your mom? 

Sam  Stay out of it. مرال تت  ل ف  األ  laa tatadakhal fi 
al alɁamr 

Stay out of the 
matter. 

Attacker 1  What?   ما ا؟ maadha?  What? 

Sam   I said stay out of 
it 

  قلت ال تت  ل ف

 األمر 
qult-u laa 
tatadakhal fi al-
Ɂamr 

I said stay out 
of it. 

Attacker 1 What’d you say?  ما ا قلت؟ maadha qult?  What did you 
say? 

Sam You heard me! 
Stay out of it!  

 لق  سمعتن ، ال

 تت  ل ف  األمر
laqad samiʕtanii, 
laa tatadakhal fi 
al al-Ɂamr 

You heard me, 
stay out of it! 

Attacker 2 Take him down.  اقض عليه يا

 صاح!
iqDi ʕalayhi yaa 
Saaђ 

Finish him, 
man. 

Reese Jim, leave him 
alone. 

 jim, daʕh-o wa جيم دعه و شأنه
shaɁnah 

Jim, leave him 
alone. 

Attacker 1 What’s the 
matter? You 
don’t care about 
your dead dad?  

ما األمر؟ أال 

تكترث ألبيك 

 الميت؟ 

ma alɁamr? Alaa 
taktarith-u li 
abiik al-mayit 

What is it? 
Don’t you care 
about your 
dead father? 

Reese Yeah but… ...أجل ، ولكن ajal, wa laakin.. Yes, but… 

Attacker 1 Is Osama your 
lover? 

 hal tuђib-u هل تحب أسامة؟ 
usaama?  

Do you love 
Osama? 

Reese Leave him alone. دعه و شأنه daʕh-u wa 
shaɁnah 

Leave him 
alone. 
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Attacker 1 You’re so dead.  أنت ف  ع اد

 الموتى
anta fii ʕidaad al-
mawtaa 

You are a dead 
man. 

Reese Stop guys, you’re 
hurting him! 

أنتم  توقفوا يا رفاق

 تؤ ونه
tawaqqafuu yaa 
rifaaq antum 
tuɁdhuunah 

Stop guys, you 
are hurting 
him! 

Attacker 2 Oh! He liked that 
one. 

 laqad aʕjabah-u لق  أعجبه  لك
dhaalik 

He liked it. 

Attacker  
2 

What did he just 
do?  

للتوما ا فعل   maadha faʕala 
liltaw? 

What did he 
just do? 

Attacker 1 Let’s get him, 
guys. 

 li-nanal minhu لننل منه يا رفاق
yaa rifaaq 

Let us get him, 
guys. 

Attacker 2 Yo! Osama’s son! 
You bloody Paki!  

 يا ابن أسامة، أيها

عينالباكستان  الل  
ya ibn usaama, 
ayyuha al-
bakistanii 
allaʕiin 

Hey Osama’s 
son, you 
damned 
Pakistani 

Attacker 2 Yeah, give it to 
him man 

 iDribh-u yaa jim Hit him Jim اضربه يا جيم

Reese Leave him alone  ،دعو  و شأنه

 ساام
daʕuuh wa 
shaɁnah 

Leave him 
alone, Sam! 

Attacker 2 Yeah, give to him  ،اضربه يا أجل

 رجل
ajal, iDribh-u yaa 
Jim 

Yes, hit him 
man 

Reese Sam سام Saam Sam 

Attacker 2 His people killed 
your dad, why 
are you 
screaming?  

اكلق  قتل قومه أب   
 لما ا تصرخ؟

laqad qatal-a 
qawmah-u 
abaak, limaadha 
taSrukh? 

His people 
killed your 
dad, why are 
you shouting? 

Sam Screw you 
assholes! 

قىتبا لكم أيها الحم  tabban lakum 
ayyuha al-
ђamqaa  

Damn you 
fools! 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Extract 14.  Sequence 2  from the film My Name is Khan (2010) 
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The scene takes place at the end of a soccer practice, where the field is 

shown to be nearly empty as most boys have left. Sam continues his attempts to 

gain back Reese’s friendship and trust and runs after him to talk to him. Sam 

repeats the questions he asked before: What exactly is the problem and why does 

Reese refuse to even talk to him? However, for the first time, Sam explicitly 

mentions Reese’s father and says that he loved him. This question alludes to the 

fact that Sam speculates that Reese is upset about his father’s death in Afghanistan 

and blames Sam for it. Reese is utterly infuriated by the mention of his father and 

asks Sam to never talk about his father. Sam continues to remind him of the 

friendship shared between them and their families, which ultimately causes Reese 

to refer to Sam using “you people”. Contrary to the recurrent mention of friendship 

and closeness by Sam, Reese distances himself from Sam and casts him as the 

enemy and the Other. The heated dialogue between the characters in the scene 

shows several instances of Othering. A group of older teenagers are at a distance, 

and the camera shows them paying attention to the argument and approaching. 

Jim, the boy who called Sam a towel-head in the previous scene, is among them. As 

they approach Sam and Reese, Jim calls them “brats” and “ladies” in a clear 

reference to the discourse of masculinity. The masculinity reference comes up 

again as the teenage boys tell Sam to leave Reese alone and to go home to “his 
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mommy”. Reese refuses to submit to their imposed power and asks them to stay 

out of the matter. The teenage group start assaulting Sam physically, and although 

Reese was not responding positively to Sam at the beginning, he rejects the violent 

physical attack directed at Sam. A Black boy holding Reese back and preventing his 

attempts to save Sam asks him whether he cares about his dead father, implying 

that the group is avenging his death. At the same time, while hitting Sam, Jim asks 

Sam whether “Osama” is his lover.  

The physical and verbal violence Sam is going through is opposed by his 

resistance and rejection, as he continues to fight back, despite the fact that he is 

outnumbered. This resistance is met by an escalation of violence in the attack, as it 

gets more aggressive physically and verbally. The Black boy calls him “Osama’s 

son” and “bloody Paki”. When Reese tries to stop the attack, he is reminded that 

Sam’s “people” killed his father, reinforcing discourses of Othering and killings that 

are associated with Arabs and Muslims as depicted by Hollywood. The attacks do 

not stop until Sam is lying unconscious on the ground. Astonished at what they 

have done, the attackers flee the scene and warn Reese against telling on them. 

When Sam is later rushed to the hospital, he dies.  

 The use of the racial slurs contributes greatly to the violence in the scene. 

Thus, a careful rendering of these slurs guarantees that the offensive load and the 

brutal targeting of Sam are transferred to the Arab viewer. This scene in particular 

shows three instances of racial slurs as shown in the following table:  
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Racial slur Arabic subtitle Transliteration Back translation 

Osama’s lover أسامة؟ تحب هل  hal tuђibu usaama? Do you love Osama?  

Osama son أسامة ابن  ا  ya ibn usaama Hey, Osama’s son 

Bloody Paki ع نالل الباكستان( أ ها  ayyuha al-bakistanii al-laʕiin You damned Pakistani 

 

Table 13. Slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims in My Name is Khan scene 

Sam’s attackers call him ‘Osama’s lover’ and ‘Osama’s son’. The RSDB acknowledges 

the use of the name Osama as a racial slur that refers to “Osama bin Laden, 

obviously”. The OED provides a biographical reference of the name to Osama bin 

Laden, the al-Qaeda terrorist organisation leader who planned the 9/11 attacks and 

was the number one criminal sought after by the United States until he was killed 

in 2011. Just like the term hajji, the use of Osama in racially offensive terminology 

has roots in the Arabic language and thus has a unique status as a slur and an ECR 

that is rooted in two socio-cultures differently.  

 In explaining the intricate matter the racial slur Osama poses, we will refer 

to the concept of interdiscursivity, or constitutive intertextuality (Fairclough, 

1992), that was presented in Chapter 3, and to the concept of ECRs (Pedersen, 

2007). Briefly recapping the concept, interdiscursivity refers to the imbedding of 

discourses within other discourses, and the ways in which the meanings of these 

texts are derived depend on recalling the meaning of the imbedded texts. Although 

the reference of Osama in English is a clear example of an ECR and is similar in 

status to the use of Malcolm X in the sample discussed in the previous chapter from 

the film Brooklyn’s Finest (2009), the way it was projected in the film My Name is 

Khan (2008) is different, as in the latter film there are multiple, inter-semiotic 

references to the character of Osama bin Laden. The film includes many instances 

in which the image of Osama bin Laden is shown without mentioning his name. 

These images were projected in the context of the history of the abuse that Sam 

was going through. For example, Sam is shown in one of the scenes opening his 

locker only to have dozens of photos of Osama bin Laden fall onto him while the 

students who played the prank on him burst out laughing. The camera zooms in 
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carefully on bin Laden’s face, making it the last visual focused on in the scene. Thus, 

when the attackers call him Osama’s son and Osama’s lover, the slurs are an 

extension of the discourses on post-9/11 America and the war on terrorism. These 

discourses form interdiscursive relations with the film’s narrative, masculinity, and 

racism discourses. For the Western viewer, the first name Osama, even without the 

surname bin Laden, invokes the aforementioned discourses. Although the film 

attempts to show a sympathetic depiction of Muslims, following a trend which has 

emerged extensively in films produced after 9/11 (Alsultany, 2017), these 

sympathetic portrayals have contributed to a polarised dichotomy of Muslims as 

either good or bad (Alsultany, 2017) that does not reveal enough depth in 

character representation (Sohat and Stam, 1994; Gray, 1995). The good versus evil 

distinction, especially regarding Muslims as in My Name is Khan (2010), enhances 

the Othering process (Balraj, 2011). It has been proposed that, just like Hollywood 

films, Bollywood films provide a systematic negative view of Muslims, presenting 

reproduced characters as factual representations of real-life people (Islam, 2007).   

Interestingly, similar to the slur hajji from the film Stop-Loss (2008), slurs 

related to the character of Osama bin Laden are derived from a widely used proper 

Arabic/Islamic name. There are hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of Arabic 

and Muslim men named Osama. And thus, when the Arabic subtitler renders the 

slur using the first name Osama أسيامة without adding the last name bin Laden, the 

reference to the historical/political figure is rather lost on the Arabic audience. The 

ECR term Osama has a particular allusion to interdiscursive discourses in American 

and Western socio-cultures, in that it is not associated with the Arabic name 

without the last name bin Laden. The allusion of the ECR is not available in the 

Arabic subtitle. When referred to in Arabic socio-cultural contexts, Osama bin 

Laden is seldom referred to by using only his first name. It is either bin Laden or 

Osama bin Laden. The ECR has moved from very specific to general. The Arabic 

subtitler of these slurs has also altered the offensive reference from the 

grammatical construction point of view. The attributive relational construction has 
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turned into an interrogative (tag question) in Arabic, and the offensive load of the 

slur is toned down.   

It might be suggested that this is not a case that requires translation; that it 

is an Arabic name written in Arabic orthography for the Arab viewer. However, the 

associations imbedded with the original dialogue discussed above—the Othering of 

Muslims, racism, conflation of Arabs/Muslims representations, and stereotyping—

are all associated with the first name Osama in the English dialogue. Thus, the 

Arabic translation of the ECR ought to transfer these discursive allusions in a more 

representative manner. Using the name bin Laden or Osama bin Laden could have 

assisted in conveying these allusions and references.  

 A comparison between the ways Osama and “bloody Paki” were subtitled 

shows the difference in handling the different slurs. “Bloody Paki” was rendered as 

‘the damned Pakistani’, and the vividness of the Arabic subtitle can convey the 

difference. Although the OED and RSDB explain Paki as a derogatory slur that 

targets Indians and is “short for Pakistani”, it has been observed that Paki has 

become a more generic slur that is used against people of different ethnicities and 

religions (Mac an Ghaill and Haywood, 2015). However, the subtitler kept the direct 

reference to people of Pakistani origin and made sure that the audience 

understands the exact reference to the racial category and the derogatory pre-

modifier. In his answer to interview questions, Khuddro (see Appendix 3.2) gives 

the subtitling of the slur Paki as an example of a problematic slur. He asserts that 

translating the term as ‘Pakistani’ would not sound offensive at all, and he suggests 

adding a derogatory adjective as a pre-modifier to maintain the offensive effect of 

the slur. The question that arises here is whether this was a subtitling decision 

motivated with audience design in mind. It can be inferred that the subtitler 

considered Paki to be a racial slur that refers to an extraneous racial category and 

decided that it should be rendered using transfer. Another question would look at 

how rendering Osama as is might be seen by the subtitler as a direct equivalent of 

the name, ignoring the contextual use of the name in Arab politics and media.  
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 The analysis of the samples from Stop-Loss and My Name is Khan is 

discussed in the following section in order to see if the subtitlers deal differently 

with racial slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims. The concept of audience design and 

other related concepts are put under scrutiny to see if they provide justification of 

the utilised subtitling strategies.  

7.4 Discussion 

The racial slurs discussed in this chapter target Arabs/Muslims, a racial category to 

which the audience members themselves belong. The samples analysed looked 

specifically at two stereotypical representations of the Arab/Muslim character: 

Arabs/Muslims as the enemy and as victims of discrimination and injustice. Both 

stereotypes can be used in demeaning portrayals of the characters, but when the 

audience identifies with these characters or feels acquainted with them, the matter 

is different. The discussion of the projection of these stereotypes and the racial 

slurs that accompany them seeks to examine the subtitling strategies and explore if 

they reflect concepts of racial discrimination in the Arabic socio-cultural context. 

To delve into this connection, we return to considering audience design (Bell, 

1984). Producers of a text are not waiting for a response from the receivers of a 

text, and as such, in this case, the audience design is labelled ‘referee design’, in 

which the text producer can be an in-group member or an out-group member. The 

referees in the case of film are the cinema audience, and although they are not 

present in the immediate context of the text producer, “in terms of cinema as 

communication the orientation towards the mass auditors is perhaps the 

overriding consideration” (Hatim and Mason, 2000). Although the effect on the 

referees of the original dialogue is in the mind of the scriptwriter and actors when 

both are considered text producers, the referees shift with the act of translation 

(Mason, 2000), and as suggested earlier, the subtitler assumes a double role as a 

member of the referee group of the original English dialogue and as the speaker or 

text producer of the Arabic subtitled version. Bell (1984) asserts that convergence 

in referee design is the norm. Divergence from the referee norms is seen as “a 

reaction against the addressee” (ibid., p. 185). The convergence to the referee 
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norms, which is in this case is to the target Arabic cultural norms, is the expected 

translation strategy. As in-group members of the referee design, Arabic subtitlers 

tend to follow this principle when it comes to subtitling racial slurs that have no 

equivalents in the Arabic lingua-culture. Even when the Arabic lingua-culture has 

the same reference, as is the case with Osama, the intertextual reference to the 

character of Osama bin Laden, the historical events associated with that character, 

and the discourse of 9/11 are not invoked. Although domestication is usually the 

norm, as seen in the previous chapter on racial slurs targeting other racial 

categories, foreignisation has occurred in this particular case. 

 The analysis results suggest that when subtitling racial slurs that target 

Arabs/Muslims, Arab subtitlers tend to apply a type of self-censorship. Censorship 

in general refers to “the suppression or prohibition of speech or writing that is 

condemned as subversive of the common good” (Allan and Burridge, 2006, p. 13). 

Contrary to the censorship dictated by patronage and institutions, self-censorship 

in translation refers to the “self-imposed rules by the translators themselves to 

safeguard their professional status or their socio-personal environment” 

(Santaemilia, 2008, p. 223). Such self-censorship can employ different sorts of ST 

manipulation, such as omission or misadjustment, and its danger lies in the 

temptation to distort the ST for exclusively personal reasons which are hard to 

trace. We might here ask ourselves how we judge a certain subtitling strategy as 

being motivated by self-censorship rather than by institutional censorship. The 

answer to this question lies in the answers that subtitlers gave in interviews about 

translating sensitive material related to race and religion. Abboud (see Appendix 

3.1) clearly states that if the slurs in the film do not serve a higher noble purpose of 

fighting racism and spreading awareness, she refuses to subtitle the film. She 

strongly disagrees with subtitling slurs that are used for the purpose of mocking a 

certain religion or racial category.  Moreover, Khuddro (see Appendix 3.2) asserts 

that racial slurs targeting Arabs pose an ‘ethical’ issue for the subtitlers. He admits 

that subtitlers apply some form of self-censorship, but he states that it never 

overrides the authority of the client’s regulations and guidelines. Mohammad (see 

Appendix 3.3) states that he always abides by the rules dictated by the client and 
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the subtitling agency, but his personal decisions are always followed by extensive 

editing and proofreading, which means that he does not have the final say in the 

subtitled product. Moreover, self-censorship serves as a logical explanation when 

some slurs in the same film and by the same subtitler are rendered using transfer, 

while others are subtitled using omission or resignation.  

The previous chapters evaluated the difference in subtitling racial slurs 

targeting Blacks and other racial categorisations. The analysis of racial slurs in 

Chapters 5 and 6 indicated that subtitlers tend to translate racial slurs targeting 

Blacks and other racial categorisations which have equivalent slurs in the Arabic 

lingua-culture using transfer, while subtitlers treat the racial slurs the same 

irrespective of their context. Referring to Table 10, racial slurs targeting Arabs and 

Muslims are also mostly subtitled using the subtitling strategy of reduction. 

However, in the case of slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims, there does not seem to be a 

lack of an equivalent, as in the case of the slur hajji. On the contrary, the difference 

of the intertextual indices, i.e., the status of the reference of the slur, between the 

English and Arabic lingua-cultures, might have caused the subtitlers to refrain from 

using creative methods of transferring the offensive load of the slur to the TL.  

As indicated in the first section of the current chapter, it does not fall within 

the objectives of this thesis to investigate slurs that occurred in scenes deleted from 

the films completely. However, it is worth mentioning these instances in the 

context of the current chapter. Those deleted scenes can be used as indicators of 

institutional censorship, which can be selective, as it affects certain racial 

categorisations, in particular Arabs and Muslims. Several films in the dataset use 

racial slurs that target Arabs/Muslims by referring to the original English dialogue. 

However, the subtitled Arabic versions lack whole scenes which contain these slurs 

and other derogatory references to Arabs/Muslims. In the film Crossing Over 

(2009), a whole scene in which a Muslim girl is called a sand nigger and raghead in 

front of her class for reading an essay about Guantanamo Bay prison horrors is 

censored. As a result of this censorship, the audience has no clue that her essay is 

the reason she is later arrested and deported from the United States. Scenes 

containing the slurs camel jockeys and sheikhies in the film Killer Elite (2011) were 
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also censored. The censorship of such scenes falls in line with the initiative referee 

design (Bell, 1984) and highlights the uniqueness of the Arabs/Muslims racial 

categorisation since this kind of drastic censorship does not occur with other racial 

categories.  

7.5 Conclusion 

Concluding the data analysis and discussion chapters, this chapter has looked at the 

racial slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims in the dataset. Although these slurs are mostly 

subtitled using reduction, the potential motivations behind these subtitling 

strategies and decisions may differ from those that motivate the use of reduction 

for other racial categories. The fact that the discrimination is against the audience 

members themselves creates an obstacle for the subtitlers, who are put in the 

difficult position of choosing between faithfulness to the SL dialogue and to the 

artistic work that the film represents and pressures to avoid offending the audience 

by using slurs that also target them. Nevertheless, there is a clear inconsistency in 

the way subtitlers deal with racial slurs that target Arabs/Muslims, as is evident 

when the same slur is translated differently in the same film, even when the 

pragmatic role of the term does not change and does not necessitate a change in the 

translation. Although the number of slurs targeting Arabs/Muslims is not the 

largest in the dataset, the in-depth analysis of the samples in which they occur has 

helped to shed light on the sensitive status of these slurs in Arabic lingua-culture 

and how this sensitivity is dealt with in terms of subtitling strategies.  
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Chapter 8                           Summary and Conclusion 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly summarises the relevant literature that was presented in 

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis in relation to the findings emerging from the 

analysis. The chapter then provides a recap of the analytical observations that were 

highlighted in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 and a general discussion of the findings and 

analysis. The chapter also presents the main contributions of the thesis. In addition, 

the chapter discusses the strengths of the study as well as the limitations of the 

study’s methodology and scope. In the course of these discussions, the summary 

and observations are linked to the research questions which were set out in the 

introductory chapter of this thesis. Finally, the chapter is concluded by 

recommendations and suggestions for further research.  

8.2 Racial Slurs and Cinematic Discourse 

One of the main aspects of this research, namely one that proved to be pivotal to 

the investigation, is an in-depth look into racial slurs and the way they reflect 

racism and racist practices within a given society. Chapter 2 provided a description 

of what racial slurs are and the way they function as manifestations of lingua-

cultures. In short, racial slurs act as linguistic entities that are indicators of the 

social and cultural processes of a particular society, and they are ranked as the 

highest of taboos in contemporary societies (Hughes, 1998, 2006; Allan and 

Burridge, 2006).  

 Looking into the meaning and function of racial slurs necessitated setting 

out several related concepts. First, race was highlighted as a concept that evolved 

from referring to biological traits and physical appearance (as shown in Chapter 2) 

to encompassing a wider perspective that refers to socially constructed categories 

of people based on a multitude of traits (Eberhardt and Goff, 2005). This evolution 

was deemed important because ‘race’ is now employed as an unorthodox way of 

categorising people, such as that of religion. For example, racial categorisation of 

the slurs in the dataset depends not only on colour and ethnicity, such as for Blacks, 

Asians, and Latinos, but also on religion, which is a factor that has been racialised 
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as well. Thus, in addition to the discussion of racism, the process of racialisation 

was presented as the gateway that establishes human groups under different racial 

categories (Garner, 2010). The importance of identifying the concepts of race and 

racialisation lies in the fact that different socio-cultures manifest different racial 

categorisations of members; thus, as racism exists as a result of the alienation of 

any of these categories, racism will be projected differently across socio-cultures 

(ibid). When a certain group undergoes racialisation, that group is not necessarily 

only vilified and controlled by those in power; as a “two-way process” (Miles and 

Brown, 2003), racialisation also gives the vilified group a form of solidarity and 

shared identity.   

 After looking broadly into the concepts of race, racialisation, and racism, 

Chapter 2 narrowed down to focus on research on the status of racism and racist 

discourse in Western and Arab lingua-cultures. The overview showed that research 

on racism in Western societies addresses the prevalent racial inequalities at 

different points in history. The research spans from the resistance of colonialism 

and the Civil Rights Movement in the United States (Duckitt, 1992) to 

contemporary questions about why inequalities still persist and how some political 

and social powers attempt to keep certain groups underprivileged (Clair and Denis, 

2015). In contrast, research on racial inequalities in the Arab World takes an 

inherently different scope and approach. Instead of looking into racism, Arab 

scholars look into racial prejudice (Alsheddi, 2011; Watfa, 2012). This focus entails 

a major distinction between the two repertoires: while racism falls within the 

realm of sociology, racial prejudice is an endeavour of social psychology (Watfa, 

2012). More specifically, Western scholars tend to perceive the issue on the level of 

the society, while Arab scholars tend to focus on individuals. This inherent 

difference means that even when attempting to address the same problem, the 

West and the Arab world may develop different solutions.  

In addressing the fifth research question on the status of race and racial 

slurs in the Arab socio-culture and lingua-culture, the review of literature on racial 

prejudice in the Arab World also revealed a heavy focus on sectarianism, which is 

based on conflicts of religion and sect. This focus indicates that although other 
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forms of racism and racist discrimination exist within contemporary Arab and 

Middle Eastern societies (Eltahawy, 2008; Curtis, 2012; Tinsley, 2011; Abulhawa, 

2013; Marzouki, 2016), in-depth academic research does not tackle all the existent 

forms of racism. Thus, this review suggests that research on racism in the Arab 

World is not only lacking and underdeveloped, but also misleading in defining the 

real situation. The review looked at racist discourse as a manifestation of racism 

that poses a further aspect of difference between Western and Arab approaches of 

studying racism. Research on racist discourse in Western societies is remarkably 

developed in contrast to its counterparts in Arab societies. This research gap 

highlights the importance and the need for current research on Arab discourse 

analysis studies. Current Western studies on racist discourse focus more on the 

implicit expression of racist discourse. However, it is argued that explicitly 

expressed forms of racism still exist and are on the rise (Filmer, 2011; Mazid, 

2012). Thus, as racist discourse in Arab societies is very much in need of 

exploration, this thesis focuses on the explicit manifestation of racist discourse 

through the investigation of racial slurs in cinematic discourse.  

 Another aspect that was covered in the review in the second chapter was 

cinematic discourse, specifically racial slurs in dialogue (Culpeper and McIntyre, 

2010). Racial slurs contribute to the construction of meaning by employing a 

stereotype as a tool in characterisation. For example, sometimes characters are 

presented within that stereotype, and the use of racial slurs contributes greatly to 

construing the stereotype. In addition, cinematic discourse exhibits an aspect of 

audience design (Bell, 1984). Audience design refers to when the producers and 

creators of the film intend every word in the dialogue to have a certain effect on the 

audience, or the referees, of the text. In the case of cinematic discourse, those 

referees are different from receivers of other types of texts; the referees of the text 

are not known directly to the film writers, and the process of subtitling creates an 

additional circle of referees, reflecting an interdiscursive process where multiple 

voices are involved in the creation of the subtitled text.  The referees of the 

subtitled version of the film are potentially very remote to the immediate circle of 

the film referees. These meaning-construction tools are intertwined with the 
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multimodal nature of cinematic discourse, which itself plays a role in delivering the 

meaning of racial slurs, with the film as the context the tools occur in.   

 The last section of Chapter 2 showed that the intricate synergy between 

racism and racist discourse, as well as the unique features of cinematic discourse, 

requires a theoretical and methodological framework that is applicable to the 

subject of investigation and can help in addressing the research questions of the 

study. Following studies with similar scope and objectives (Al-Hejin, 2012; Filmer, 

2011), the dialectical-relational approach to CDA (Fairclough, 1995) was chosen as 

the main theoretical framework in the investigation of the English-Arabic subtitling 

of racial slurs. CDA was combined with DTS (Toury, 1995), which proved fruitful in 

tackling ideologies in AVT.  With the assistance of tools, such as the (im)politeness 

model (Culpeper, 2011, 2015) and SFL (Halliday, 1994), analysis of representative 

scenes was conducted to describe the function and effect of the racial slurs in the 

original English dialogue. Following that, the analysis was extended to the Arabic 

subtitled version to assess the shift and the effect of the use of the subtitling 

strategy.  

8.3 Subtitling Strategies and Racial Categories  

This section addresses the first and second research questions on the main 

strategies used in subtitling racial slurs and the relation of those strategies with 

different racial categories and variable contexts. The first point to be highlighted 

when discussing the observations of this study is that the frequency and the 

number of slurs are not taken as the sole source of observation and findings; 

rather, frequency and number serve as indicators of the norms that operate within 

the industry of subtitling in the Arab socio-culture. Those frequencies and the data 

distribution represent a starting point for approaching the dataset and a guiding 

tool for the qualitative analysis of the data, which is the main source of the findings 

in this thesis.  The dataset, which was collected from 102 films, consists of 556 slurs 

spanning several racial categories which were subtitled using different strategies 

and labelled using Gottlieb’s (1992) list of subtitling strategies. Based on an 

overview of the dataset, the main strategies are transfer, omission, resignation, 
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decimation, and imitation. The following section provides a recap of the analysis 

chapters, highlights the most interesting observations yielded from each analysis, 

and attempts to tackle the fourth research question.   

 

8.3.1 Racial Slurs Targeting Blacks 

A general look at the dataset shows that there is a rather imbalanced distribution of 

racial slurs, as more than half of the slurs in the dataset target Blacks. This 

imbalance led the first chapter of the data analysis to be devoted to analysing only 

slurs targeting Blacks. The chapter corroborated the fact that the interpretation of 

racial slurs depends highly on context, as shown in analysing the phrase ‘my nigga’ 

as it occurs in the film Training Day (2002). The analysis of the extracts from the 

film shows that although the racial slur might be taken offensively on the surface, 

the context and the cinematography show otherwise. The analysis of the original 

dialogue shows an imbedded meaning of solidarity and friendliness, especially 

keeping in mind that Blacks claim authority over the term (Rahman, 2012); as a 

Black character uses the term with a White character, it further denotes inclusion. 

The subtitler dealt with the term in an inconsistent manner, using strategies that 

ranged from resignation, omission, and decimation. Unfortunately, the 

inconsistency in strategies does not reflect an awareness of the different contexts 

in which the slur occurs. On the contrary, where the phrase reflects closeness, the 

subtitler used the Arabic phrase  أنيت عبيدي, meaning “my slave”. This astonishing 

choice raises questions as to whether the subtitler was focusing on the dialogue 

and the action at all.  

 As the Blacks claim ownership of the term nigga, the use of the slur by non-

Blacks, especially in the context of mockery, is seen as a clear case of an 

opprobrious use of the slur. An example of this use occurs in the film Brooklyn’s 

Finest (2009), as a character uses it to mock the presence of a Black teenage girl. 

The intensity of the phrase my nigga in the context of insult results in a fight 

between fellow police officers. The subtitler’s decision to omit the slur from the 

Arabic subtitle has affected the conflict in the scene tremendously, causing a shift in 
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the meaning and, consequently, undermining the viewers’ ability to understand the 

scene.  

It is here where I resort to the dataset and point out the fact that 207 of the 

393 slurs targeting Blacks are translated using the term zinji; although an Arabic 

word, zinji has arguably become confined to use in subtitling of the words nigger 

and nigga. This feature is similar to what Chaume (2012) describes as dubbese, 

where certain words are translated a certain way to the point that the words 

become a part of the Arabic subtitling register.  

Moreover, racial slurs targeting Blacks represent the largest racial category 

that occurs, or is allowed to occur, in the dataset, and at the same time represents 

the category that is the most subtitled using transfer. This observation can be 

linked with the note from the literature review on racism in the Arabic scholarship, 

which hints at racism against Blacks from the history of slavery in the Arab and 

Islamic tradition (Chapter 2), and, ironically, at the racism against Blacks in the 

United States. Thus, it can be argued that racial slurs targeting Blacks are seen as 

markers of external racism, and subtitlers do not hesitate in translating those slurs 

using transfer, or at least decimation. Examples from the dataset confirm this 

tendency as the slur Skinny, used to refer to Somalis in the film Black Hawk Down 

(2001), is translated as Somali, even though Skinny is not a common slur in the 

Arab socio-culture.  

8.3.2 Sporadic Racial Slurs: Slurs targeting Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews  

Sporadic racial slurs refer to slurs targeting Whites, Asians, Latinos, and Jews, as 

these slurs occur less frequently in the dataset. It is important to emphasise the fact 

that the numbers are indicators of tendencies and norms that operate in subtitling 

when subtitling racial slurs. Racial slurs targeting Whites, Asians, and Latinos were 

mainly subtitled using reduction strategies, which greatly affect the contexts where 

the slurs occur in the original dialogue. For example, slurs targeting Whites are 

translated using reduction, such as the example taken from the film Save the Last 

Dance (2002), which is particularly significant because that film depicts the 

difficulty of integration within an interracial relationship. The ECR The Brady Bunch 
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is subtitled using  الب ضاء  al-bayDaa, meaning ‘the White’; in contrast, the slur Negro, 

in the same scene, is subtitled using zinji. In the film Gran Torino (2008), the racial 

slur gook occurs five times, and the subtitler translates it inconsistently using 

resignation and decimation. In one of the examples, the subtitler opts to translate it 

as ‘fools’, which results in a complete loss of the racial dimension of the grudge that 

Walt has for his Hmong neighbours in this scene. Reduction is also used to deal 

with racial slurs targeting Latinos, which compromises the Arab audience's 

reception of the racist discourse on screen.  

 In contrast to the other sporadic racial categories, racial slurs targeting Jews 

are mainly subtitled using transfer, especially when subtitlers have no other option, 

such as when the plot depends greatly on the Jewish identity of some characters. 

When the plot is not dependent on Jewish identity, it seems that subtitlers try to 

avoid translating any reference to Jews; indeed, subtitlers in the interviews 

(Appendix 3) stated that they are sometimes forbidden from translating slurs 

related to Jews explicitly. This prohibition is potentially due to the Arab-Israeli 

conflict, which has assigned Jews a certain negative stereotype within the Arab 

socio-culture, resulting in the very mention of the slur, apart from the negative 

connotations it brings, becoming offensive.  

8.3.3 Racial Slurs Targeting Arabs and Muslims 

Analysing racial slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims is important because the 

audience in the Arab world can identify with the characters targeted with those 

racial slurs. As per the referee design model (Bell, 2001), the referees in this 

situation represent an in-group where the text producer belongs to the same group 

as the text receivers. Although subtitlers are not the producers of the original 

dialogue, because of the interdiscursivity manifested in the process of subtitling, 

they produce the Arabic subtitles for the audience; thus, they have the ability to 

adjust the text to meet the norms of the target socio-culture.  

 The discussion of racial slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims in Chapter 7 

shows that the slurs used recreate their stereotypes in the media as either villains 

or victims.  For example, in the film Stop-Loss (2008), the slur Hajji was used by 
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American soldiers in order to 'Other' Iraqis and refer to them as the enemy. As the 

slur Hajji occurs repetitively in the film, subtitlers have dealt with the term 

differently, translating it as Iraqi, thief, and bastard. The inconsistency in 

translating this racial slur, which occurs in comparatively similar contexts, affects 

the cohesion of the subtitles of the slur. Moreover, inconsistent subtitling strategies 

affect the stereotypes that racial slurs represent. For example, in the film My Name 

is Khan (2010), a boy is called ‘son of Osama’, and the Arab subtitler opted in this 

case to subtitle it using imitation, rendering the Arabic name as it is. The 

application of this strategy can confuse the Arab viewer, as Osama is a common 

first name in the Arab world, like John is in Western societies. The subtitle does not 

incur the reference to Osama Bin Laden particularly, so Osama can be dismissed as 

a common name, not a racial slur. In addition to the application of reduction 

strategies, censorship of clips that contain racial slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims 

indicates that patrons, i.e. broadcasting channels and satellite television channels, 

avoid slurs that might offend their Arab audience. It is also shown that subtitlers 

apply a form of self-censorship, which shows the internalisation of subtitling norms 

by subtitlers in line with the proposition of translator’s habitus. This is 

corroborated by different subtitlers, who stated when interviewed that, in addition 

to the general guidelines provided by the clients, they themselves feel that 

transferring racial slurs targeting Arabs and Muslims is unacceptable.  

 

8.4 General Discussion and Ideological Implications 

Although the analysis of racial slurs targeting different racial categories resulted in 

different observations and arguments, there are general points and suggestions 

regarding the ideological underpinnings of the subtitling norms and strategies that 

attempt to answer the third research question that the thesis addresses. First, it 

seems that Arab subtitlers do not consider the function that a racial slur has in its 

original context as important. Although slurs are manifestations of lingua-culture, 

Arab subtitlers treat them as linguistic items that can be dispensed with. To be able 

to apply subtitling strategies of reduction, the process of entextualisation first takes 
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place to enable the subtitlers to lift the slur out of its context and apply reduction 

strategies freely. Although there is an argument in the literature on AVT that taboos 

can be compromised due to time and space limitations, the analysis of 

representative scenes has shown that, in many cases, time and space are not the 

reasons for the application of reduction strategies. What makes entextualisation a 

process worth discussing is that it is not applied, or applied to lesser degrees, to 

other types of taboos, such as religious and sexual taboos. Although the subtitlers 

state in the interviews that subtitlers rank religious and sexual taboos as the most 

sensitive, allowing those taboos to pass while suppressing racial slurs indicates 

otherwise.  

 The disregard of the role and importance of the racial slur in cinematic 

discourse might not be the only reason behind the application of reduction 

strategy. It can be induced from the percentages of the occurrences of racial 

categorisations and the use of reduction strategies to translate them that there is a 

general tendency towards domestication of racial slurs. This tendency means that 

the subtitling of racial slurs from English to Arabic is a process governed by the 

norms of the TC, namely the Arab socio-culture. Racism in the Arab lingua-culture 

seems to trigger images of discrimination against certain races, such as Blacks. 

Racial slurs that fit the moulds of racist discrimination in the Arab World are more 

likely to be ‘allowed’ to pass to the audience using transfer. However, if the racial 

slur references do not fit these moulds, or might disturb the audience, the 

references are highly likely to be translated using reduction. These racial moulds 

contribute to what Fairclough (2003, p. 37) describes as a ‘significant absence’; in 

other words, there are racial categories that occur in the original films but not in 

the translated version of the film because of the censorship which the film 

undergoes.  

 Applying reduction strategies, as shown in the data description and analysis, 

affects the racial aspect of the scenes in different ways. In some cases, the aspect 

was lost due to omission of the slur; in other cases, it was toned down with 

decimation. As a result, racial stereotyping, a tool of characterisation, is deemed to 

lose its function. As translation is seen as a process of recontextualisation, 
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subtitling strategies can re-racialise the stereotypes and the connotations of the 

racial slurs in the original dialogue’s lingua-culture. New and possibly different 

connotations and stereotypical associations of the target lingua-culture are brought 

to the Arab audience. In addition, many of the slurs were, at the same time, ECRs. 

This brought levels of intertextual references to other texts, historical events, and 

personalities. As translation is viewed as an intertextual chain (Al-Hejin, 2012), the 

analysis, which assesses the role of the racial slurs in the original scene, pointed out 

the different instances where these intertextual connections were broken, shifted, 

and possibly lost.  

Moreover, the role of patronage in subtitling is not to be underestimated. 

Subtitlers have clarified that the guidelines handed to them by the clients (i.e. the 

broadcasting companies and channels) instruct them to avoid the explicit 

translation of specific racial slurs, such as the ones targeting Jews. Even if a 

subtitler opts to subtitle a racial slur using transfer, editors have the power to 

change the subtitled texts to comply with the expectations of the client and the 

norms of the TT. This shows the prevalence of the target's socio-cultural norms and 

a tendency towards the domestication of the racial slurs rather than foreignisation. 

Although a tilt towards foreignisation in subtitling produces a resistant translation 

that preserves that foreign spirit of the ST (Espindola and Vasconcellos, 2006), 

Arab subtitlers tend to produce domesticated subtitles adhering to the law of 

acceptability in translation (Toury, 1995). Thus, the effect of patronage in the 

prevalence of the TC norms is linked to the effect of power imbalance that can be 

exercised in certain socio-cultures to establish hegemonic ideologies, as discussed 

in Section 2.4.4.  

A final point that has to be drawn out in this discussion is related to the 

training and cultural awareness of subtitlers. Although it is not one of the main 

objectives of this thesis, it seemed to be a striking point in most of the interviews 

that subtitlers did not receive professional training in subtitling. In particular, 

knowledge of translation theories and cultural awareness of the SC and its unique 

references seemed peripheral to their work, where the most important factors 

were related to experience and complying with clients’ guidelines. Editing and 
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quality checks were usually done at a later stage, where the subtitler is not 

involved. The subtitlers’ approaches to racial slurs in the ST do not show a deep 

awareness of the slurs’ socio-cultural backgrounds and their role in cinematic 

discourse. This reflects, to an extent, the lack of depth in addressing the status of 

racism and racial prejudice in the Arab socio-culture  

8.5 Strengths and Limitations 

This study has shown points of strengths as well as limitations. One of the most 

important contributions of this thesis is that it attempts to fill an evident gap in the 

studies of subtitling and AVT, specifically in the Arabic lingua-culture. Moreover, 

although available studies on AVT in Arabic address issues relating to the 

technicalities and unique socio-cultural context, these studies approach social 

taboos, sensitive content, and ‘distasteful’ topics without questioning what makes 

these topics taboo. Thus, this research addresses the status of racial slurs as taboos 

in the Arab socio-culture. Previous research (Mazid, 2006; Al-Adwan, 2012; Alkadi, 

2011) asserts that sexual and religious references are obviously sensitive to the 

Arab audience and thus are euphemised. However, close analysis of exemplary 

scenes and subtitlers’ statements indicates that while those taboos are allowed to 

pass on many occasions, racial slurs are censored, toned down, or euphemised. This 

reaction suggests that racism and racist discourse are highly sensitive taboos in the 

Arab world. Another strength of this research is the interdisciplinary nature of its 

theoretical and methodological underpinnings. Drawing on DTS and the CDA, as 

well as the impoliteness model and SFL, the subtitling of racial slurs is addressed 

on different levels of analysis. The methodological approach has also attempted to 

address criticism of CDA as a method relying on the analyst’s intuition by detecting 

subtitling strategies and tendencies from a substantial dataset that consists of a 

variety of films and slurs.  

 On the other hand, there are some limitations of the research project. First, 

data collection was a lengthy process, since recordings of the films came from live 

TV channels, as mentioned in Chapter 4. The recording process could have been 

easier if channels and broadcasting companies would make these films available for 
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similar research enquiries. Difficulty was also faced when interviews with 

professional subtitlers seemed necessary; many of the subtitlers did not cooperate. 

Finally, a limitation of the perspective of the thesis lies in the fact that the 

researcher is not a professional subtitler. This lack of professional background 

might have caused a distanced view of the technicality of the issue, even though the 

researcher tried to overcome that limitation via the subtitlers’ interviews and 

statements.  

8.6 Suggestions of Future Research and Recommendations 

The interdisciplinary nature of this study’s methodology and perspective is hoped 

to open new horizons of approaching AVT texts from different linguistic and social 

angles. There are many directions that this study can lead to in the future; for 

example, racial slurs can be compared with other taboos in film subtitling from 

English to Arabic. Other approaches of CDA can also be used to tackle the historical 

evolvement of subtitling practices or the cognitive processes involved in the 

reception of subtitling by the audience. Moreover, different subtitles of the same 

film can be compared to see if the different backgrounds of subtitlers, 

measurements of patronage, and translation guidelines can affect the final 

subtitling product.  

It is hoped that this thesis has contributed to AVT research in the Arab 

lingua-culture and shown the great need for similar research to grow. It is also 

hoped that the Arab subtitling industry will benefit from the implications of this 

thesis and direct more attention to raising subtitlers’ awareness of the Western 

lingua-culture and the artistic aspects of films. I hope that the analytical 

observations in this research have shown the effects of over-application of 

reduction strategies on the final product. Highlighting those effects can invoke 

further discussion at to which elements in subtitled are dispensable and which are 

not. Pedersen (2010, p. 67) states that “it is a well-known fact that translators not 

only transfer the meaning of words . . . they also function as cultural mediators, 

helping the target language readers gain necessary insight into the source culture”. 
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Thus, research on the subtitling of films needs to reflect the pivotal role subtitlers 

and subtitling hold in contemporary Arab societies. 
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88.  The Pianist 2002 

89.  The Soloist 2009 

90.  Tower Heist 2011 

91.  Training Day 2001 

92.  XXX  2002 

93.  Freedomland 2006 

94.  Django Unchained 2012 

95.  Gangs of New York 2004 

96.  Margin Call  2011 

97.  The Transporter  2002 

98.  300 2006 

99.  The Mechanic 2011 

100.  The Pursuit of Happiness 2006 

101.  The Texas Chainsaw Massacre  2003 

102.  Green Zone 2010 
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Appendix 2 Racial Slurs Found in the Dataset 

* Subtitling strategy key: R (Resignation)       D (Decimation)          T (Transfer)        O (Omission)      I (Imitation) 

film 
Slur 

number 
Slur Subtitle Transliteration 

Back 
translation 

Racial 
categorisation 

strategy 

1. Training day 

1.  my nigger   أنت عب anta ʕabdii 
You are my 

slave 
Black R 

2.  niggers  السود al-suud  negros  Black D 

3.  Man up nigger تصر  كرجل taSarraf karajol 
Act like a 

man 
Black R 

4.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
5.  my nigger  يا زنج ya zinji negro Black T 

6.  
That’s my 
nigger 

omitted - omitted Black O 

7.  negro  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
8.  Nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
9.  my nigger Omitted - - Black O 
10.  my nigger  يا زنج ya zinji negro Black T 
11.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji  Black T 
12.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

2. Brooklyn’s 13.  niggers Omitted - - Black O 
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finest 14.  crackers omitted - - White O 

15.  nigga السافل al-saafil 
contemptabl

e 
Black R 

16.  nigga. Omitted - - Black O 
17.  niggas  Omitted - - Black O 
18.  niggas   الزنج al-zinji negro  Black  T 

19.  
bitch ass 
nigga. 

omitted - - Black O 

20.  cocoa butter زب ة الكاكاو 
Zubdat al-

kakaaw 
cocoa butter Black I 

21.  
Malcolm x 
boulevard 

 maalkom Malcolm Black T مالكولم

22.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
23.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
24.  Nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
25.  monkey القرد al-qird the monkey Black T 
26.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
27.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
28.  my nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

3. American 
Gangster 

29.  nigger الوغ  الحقير 
Al-waghd al-

ђaqiir 
the low 
mean 

Black R 

30.  chinks الصينيين al-Siiniyeen the Chinese Asian D 

31.  
your cousin 
negro 

omitted - - Black O 

32.  nigga omitted - - Black O 
33.  negro omitted - - Black O 
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34.  fucking nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
35.  kike  الوضي al-waDii ʕ despicable Jews R 

4. Talk to me 

36.  nigga الرجل al-rajol the man Black R 
37.  nigger الرجل al-rajol the man Black R 
38.  nigger الرجل al-rajol the man Black R 
39.  nigger الرجل al-rajol the man Black R 
40.  nigger الرجل al-rajol the man Black R 
41.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the man Black T 
42.  whitey البيض al-biiD the man White D 
43.  nigger رجل rajol the man Black R 
44.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
45.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
46.  negroes  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
47.  nigga  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
48.  Uppity nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
49.  niggers  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
50.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

51.  
my kind of 
nigger 

 raaɁiʕ Great! Black R رائ 

52.  nigger omitted - - Black O 

53.  house niggers زنو  منزله 
zonooj 

manziloh 
negros Black T 

54.  field nigger زنج  حقول zinji ђoqool field negro Black T 
55.  field nigger زنج  حقول zinji ђoqool field negro Black T 
56.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
57.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
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58.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
59.  nigger زنجيا zinjiyyan negro Black T 
60.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
61.  niggers  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
62.  niggers  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
63.  niggers  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
64.  niggers  الزنو al-zonooj negros Black T 
65.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
 al-zinji negro Black T الزنج    .66
67.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

68.  ofay اإلهانا  للبيض 
al- Ɂihaanaat 

lilbiiD 
insults for 

Whites 
White T 

69.  cracker اإلهانا  للبيض 
al- Ɂihaanaat 

lilbiiD 
insults for 

Whites 
White T 

70.  honkey اإلهانا  للبيض 
al- Ɂihaanaat 

lilbiiD 
insults for 

Whites 
White T 

71.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
72.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
73.  negro  زنج zinji negro Black T 
74.  crackers البيض al-biiD the Whites White D 
75.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

5. Tropic 
thunder 

76.  pasty teabag 
البريطان  

 األبيض
al-briiTaani al-

abyaD 
the White 
Bristish 

White British T 

77.  
limb brit 
hands 

ي يك 

 البريطانيتين 
 العاجزتين

Yadayk al-
briiTaniyatayn 
al- ʕaajizatayn 

your 
disabled 
British 

Incapable 
British hands 

T 
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hands 

78.  kangaroo jack الكنغر جاك al-kanghar jaak 
kangaroo 

Jack 
Kangaroo Jack I 

79.  
crocodile 
Dundee 

 تمساح أسترال 
timsaah 
ostoraali 

Australian 
crocodile 

Australian 
crocodile 

T 

80.  kangaroo jack الكنغر جاك al-kanghar jaak 
kangaroo 

Jack 
Kangaroo jack I 

6. Goodbye 
Bafana 

81.  
kaffir 
languages 

 loghaat al-suud لغا  السود
Black 

languages 
Black T 

82.  kaffirs السود al-sood the Blacks Black D 
83.  kaffirs السود al-sood the Blacks Black D 

84.  kaffir lover )محب )الكافير 
moђib (al-

kafiir) 
kaafir lover Black I 

85.  kaffir lover )محبا  )الكافير 
moђiban (al-

kafiir) 
kaafir lover Black I 

86.  little nigger الزنج  الصغير 
al-zinji al-

Saghiir 
little negro Black T 

87.  kaffir lover )محب )الكافير 
moђib (al-

kafiir) 
kaafir lover Black I 

88.  Kaffir  )الكافير( (al-kafiir) the Kaafir Black I 
89.  kaffirs )الكافير( (al-kafiir) the Kaafir Black I 
90.  kaffirs )الكافير( (al-kafiir) the Kaafir Black I 

91.  speak Kaffir )لغة  )الكافير 
loghat (al-

kafiir) 
the Kaafir 
language 

Black I 

92.  darkie الحقيرين al-ђaqiiriin 
The 

despicables 
Black R 
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93.  kaffir lover محب )الكافير( 
moђib (al-

kafiir) 
kafiir lover Black I 

7. Gran 
Torino 

94.  swamp rats  فئرا  المستنقعا 
fiɁraan al-

mostanqaʕaat 
swamp mice Asian T 

95.  zipper head األحمق al-Ɂaђmaq the fool Asian R 
96.  chinks  الصينيو al-Siiniyoon the Chinese Asian D 

97.  
jabbering 
gooks 

 al-ђamqa the fools Asian R الحمقى

98.  gooks فيتناميين fetnamiyiin 
the 

vietnamese 
Asian D 

99.  wop dago اإليطال  اللعين 
al-iTaali al-

laʕiin 
the damned 

Italian 
White T 

100.  half Jew 
هل أنت من ديانة 

 أ ر 
hal anta min 

diyaana okhra 

Are you 
from 

another 
religion 

Jews R 

101.  
Polack son of 
a bitch 

البولن   

 المتعجر 
al-bulandi al-

motaʕajref 
the arrogant 

polish 
White T 

102.  fish heads الحمقى al-ђamqa the fools Asian R 
103.  gooks اآلسيويين al-asyawayiin the Asians Asian D 

104.  gook food  الطعام اآلسيو 
al-Taʕaam al-

aasyawi 
the Asian 

food 
Asian D 

105.  zipper headed األحمق al-aђmaq the fool Asian R 

106.  
click clack, 
ding dang, 
and charlie 

ثالثة شبا  

 آسيويين

thalaatha 
shobban 

asyawiyiin 

three Asian 
young men 

Asian D 
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chan 
107.  slopes اآلسيويين al-aasyawiyeen the Asians Asian D 

108.  swamp rats  فئرا  المستنقعا 
fiɁraan al-

mostanqa ʕaat 
swamp mice Asian R 

109.  zipperhead  الغب al-ghabi the stupid Asian R 

110.  
Polak and a 
chink 

 bulandi wa Siini بولن   و صين 
a Polish and 

a Chinese 
Asian D 

111.  nip  اليابان al-yabaani the Japanese Asian D 

112.  
drunken Irish 
goon 

أيها المترنح 

 األرلن  

ayyuha al-
motaraniђ al-

irlandi 

you 
staggering 

Irish 
White T 

113.  Polack   بولن bulandi Polish White D 

114.  
the rest of 
those zips 

 و بقية عصابته
wa baqiyat 
ʕiSabatih 

the rest of 
his gang 

Asian R 

115.  
Chink 
machine gun 

 al-aasyawi the Asian Asian D اآلسيو 

116.  gook فتى fata a boy Asian R 

117.  swamp rats  فئرا  المستنقعا 
fiɁraan al-

mostanqaʕaat 
swamp mice Asian T 

118.  gook  الفيتنام al-fiitnami 
the 

Vietnamese 
Asian D 

119.  
white trash 
hillbilly 

أهل الجبال من 

 أميركا
ahl al-jibaal 
min amriika 

People who 
live in 

mountains 
in America 

White D 

120.  zipperhead  اآل رو al-akharuun the others Asian R 
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8. The three 
Burials 

121.  wetback 
لق  د ل البالد 

  لسة
laqad dakhal 

al-bilaad khilsa 

He sneaked 
into the 
country 

Latino R 

122.  wetback  المكسيك al-makseeki the Mexican Latino D 

123.  
stupid Gringo 
son of a bitch 

 al-mughaffal the fool White R المغفل

9. The 
hunting 

Party 

124.  
Greek 
souvlaki 

 فتاتك اليونانية
fataatuk al-
yuunaniya 

your Greek 
girl 

White D 

125.  
Serbo cock 
sucker 

 Sirbii  aqiir صرب  حقير
the 

despicable 
Serb 

White T 

10. Precious 
126.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
127.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 

11. My name is 
khan 

128.  towel-head omitted - - Arabs/Muslims O 

129.  
Is Osama your 
lover? 

 هل تحب أسامة
hal tuђib 
usaama 

Do you love 
Osama? 

Arabs/Muslims I 

130.  Osama son يا ابن أسامة ya ibn usaama 
Hey Osama’s 

son 
Arabs/Muslims I 

131.  
You bloody 
Paki 

أيها الباكستان  

 اللعين

ayyuha al-
bakistaani al-

laʕiin 

You damned 
Pakistani 

Arabs/Muslims T 

12. Four 
Brothers 

132.  La vida loca (ال في ا لوكا) la fiida loka La vida loca Latino I 

133.  black ass ظهرك األسود 
zahruk al-

aswad 
your black 

back 
Black D 

134.  La vida loca (ال في ا لوكا) la fiida loka La fida loca Latino I 
135.  nigga please ! أحسنت رائ aђsant raa Ɂiʕ Well done, Black O 
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Great! 
136.  cornbread ( كورنبري) kurnbrid cornbread Black I 

137.  corn muffin  - 
- 
 

- Black O 

138.  cracker jack (كراكر جاك) kraakar jaak cracker Jack White I 
139.  cracker jack (كراكر جاك) kraakr jaak cracker Jack White I 
140.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
141.  house nigger  عب ʕabd slave Black T 
142.  melon  أسبان asbaani Spanish Black R 

13. Blitz 143.  Camel jockey "راكب جمال" raakib jimaal camel rider Arabs/Muslims T 

14. Crossing 
Over 

144.  Jew  أجنب ajnabi foreigner Jews R 

145.  Jewish school م رسة أجنبية 
madrasa 
ajnabiya 

foreign 
school 

Jews T 

146.  kiwi ( الكيو) kiwi kiwi White I 
147.  Gooks   آسيويو asyawiyuun Asians Asian D 

15. Show Time 

148.  The negro Omitted - - Black O 
149.  brother Omitted  - - Black O 
150.  brothers السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 
151.  brother omitted - - Black O 
152.  brother omitted - - Black O 

153.  
brothers like 
yourself 

 Black O - - أمثالك

154.  brother صوتك - - Black O 
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155.  Black ass مؤ رتك السوداء 
moɁakharitak 

al-sawdaaɁ 
your Black 

behind 
Black T 

156.  brother أح  اإل وة aђad al-ikhwa 
one of the 
brothers 

Black D 

157.  brother أ يك akhiik Your brother Black D 

16. Notorious 

158.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
159.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the negros Black T 
160.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the negros Black T 
161.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the negros Black T 
162.  niggers   زنوجا zunuujan negros Black T 
163.  niggers omitted - - Black O 
164.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
165.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
166.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
167.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
168.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
169.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
170.  niggers اآل رين al-aakhariin the others Black R 
171.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
172.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 

173.  
What don’t 
break a nigger 
make a nigger 

omitted  ماال
 يقتلك يقويك

ma laa yaqtolok 
yoqawiilk 

What does 
not kill you 
makes you 

stronger 

Black O 

174.  niggers  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
175.  brothers الرجال al-rijaal The men Black R 
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176.  
What don’t 
break a nigger 
make a nigger 

omitted  ماال
 يقتلك يقويك

ma laa yaqtolok 
yoqawiilk 

What does 
not kill you 
makes you 

stronger 

Black O 

177.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 
178.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 
179.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 
180.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 
181.  brother رجل rajul a man Black R 
182.  brothers األ وة al-ikhwa the brothers Black D 
183.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black D 
184.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 

185.  
Death Row 
niggers 

 جماعة ديث رو
jamaaʕat Dith 

ru 
Death Row 

group 
Black R 

186.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 
187.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 
188.  nigger “ الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
189.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 

190.  little nigger 
ه ا الوغ  الصغير 

يب و زنجيا  أ ف 

 سوادا
zinjiyan negro Black T 

17. Death Race 

191.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 

192.  gooks الصينيين األوغاد 
al-Siniyiin al-

awghaad 
the mean 
Chinese 

Asian T 

193.  African apes السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 
194.  Chinese الصين  اللعين al-Siini al-laʕiin the damned Asian T 
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bastard Chinese 
195.  Mexican Jew  يهود  مكسيك yahuudi Jew Jews T 

196.  
barbecue his 
White ass 

احرق ه ا الرجل 

 االبيض
al-rajul Al-

abyaD 
the White 

man 
White D 

197.  White man الرجل االبيض 
al-rajul Al-

abyaD 
the White 

man 
White T 

198.  
fucking 
cracker 

 الرجل االبيض
al-rajul Al-

abyaD 
the White 

man 
White D 

199.  nigger األسود al-aswad the Black Black D 
200.  Jew  اليهود al-yahuudi the  Jew Jews T 

201.  
bony white 
ass 

 االبيض النحيل
al-abyaD al-

naђiil 
the skinny 

White 
White D 

202.  
fucking 
Chinese 
bastard 

 al-Siini al-laʕiin الصين  اللعين
the damned 

Chinese 
Asian T 

203.  Hill billy   يل بيل ه hil bili Hill billy White I 
204.  Mexican Jew  المكسيك maksiiki Mexican Hisopanic T 

18. People I 
know 

205.  
cracker from 
down south 

 فقير من الجنو 
faqiir min al-

januub 
poor from 
the South 

White R 

206.  brothers السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 

207.  
African 
brothers 

 إ وتك األفريقيين
ikhwatak al-

afriikiyiin 
your African 

brothers 
Black T 

208.  coloured السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 
209.  Jew  اليهود al-yahuudi the Jew Jews T 
210.  Holocaust المأساة al-maɁsaat the tragedy Jews R 
211.  Kiss my  black  اغر  عن وجه - - Black O 
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ass 

212.  
That is nig for 
tukis 

كما نقول نحن 

 السود
al-suud 

As we Blacks 
say 

Black D 

213.  
That is nig for 
tukis 

omitted - - Jews O 

19. The Pianist 

214.  Nazis نازيين naziyiin the Nazis White T 
215.  Jews اليهود al-yahuud the Jews Jews T 
216.  Jews  اليهود al-yahuud the Jews Jews T 
217.  dirty Jews   اليهود الق رو al-yahuud the Jews Jews T 
218.  Jew  يهود yahuudi Jew Jews T 
219.  Jew  يهود yahuudi Jew Jews T 
220.  the Jew  اليهود al-yahuudi the Jew Jew T 

221.  
German 
fuckers 

 األلما  األوغاد
al-almaan al-

awghaad 
the mean 
Germans 

White T 

20. Save the 
Last Dance 

222.  square dance 
رقصة البيض 

 التربيعية
raqSat al-biiD 
al-tarbiiʕiya 

the White 
Square 
dance 

White R 

223.  
the Brady 
Bunch 

 bayDaaɁ White White D بيضاء

224.  negro Club  ناد  للزنو nadi al-zunuuj negro club Black T 
225.  negros  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 
226.  negro زنجية zinjiyya Negro Black T 

227.  snow flaking 
الفتاة مشغول م  

 البيضاء
alfataa al-

bayDaa 
the White 

girl 
White D 

228.  trailer trash الحثالة al- ђuthaala scum White R 
229.  nigger Omitted - - Black O 
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21. Harold and 
Komar 

230.  Hello Kitty المتخلف al-mutakhalif the retard Asian R 

231.  chief رئيس القبيلة raɁiis al-qabiila 
the head of 

the tribe 
Native 
Americans 

D 

232.  
ching-chong 
language 

 لغتك اآلسيوية
lughatak al-
assyawiya 

Asian 
language 

Asian D 

233.  rednecks omitted - - White O 
234.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
235.  Mexicans  مكسيكيو maksiikiyoon Mexicans Latino T 

236.  
Kung-fu 
asians 

اآلسيويين ال ين 

 يجي و  الكونغ فو
al-Asyawiyoon Asians Asian T 

22. Tower 
Heist 

237.  
White 
neighbours 

 jiiraan biiD جيرا  بيض
White 

neighbours 
White T 

238.  nigger أسود aswad the Black Black D 
239.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

23. Gangs of 
New York 

240.  
blackie 
friends 

 أص قائكم السود
aSdiqaaɁokom 

al-suud 
your Black 

friends 
Black T 

241.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negros Black T 
242.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 
243.  nigger  زنج zinji the Negro Black T 
244.  lime-juicers اإلنكليزيين al-inkliiziyiin the English White D 
245.  chinks الصينيين al-Siniyiin the Chinese Asian D 
246.  chinks الصينيين al-Siniyiin the Chinese Asian D 
247.  Fedlam benz )ك)الفي الم بينز fidlaam binz Fedlam benz White I 
248.  Fedlam benz )الفي الم بينز fidlaam binz Fedlam benz White I 
249.  Fedlam benz  بينز(الفي الم fidlaam binz Fedlam benz White I 
250.  chinks الصينيين al-Siniyiin the Chinese Asian T 
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251.  son of Aaron إيرلن   حقير irlandi ђaqiir 
despicable 

Irish 
White T 

252.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 

253.  Irish nigger إيرلن   حقير irlandi ђaqiir 
despicable 

Irish 
White T 

254.  jig أسود aswad the Black Black T 
255.  celestial الصينيين al-Siniyiin the Chinese Asian - 
256.  blackies السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 
257.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black - 
258.  Nigger  زنج zinji negro Black - 
259.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the negros Black - 
260.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black - 
261.  hibarnians اإليرلن يين al-irlandiyiin the Irish White D 

262.  Potato eaters أكلة البطاطس 
akalat al-
baTaaTis 

potato 
eaters 

White T 

263.  Irish bog اإليرلن   البغيض 
al-irlandi al-

baghiiD 

the 
despicable 

Irish 
White T 

264.  nigger omitted - - Black O 

265.  
nigger 
bastards 

 الزنو  األوغاد
al-zunuuj al-

awghaad 
the rascal 

negros 
Black T 

266.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

24. 8th Mile 

267.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
268.  nigga  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 

269.  
stupid ass 
niggas 

 الزنو  األغبياء
al-zunooj al-
aghbiyaa Ɂ 

stupid 
negros 

Black T 
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270.  nigga omitted - - Black O 
271.  nigga  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
272.  niggas omitted - - Black O 
273.  nigga  الزنج al-zinji The negro Black T 
274.  nigga omitted - - Black O 
275.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
276.  Elvis ألفيس alfis Elvis White I 

277.  
White ass rap 
shit 

ص يقك ه ا 

صاحب البشرة 

 البيضاء

Saaђib al-
bashara al-

bayDaa 

the guy with 
the White 

skin 
White T 

278.  coloured girl 
فتاة  ا  بشرة 

 ملونة

fataat that 
bashra 

mulawana 

a girl with a 
colourful 

skin 
Black R 

279.  corny ass omitted - - Black O 

280.  fat ass niggers 
السود السمينين 

 المتكاسلين

al-suud al-
saminiin al-

mutakalsiliin 

fat lazy 
Blacks 

Black T 

281.  brothers  الشبا al-shubaan 
the young 

men 
Black R 

282.  niggas السود al-suud the Blacks Black D 
283.  Niggers omitted - - Black O 
284.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 
285.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 
286.  Elvis ألفيس alfis Elvis White I 
287.  nigga omitted - - Black O 
288.  trailer trash  المقطورا حثالة Ђuthaalat al- the trailer White D 
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maqTuurat scum 

289.  White ass جس ك االبيض 
Jasaduk al-

abyaD 
your White 

body 
White D 

290.  honkey االبيض al-abyaD the White White D 

291.  niggas  ا الزنو Al-zunuuj the negros Black T 
292.  Uncle tom العم توم Al-ʕam tuum Uncle Tom Black I 

293.  White trash حثالة البيض 
Ђuthaalat al-

biiD 
White scum White T 

25. National 
Security 

294.  brother الرجل األسود 
Al-rajul al-

aswad 
the Black 

man 
Black T 

295.  brother الرجل األسود 
Al-rajul al-

aswad 
the Black 

man 
Black T 

296.  brother الرجل األسود 
Al-rajul al-

aswad 
the Black 

man 
Black T 

297.  Nazi  الناز Al-naazi the Nazi White T 
298.  brother omitted - - Black O 
299.  monkey القرد Al-qird the monkey Black T 
300.  monkey القرد Al-qird the monkey Black T 

301.  Hill billy  المتخلفو 
Al-

motakhalifuun 
the retarded White R 

302.  brother omitted - - Black O 
303.  monkey قرد qird monkey Black T 
304.  brother األسود Al-aswad the Black Black D 

305.  real brother رجل أسود شريف 
Rajul aswad 

shariif 
honest Black 

man 
Black T 
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306.  monkey القرد Al-qird the monkey Black T 
307.  monkey القرد Al-qird the monkey Black T 

26. Black 
Hawk 
Down 

308.  skinny  صومال Suumali Somali Black D 
309.  skinny  صومال Suumali Somali Black D 
310.  skinnies الصوماليين al-Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 
311.  skinnies الصوماليين al-Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 
312.  Sammies Omitted - - Black O 
313.  skinny ass صوماليين Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 
314.  skinnies صوماليين Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 
315.  skinnies صوماليين Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 
316.  skinnies الصوماليين al-Suumaliyiin Somalis Black D 

27. Borat 

317.  Jew غيرها ghayriha other Jews R 

318.  chocolate face وجه الشوكوالتة 
wajh al-

shokolata 
chocolate 

face 
Black T 

319.  
God damn 
Muslim 

omitted - - Arabs/Muslims O 

320.  Muslim omitted - - Arabs/Muslims O 
321.  vanilla face  وجه الفانيليا wajh al-fanilya  White T 
322.  Black asses omitted - - Black O 
323.  nigger " الزنج" al-zinji the negro Black T 

324.  Jews الغرباء al-ghurabaa 
the 

strangers 
Jews R 

325.  Jew omitted - - Jews O 

326.  Jews  المتزمتو 
al-

mutzamatimitu
un 

strict Jews R 
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28. Hard cash 

327.  wetback 
د يال غير 

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

328.  commie  شيوع shuyuuʕi communist  White D 

329.  wetback 
د يال غير 

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

330.  wetback 
د يال غير 

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

331.  wetback 
د يال غير 

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

332.  wetback 
د يال غير 

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
Illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

333.  wetback 
 غير د يال

 شرع 
dakhiilan ghair 

sharʕi 
illegal 

intruder 
Latino D 

334.  wetbacks  
د الء غير 

 شرعيين
dukhalaaɁ 

ghair sharʕiyiin 
dukhalaaɁ Latino D 

29. The Ladies 
Man 

335.  brother األخ al-akh the brother Black T 

30. First 
Sunday 

336.  Black ass مؤ رت  السوداء 
moɁakhirati al-

sawdaaɁ 
my Black 

behind 
Black T 
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31. Big 
Momma’s 

House 
337.  brother األخ al-akh the brother Black D 

32. Django 
Unchained 

338.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
339.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
340.  nigger   زنجيا zinjiyan a negro Black T 
341.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
342.  your nigger زنجيك zinjiyak your negro Black T 
343.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 
344.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 
345.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 
346.  my niggers  زنوج zunuuji my negros Black T 
347.  nigger girls  الزنجيا zinjiyat negros Black T 

348.  
my nigger 
girls 

 zinjiyati my negros Black T زنجيات 

349.  nigger زنجيك zinjiyak your negro Black T 
350.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 

351.  nigger lover  المحب للزنو 
al-muђib lil-

zunuuj 
negro lover Black T 

352.  garboon  الزنج al-zinji the negro Black T 
353.  killer nigger  قاتل زنج qaatil zinji negro killer Black T 
354.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 
355.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 
356.  field nigger زنجية حقول zinjiyat ђuquul field Negro Black T 
357.  field nigger زنجية حقول zinjiyat ђuquul field Negro Black T 
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358.  
one-eyed 
Charlie 

 zinji aʕwar زنج  أعور
one-eyed 

negro 
Black R 

359.  
head house 
nigger 

كهرما  منزل 

 أسود
kahramaan 

manzil aswad 
Black house 

Amber 
Black D 

360.  
one-eyed 
Charlie 

 zinji aʕwar زنج  أعور
one-eyed 

Negro 
Black R 

361.  niggers  الزنجيا al-zinjiyaan the negros Black T 

362.  
fighting 
nigger 

 zinji qitaal زنج  قتال
fighting 
nigger 

Black 
T 

363.  
beat ass 
nigger 

 زنج  غير رابح
zinji ghair 

raabiђ 
loser Nigger Black 

T 

364.  
beat ass 
niggers 

 al-zunuuj negros Black الزنو 
T 

365.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

366.  nigger   زنجيا zinjiyan negro Black T 

367.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

368.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Negros T 

369.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

370.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

371.  
exceptional 
nigger 

 الزنج  االستثنائ 
al-zinji al-
istithnaaɁi 

the 
exceptional 

Negro 
Black 

T 

372.  
exceptional 
niggers 

الزنو  

 االستثنائيو 
al-zunuuj al-
istithnaaɁi 

the 
exceptional 

negros 
Black 

T 

373.  nigger  الزنج أيها ayyuha al-zinji hey Negro Black T 
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374.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

375.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

376.  White boy أيها األبيض abyaD White White T 

377.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

378.  niggers  أيها الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

379.  niggers  أيها الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

380.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

381.  Nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

382.  Pick a ninny  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

383.  Nigger   زنجيا zinjiyan a negro Black T 

384.  Pick a ninny  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

385.  nigger Omitted - - Black O 
386.  your nigger زنجيك zinjiyan a negro Black T 
387.  nigger heaven  الجنةomitted - - Black O 

388.  
nigger 
fighting 

 al-zunuuj negros Black صراع الزنو 
T 

389.  this nigger  ه ا الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

390.  this nigger  الزنج ه ا al-zinji negro Black T 

391.  this nigger  ه ا الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

392.  this nigger  ه ا الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

393.  
cheeky black 
bugger 

 aswad waqiђ rude Black Black أسود وقح
T 

394.  This nigger  ه ا الزنج al-zinji Negro Black T 

395.  
black ass 
motherfucker
s 

 السافل األسود
al-saafil al-

aswad 
contemptabl

e Black 
Black 

T 
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396.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

397.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

398.  niggers Omitted - - Black O 
399.  nigger girl الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

400.  nigger girl الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

401.  my nigger  زنجيت zinjiyati my negro Black T 

402.  nigger الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

403.  nigger  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

404.  
nigger 
nicknames 

كيف كسب 

 الزنو  ألقابهم
al-zunuuj negros Black 

T 

405.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

406.  
nigger 
fighting 

 al-zunuuj negros Black قتال الزنو 
T 

407.  big nigger زنج  ضخم zinji negro Black T 

408.  nigger-lese زنجيقل zinjiqal negro-lese Black T 

409.  
the right 
nigger 

 الزنج  المناسب
al-zinji al-
munaasib 

the suitable 
Negro 

Black 
T 

410.  nigger fight  قتال الزنو qitaal al-zunuuj negro fight Black T 

411.  nigger fight  قتال الزنو qitaal al-zunuuj negro fight Black T 

412.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

413.  nigger love حب زنجية Ђub zinjiya negro love Black T 

414.  nigger love  حب الزنو Ђub al-zunuuj negro love Black T 

415.  pony الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

416.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

417.  quality nigger زنج  ممتاز zinji mumtaaz 
perfect 
negro 

Black 
T 
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418.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

419.  niggers  الزنجيا al-zinjiyaat negro Black T 

420.  niggers  زنو zunuuj negros Black T 

421.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

422.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

423.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

424.  
muscle bound 
jimmy 

زنج  قو  

 العضال 
zinji negro Black 

T 

425.  niggers Omitted - - Black O 
426.  nigger زنجية zinjiya negro Black T 

427.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

428.  
passel of 
ponies 

 zinjiyaat negro Black زنجيا 
T 

429.  gals  زنجيا zinjiyaat negro Black T 

430.  old joe زنج  عجوز zinji negro Black T 

431.  right nigger الزنج  المناسب al-zinji negro Black T 

432.  nigger الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

433.  Nigger الزنجية al-zinjiya negro Black T 

434.  
Unexceptional 
nigger 

 al-zinjiya negro Black زنجيه غير المميز
T 

435.  nigger-loving  محب الزنو 
muђib al-

zunuuj 
negro Lover Black 

T 

436.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

437.  nigger  زنج zinji negro Black T 

438.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

439.  Black ass Omitted  - - Black O 
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440.  bigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

441.  bigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

442.  bigger hole  حفرة الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

443.  Black يا أسود yaa aswad Hey Black Black T 

444.  
you be 
damned 
blackie 

 أيها األسود اللعين
al-aswad al-

laʕiin 
damned 

Black 
Black 

T 

445.  Black ه ا األسود al-aswad the Black Black T 

446.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

447.  smoke  أسوديا yaa aswad hey Black Black T 

448.  Blackie يا أسود yaa aswad hey Black Black T 

449.  nigger cage  ققص الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

450.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

451.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

452.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 

453.  niggers   عب ا ʕabdan a slave Black R 
454.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 
455.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

456.  Black ass أيها األسود al-aswad the Black Black T 

457.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

458.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

459.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

460.  nigger  أيها الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

461.  nigger fighter  مقاتل زنج zinji negro Black T 

462.  Black ass omitted - - Black O 
33. Remember 463.  Black animals الحيوانا  السود al-ђayawanaat Black Black T 
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the titans al-suud animals 

464.  little friends رفاقك السود 
rifaaquk al-

suud 
Black friends Black R 

465.  negro  الزنج al-zinji negro Black T 

466.  
negro herman 
boon 

 al-zinji buun negro boon Black الزنج  بو 
T 

467.  
light-skinned 
brother 

 أسود فاتح اللو 
aswad faatiђ al-

lawn 

light 
coloured 

Black 
Black 

T 

468.  
dark-skinned 
cracker 

 مهر  فاتح اللو 
muharij faatiђ 

al-lawn 

light 
coloured 

clown 
Black R 

469.  black behind ظهر  األسود Black back Black back Black T 

470.  coach ‘Coon’  أيها الم ر  بو 
al-mudarib 

buun 
coach boon Black O 

471.  monkey القرد al-qird monkey Black T 

34. Gridiron 
Gang 

472.  niggers omitted - - Black O 
473.  niggers  الشبا al-shubaan young men Black R 
474.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
475.  niggers omitted - - Black O 
476.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
477.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
478.  niggers omitted - - Black O 
479.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
480.  nigger omitted - - Black O 
481.  nigger Omitted - - Black O 
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35. Antowone 
Fisher 

482.  nigger أسود aswad Black Black D 
483.  niggers سود suud Blacks Black D 
484.  niggers  أسودا aswadaan Blacks Black D 

485.  damn nigger أسود لعين aswad laʕiin 
damned 

Black 
Black T 

486.  nigger أسود aswad Black Black D 
487.  nigger أسود aswad Black Black D 
488.  niggers   سودا suudan Blacks Black D 
489.  nigger Omitted - - Black O 

490.  
hoodlum  
nigger 

 األسود الشرير
al-aswad al-

shiriir 
the evil 
nigger 

Black T 

491.  nigger األسود al-aswad the black Black D 

492.  
retarded 
nigger 

 أسود متخلف
al-aswad al-
mutakhalif 

retarded 
Negro 

Black T 

493.  honkies أبيض abyaD White White D 
494.  negro أسود aswad Black Black D 

495.  
buck-dancing 
Uncle tom 

 العم توم
al-ʕam tuum 

tuum 
Uncle Tom Black I 

496.  brothers اإل وة al-ikhwa the brothers Black D 

497.  nigger أيها األسود 
ayyuha al-

aswad 
hey negro Black D 

498.  nigger أيها األسود 
ayyuha al-

aswad 
hey negro Black D 

499.  nigger أيها األسود 
ayyuha al-

aswad 
hey negro Black D 

500.  nigger  األسودأيها ayyuha al- hey negro Black D 
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aswad 

501.  nigger أيها األسود 
ayyuha al-

aswad 
hey negro Black D 

36. Hotel 
Rowanda 

502.  nigger   زنجيا zinjiyan negro Black T 

37. Blood 
Diamond 

503.  
pink chicken 
skin 

ل ينا صاحب 

 بشرة زهرية
Saaђib bashara 

zahriya 

someone 
with pink 

skin 
White D 

38. Enemy at 
the Gates 

504.  pink ass omitted - - White O 
505.  krauts  األلما al-almaan the German White D 

39. Inglourious  
basterd 

506.  
the Jew 
Hunter 

 SaɁid al-yahuud صائ  اليهود
hunter of 

Jews 
Jews 

T 

507.  
hunter of the 
Jews 

 صياد اليهود
Sayad al-
yahuud 

hunter of 
Jews 

Jews 
T 

508.  Jew كاليهود kal-yahuud Jews Jews T 

509.  Jews اليهود al-yahuud the Jews Jews T 

510.  Jew swine اليهود الحقراء 
al-yahuud al-

ђuqaraaɁ 
despicable 

Jews 
Jews 

T 

511.  the Jew bear   ال   اليهود 
al-dub al-
yahuudi 

the Jewish 
bear 

Jews 
T 

512.  
The Jew 
degenerate 
(in German) 

 المنحط اليهود 
al-munђaT al-

yahuudi 
the Jewish 

abject 
Jews 

T 
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513.  Jew dogs كالبك اليهودية 
kilaabak al-
yahuudiya 

your Jewish 
dogs 

Jews 
T 

514.  Squaw  األميريكيه الهن ية 
al-amriikiya al-

yahuudiya 

The 
American 

Indian 

Native 
Americans 

D 

40. Pride 

515.  Black ass omitted - - Black O 
516.  Black ass omitted - - Black O 
517.  White ass األبيض al-abyaD the White White D 
518.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 

519.  negro  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 

520.  White asses البيض al-biiD the Whites White D 
521.  negros  الزنو al-zunuuj the Negro Black T 

522.  nigger  الزنج al-zinji the Negro Black T 

41. Rvolver 523.  toad الحقير al-ђaqiir 
the 

despicable 
White R 

42. Collateral 
Damage 

524.  Gringos األمريكيين al-amrikiyayn 
the 

Americans 
White D 

43. Glory Road 

525.  
couple of 
crackers 

 أبيضا رجال  
rajulaan 

abyaDaan 
White Men White D 

526.  coloured  ملونو mulawanuun colourful Black D 
527.  coloured  ملونو mulawanuun colourful Black D 
528.  coloured  ملونو mulawanuun colourful Black D 
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529.  Harlem (هارلم) harlim Harlem Black I 
530.  coloured  ملونو mulawanuun colourful Black T 
531.  Honkies البيض al-biiD the Whites White D 
532.  Honkies  األبيضا al-abyaDaan the Whites White D 
533.  coloured  ملونو mulawanuun colourful Black T 
534.  honkie رجل أبيض rajul abyaD White man White D 

535.  crackers البيض الجاهلين 
al-biiD al-

jahiliin 
ignorant 
Whites 

White D 

536.  nigger lover  محب الزنو 
muђib al-

zunuuj 
negro lover Black T 

537.  Niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
538.  coloured الملونين mulawanuun colourful Black D 
539.  Negro player  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
540.  coloured ملونين mulawanuun colourful Black D 
541.  niggers  الزنو al-zunuuj the negro Black T 

542.  Honky الفتيا  البيض 
al-fitayaan al-

biiD 
the White 

boys 
White D 

543.  Crackers البيض al-biiD the Whites White D 
544.  Cracker أبيض abyaD White White D 
545.  Crackers البيض al-biiD the Whites White D 
546.  Negro  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
547.  coloured  الزنو al-zunuuj negros Black T 
548.  niggers سود suud Blacks Black D 

549.  Black trash حثالة سوداء 
Ђuthaala 
sawdaaɁ 

Black scum Black T 

44. Stop-Loss 550.  hajjis مقاتلين muqaatliin fighters Arabs/Muslims R 



 

 

            2
8

3
 

551.  hajji  عراق ʕiraaqi Iraqi Arabs/Muslims D 
552.  hajji bastard السافل al-saafil contemptabl

e 
Arabs/Muslims O 

553.  hajji السافل al-saafil contemptabl
e 

Arabs/Muslims R 

554.  hajjis  السارقو al-saariquun the thieves Arabs/Muslims R 
555.  hajji omitted - - Arabs/Muslims O 
556.  Hajji الع و al-ʕadu the enemy Arabs/Muslims R 
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Appendix 3 Subtitlers’ Interviews 

Interview Schedule:  

 

Title of Study: Subtitling Racial Slurs from English to Arabic: An Investigation of 

Norms and Ideological Implications 

Subtitler Interview Schedule 

 

Interview length: 60 minutes approximately 

Interview language: English and possibly Arabic 

 

Introduction:  

Thank you for your agreement to participate in this research. I would like to remind you 

that your name and credentials will stay confidential and anonymous unless you allow 

me to use them in my research.  

I would also like to ask for your permission to record this interview for the purpose of 

accuracy in recording your responses and opinions. Your views and responses will help 

tremendously in my research and analysis.  

The questions will be about four main topics:  

a. Subtitling processes and techniques 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation 

c. Subtitling of taboos and racial slurs 

d. The role of translation patronage  

________________________________________________________________ 

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1. Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes 

place? 

2.  From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers of 

film from English to Arabic?  

3. What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a subtitler?  

4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps subtitlers 

take?  
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_______________________________________________________________ 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of translation 

theories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

2. Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

3. Different Audiovisual translation scholars have tried developing a model for 

AVT in general, and subtitling in specific. Do you think that there is a need 

for that?  

4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling: 

(The message, Source language and culture, target language and culture, 

artistic and cinematic effects)?  

5. What determines a subtitler’s choice for a certain word for translation?  

________________________________________________________________ 

c. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words?  

2. How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur?  

4. What do you think the role of racial slurs in film dialogue?  

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in the 

past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why?  

________________________________________________________________ 

d.  The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that determine 

the way a subtitler work?  

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language?  

3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or literally? 

Can it be justified if they are omitted?  

4. Who decides on film’s censorship?  

________________________________________________________________ 

Closure:  

I think that we have covered most of the points that I wanted to ask you about. Is there 

anything that you would like to add? Do you have any comments about the research as a 

whole?  

I would like to thank you again for your patience. Please contact me if you have any 

further questions or concerns.  
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Appendix 3.1.  Interview with Serene Abboud 

 

Serene worked formerly at Tanweer subtitling agency in Amman, Jordan. She has a 

BA in English and seven years’ experience in subtitling films for major Arab 

satellite channels.  

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1. Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes place? 

We had two options when working on a film. We either subtitle on the same file 

using a special software, which is easier. The other option is to type the subtitling 

on a separate document from the audio file and get it synchronised later on the 

video file.  

 

2. From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers of 

films when subtitling from English to Arabic?  

I think the hardest challenge is subtitling from an audio file that does not have a 

script. It becomes very hard to hear some words. I used to get stuck at some very 

unintelligible words. So I would ask for my friends’ help and see if they can hear 

them. If not, I either use a word that fits the context, or leave it to the quality 

checker to see if he/she can hear what the word really is.  

 

3. What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a subtitler?  

Well, there is always a correct or a right translation, and there is the more ‘correct’ 

translation; it requires a skilful subtitler to produce that. Time management is a 

very important characteristic of a good subtitler. We always try to cope with a 

tremendous amount of work in a very limited period. Moreover, the greater the 

experience a subtitler has, the faster he/she is in reaching the ideal subtitling. 

Therefore, a good subtitler must type fast.  

I also think that a good subtitler must have a good background in the idioms 

and the culture of the source language. Some subtitlers render idioms literally, 

which is a big problem in my point of view. Therefore, awareness of source culture 

is very important.  
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4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps 

subtitlers take?  

Whenever I face an unfamiliar expression, I search for the term online and check 

out its possible meanings and the nearest context to how it is used in the film. If I 

still feel unsure about it, I consult and my colleagues an d seek their opinion on the 

matter.  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of translation 

theories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

Not really; I do not think that an academic background in translation is important. 

Many of the good subtitlers that I worked with had no background or knowledge of 

language or translation as an academic discipline. 

 

2.  Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

I studied translation theory as a part of the English courses which I studied at 

college, but I have not benefited from it at all. What really worked for me is 

practice, watching films all the time and listening to songs and finding their lyrics. 

However, I do believe that subtitlers should have a good command of Arabic and 

English. 

 

3. Different Audiovisual translation scholars have tried developing a model for 

AVT in general, and subtitling in specific. Do you think that there is a need for 

that?  

I don’t see why not. However, the most important thing in my opinion, as I have 

said before, is the experience and the cultural awareness the subtitler has.  

 

4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling: 

the message, source language and culture, target language and culture, or 

artistic and cinematic effects?  
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I think that subtitlers should try as much as possible to keep the meaning and the 

message of the original film and preserve the artistic aspects of the film. However, 

they must also be aware of the target culture and its norms and expectations and 

accommodate for them.  

 

5. What determines a subtitler’s choice of a certain word for translation? 

I have always tried to find the most suitable translation for each and every word. As 

I have mentioned before, I conduct a thorough search to assure that the word I 

choose for translation is the correct one. However, the final say is always that of the 

guidelines provided by the client or the channel which the work is being subtitled 

for. The editor always makes sure that these guidelines are followed.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words?  

Religious taboos are the most sensitive taboos that I have encountered. I always 

encourage euphemising sexual taboos because you never know if children are 

watching the film and because the religious and conservative norms of the Arab 

World does not accept them. I think that racial slurs are not that sensitive and 

should be rendered as accurately as possible.   

 

2. How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

As I said, I think that they should be translated in a clear way. However, it really 

depends the guidelines of different channels. So even if I personally believe that I 

should translate them, the guidelines might stop me from doing so.  Sometimes 

they are censored because the audience is offended by the slur and an angry 

reaction by the audience is to be avoided.  

 

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur? 

I try to convey the racist part and the insult which the slur refers to as much as 

possible. For example, I would subtitle Nigger as zinji or aswad   أسود  ,زنج  
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4. What do you think is the role of racial slurs in film dialogue?  

It is important. Unnecessary censorship affects the film as a work of art. When we 

watch a foreign film, we want get a grasp of the foreign culture too. Many racial 

slurs serve an important function in showing the messages in a film, especially if 

the film talks about racism.  

 

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in the 

past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why? 

I think there is less freedom in subtitling now. People have been talking about 

explicit subtitling and protesting that children are exposed to the negative side of 

the Western culture, and I think that the subtitling agencies and channels are 

listening to these protests.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

d.  The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that determine 

the way a subtitler works?  

There can be very strict guidelines implemented by the subtitling agencies 

following the request of some clients. Swear words and religiously sensitive 

material are almost always censored. There is also an editing report that we submit 

about parts of films or episodes that we think should be censored. Some of the 

guidelines given by the client or the channel are very specific. For example, we are 

not allowed to translate any word ‘Jew’ or the word terrorist. We are also not 

allowed to translate ‘pig’. Every channel has its own guidelines and limits and 

varying degrees of  freedom given to subtitlers.  

 

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language?  

It actually depends on the nature of the racist word. We translate most racist words 

freely, such as Nigger. However, The most obvious and stable guideline we had was, 

as I recall, the one related to racial slurs targeting Jews.  
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3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or 

literally? Can it be justified if they are omitted?  

It depends on the role of the slur in the film. If the racial slur serves the plot and the 

overall message of the film, it should be translated, even if it is offensive to Arabs 

and Muslims. However, if the purpose of the film is to mock Arabs and Muslims and 

make fun of them, I usually refuse to subtitle the film altogether.  

 

4. Who decides on a film’s censorship?  

It is mostly up to the client’s guidelines and the editor who checks the work after we 

finish subtitling the film. There are random quality checks done sometimes to make 

sure that individual subtitlers comply by the rules and guidelines given to them.  
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Appendix 3.2    Interview with Dr. Ahmad Khuddro 

 

Dr. Khuddro has been a professional subtitler for over twenty years. He has a PhD 

in translation and has been teaching translation at Effat University in Jeddah, Saudi 

Arabia and an academic for more than ten years now. 

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1.   Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes place? 

Arabic subtitle text fits on two lines on the screen. Subtitlers sometimes receive a 

tape, and they translate the audio into written text. And then we edit it to fit the 

screen. However, subtitlers might receive a script with the audiovisual file which 

makes subtitling a lot easier.  And here you think of the most important part of the 

message to put it on the screen. There is of course an extensive use of contractions 

and abbreviations to fit the message in the space. Omission is used with 

demonstratives and discourse markers such as ‘this’, ‘that’ and ‘etc’. Usually, visuals 

assist the understanding of subtitles when omission is needed. We also need to give 

time for eye movement on the screen between the image and the subtitle. The 

longest time for a subtitle is one second and two frames which is the minimum time 

required to ensure that the audience can read it.  

 

2.  From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers of film 

when subtitling from English to Arabic?  

As I explained, in the process of subtitling, accommodating for time and space in 

subtitling is quite a challenge. I think what is also important is the cultural awareness 

and of both the source and the target culture.  

 

3. What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a subtitler?  

A good subtitler must have a good knowledge in both languages and know how to 

write both languages well. I mean the combination of the technical aspect with the 

grammatical ability. Sometimes you would see subtitles in Arabic that are not 

grammatical and really weak! I also think that a good subtitler should master the 

technical aspect of subtitling in dealing with the software used.  
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4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps subtitlers 

take?  

It depends on the approach of the translator: whether to bring the text closer or take 

it further away from the reader.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of 

translatiotheories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

AVT is a new domain. There were very few companies that used to do it in the Arab 

World in the 1970s. There are specialist subtitlers with a fair knowledge in language, 

and there are linguists who have some knowledge of subtitling. So it depends on the 

subtitler and his/her experience and background.  

 

2. Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

There are two main approaches to translation. As Schelmicher once said, the first 

entails taking the reader closer to text and the other takes the author to the reader.  

By domesticating   it, you are not trying to shock or offend the audience. It depends 

on the designed audience. If you know that the designed audience will not be 

shocked, you can be as close as possible  to the author.  However, I think you should 

be closer to the reader because the translation is for them and it is the reader who is 

going to assess it. Because if the message is not clear, it is the fault of the translator. 

And here I am talking about translation in general, which is not restricted by time, 

and not specifically about subtitling. Because in subtitling you have time and space 

restrictions. On a different note, Arabic, along Hebrew and Scandinavian languages, 

has a bigger space on the screen for around 42 characters per line, which other 

languages cannot reach. In Arabic, we need space for diacritics as well.  

 

3. Different Audio -Visual Translation scholars have tried developing a model for 

AVT in general, and subtitling specifically. Do you think that there is a need for 

that?  
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Well, it helps to have guidelines for subtitlers. I have advised some subtitling 

companies on the technical and cultural aspects of subtitling, and I have seen them 

applied. Sometimes standardisation of terminology can help subtitlers and improve 

the quality of subtitles.  

 

4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling: the 

message, source language and culture, target language and culture, or artistic 

and cinematic effects?  

I think it is the message of the original dialogue. The message of the source text is like 

a railway track: you need to keep it in place and attain the meaning. However, what is 

between those tracks is up to the subtitler.  

 

5. What determines a subtitler’s choice of a certain word for translation?  

The main factor is maintaining the meaning.  Meaning should always be delivered, 

and the reduction should affect the redundant content.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words? 

There are sexual taboos, religious taboos, and racist insults.  

 

2. How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

They are actually very sensitive. It depends on nature of the terms. For example, 

films about Arabs represent an ethical issue for the subtitler.  If you translate the 

racist word that represents a negative stereotype, leaving it ‘as is’ will reinforce the 

stereotype. But it really depends on each and every case on its own.  

 

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur?  

Well, it can be done technically. Some clients would demand subtitling agencies to 

mute the swearword. Or we can allow the swear word to be heard, but you subtitle it 

differently with a mild alternative, or ‘bowdlerise’ if I may call it that. You need to 
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know your audience and who exactly you are translating for. What is the purpose of 

translation? For example, when I worked on Disney films the speed of the words 

appearing on screen was reduced. I also tried to simplify the translations according 

to the age of the audience. Sometimes I consider the genre and the intended audience 

and I simplify the vocabulary accordingly. 

     There are also other levels of the texts to consider. In subtitling racial slurs, 

the techniques used should not affect the coherence and the cohesion of the text. We 

should also pay attention to the acceptability of the translation for the audience, in 

De Beugrande’s terms.   

    As for translating the racial slur, we can achieve the effect by using an adjective 

with the racial content and using the adjective as a premodifier. This is a kind of 

compensation.  But I have to mention that sometimes the racist content is hard to 

show because of the space and time limitations. ‘Paki’ for example is subtitled as 

 al-bakistaani al-ablah or ‘the stupid Pakistani’. These are two words  الباكساتان  األبلاه  

instead of one.   

4. What do you think is the role of racial slurs in film dialogue?  

If the film is about racism, it has to be transferred. But it is up to the clients 

commissioning the translation. There is a different concept of racism in different 

regions and different racial categories.    

 

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in the 

past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why?  

There is a lot of difference of course. There was a very small number of channels 

before, and now you have hundreds. I have seen some very explicit translations 

recently. I have also seen the use of vernacular Arabic to transfer the effect of 

variation in English dialogue, but it is actually hard to read vernacular. I also believe 

that there are more outlets for racist language nowadays than there were before.  

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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d. The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that determine 

the way a subtitler works?  

Yes, the clients decide that. There are always guidelines which vary from one client 

to another even on technical aspects (e.g. the use of Indian numerals vs. Arabic 

numerals). Some clients choose films and edit their content or delete certain scenes 

before sending them to subtitling agencies. Censorship is a difficult issue to tackle. 

There is self censorship, and there is censorship enforced by the clients on the 

subtitling agency. I recall I was asked to subtitle a documentary about the Tri-

partite Aggression on Egypt, and the client wanted to change it to the ‘dual 

aggression on Egypt’. I refused to do so. I refused to have my name on it. It is a 

massive problem. You also need to know the register and the reception of the 

audience. For example, naming the Arabian gulf or the Persian Gulf. As the Italian 

proverb says: the translator is a traitor. There will always be compensation needed 

for the loss caused by the translation choices.  

 

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language?  

It depends on the client you are dealing with. You are either told before the 

subtitling process about the way to go about taboos, including racial slurs. 

Sometimes the client’s preferences will be Incorporated at the editing stage by 

editors and quality checkers.  

 

3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or 

literally? Can it be justified if they are omitted?  

Well if they are dropped, it is not the subtitler who is doing this. It is the client. If 

you agree as a subtitler to translate a film then you have to follow the guidelines of 

the client and abide by them.  

 

4. Who decides on a film’s censorship?  

It is always the decision and the perspective of the client.  
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Appendix 3.3   Interview with Hossam Mohammad 

 

Hossam Mohammad has a BA in English and German. He has been subtitling for 

two subtitling agencies, Screens and Zoo.   

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1. Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes place? 

Screens send the film through a portal on the internet and send the script in a 

separate file. Sometimes we are given video materials without scripts – movies and 

documentaries and stuff. Zoo has a great work flow. There is special software to do 

the time coding on videos. Screens do not require that, so I translate in a document 

and they send it so someone to synchronise it. But Zoo has an online platform and 

most of the time they provide us with the English Script.  

 

2.  From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers of 

film [when subtitling] from English to Arabic?  

The main challenge is that I am not a native English speaker, so there would be 

some idioms that I do not understand and may be difficult for me to translate. 

Another difficulty I face is when something is not appropriate and the Arab 

audience will not accept it.  

 

3. What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a subtitler?  

A good subtitler is someone who has a very good grasp of language: A good 

command of English and Arabic. His/her language must be simple, so everybody 

would understand it.  

 

4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps 

subtitlers take?  

I do face unfamiliar expressions all the time. Technical vocabulary poses a 

particular difficulty. If I do not understand a word, I search online for a meaning for 

it on the internet, until I  understand it well and translate it properly. I have friends 
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who work as translators and I consult them. There are also online societies for 

translators.   

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of translation 

theories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

Experience is the most important thing, but knowing something about translation 

theories is important as well. I am familiar with theory from what I studied at the 

university, but most of the people I know who work in the field are not even 

language graduates. Many of them study commerce or things like that and they 

have good English and they like watching movies.  

 

2. Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

Personally I like to stay as close to the original script as possible. I think that 

dynamic translation is a thing that actually ruined subtitling in the Arab World. 

This is because changing the source dialogue a lot changes the meaning and the 

film itself.  

 

3. Different Audio-Visual Translation scholars have tried developing a model 

for AVT in general, and subtitling specifically. Do you think that there is a 

need for that?  

I think that there is a need for such models. They will help subtitlers and improve 

their work. This is because of the limited freedom given to subtitlers; there aren’t 

many choices that they have. So they need these models to help them work with 

what they have.  

 

4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling: 

(The message, source language and culture, target language and culture, 

artistic and cinematic effects)?  
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The most important thing and the most difficult thing is to achieve a mix of all these 

factors. We have to transfer the meaning, the Western culture, and the artistic 

features. Sometimes you have to tone down some aspects and emphasise others. 

 

5. What determines a subtitler’s choice of a certain word for translation?  

If I don’t know a word, I will look for it on the Internet and see what it means and 

how the people use it. The Internet is the most common source that I go to.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words?  

Personally, I do not think of any words as taboos. I personally believe that there is 

nothing sensitive. But there are racist or sexual taboos which we can not pass, and 

we find a replacement that is less sensitive. So for example, ‘towelhead’ can be 

translated into األحمق al-aђmaq  (The fool) or  المعتو al-maʕtuuh (The crazy)  or البغايض  

al-baghiiD (the despicable).   

 

2. How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

Personally, I do think that racial slurs are the highest of taboos and I don’t like 

people to hear or read this ‘nonsense’. Professionally, I think all the content of the 

original script has to be translated as much as possible. If there is a character, let us 

say an American, is cursing an Arab, this should be kept the same in the subtitle 

because not translating it as it is considered to be forgery. Some films are so 

affected by censorship that they almost become void of content, maybe up to 70 

percent.  

 

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur?  

I haven’t really thought about this in depth before. It is really confusing. I will try to 

show that it is offensive and racist at the same time.  
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4. What do you think is the role of racial slurs in film dialogue?  

I think it is very important. They might reflect an era – a period of time, but I think 

they might be useless in other contexts. Some films are ‘stupid’ or meaningless, so 

they use some words to attract a certain group of viewers who only care about 

insults. This happens also in some Arabic films as well.  

 

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in the 

past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why?  

It is a lot freer now, and the language is weak. The Arabic used in the subtitles was 

a lot stronger and more grammatical before.  They use the dialects, let us say 

Egyptian, because it has more humour. Standard Arabic also poses a problem when 

translating dialects or varieties like AAVE or Irish English.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

d.  The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that 

determine the way a subtitler works?  

We have a graded set of guidelines from A-F; A is the strictest, while F is the most 

lenient. For example, to translate ‘bitch’ following guidelines F, I would be able to 

say عااهرة  ‘ʕaahira’ (bitch)  but not following A. This mostly depends on the content 

of the film. For example, if the film is directed towards kids, the guidelines are 

much stricter.  It also depends on the channel’s requests. Religious terminology 

also gets affected. ‘Jesus’ would be translated as   يا إلها. ‘yaa iliaahi’ meaning (Oh my 

God). Sometimes all religious content gets manipulated.  

 

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language?  

Not really, but it is common sense of the translators. If I translated racial stuff 

vividly, it might get edited.  

 

3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or 

literally? Can it be justified if they are omitted?  
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They usually don’t want to offend the viewers by letting them hear bad language.  

 

4. Who decides on a film’s censorship?  

The subtitling agency. Sometimes it gets edited without my consent, and at other 

times they require my consent. Editors sometimes change subtitling of whole 

scenes. The client and the subtitling agency decide what gets on the screen and 

what does not.  
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Appendix 3.4  Interview with  Reem Hossam  

Reem is in the final year of her English language course and a works as a freelance 

subtitler and translator.  

 

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1. Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes place? 

First, I open the video and a notepad or a word document. Then I play the video and 

type what I hear and as I type I break the lines when necessary. Because each line is 

a new line of subtitles, so I break them as needed.  When I am done, I launch a 

subtitling programme, load the video and audio, and load the subtitles I just saved. 

All that is left is just timing the subtitles to the speech and embedding them in the 

video.  

 

2. From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers of 

film [when subtitling] from English to Arabic?  

I think the main obstacle I face as a subtitler of different audiovisual productions is 

that I might have to work on videos that promote values that do not go with my 

Islamic values.  I consider myself lucky, however, because as a freelancer I can often 

set my own terms and I can ask to see the video before I start working on it, unlike 

working with a company where you’re assigned a video and you have to work on it. 

Another issue is timing the subtitles, which could be because I am still building my 

experience in subtitling, but I do find it a bit of a small challenge to perfectly time 

the beginning of the subtitle, timing the ending is usually much easier though.  

Finally, some technical issues like how tedious it gets sometimes, and how 

longer videos can take a while to hard-burn subtitles into and be sent back to the 

client. As for the translation itself, I think the biggest issue is having different 

cultures and different audiences and you need to adapt to that and keep it in mind 

while translating. For example, translating  ‘t is raining cats and dogs’  literally as  

 will sound very weird to an Arabic speaking audience but for an انهاا تمطار قططاا و كالباا 

English speaking audience, makes perfect sense. Also while translating you have to 

keep in mind the length of your lines (not an issue at all with same length subtitles 
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because the words and the length of the sentence is the same). Because it’s 

translated, the number of characters in a sentence changes, and they can’t stay on 

screen for too long or too briefly; they have to start and end with the speech and 

with enough time for the viewer to read while listening. That means you’d either 

have to find different terms sometimes, even if the original was perfectly correct, 

that are shorter/longer, or try to break the line at a logical place without making it 

abrupt or make the reader lose focus because words are appearing and 

disappearing haphazardly. Of course, translation or not, you have to keep these 

things in mind but adding translation to it can make it more challenging at times.  

 

3. What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a subtitler?  

Interesting question, I think patience is a big part of it because, like I said, it 

can get very tedious at times, and getting bored and rushing through to get 

it done will probably result in badly timed subtitles (which could actually 

take an even longer time to fix). On that note, accuracy is of course vital 

because wrongly timed subtitles can make the viewer lose focus and get 

annoyed by the entire video. Tthe subtitles are usually seen as a part of the 

video not something added to it, so they can affect how the viewer feels 

about the video and can ruin their experience. Of course you need a bit of 

background on the cultures you’re translating from and translating to in 

order to make the translation logical and comprehensible. As I mentioned, 

rushed subtitling is usually a bad idea; however, a subtitler needs to learn 

to be quick nonetheless, especially if they’re working on long movies 

because it can be a very long process and sometimes clients don’t 

understand what goes into it. The goal is  quick but accurate subtitling.  

 

4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps 

subtitlers take?  

If it’s unfamiliar to the audience, I try to find a term or expression that best 

expresses the original and brings the meaning closest to the culture of the viewer. 
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Sometimes, if needed you can add brackets to further explain it. For example: 

)     (  اليفكلب )حيوا   A dog , a pet) .  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of translation 

theories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

I don’t have a lot of knowledge about translation theories, but I seem to be doing 

well without them. 

 

2. Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

I don’t know that much about them, so I can’t say I do. 

 

3. Different Audio-Visual Translation scholars have tried developing a model for 

AVT in general, and subtitling in specific. Do you think that there is a need for 

that?  

I do think that would be helpful, at least for beginners as a way for them to learn 

the basics and learn how to do a better and quicker job with less effort and 

mistakes. 

 

4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling: 

(The message, source language and culture, target language and culture, 

artistic and cinematic effects)?  

I think all of these matter, but the main focus should be on the message and the 

target language culture. Because the idea of having subtitles is to transfer the video 

to another culture by helping the viewer watch and fully understand what is 

happening without messing with the video. The source language and culture 

usually matters only to the subtitler (with rare exceptions) and artistic and 

cinematic 
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5. What determines a subtitler’s choice of a certain word for translation?  

Like I mentioned above, the target culture and the audience determine that, along 

with how much time is available for the subtitle and whether or not you to shorten 

the sentence or break it. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words?  

Off the top of my head, sexual, religious, gender related, racial/ethnic slurs are 

taboos I can think of. 

 

2. How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

I think it depends on the target culture. For example in America it would rank very 

high because race problems are still a big issue there and with the latest political 

changes I believe it is getting worse and people are getting more sensitive to it. 

 

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur?  

I believe it depends on what you’re translating. If it’s a movie about slavery or 

something, then I’d probably translate what is being said without sugar coating it 

and if a person is watching a movie about slavery they would expect to hear some 

racial slur. If it’s something else, then it can be omitted if possible (which I do not 

think is the best strategy though, because the subtitler is merely delivering the 

message and not deciding what should or shouldn’t be there….so “if possible” is the 

keyword here) or the subtitler can use different terms that are more acceptable or 

sound less crude while keeping the intended message which is to offend someone 

based on their race. 

 

4. What do you think is the role of racial slurs in film dialogue? 

If the movie revolves around racial issues, it can help deliver the message better 

and emotionally pull the viewer in. If otherwise, it can be used to get the movie 

more attention by raising controversy (the same way sex is used to sell music these 
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days) and playing on the shock element, or in some (rare) cases, it can be intended 

to serve a certain agenda against a certain race. 

 

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in the 

past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why?  

I can’t say for sure, but I do believe there is. Because the more you go back in time 

the more the memory of racial problems is fresh in people’s minds and the more 

they’ll be sensitive towards it. I believe people used many controversial topics to 

make their message heard louder too many times and as the years pass, viewers get 

more used to hearing and seeing things that were obscene in the past (for example 

the word “nigger” is used more often recently than it was 10 years ago; even on the 

visual aspect, clothes have changed and everyday movies could have nude scenes 

while this would NEVER have happened in the past) 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

d. The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that 

determine the way a subtitler works?  

As a freelancer, clients who send me work set few regulations compared to TV 

stations.. But I notice in other subtitlers’ work , words referring to religion or God 

are often changed a little so they wouldn’t offend anyone. For example, sometimes 

the subtitler uses words like “السماء” Al-samaa to avoid mentioning God or heaven or 

anything like that. And of course cussing is sugar coated or omitted at times if it’s 

too much for the audience. 

 

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language? 

 So far I haven’t dealt with anything like that. 

 

3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or 

literally? Can it be justified if they are omitted?  
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As I mentioned previously, it really depends on the type of movie and the target 

culture. And I believe omitting can be justified but it should be a last resort and 

never to be used too often.  

 

4. Who decides on a film’s censorship? 

The target culture mostly and social norms. Of course, there are other important 

factors, like whether or not the movie is R-rated or if the TV station showing it is a 

family station or not.  
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Appendix 3.5    Interview with Yunus Al-Battat 

Yunus is a subtitler and a translator who has attended workshops and courses in 

translation.  

a. Subtitling processes and techniques:  

1. Can you explain to me briefly how the process of subtitling a film takes 

place? 

I usually receive films with their scripts. I usually watch the film once or twice. I can 

insert my subtitles directly on the scenes using one of the available software or I 

can type it and then it will be synchronised by the editing team.  

 

2.  From your experience, what are the main challenges that face subtitlers 

of film [when subtitling] from English to Arabic?  

There two main types of difficulties: translation wise and wording wise. Idioms, 

metaphors, and culture terminology. For example, in the film The Whole Nine Yards, 

which is on American football, which is not very common in the Arab World, the 

term ‘a home run’ or a ‘grand slam’. Such difference between the two cultures poses 

a difficulty in translation, especially if these terms are used as metaphors. I then 

give the meaning without the terminology. The meaning here is important.  

Wording challenges are related to how to transfer the dramatic effect of the 

source English dialogue. If the lines in the original dialogue are moving, I try to 

choose words that have similar effects on the audience, whether the actors are sad 

or being funny. The problem with the careful choice of such words, connotations 

and effects is that it is a time consuming process. 

 

3.  What do you think are the main characteristics and qualities of a 

subtitler?  

I think that a good subtitler must have extensive cultural awareness. This affects 

the subtitling process. Moreover, we need creativity in writing and translation. I 

need a writer as much as I need a translator. Some translators are hired just 

because they have a good command in English. This does not necessarily mean that 
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they have a good command of Arabic, which affects the quality of the Arabic 

subtitle.  

 

4. When facing unfamiliar vocabulary/expressions, what are the steps 

subtitlers take?  

I first try to know the meaning of the word and the original context where it is used. 

I try to find a similar expression in Arabic with a similar effect on the text and the 

audience. Sometimes I also take it in steps. First, I find the simplest Arabic word 

that can replace the English expression but then I improve the translation.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

a. Translation theory and audiovisual translation:  

1. Do you think that subtitlers should have a fair knowledge of translation 

theories? Or do you think that experience is enough?  

I do not think that it is important, but it would improve the quality of subtitling. 

Experience is the most important thing but theory can put him/her on the right 

path.  

 

2. Do you have a personal preference for translation theory?  

Domestication and foreignisation:  

I do not have a preference for a particular theory of translation, but I think a 

subtitler should alternate between different approaches to translation as needed 

according to the purpose of the translation. For example, in translation for 

marketing, some brand names will mean that the business would fail in a different 

context.  

 

3. Different Audiovisual translation scholars have tried developing a model 

for AVT in general, and subtitling in particular. Do you think that there is a 

need for that?  

Yes, I think we need such models. It will help new subtitlers improve their work.  
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4. What do you think are the most important factors to consider in subtitling 

(the message, source language and culture, target language and culture, 

artistic and cinematic effects)?  

I think that the target culture is the most important factor and has to be considered 

all the time, but careful attention should also be given to the cinematic effect and 

the artistic aspect of the film. 

 

5. What determines a subtitler’s choice of a certain word for translation?  

The context of a word is what determines the choice of that word.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Subtitling of taboos/ racial slurs:  

1. What are the different categories of taboo words?  

I think that in the Arab World religion related taboos and sex taboos are the most 

sensitive.  

2.  How do you rank racial slurs among these taboos?  

In the Arab World, racial slurs rank below religious and sexual taboos. Sometimes 

they are disregarded completely and ignored.  

 

3. What is the best strategy to translate a racial slur? 

In my personal point of view, there is no such thing as a taboo. I believe that all 

words in the dialogue are placed there for a purpose. I suggest writing the racial    

using transliteration and then writing its meaning between brackets.  

 

4. What do you think is the role of racial slurs in film dialogue?  

As I have said before they are very important for different aspects. They serve the 

plot and the message of the film as well as the cinematic product as a whole.  

 

5. Do you think that there is a difference between subtitling racial slurs in 

the past (e.g. ten years ago) and the present? Why?  

Yes, there is a great difference in the level of freedom in subtitling because of the 

boom in fan subtitling. I think that this boom was actually because of the strict 
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regulations that are place on television and official subtitling which caused people 

to look for free outlets to subtitle films without the regulations. I think this is 

making official channels think of the strict regulations they place. Also, the 

introduction of streaming services such as Netflix. They offer a great subtitling.   

__________________________________________________________________________ 

c.  The role of patronage:  

1. Are there rules and regulations set by TV stations and agencies that 

determine the way a subtitler work?  

Yes, we are usually given a set of guidelines and the age of the expected audience.  

 

2. Is there a code for dealing with racist language?  

I have never been given this before. However, some of my friends told me that they 

were given a set of words that they can’t translate.  

 

3. Do you think it is actually important to render racial slurs faithfully or 

literally? Can it be justified if they are omitted?  

I think they have to translate racial slurs as is without any censorship. We have 

racism in our society too.  I know that we don’t have equivalents for racist words, 

but translators must work around that. 

 

4. Who decides on a film’s censorship?  

The client and the broadcasting companies. However, many Arab subtitlers impose 

self-censorship. This is a huge problem. Translation is not a place where you 

practise and enforce your own views and beliefs on people. I notice that where 

these invasive translations are applied, a beautiful or an effective part of the film is 

lost. Some productions rely heavily on the dialogue while the visual aspect of the 

film does not assist understanding. When translations miss great parts of the 

dialogue, people who have no knowledge of English do not see the beauty of the 

cinematic product.   

 

 


